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PART I:

INTRODUCTION
Strong communities plan for their future. They understand that the success they've enjoyed is not guaranteed, just
like the challenges they've experienced can be overcome. A plan is an opportunity to take stock of these experiences,
mark the conditions and identify the trends and, ultimately, chart a new course. And the community must lead. A plan
written without this larger voice has little hope of achieving the outcomes it envisions. The Envision Montgomery 2040
Comprehensive Plan is the first plan of its kind in half a century. It will propel Montgomery, boldy into its next chapter.
This plan was community-led and community supported. It represents the hopes and values of the people it will serve.
This plan is for the people Montgomery.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2018, the City of Montgomery embarked on an ambitious process to develop its first comprehensive
plan in more than 50 years. This process, called Envision Montgomery 2040, articulates a shared vision for
the community to be realized through a variety of strategic recommendations. The new plan is built on
the intuition of the community and strong technical research and analysis. This plan, like the original plan
completed in 1963, will help guide decision-making in the city for years to come.
WHY NOW?
2019 was an important year in the history of
Montgomery. As the city celebrated its bicentennial,
it also began the process of laying out its
comprehensive plan. While the community has much
to celebrate and an important story to tell, it is also
losing people. For the first time in modern history,
Montgomery’s population will show a decline in
the 2020 census. While this statistic isn’t the only
indicator of success, it begs a series of additional
questions. Where are Montgomerians moving? Why
are so many of the city's workers from out of town?
Why has the poverty rate increased, especially among
children? Why have home prices increased so slowly
while homeownership rates have declined? These
questions, and many others, form the broad charge
of the comprehensive plan: How does Montgomery
improve livability?
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Complementing these challenges, however, are bright
and emerging opportunities. Montgomery is known
across the nation, and the world for that matter, as
a place where history happened. In the same year
as the planning process, the National Memorial
for Peace and Justice opened on a hill overlooking
downtown. In its first ten weeks, more than 100,000
visitors walked through the memorial. The city’s
local economy is strong and well-supported through
a mix of private, public and non-profit employers.
Montgomery is a uniquely green community, rich with
meandering streams, lush forests and swamps and
the ever-present Alabama River. Beyond the obvious
advantages, there are subtler opportunities. A low
cost of living, strong and cohesive neighborhoods,
connections into the I-85 corridor (Atlanta, Greenville,
Charlotte), limited congestion and a diverse and
energetic population make up a short list. All told,

Montgomery’s advantages offer a window into the
community’s great potential.
A comprehensive plan is an opportunity to articulate
a grand strategy for community overall. It is the
broadest policy statement a city can make and
includes recommendations along a wide spectrum
of topics. The document should be aspirational and
bold and consider the vision of the community as
a whole. In developing such a plan, the process
allows a community to inventory its assets, identify
its liabilities and develop a logical strategy to move
forward. This “movement” is expressed through
actions - projects, policies and programs - designed
specifically for the city, its principal actors and
institutions. The following plan represents the
work more than 1,000 Montgomeriams and is truly
collaborative effort.
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BACKGROUND
A comprehensive planning process provides an opportunity for a community to pause, count its challenges and
opportunities and chart a course toward greater prosperity. Great communities, like Montgomery, create these
plans to elicit community feedback, develop a strong decision making framework and evaluate their progress
regularly. This section provides an explanation of the process and an overview of other pertinent planning
planning documents.
WHAT IS A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN?

WHY PLAN NOW?

The comprehensive plan is the broadest policy
statement for a community. It covers a wide
range of topics that range from land use and
transportation to economic development and
parks. Within each of these topics, the plan
serves as a framework for decision-making
that is rooted in the values and vision of the
entire community. To derive this “vision”, the
planning process needs to be inclusive and open
to anyone who cares about the future of the
place. These conversations with the public and
stakeholders, coupled with intense technical
analysis, lead to a set of conclusions. From this
baseline, the plan presents recommendations on
a wide range of topics including future land uses,
community design, connectivity, open space and
recreation areas, cultural and historical resources,
infrastructure and economic development. These
recommendations are guided by the vision. This
statement is broad, aspirational and represents
the values of Montgomery. It is supported by
goals, or desired outcomes, for each of the plan
topics. Each goal is further articulated by a series of
objective statements. These are more specific and

In general, planning represents good stewardship.
Change — good or bad — happens whether you
are ready or not. The Envision Montgomery 2040
Comprehensive Plan will enable the community to
take advantage of emerging opportunities - like the
resurgence of downtown or new manufacturing
investment - while also working to mitigate negative
trends - like the growth in poverty and population
stagnation. A plan allows a city to anticipate changes
and deliver greater prosperity to the community as
a whole. Recommendations help “connect the dots”
on opportunities from seemingly disparate topics like
quality of place, infrastructure, mobility and more.
When realized, this work can improve the overall
economic condition for businesses and families,
improve the city’s quality of place and provide greater
access to opportunity for individuals. The plan serves
as a guide for decisions related to preservation,
revitalization and growth so that the city can achieve
the goals and aspirations of all Montgomerians.

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
pa corepudae ped ut volest pro el iumetur

measurable definitions of the topic goal. Finally,
the comprehensive plan's essential elements are
actions. These are projects, policies and programs.
They are specific and tied to a responsible party, a
timeframe, funding opportunities and link back to
the objective, goal and the overall vision.
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THE 1963 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The city’s previous
comprehensive plan
was completed in
1963 and provided the
initial sketch for the
Montgomery that is
experienced today. This
plan mapped the various
land uses including
residential, commercial,
public facilities,
industrial uses and
undeveloped / agricultural uses. It also outlined
initial areas for expansion but predated much of
the extensive physical growth the city experienced
in later decades. The plan helped set the table
for community investments in infrastructure,
transportation and community facilities and its
impact manifest over the next thirty years. While
the plan is consistent with other documents from
the era, it did not consider many of the elements
common in modern plans. These include parks and
green space, preservation, social elements like
diversity and inclusivity, culture, walkability and
bikeability, food access, public engagement, and
more. The previous plan also focused heavily on on
conditions and uses with little reference to actions
or recommendations. While these condition
statements are critical to decision making, the
Envision Montgomery 2040 plan takes the next
step in presenting a series of proposed actions
(projects, policies and programs) designed to help
realize the community-defined vision.
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RECENT PLANS & STUDIES
While the City of Montgomery has not developed
a comprehensive plan since 1963, it has completed
a number of neighborhood level and topical
plans / studies. The following provides an outline
of the plans and studies most pertinent to the
comprehensive plan.
Neighborhood Planning
The city has some 200 distinct, named
neighborhoods. Many of these communities
have developed their own plans in recent years
that identify assets and seek to mitigate unique
challenges. Just in the past 20 years, the city has
completed more than 15 of these neighborhood
plans, mostly covering the city’s historic districts.
In 2007, the city also completed a plan for
Downtown Montgomery. Each of these documents
is similar as they present the existing conditions
for the neighborhood, core assets, challenges and
considerations for the plan; and a set of unique
recommendations to enhance the neighborhood

and increase prosperity. According to the American
Planning Association, neighborhoods are the
strategic building blocks of overall community
development. Montgomery's comprehensive
plan generally reflects the recommendations
presented in these neighborhood plans as they
support the broader needs of the community.
Compatibility between these documents will be
critical to focus the vision of the Comprehensive
Plan and develop more specific, neighborhood level
recommendations.
Examples of Montgomery’s various neighborhood
plans are below. A deeper description of these
plans can be found in the document appendix.
\\Maxwell Blvd. Neighborhood Plan (2001)
Addresses numerous topics for the area around
Maxwell Boulevard and Air Force Base — an area
with significant potential for renewal and growth.
\\Rosa Parks Combined Communities & Five
Points Neighborhood Plan (2008) A plan for the
area divided by Interstates 65 and 85. The overall
dominant land use is residential but has significant
institutional influence with two public schools,
several private schools and 30 churches.
\\Centennial Hill and Oak Park Plan (2008, 2011)
This plan laid the foundation for work in Oak Park and
Centennial Hill — creating a unifying goal for the area
to become safer, denser, greener, more diverse and
more lively.
\\South Montgomery Community Plan (2017)
This plan addresses the needs of a group of
neighborhoods in South Montgomery. The plan
was spurred by the closure of the once popular
Montgomery Mall in 2008. An event that sparked a
pattern of further disinvestment in the area.
\\And many other plans ...
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Downtown Montgomery Master Plan (2007)
In 2007, the city completed a plan for Downtown
Montgomery. The Downtown Master Plan provides
a road map for future growth in the core of the
community by defining the vision and form of this
investment. The guiding principles were to plan,
preserve, restore, and reuse historic buildings;
foster an improved environment for private
investment and development; mix land uses,
building types and housing options; expand green
and civic spaces and promote a better balance
of transportation options and designs. One of
the plan’s most important strategies is revising
the land development regulations that limited
opportunities for both redevelopment and new
development. The SmartCode for Downtown
provides increased certainty for implementation
of the Downtown Montgomery Master Plan. This
form-based code - now mandatory for Downtown
- ensures that future development promotes a
diversity of building types, thoroughfares and civic
spaces with characteristics that are appropriate
for an urban environment. Since the completion of
the Downtown Plan, millions of dollars have been
invested in the area from both public and private
sectors.

Want to find out more about other
existing Plans? All the referenced
documents, as well as additional plans
and studies, can be found in the document
appendix. Over the past 20 years, the
city has completed dozens of plans and
studies related to land use, economics,
parks and recreation

MGM Downtown Master Plan caption here

SmartCode (2007)
The SmartCode is a model transect-based planning
and zoning document based on an analysis of the
built and natural environment. It addresses all scales
of planning, from the region to the community to
the block and building. The City of Montgomery
joined a very small list of communities nationally,
when it adopted SmartCode as an alternative
to existing Zoning ordinance. The SmartCode is
an option for development in the city and exists
parallel to the existing Zoning Ordinance. Once a
developer or landowner makes an application for
the development of their property pursuant to
the SmartCode, they shall rezone the property to
SmartCode and be bound to the provisions of the
SmartCode and prohibited from using the Zoning

Ordinance unless stated otherwise in the SmartCode.
Under SmartCode the city and Police Jurisdiction are
divided into two basic categories, Open Spaces and
Communities. Within the Communities categories
there are a series of development transects or
types that are generally divided by the intensity and
density of permissible development. The transect
approach can mimic the organic development
patterns of pre-auto influenced development where
density generally stepped down from the central
city outward and walkability within neighborhoods
was essential. This approach also seeks to minimize
the haphazard, “leapfrog” approach to development
enabled by auto-oriented development.
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Strategic Development Concept (2008)

Joint Land Use Plan (2018)

The Strategic Development Concept, prepared
in 2008, is a long-range, physical development
strategy for the city of Montgomery. It provides
a framework for public and private decisions
intended to positively affect the growth,
development and redevelopment of Montgomery.
This concept is a precursor to the Comprehensive
Plan and focused primarily on land use and
development. The strategy articulates a series of
principles for development, redevelopment and
preservation. These include the preservation of
natural features; a sustainable community with
a diversified tax base; coordination of public
infrastructure investments; and decision-making
for type, intensity, and timing of development.

Sustainment of the mission at Maxwell Air Force
Base (AFB) is an overarching goal of the City of
Montgomery. To reflect this commitment, the
city conducted a planning process to identify
compatible land uses and growth management
guidelines within jurisdictions adjacent to the
active military installations. The Joint Land Use
Study is the result of a collaborative process
between the City, Maxwell AFB, partner
jurisdictions, businesses, industry and other
stakeholders. It defines a strategic plan to reduce
or eliminate any compatibility issues that may
impact both the mission of the AFB and the overall
community.

Montgomery 2040 Transportation Plan (2010)
The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)
outlines the condition and function of
transportation routes through the region
and makes recommendations for repairs and
investments. The plan addresses the federal
requirements that are the responsibility of
the Metropolitan Planning Organization,
identifies transportation needs and prioritizes
recommendations that are tied to projected
federal, state, and local funding sources for
implementation. The plan’s goals balance
the policy priorities of the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and Alabama Department
of Transportation (ALDOT), with that of local
jurisdictions.

Walk Bike River Region
The Active Transportation Plan covers all of the
Montgomery Metropolitan Area and provides
findings and recommendations related to cycling
and pedestrian infrastructure and programs. The
plan is referenced throughout the comprehensive
plan through the mobility and recreation sections.
The central purpose of the Walk Bike River
Region Plan is to incrementally develop increased
walkability and bikeability through a connected
network of safe and enjoyable walking and
biking routes that link residents and visitors to
destinations. The plan was developed with the
support of 12 jurisdictions including the city of
Montgomery.
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WHAT HAS CHANGED SINCE 1963
Montgomery has changed significantly from the completion of the city’s last Comprehensive Plan. Whether
you measure this change in population, physical size, economics or social progress, many of the conditions
from this earlier era are vastly different today. It’s important, however, to pause and consider this change
(some of it predicted, much of it not) the city has experienced, especially as it relates to the current
moment in time.
Integration and Societal Change
Montgomery has been a backdrop to a number
of landmark civil rights movements and rulings
that have taken place since the completion of
the original Comprehensive Plan. These points of
progress with specific relevance to the plan include
the integration of public schools, elimination of
racial classifications in housing, the voting rights
act and others. While the overt and systemic
regulatory structures based on race or ethnicity
have been eliminated the legacy of this framework
can still be seen in many ways.
Shifts in Employment
In 1960, Montgomery’s non-farm workforce was
increasing rapidly, and farm employment showed
a decline. Founded on the fertile banks of the
Alabama River, this departure from agricultural
employment was primarily due to advances in
technology and mechanical processing. At the same
time, the South’s second industrial revolution was
increasing the number of manufacturing jobs. The
1963 Comprehensive Plan rightly predicted a rapid
growth in employment related to manufactured
goods for further processing and fabrication.
During this time, there were 228 manufacturing
plants in Montgomery — most of them employing
fewer than 25 people. Retail was faring well,

but growth was happening outside of the city’s
downtown. Montgomery’s central business
district was feeling competition from the suburban
centers. During this time, Montgomery had a
population of around 169,000, about 3,500 of those
employed by the state government.
Population Growth; Physical Growth
Montgomery’s population in 2017 was just over
200,0000, up by 40,000 from the 1960 U.S.
Census. While the growth in population was steady
through the final decades of the 20th century, it
slowed into the 21st. The 2020 U.S. Census will
show a small decline in population for the city.
The first measured decline in the city’s recent
history. Physically, Montgomery exploded outward
following the 1963 plan. In the 1980's alone, the
city grew
by more

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
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than 80 square miles — expanding out from the
downtown and central city neighborhoods to the
south and east. At more than 160 square miles,
Montgomery is one of the larger cities (in physical
size) in the country. Along with this physical
growth, population density in Montgomery has
declined rapidly from its height in 1910 of 5,600
people per square mile. Today, Montgomery’s
population density is 1,197 people per square mile.
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Shifts in Retail; Rejuvenation in Downtown
At the completion of the original Comprehensive
Plan, retail was beginning to leave downtown
for the major thoroughfares to the south and
eventually the east. This new form of retail was
decidedly automobile-oriented and consumed
large swathes of land along these corridors.
Atlanta Highway, Eastern Boulevard, East South
Boulevard, and Troy Highway are all examples
of this era in commercial development. Today,
revitalization of Montgomery’s downtown has
firmly taken hold. Public and privately funded
projects like the Riverwalk Stadium, the Riverfront
Park and Amphitheater, the Cramton Bowl, and
the Multiplex have been critically important to
the downtown’s rebirth. From 2014 to 2018, over
$169 million in reported construction values were
invested in Downtown — nearly 16 percent of the
$1 billion invested city-wide in that time period.
Peripheral retail, however, has struggled with large
scale vacancies especially along the older strips like
Southern and Eastern Boulevard.
Continued Military Presence and Expansion
The military mission in Montgomery has expanded
from 1960. It helped to make the city’s retail
facilities, medical and health services and cultural
amenities possible. This sector continues to
generate significant employment, opportunity and
contribute leadership and human capital to the
community. Today, Maxwell Air Force
Base is the largest employer in
the Montgomery Metropolitan
Area with more than 12,000
direct jobs. Through indirect
jobs created by the base, it
provides approximately $1.2
12
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billion annually and generates an additional annual
value of nearly $270 million within the community.
In December 2017, Montgomery was selected to
receive the new F-35 Lightning II jet—multiple
aircraft that feature the latest stealth, combat
and reconnaissance technology. The 187th Fighter
Wing of the Alabama Air National Guard, located
at Dannelly Field, was one of five sites in the U.S.
considered for the F-35 mission—a prestigious
honor.
A varied economy, but reliant on Federal funds
Manufacturing is the largest sector, and still
growing, with just under 13,000 jobs. This accounts
for 14 percent of the overall employment in
Montgomery. The recent location of firms like
Hyundai and MOBIS in the community have been
hugely beneficial to this sector. According to Wards

Auto, the Montgomery Hyundai plant
is 3 million sq.ft. and currently builds
nearly 1,300 Sonata and Elantra
sedans daily with 2,500 (mostly)
hourly workers. Like many cities in
the US, public sector employment and
healthcare are major sources of employment. The
Montgomery economy is relatively unique in its
dependence upon federally funded employment.
As mentioned earlier, the community's largest
employer, Maxwell Air Force Base, accounts for just
12,000 individual jobs. Government jobs (Federal,
State, and Local) make up an additional 29,000
jobs, and an additional 11,000 private sector jobs
can be directly tied to federal funding. Many of
the remaining 92,000 jobs in the local economy
have some related connection to this pool of
employment. This is called a multiplier effect and
is typically felt most in service related jobs but also
supports a wide variety of other industries.
Vacancy, abandonment and blight
Over time, Montgomery has experienced an uneven
distribution of abandoned and decaying structures
across the city. Using structure ratings, vacancy,
utility shutoffs, tax data and other
information, a recent study
revealed a concentration
of poorly rated
structures or blighted
properties on the city’s
west side. A primary
recommendation of
this study was to elevate
the blight reduction to a
top priority for the city in the
future through a number of initiatives
including staffing, ordinances, and other initiatives.
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CHARTING A PATH FORWARD
In 2015, the City of Montgomery made its primary objective to undertake a
comprehensive plan process this plan would uncover and examine the challenges
and weaknesses to identify appropriate strategies and opportunities that take
advantage of existing and potential strengths. The city needed an updated plan that
defined a vision for Montgomery's future that inspired, guided and directed growth
and reinvestment — while also being responsive to citizen's investments as well as
their needs and desires. It was essential for the city to have a plan that incorporated
emerging planning principles such as sensible growth policies; sustainable land
development and community design guidelines and strategies and recommendations
for the adaptive reuse of underutilized, or non-utilized, sites.
To achieve these objectives, in 2017, both public and private leaders decided to work
collaboratively to develop an updated comprehensive plan — one that is achievable
and based on sound analysis. This comprehensive planning process kicked-off in 2018
with the first convening of the Envision Montgomery 2040 Steering Committee.
This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles pa corepudae ped ut volest pro
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A CALL TO ACTION
Now is an important moment-in-time for Montgomery. The city is facing internal and external challenges that
will have an impact on the community's quality of life. Mitigating these issues like population stagnation, blight,
and economic immobility will greatly enhance outcomes for residents and businesses. But there are also many
advantages and unique opportunities. Some of these are inherent, like the city's accessibility, its diverse economy
and historic legacy, others are emerging. The following provides a brief inventory of these conditions.
CHALLENGES
Engagement and
research revealed
a set of central
challenges facing the
City of Montgomery
in 2019. Some of
these challenges are
unique, others are
shared regionally
and nationally.
To
350,000
achieve its vision, the
city must address
300,000
these challenges and
mitigate their
effects
250,000
through a myriad of
policies, projects
and
200,000
programs.

Combatting population stagnation.
Montgomery’s population growth has
stalled. Over the past six years, the city’s
population has slowly declined, losing
3,000 residents from 2010. With 201,717
residents, the city remains the second
largest in Alabama but will be passed in
coming decades by Huntsville. Between
2000 and 2015 the city lost just under

Montgomery

300,000
250,000

Birmingham

100,000

100,000

187,106

Mobile

200,000

205,764

177,857

Huntsville

150,000

0

As a city heavily dependent on sales tax, a
declining population can have a significant
impact. This is a central challenge for the
community moving forward. How will
Montgomery ensure it delivers the job
opportunities and quality of life that will
attract new residents and new families
to ensure the place maintains a strong
population growth?

FIGURE 1.3. CHANGE IN POPULATION 1960-2010
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11,000 residents to domestic out-migration
(this represents the net difference between
those moving into and out of Montgomery
from or somewhere else in the United
States). If not for the 2,300 international
migrants, moderate domestic migration
and the natural increase (births vs. deaths)
of 5,673, the city would have experienced
a net decline of more than 5,000 people.
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Battling poverty. Between 2000 and 2016 the
share of families living in poverty increased from
14 to 18 percent. While similar increases occurred
in other large Alabama cities and the state overall,
there was a larger jump in Montgomery. Children
under the age of 18 are the most likely cohort
to be in poverty. Roughly one-in-three children
in the city live in families earning less than the
poverty threshold. This increased 31 percent from
2000, roughly five points higher than the state
increase. How will Montgomery increase economic
mobility for children and provide equitable access to
opportunities for the community’s most vulnerable?

CHANGE IN
POPULATION

VACANT RESIDENTIAL
UNITS

Between 2000 and 2016, the
city grew by fewer than 200
people

In 2016, the city tallied more
than 6,000 units that were
abandoned or blighted

+0.07%

Addressing neighborhood blight and
disinvestment. Residential vacancy and hypervacancy rates vary across Montgomery, with higher
concentrations in the west and central city. The
2016 American Communities Survey estimated
just under 12,000 vacant residential units in the
city, a three-point increase from 2000. Since
2000, the share of residents that own their home
has decreased by 13 percent, moving from 64
to 56 percent. In areas of the city experiencing
high levels of vacancy, there are accordingly high
levels of poverty. Just over 52 percent of renters
and 27 percent of homeowners pay more than 30
percent of their gross income per month in housing
costs. How can Montgomery reduce blight and
encourage greater investment in its poverty-stricken
neighborhoods?

Vacant Kmart

6,300

Pushing a positive image. Of the 12,000 vacant
units, 6,300 are classified as “Other Vacant”. “Other
vacant” is a catch-all category that includes, but
is not limited to, properties that are neglected
and abandoned. Chronic vacancy and blight can
have serious harmful effects on property values,
especially when vacancy is concentrated. Studies
in Philadelphia and Columbus, Ohio, found that a
vacant building on a block can reduce the value of
nearby properties by 20 percent or more. There is
also a significant fiscal impact as these properties
may be tax delinquent, underperforming, and
require service provision (fire protection, policing,
maintenance, utilities, etc.). The number of “Other
Vacant” properties in Montgomery has doubled
since 2000 — impacting overall community image
and neighborhoods’ stability. How will Montgomery
improve its image and strengthen its neighborhoods?
Growing with demographic shifts. While the
population in Montgomery has remained relatively
static, it's demographics have continuted to
change. Between 2000 and 2016 (the period
measured throughout the analysis) the city
added more households, despite a small loss in
population. Shrinking family and household sizes
mean that even with a static population, the city
still requires more housing units to accomodate
the growth in households. Montgomery has
also become more diverse with strong growth in
African American, Hispanic and Latinx and Asian
populations offsetting signficant decline in the
white population. Last, the city is aging. The fastest
growing age segment over the measured period
was those over the age of 55. How will Montgomery
take advantage of its diversity and celebrate its
growth?
15
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Reconciling with the past. The effects of 1930’s racial discrimination in
mortgage lending, including the systemized grading of neighborhoods based
on the races that lived there, “redlining”, can still be seen in Montgomery today.
Racial segregation in housing was not formally deemed illegal until the Fair
Housing Act of 1968. While this abolished the use of brazen racial classifications
in housing decisions, the legacy of redlining has had long-lasting effects on
Montgomery neighborhoods which include disinvestment and blight, among
others. How does Montgomery reverse the residual effects of redlining (and other
harmful racial practices) and create equal opportunity for all residents?
Building economic resiliency/diversity. Since 2010, roughly 3,000 net new
jobs have been added in Montgomery. The largest growth industries were
accommodation & food service and manufacturing. The Montgomery economy
is relatively unique in its dependence upon Federally funded
employment. The community's largest employer, Maxwell
Air Force Base, accounts for 12,000 individual jobs.
Government jobs (Federal, State, and Local) makeup an
additional 29,000 jobs and an additional 11,000 private
sector jobs can be directly tied to federal funding. How
does Montgomery build a culture around entrepreneurship
and begin to cultivate more locally-grown employers?
Staring with education. Enrollment in the county’s public
school system has declined by two percent on average over the past two
decades. Most recent enrollment numbers show a steeper, four percent, decline.
From 1995, the district’s overall enrollment has decreased by just over 5,000
students. Over this period the racial makeup of the
CHANGE IN
student body has changed significantly, no longer
ENROLLMENT
aligning with the city’s overall racial composition.
Rather, there is a significantly higher share of Black or
African American students, 78 percent compared to
59 percent in the city overall; and Hispanic or Latinx
Between 1995 and 2017 the
enrollment in MPS has declined
students, seven percent compared to four percent in
significantly.
the city. White enrollment has declined significantly
from 1995. White students made up just over ten
percent of the student body in 2016 compared to 31 percent in 1995. How will
the community ensure access to quality, public education for all residents and
improve the community's image as a strong place to raise a family?

-5,000
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Addressing underemployment. Of the four major Alabama cities, Montgomery
has one of the highest rates of underemployed individuals. According to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, underemployment
exists when people are working in a lower capacity
WORKING POOR,
than they are qualified for, including in a lower-paid
UNDEREMPLOYED
job or for fewer hours than they would like to work.
In Montgomery, 26 percent, or one-in-four, workers
qualify as underemployed. Combining these workers
One-in-four workers qualify as
with the unemployed reveals an available labor pool
underemployed this compares
of just over 50,000 within the metro area. How will
to 25 percent in Birmingham,
Montgomery better utilize its existing talent and create 21 percent in Mobile, and 24
percent in Alabama overall.
opportunities that play to our strengths?

26%
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OPPORTUNITIES
Montgomery has
many inherent and
emerging advantages.
These opportunities
are related to
physical, economic
and social assets.
The following is a
collection of those
most important
opportunities
revealed through
engagement and
analysis.

FIGURE 1.3. TOP EMPLOYERS
EMPLOYER
INDUSTRY
EMPLOYEES
Capitalizing on the strong and stable employers
Maxwell Gunter Air Force Base
Federal Government
12,280
and the dynamic mega-region. Montgomery sits
State of Alabama
State Government
11,639
within a large, dynamic mega-region centered in
Montgomery Public Schools
Public School System
4,524
Atlanta, Georgia. Connected along the I-85 corridor,
the Montgomery-Atlanta-Greensville-Charlotte
Baptist Health
Hospitals/Clinics
4,300
area has grown by millions of people and accounts
Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama Automobile Manufacturing
3,100
for more than a trillion dollars in economic output.
Alfa Insurance Companies
Insurance Services
2,568
This development is predicted to continue deep
City of Montgomery
Local Government
2,500
into the 21st century. The military presence in
MOBIS Alabama
Automobile Parts Manufacturing 1,400
Montgomery also benefits the city — contributing
Jackson Hospital & Clinic
Hospitals/Clinics
1,300
an estimated $2.6 billion to the local economy
Koch Foods
Poultry Processing
1,250
annually and adding over 38,000 citizens to
Source: Montgomery Chamber of Commerce
the city’s population. Government employment
provides another stable employment base, but in
the era of substantial federal deficits it is also a risk
park land and recreation facilities; but, because of
factor.
Montgomery’s large footprint, the city struggles
Preserving the unique and visible history.
to directly serve all of its residents with physical
As the birthplace of the Civil Rights Movement,
amenities.
Montgomery has no doubt left its mark on the
country and the world. Over the years, this history
Celebrating Montgomery's diversity. Compared
has become intertwined with the buildings,
with similarly sized cities, Montgomery is younger
neighborhoods and overall fabric of the city. The
and more diverse. With a median age of 32, the city
physical manifestation of this complicated history
has a higher percentage of young adult residents
is a unique asset, even among other peer southern
when compared with the state of Alabama. The
cities. To preserve its past and to ensure its future,
city is increasingly diverse, with growth in each
Montgomery actively works to preserve both
minority group. Significant growth was experienced
historic and architecturally significant places.
between 2000 and 2016, especially among Black
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Accessing the verdant and natural setting.
Montgomery’s hydrology plays a key role in the
city’s economy, environment and quality of place.
Located within the Mobile-Tensaw Watershed,
the county has many creeks and rivers that
provide water for industry, irrigation, livestock
and recreation. The City of Montgomery also
currently holds more than 1,400 acres of public

or African American
populations; and, mirroring
both the state and national
trends, the city’s Hispanic
and Latinx population
nearly tripled with a 182
percent increase.

GROWTH IN HISPANIC
/ LATINX COMMUNITY

+182%

Between 2000 and 2016, the
community added thousands of
new residents
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Bringing the workers home. Montgomery is a
regional employment center hosting over 133,000
jobs and importing 56% of its labor force. A major
employment center importing a substantial number
from surrounding suburbs is a typical pattern
throughout the metropolitan US. In Montgomery’s
case, 25% of the workforce or 14,000 people,
travel more than 50 miles. If these workers make
the average wage of $41,000 in Montgomery, this
totals approximately $1b in income for the city.
Having these workers reside in Montgomery will
increase consumer expenditure potential in the
city, shoring up the services and retail industries. It
will also help drive the housing market supporting
rehabilitation of neighborhoods.
Leveraging tourism potential. Montgomery’s
tourism industry growth lagged the state
(employment 1.0% versus 4.0% statewide) between
2016 and 2017. If tourism had grown at the same
rate as the state, an additional 500 jobs and $16m
in economic impact would have occurred. With
the city’s financial tax base dependent on sales
taxes, finding ways to enhance consumption that
generates sales and hotel taxes is critical to the
long term fiscal health of the city. Tourism can be
an important source of additional consumption to
strengthen the tax base. Tourism can also play an
important role in supporting an amenity base larger
than can otherwise be supported by the resident
population
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Building a complete community. Between the
period of 2000 to 2016, the fastest growing age
segments were those over the age of 55. In 2016,
one in five residents were over the age of 65. As
Montgomery's population ages, the city has the
opportunity to allow more of its residents to "age in
place", or continue to contribute their community
well into their retirement. There are barriers to
this, however, which include transportation, access
to services and others. In the future it will be
critical to consider these needs when planning for
neighborhoods, infrastructure and transit.
Building opportunities for youth. The city
has struggled to attract families based on the
perceived quailty of public education. While this
system is outside the purview of this plan and city
government, it will be critical for the two groups
to work together to improve the performance of
the district and incentivize more young families
to grow, learn and invest in Montgomery. A
pathway to prosperity within the city will require
investments along the full spectrum of learning.
This includes pre-kindergarten, K through 12,
Post-Secondary, vocational and adult learning
opportunities.
Creating great places
everywhere. Perched
along a bend in the
Alabama River,
Montgomery has a
unique setting and
history that is visible in

its architecture. The tight, square
blocks in Downtown radiate
south and east from the river
and define a compact and
walkable core. This legacy
development pattern, built
before the advent of the
automobile, provides an
opportunity for the city to reestablish vibrant and connected
districts that are walkable and leverage the unique
history of the place. Moving beyond Downtown
and the central neighborhoods, the city has
tremendous potential to extend investments in
great places and focus redevelopment efforts. It
will be critical that these projects are visible and
concentrated to demostrate the work and the
potential of each community.
Connecting the community through green belts
and blue ways. Montgomery has tremendous
potential to develop a large-scale trails network.
By utilizing the natural (streams and floodways)
and man-made (abandonded railroads and street
network) corridors, the community can devlop an
interconnected trails network rivaling any city in
the Southeast. Currently, the trails that do exist are
small circuits within existing parks. By extending
along the rivers, stream corridors and abandoned
raillines, the community could be fully connected
by multi-use trails. While these are important for
recreation, they're also increasingly being used for
basic commuting and daily travel.
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THE VISION FOR MONTGOMERY
Through hundreds of hours of conversation with more than 1,000 residents, the Envision Montgomery 2040 Steering
Committee established its vision for the future of the community. The statement reflects the commonly held values of
Montgomerians and points toward a common, prosperous and unified vision of the future. The statement captures the
broadest aspirations for the Montgomery community and serves as the overall direction for the comprehensive plan. It
is based on input from those that care about the city and its future. The statement is not meant to be all-inclusive. Goals
of the plan provide more granular detail on the community’s intended outcomes and are further refined in through
measurable objectives.
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Montgomery ...
a proud community with a wealth of opportunities realized
through strategic investments, inclusion and trust resulting in
greater prosperity and well-being for all.

PLAN STRUCTURE
The plan is organized into six topic
areas. These collect major themes
that emerged through the technical
analysis and public input. Each of
the topic areas is supported by a
goal and several objectives. These
organize specific actions (projects,
policies or programs) detailed later
in the plan.

20

Goals

Objectives & Principles

Actions

A goal is a desired outcome expressed
in simple terms. These statements
were produced using the public input
received during the plan’s engagement
process. They were affirmed during
the Summit on the Future, a city-wide
event, and later adopted formally by
the process’ Steering Committee. There
are six community goals that support
the overall vision statement. Below are
the goals for the future of Montgomery,
organized into their six corresponding
topic areas — which also serve as
chapters for the comprehensive plan.

Objectives and principles are subtopics within each of the chapter
goals. These statements are strategic
and measurable and serve to further
organize the plan’s actions based
on the priorities from the public and
stakeholders.

An action is a program, policy or
project. They are specific and tied to
implementation criteria. The actions are
organized by objectives, which contain
multiple actions. All the actions work in
support of the goals and overall vision
statement. Some actions are “big”; they
are long-term and work to stretch the
community in current offerings, ideas,
policy, etc. Other actions are smaller in
nature and can be achieved in a shorter
time frame, but they are still powerful
at helping the community realize its
goals.
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We will realize our vision by ...
Building & Maintaining our...

Investing in our ...

GOAL

GOAL

Strong, attractive and vibrant places reflect the
diversity of our community and reveal a city that is
proud and beautiful.

A smart and efficient mobility network that is based
around multiple modes of transportation, supports
strong inter-city and regional connections, and provides
equitable access to opportunities.

Supporting our ...

Progressing Toward our shared ...

GOAL

GOAL

A stable foundation for human growth, education and
development with the neighborhood as the building
block of the community.

An expanding and diverse local economy that
increases opportunities for residents by investing in
education, leveraging its military partnerships, and
pursuing innovative industries that spur investment
and small enterprise.

Capitalizing on our cultural ...

Supporting our ...

GOAL

GOAL

A place that embraces and protects its special
history, while investing in new amenities that keep
Montgomery unique, lively, and fun.

Future-focused investments maintain infrastructure —
including the natural environment and resources — and
support continued growth, reinvestment, and progress.

GREAT PLACES

PEOPLE

ASSETS & AMENITIES

CONNECTIONS

PROSPERITY

FOUNDATION
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Quotes to be added
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THE ENVISION MONTGOMERY 2040 PROCESS
The Comprehensive Plan was developed through an iterative process of discovery, testing and prioritization.
The planning team and City Staff engaged in hundreds of hours of discussion with stakeholders and the
community overall to arrive at the final plan and recommendations. This input was paired with strong
technical research and analysis. The final plan is a reflection of these parallel processes. This section outlines
the activities, timing and results associated with the Envision Montgomery 2040 public process. More
information about each element can be found in the document appendix.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

THE STEERING COMMITTEE

The Envision Montgomery 2040 process began
in the winter 2018 with the first meeting of the
process steering committee — a 46-member
group, made up of a diverse set of individuals from
across the city. The process was overseen by the
City of Montgomery’s Department of Planning
and lasted just over 16 months. Over that time,
staff and the planning team met with hundreds of
residents and stakeholders, collecting thousands
of comments and ideas. These conversations were
recorded, entered into a database and reported
on throughout the process. The community
process was a critical input for the plan and is
reflected in the plan’s vision, goals and project
ideas. The following section details the community
engagement process, its activities and results.

The Envision Montgomery 2040 Steering
Committee was comprised of 46 individuals. This
group was intentionally selected to represent the
wide range of interests and backgrounds present
in Montgomery today. The Steering Committee
met throughout the process to plan and coordinate
an engagement campaign, review research
materials and set the direction for major plan
elements like the community vision, goals and the
plan recommendations. Their top priority was to
ensure that anyone who cares about the future
of Montgomery had the choice to participate in
the process. Over the course of the project, the
Steering Committee reached out to the public
to elicit ideas, gather support, and discover new
leadership to guide the comprehensive plan. The
team met 11 times through the process with the
final meeting in October of 2019.
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SPREADING THE WORD
In order to create widespread awareness of the process and its importance, the Envision Montgomery
Steering Committee launched a campaign in early 2018. This campaign had two components: Publicity and
outreach.
Publicity and General Awareness
A Communications Team was formed at the outset
of the process to ensure widespread awareness of
Envision Montgomery 2040. This group was made
up of members from the Steering Committee and
City Staff. The team developed a Communications
Plan in order to define a clear plan for how to
communicate and motivate public participation
to help ensure those participating in the process
are reflective of the diversity in the community.
The Communications Team developed a number of
promotional products throughout their campaign
including print media, editorials, social media posts
and video. Collectively, these tools were used by
the Steering Committee and the larger outreach
effort to get the word out about the process and
key opportunities like the Community Summit.

COMMUNITY
SUMMIT
Outreach:
Make Making
plansParticipation a Choice

to attend the ...

a
IMAGE
Parks
assets

FRONT A

One of the Steering Committee's first
actions as a group was to develop a
comprehensive outreach database. This
spreadsheet was an attempt to map all
of the civic, demographic and geographic
groups in Montgomery with a plan to
reach out systematically in advance of the
Community Summit. Direct outreach was
the number one reason people attended
FRONT B the Summit.

IMAGE
Parks assets

Oct. 25

#BeThere

b

c

The Publicity Team produced dozens of promotional materials to
advertise the Summit and share with the community. This included
T rack
C cards (B), and
a short promotional video (A), printedFR
andON
digital
custom "BeThereMGM!" buttons (C).
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BACK

#BeThere

Ask me about the

COMMUNITY
SUMMIT

The outreach plan focused on reaching out
to anyone that cared about the future of
Montgomery. Special attention was paid to
engage a diverse range of residents, leaders
and organizations. Specific outreach
strategies were developed for hard-to25
Oct.
reach populations and those who would
not typically get involved in a community
planning process. Both this team and
Steering Committee were actively involved
in leveraging their personal connections
to disseminate information during the
process, encourage the public to provide
input and ensure diverse representation at
public engagement events. Their goal was
to give anyone who cares about the future
of Montgomery the choice to participate.

I’LL ...

On
Com
Find
env
Ple
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ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The Steering Committee was committed to providing meaningful opportunities for the community to get
involved in the planning process. To reach this goal, the committee collaborated with the planning team and
staff to develop events and messaging that would inspire participation and activites that were exciting, fun
and productive. During the Envision Montgomery 2040 process, members of the community had various
methods for getting involved including open call meetings, targeted conversations and web-based activities.
These were all designed to gather insightful feedback from a variety of community members.
Listening and Learning Sessions
This initial phase of public engagement involved
dozens of small format meetings with residents
and stakeholders, including neighborhood groups,
business leaders, nonprofit organizations, cultural
associations and others. These meetings were used
to learn about planning issues and opportunities,
assess community attitudes and share expectations
for the process. The planning team organized these
conversations based on geographic location and/
or important topics (i.e. Historic Preservation, Land
Use, Community Services, etc.). The stakeholder
conversations included a series of topical meetings
convened to gather input on topics pertaining to plan
elements, special interests or other considerations.
Neighborhood meetings in each of the nine city
districts were also utilized to learn about planning
issues and opportunities, assess community
attitudes, share expectations for the process and
broaden the outreach network for future meetings.
More than 100 individuals were engaged through this
phase, generating more than 1,000 comments and
ideas. Several overarching themes emerged from the
discussions. These themes were used by the team to
direct research and form prompts for the next round
of of community engagement.

These themes included:
\\A city with great (perhaps unrealized) potential
\\Opportunities to better leverage the assets and
institutions
\\A community with many dispersed efforts, but little
aligning strategy or overarching vision
\\There is a need to confront our external and internal
image, perception (how do we talk about ourselves?
How do others talk about us?)
\\The community needs higher expectations for itself
\\There are external constraints outside the city’s
control; Plan for what we can control and/or influence,
highlight what we cannot
\\A city with underutilized human capital
\\Lacking definition on land use and growth policy; what
does the next Montgomery look like?
\\Many neighborhoods are struggling and are quite
fragile
\\Education is a foundational issue

Special Engagement Opportunities
The Envision process included several special engagement
opportunities with groups typically underrepresented in
similar planning work. These events inlcuded similar prompts
and agendas as the larger community events.
These comments and ideas are included
in the full database of input.
THE YOUTH SUMMIT
Held early in the process,
the Youth Summit was an
opporutnity for High School
aged students to get involved
in the Envision process. After a
brief presentation, students shared
ideas about the Montgomery they
would like to see in the future. Each of
the tables documented their conversation
and shared the results with the larger group.
EMERGING LEADERS WORKSHOP
During the Emerging Leaders Workshop, young professionals
from across Montgomery gathered to share their ideas for
the future of the city. Participants at the workshop worked
in teams to develop their top strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats facing the city in 2019.
The groups were then charged with developing
solutions or actions that could start to make
a difference. Over a two-hour agenda, the
groups generated hundreds of comments.
These were summarized at the end when
group captians presented each of the
team's findings.
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The Community Summit
The Summit was hosted on October 25, 2018 in the
Dunn-Oliver Acadome on the campus of Alabama
State University. More than 600 people attended
the meeting or participated in follow-up online
activities. These individuals generated close to
3,000 unique comments and ideas. Attendees
were organized into tables of eight, and activities
were split between individual responses and
group-based discussions. An online form was also
released following the Summit where participants
were able to offer their feedback through the
process website.
The Community Summit was the premier
engagement opportunity in support of the
comprehensive plan. The results from this feedback
helped inform the final direction of the vision and
recommendations. The meeting agenda included
a combination of educational and inspirational
elements and individual and group activities. The
thousands of comments generated through the inperson event, online engagement tool and through
Listening and Learning stakeholder interviews were
entered into a database, themed and presented
through a phase report. The full report for the
Community Summit is available in the document
appendix.
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ACTIVITIES

The Summit was hosted on the floor of the
Dunn-Oliver Acadome on the campus of
Alabama State University. Just over 400
people participated in the meeting. This
section outlines the agenda and activities
for the event. Facilitators and volunteers
arrived at the venue starting at 5:00 PM.
After a brief training, they were released to
claim their tables and set up materials. The
doors to the Acadome were opened at 5:45
PM, and participants began arriving shortly
after. Just after six, members of the Alabama
State University Mighty Marching Hornets
kicked off the meeting with a brief, but
energetic performance.

1. Welcome. The city of Montgomery’s Planning Director,
Robert Smith began the meeting by welcoming
attendees and thanking them for their participation.
Mayor Todd Strange and Alabama State University
Marketing and Communications Coordinator, Kenneth
Waters then reiterated the welcome and encouraged
participants to think big and creatively.
2. Introducing Envision MGM 2040. Jamie Greene,
Principal of planning NEXT, provided a background
on the envision process along with an overview of
comprehensive planning. Planning NEXT are the
managing partners of the consulting team working
with the city to complete the plan. During this initial
overview, Mr. Greene shared the rationale for this
type of planning process and how the community’s
input would be integrated. He mentioned the team’s
technical research and analysis and then prepared
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tables for the “So, you think you know
Montgomery?” Trivia game. During the activity
table leaders deliberated with their groups for
30 seconds before answering for the group.
Mr. Greene led the room though ten questions
ranging from topics like demographics, parks
and mobility. In the end, two tables tied with
the most correct answers and received passes
to ZooBoo for their efforts! To review the full set
of questions and answers, please refer to the
report appendix and the Summit presentation.
3. Testing the Initial Direction. During the first
individual activity, participants were asked to
provide their reactions to a set of emerging
themes and consider their vision for the future.
The Themes and Direction worksheet asked
participants to consider the “one or two words
that describes the Montgomery you want to
see in 2040?” This was followed by a series of
potential themes and direction statements.
Participants were asked to rank how important
the statement was from one to five. One
meaning not-important, and five meaning very
important. A space was provided to elaborate
on the theme, ask questions or add additional
information. Finally, the form also included
space to add any topics or themes that might be
missing from the forms.
The Listening and Learning discussions held
through the summer and fall of 2018 convened
hundreds of stakeholders and citizens around
topical discussion. Through facilitated sessions
these meetings helped produce a series of
themes or direction statements reflecting the
most important issues to be addressed by the

Comprehensive Plan. These were tested through
the Community Summit by asking participants
to (individually) review the statements, rate
them by importance, add questions / thoughts
/ ideas and add any missing themes the team
might have missed. The following provides
an overview of the results from this activity
including common comments shared relating
to each of the eleven themes. All themes tested
high, with no theme rated lower than a "4".
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FIGURE 1.3. RESULTS FROM THEMES AND DIRECTIONS PROMPT
DRAFT THEME STATEMENT

AVERAGE RATING

1

We will start with education

4.95

2

We will build opportunities for youth

4.66

3

We will strengthen the local economy

4.63

4

We will enhance personal prosperity

4.58

5

We will address blight, vacancy & disinvestment

4.29

6

We will focus on equity

4.25

7

We will ensure long-term fiscal health

4.21

8

We will connect people with places and opportunities

4.20

9

We will establish focus areas

4.18

10

We will leverage historic assets

4.10

11

We will green our community

4.01

Source: Summit report
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4. What do you think? Group Discussion. The primary activity during the meeting centered on a facilitated discussion
about the future of Montgomery. Mr. Greene introduced the activity from the podium and asked individuals to
consider their answers silently for five minutes. There were three prompts: 1. What do we need to do to make
Montgomery an even better community in the future?, 2. How will we know when we’ve succeeded?, and 3.
What are the challenges or obstacles to realizing our vision or maximizing our opportunities? Following the silent
generation period, table leaders began to gather ideas one at a time and record the conversation. The discussions
lasted 40 minutes. The following topics emerged from each of the discussions. For the full report on the Summit and
its results please refer to the document appendix.

Prompt 1: What do we need to do to make Montgomery an even better community in the future?
1. Jobs and Opportunities: Quality of Education
(53%), Tax Model (17%), Workforce and Training
(10%), Business Attraction and Diversity (8%)
2. People: Community Building (39%), Community
Services (19%), Public Safety (17%)

3. Land use, Development and Community
Character: Redevelopment / Revitalization (19%),
Improving Regulations / Incentives (19%), Planning
and Management (18%), Opportunity Areas (15%),
Historic Preservation and Assets (14%)

4. Lifestyle: Youth Engagement (54%), General
Amenities / Attractions (25%), Youth (14%)
5. Transportation and Mobility: Roadway
Development and/or Improvement (35%),
Transportation Planning (19%), Regional
Connections (19%)

Prompt 2: How will we know when we’ve succeeded?
1. People: Montgomery will be successful when
there is a better sense of shared community
and pride that leads to unity. Success could
also be measured when those who were born in
Montgomery wanted to stay, work, and raise their
families there. Visible investment in improved
community services would also show success in
Montgomery.
2. Jobs and Opportunities: Montgomery is linked to
a quality education. Better test scores, competitive
public schools, and higher graduation rates leading
to more local opportunity. An increase in overall
jobs and quality would also indicate prosperity in
the city.
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3. Land use, Development and Community
Character: Redevelopment breathing new life into
areas in the city, and implementation of physical
ideas on the ground. Target particular challenge
areas with strategic redevelopment projects that
catalyze a process of reinvestment.
4. Housing: The diversity, affordability or general
provision of housing in the city. Affordability and
diversity of housing products offerings for young or
working families. Quality housing and maintenance
for increased housing values in the area.

5. Lifestyle: Success linked to youth engagement
and activity. This also relates to creating more
programs and options for people in general in
the community, including parks and recreational
spaces for these events to take place in.
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5. Next Steps. Planning Director, Robert Smith
returned to the stage to close the meeting and
remind participants to stay engaged in the process.
The Team also encouraged participants to invite
anyone who was unable to attend the meeting inperson to add their ideas via the process website.
The meeting ended at 8:00pm, as scheduled.

Prompt 3: What are the challenges
or obstacles to realizing our vision or
maximizing our opportunities?
1. People: The general division among citizens,
lack of investment, enthusiasm, and hope will
be a challenge to realizing Montgomery's vision
and potential. Historical tensions are a real and
continued challenge. Lack of a shared vision among
leaders was also noted as an obstacle.

Online Engagement
Following the Community Summit, an online
engagement survey was activated, allowing
participants to share responses to the Summit
prompts digitally. The online form was available
for a month following the in-person event and
generated hundreds of responses. Prior to the
Summit, interested community members could offer
their responses to an open-ended prompt, "What
are our best opportunities to make Montgomery an
even better community in the future?". This prompt
also generated over 100 responses which have been
included in the document appendix.

2. Jobs and Opportunities: Lack of quality
education and access to education could challenge
Montgomery's success. Diminishing financial
resources available to make these improvements
to schools or within the community, and the
current tax model. Expanding employment
opportunities area concern.
3. Land use, Development and Community
Character: Planning and management are
also a potential hindrance to the success of the
city. Specifically related to implementation,
communication and organization. Vacant land and
blighted areas must be addressed or will be an
even greater challenge in the future.

TOTAL IN-PERSON &
ONLINE PARTICIPATION

671

Including 425 who attended the Summit in-person
and 246 who participated online

4. Infrastructure: Revenue must be maintained
through a sustainable fiscal model to improve
community services when and where necessary
and make visible changes that will help address
perception issues.
5. Civic Perception: The current image and
perception of Montgomery is a challenge. The city's
image needs to be improved in order to remain
unique and competitive, and thus attract and retain
people and resources.

TOTAL COMMENTS

2,880

Comments and ideas were shared through inperson and online activities in individual and group
activities
This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
pa corepudae ped ut volest pro el iumetur
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THE ENVISION MONTGOMERY 2040 PROCESS

– the –

Community

The Comprehensive Plan was developed through an iterative process of discovery,
testing and prioritization. To arrive at the final plan and recommendations, the
planning team and City Staff engaged in hundreds of hours of discussion with
the community and key stakeholders. This process was inclusive and open
to anyone who cares about the future of Montgomery. The graphic below
illustrates the community process from initiation of the Steering
Committee to the completion of the final plan.

Conversations

Convene community leaders, stakeholders
and thought-leaders for an open discussion
around opportunities, challenges and
questions. In all, more than 150 people
participated in the conversation.
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TOTAL FOCUS GROUP
DISCUSSIONS
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More than 150 people
participated in at least
one conversation
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The Summit was the primary
public event in support of
the process to develop a
new comprehensive plan
for the City of Montgomery.
More than 600 people
attended the meeting or
participated in follow-up
online activities. These
individuals generated close
to 3,000 unique comments
and ideas.
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TOTAL IN-PERSON &
ONLINE PARTICIPATION

671

Including 425 who attended the
Summit in-person and 246 who
participated online
OVERALL RATING OF THE
MEETING

99%

Participants expressed high levels
overall satisfaction with the
meeting
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Special Engagement Opportunties

PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Following the the Summit engagement
activities, major themes were distilled
from the 3,000+ comments and ideas.
These were used to draft goal statements
based on the priorities in the input and
the community's vision. The Steering
Committee defined a goal as a “desired
outcome expressed simply” on the
priorities in the input.
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TOTAL COMMENTS & IDEAS
GENERATED

2,880

Comments and ideas were
shared through in-person and
online activities in individual
and group activities

Just under 20 percent of
participants heard about
the meeting through direct
outreach
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Open House

WORD OF MOUTH

1 in 5

The Envision process was accented by several special engagement opportunities
targeting harder to reach voices within the community. This included a meeting
with students through the Youth Summit and young professionals at the
Emerging Leaders Workshop. In addition to these meetings focused
on specific demographic groups, Staff also held meetings in
each of the city's council districts during the Listen and Learn
conversation series and through the Open House tour.
These special engagement acitivites generated hundreds of
additional comments and ideas.
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The Open House tour was an
opportunity for community members
to review the draft plan, identify any
gaps and assign priorities within
the action agenda. More than X
participated in a meeting.
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Open House events were held
in each of the city's council
districts and downtown
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Community Fact Book

Strategic Analysis

In addition to substantial public input, the
Envision Montgomery 2040 Comprehensive Plan
is reinforced by strong technical research and
analysis. This work began with a review of existing
plans and studies, followed by a broad assessment
of the communities conditions and trends. These
were compiled in the Community Factbook (see
appendix for full document) and included topics
related to demographics, economics and placebased issues. A second, more targeted analysis,
focused on the potential of the city and its most
pressing challenges and opportunities. The plan
is directly informed by the realities uncovered
through this research and conversations with the
public and stakeholders.

The Factbook is an overview of existing conditions
and trends in the city Montgomery. It was the first
of a two-part approach to technical analysis for
the Comprehensive Plan and included a summary
of findings among a broad set of categories related
to demographics, economics and place-based
phenomena. The summary draws upon readilyavailable data sources such as the US Census, 2016
American Community Survey and other recent city
studies. It does not include results of public input
or stakeholder interviews. This report was intended
to initiate conversations about the future and help
to identify topics where more detailed analysis
should be undertaken as part of the strategic
analysis phase of the comprehensive plan process.
This report was organized into three sections;
People, Prosperity, and Place. The full Factbook can
be found in the document appendix. Key findings
include the following.

This research integrated initial findings from
the Community Fact Book with deeper analysis
into key conditions, trends, and topics. This
analysis influenced the comprehensive plan
recommendations and included the production
of 12 topical memos related to: land use,
transportation, housing and community
development, economic development, community
facilities and infrastructure, environment, parks,
recreation and open space; education and cultural
arts; community character and urban design;
military; public health and historic preservation.
The full memos can be found in the document
appendix.

\\Montgomery's population growth is slowing.
\\The community is becoming more diverse.
\\The local economy is diverse but heavily reliant on
external factors
\\Poverty is increasing, especially among children and
families
\\Montgomery is a very large city with a wide variety
of places
\\The housing market has limited diversity in
terms of type
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MONTGOMERY TODAY
Montgomery is a strong and unique community, rich with history, physical assets and a robust local economy. Through
its 200 year history, the city has been the site of numerous historic and culturally significant moments in American
history and this legacy is palable. In 2019, Montgomery is a community in transition. As the city's population growth
slows, the community is facing new and unique challenges as a consequence. The following section presents the key
findings, conditions and trends compiled through the comprehensive plan research and analysis.
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KEY FINDINGS
A comprehensive plan covers a
wide array of topics. From land
use to economic development,
the analysis supporting the final
recommendations is broad. The
key findings derived through this
research are summarized in the
following section. While the final
plan is divided into six, topical
chapters, the initial analysis covers
11 research areas. This review
highlights the topics covered within
each research area as well as the
key challenges and opportunities
idenfied through the analysis.
Each of the following topics were detailed further
through a series of memos. The strategic analysis
reports are included in the document appendix and
go into much greater depth on each of the initial
plan topics. The strategic analysis covered the
following topics:
\\Land Use &
Community Characater

\\Environment

\\Mobility

\\Education & Cultural
Arts

\\Housing &
Development
\\Economic
Development
\\Community Facilities &
Infrastructure
34

\\Parks & Recreation

\\Military
\\Public Health
\\Historic Preservation
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LAND USE, DEVELOPMENT, COMMUNITY CHARACTER & URBAN DESIGN
The Land Use topic focuses on the use, regulation
and character of development across the
Montgomery Planning Area. The chapter includes
a breakdown of the city’s current use of land
along with the history that led to this distribution.
Community character is another important
consideration of the plan, and the variety of built
and natural environments are detailed in the
chapter. Finally, land is regulated in Montgomery
through zoning. These tools, actors and processes
are outlined and explored. Some major challenges /
opportunities exposed through the research include:
\\Establishing strong and consistent policies on land
development and redevelopment
\\Understanding the fiscal implications of growth versus
consolidation
\\Addressing commercial vacancy and land
redevelopment
\\Utilizing existing planning and regulatory tools to
achieve community goals
\\Addressing equity issues related to past land
development or investment decisions
\\Developing a new palette of development types that
enhance quality of place, secure fiscal productivity and
promote new or continued inclusive investment

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
pa corepudae ped ut volest pro el iumetur
FLOOD SUSCEPTIBLE LAND
IN THE PLANNING AREA

43%

Large areas especially in the
southern portions of the
planning area, are constrained
by the potential for flooding.
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MOBILITY

HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

Transportation, or the movement of people
and goods, is a fundamental component of a
comprehensive plan. The analysis within this topic
focused on the efficiency, safety and utilization of
the existing network in Montgomery. Some major
challenges / opportunities exposed through the
research include:

Safe and affordable housing is an essential
component of a strong and resilient community.
Strong neighborhoods are the building blocks
of a strong city and contain housing types that
reflect the diversity of the community overall. The
Housing topic is an outline of the key conditions
and trends within the Montgomery housing
market along with a review of major neighborhood
plans and initiatives. These pertain to the full
spectrum of housing conditions from homelessness
to homeowners. Some major challenges /
opportunities exposed through the research
include:

\\Unlike many urban areas, congestion in Montgomery
is not a major concern, even when compared to peer
cities in Alabama. Maintenance and modernizing the
city’s aging network should be the major focus when
considering how to make the best use of limited
resources.
\\Active transportation facilities are extremely limited,
and what facilities do exist are disconnected from
each other. This has created unsafe biking and
walking conditions and an environment where most
rely on cars for all trips, regardless of the distance.
\\Investing in low-cost, high-impact active
transportation improvements, along with education
programs, has the opportunity to result in a
significant mode shift. A significant proportion of
Montgomery residents have very short commutes,
representing an opportunity to shift a large portion
of the city’s trips off the city’s streets and onto the
sidewalks or bike lanes.

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
pa corepudae ped ut volest pro el iumetur
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The system currently serves
roughly 1 million passengers
each year, down from 1.3
million in 2009

\\Housing stock is generally older and will require
rehabilitation to prevent blight
\\There are numerous growing and competitive
markets surround Montgomery
\\Vacancy, hypervacancy and abandonment are issues
in certain areas
\\The lack of "missing middle" housing types
contributes to the challenge of housing affordability

\\There is currently no strong project prioritization
process in place and no transit leadership board. A
restructuring of these institutional decision-making
processes can improve the efficiency of the city’s
operations, as well as ensure
TOTAL NUMBER OF
an equitable and effective use
FIXED "M" ROUTES
of program funding.
\\ The city’s Complete Streets
policy, adopted in 2013,
provides guidance toward a
desire to be inclusive of all
modes and work toward a
more balanced system.

\\Housing affordability and insecurity is an increasing
challenge

\\Out-of-community residential property ownership
challenges local ownership and reinvestment
OUT-OF-TOWN OWNED
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

1.3b

$

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
pa corepudae ped ut volest pro el iumetur

More than one billion dollars in
residential real estate is held by
individuals or companies that
do not live or are not located in
Montgomery
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Economic Development component focuses on conditions and trends
related to the city’s industrial makeup, workforce, small business and
entrepreneurial activity, and general competitiveness both around the state of
Alabama and across the country. In 2019, the city of Montgomery supported
more than 100,000 jobs. These are gathered largely in relatively stable sectors
such as government, military and health care. Despite this strong foundation,
small business activity in the city trails other metros in Alabama and commuting
patterns reveal a largely out-of-town workforce. The opportunities, however,
are abundant. The city’s unique historic assets and rejuvenating downtown
are prime tourism assets. Additionally, the community has made strategic
investments in its information and technology infrastructure. Finally, the large
number of daily commuters present an opportunity to attract more residents
and expand the tax base. Some major challenges / opportunities exposed
through the research include:
\\Pool of total employers or firms is
shrinking over time; local labor force
shrinking and aging
\\Start-up engine in Montgomery
underperforms compared to peer cities
in Alabama and around the southeast
\\Labor shed has expanded over time
with more workers commuting in from
farther away
\\Community is both cushioned and
exposed by government supported
employment with private sector
growth

\\Risks for employment loss in sectors
with the growth of artificial intelligence
and automation (especially true of
local manufacturing and call center
operations)
\\Cyber and tech opportunities can be
built around community investments
and unique assets
\\Tourism is a key focus area based on
the city’s unique assets

\\ The city has limited methods for
prioritizing upgrades to its existing
community facilities.
\\Large areas of the city are not served
by community centers or senior
centers.
\\Needed expansion of library and
community center services into
existing areas of the city that are
dominated by a single use.

\\Develop an improved understanding
of how police and fire departments’
operations and budgets could be
updated to best address the city’s
recent trends and needs.

65k
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Municipal wellbeing and growth
and development depend heavily
on facilities and infrastructures
and the services they provide. This
topic provides an analysis of the
Montgomery City-County Public
Libraries, the Montgomery Fire and
Rescue, the Montgomery Police
Department, water and sewer
infrastructure, and the cost of
operating those services and utilities.
Some major challenges / opportunities
exposed through the research include:

\\Provide more community activities for
all of Montgomery’s citizens.

TOTAL DAILY WORKERS
COMMUTING IN

Each morning, more than half of
the city's workforce commutes
in, with a signifcant share driving
more than 30 minutes

COMMUNITY FACILITIES &
INFRASTRUCTURE

\\Support lowering the community
infrastructure cost by allowing higher
density development.

Source: Alabama News Center

ENVIRONMENT
The Environment topic focuses on
the natural environmental conditions
in the Planning Area. The chapter
includes a breakdown of the city’s
physical geography and how this
impacts Montgomery’s economy,
ecology, development, and future
opportunities. Some major challenges
/ opportunities exposed through the
research include:
\\Understanding,
examining and
mitigating effects
of the various
pollutants to soil,
groundwater and air
quality

Source: Getty Images

\\Considering the
implications of flooding and lack of
national dam safety programs
\\Addressing the deficit in Green
Infrastructure throughout the area

\\Recognizing the drinking water
resources in Montgomery and the
implications of a non-diverse resource
system
\\Utilizing existing plans and public
efforts to achieve community goals
\\Leveraging forested areas and
greenways as a community asset /
resource
CHANGE IN THE
MONTGOMERY TREE CANOPY

-6%

Between 1986 and 2002 the city's
tree canopy declined signficantly
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PARKS & RECREATION

EDUCATION & CULTURAL ARTS

The City of Montgomery maintains over 1,400 acres of public park land and
recreation facilities distributed between parks, community centers and special
facilities. The systems facilities support both specific neighborhoods and
larger communities with both passive and active recreation. In addition, the
system provides city wide youth baseball and softball, youth summer and
after school programs and senior programs. Because of Montgomery’s large
foot-print, Montgomery struggles to directly serve all of its residents with
physical amenities and services. As Montgomery continues its efforts to retain
its youth, support its aging population and grow economically, a quality parks
and recreation system and experience will have to play a substantial role in this
reinvigoration. Some major challenges / opportunities exposed through the
research include:

A quality education system and the presence of cultural art programs are critical
in creating a prosperous community. The quality of a community’s education
and arts can positively or negatively affect broader community goals, including
quality of life, population trends, prosperity and economic attractiveness.
This analysis focuses on how Montgomery’s education systems support its
citizens from pre-K to adult education, and how cultural arts are represented
in Montgomery’s community. Some major challenges / opportunities exposed
through the research include:

\\Develop trails and greenways to
connect Montgomery’s parks,
neighborhoods, and destinations;
including the development of rails to
trails opportunities

\\Update aging park equipment and
community centers

\\Develop park land in the flood prone
and contiguous forest that surround
Montgomery

\\Update subdivision regulations to
include dedication for public open
space

\\Develop parks on vacant or tax
delinquent parcels or unserviced
neighborhoods
\\Expand recreational services to include
more youth sports, adult and senior
physical activities

\\Market parks and recreation’s past
to connect with broader Civil Rights
efforts

\\Support grassroot park support and
volunteerism
\\Conduct a comprehensive parks
assessment, facilities and distribution
of facilities
\\Develop a city-wide parks and
recreation specific plan

LUNCHES SERVED AT
COMMUNITY CENTERS

COMMUNITY PARK
LAND (ACRES)

24 Community Centers
across Montgomery serve
thousands of children,
especially during the
summer

Public park land
and recreation
facilitiesdistributed among
parks, community centers,
and special facilities

70,000

1,600

\\Create a stronger support network for
school readiness

\\Retain Montgomery’s top students
from K-12 to employment

\\Support the public school system to
ensure equitable education for all of
Montgomery’s youth

\\Continue to develop downtown
Montgomery as a hub of cultural arts

\\Reinforce the bond between
Montgomery’s public schools and
Montgomery’s workforce opportunities

\\Nurture a sense of place around
Montgomery through public art

MILITARY
The Military chapter focuses on the Maxwell Airforce Base (MAFB), Gunter
Annex and Dannelly Field. The chapter includes a breakdown of the AFB’s
history, current operations, economic impact, physical development and
population. The military installations are important to consider in the Envision
Montgomery 2040 Comprehensive Plan because of their significant influence
on the local economy and the overall well-being of current and future residents.
Some major challenges / opportunities exposed through the research include:
\\Maxwell and Gunter are unique and
valuable economic assets for the city
of Montgomery, but also represent a
potential vulnerability long-term
\\There are opportunities for
Montgomery to further leverage assets
that currently exist on or around
military operations and physical bases

\\The city has the opportunity to
retain military talent and provide
programming/amenities that are
attractive to that
population (e.g.
families, young
adults)
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PUBLIC HEALTH

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

The Public Health Chapter is focused on the health
of the Montgomery community as a whole and how
health trends of the community compare to the
state and the nation as a whole. Public Health looks
at human health at a community scale. This chapter
will highlight the many interrelated factors that
determine a person's health, including personal
behaviors, how persons interact with their physical
surroundings, access to health care and education,
economic situation and genetics. Through this
analysis, some major challenges and opportunities
for Montgomery’s public health will be extracted.
Some major challenges / opportunities exposed
through the research include:

The City of Montgomery is a place of rich history.
The origins of Montgomery can forever be seen
in its conflicting downtown grid system, as two
rival towns merged and incorporated in 1819.
Montgomery would grow to play an iconic role in
changing the shape of the Nation several times
over. As both the birth place of the Confederacy
and the Civil Rights Movement, Montgomery has
no doubt left its mark on the country and the
world. Over the years this history has weaved
itself into the places, buildings, and fabric of
Montgomery. Montgomery maintains a strong
identification with its past, and that connection
is exemplified through the built environment.
To preserve its past and to ensure its future,
Montgomery actively works to preserve both
historic and architecturally significant places, but
more needs to be done to ensure this connection
is as strong as Montgomery deserves. Some major
challenges / opportunities exposed through the
research include:

\\Explore and implement proactive health policies
\\Highlight and improve inequalities of health
outcomes across the community
\\Better understand the effects of the built
environment on community health

\\Becoming a Certified Local Government
\\Creating a stronger connection with Montgomery’s
historical events and its built environment
\\Developing a deeper appreciation and protection of
Montgomery’s historical resources and the economic
opportunities that those historic assets offer
\\Continue to increase local preservation of Centennial
Hill and other historic African American districts
\\Continue to increase Downtown’s local preservation

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati onsequidis rem quo velles
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PART II:

THE ACTION AGENDA
The Envision Montgomery 2040 Comprehensive Plan is a collection of recommendations. These projects, policies and
programs were selected based on their potential to move the city toward its vision. This action agenda is tailored to
Montgomery’s unique circumstances, conditions and trends that were revealed through community conversation and
technical research. The plan is ambitious and will require significant investment, collaboration and commitment. It
represents a long-term strategy that, with continued focus and energy, will help create a more prosperous, equitable
and livable Montgomery in the future.
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THE ACTION AGENDA

TH E
VIS IO N

The Envision Montgomery 2040 Comprehensive Plan is a collection of actions
that, when achieved, will move the community closer to its vision. These
actions are discrete policies, projects or programs. They include existing
initiatives to be lifted up and better supported and new actions applied
from best practice research and community conversation. On the whole, the
action agenda is a menu of community-supported and Montgomery-tailored
opportunities to move the city forward.
This Action Agenda includes more than 100 proposals
to enhance the quality of life and quality of place in
Montgomery. These actions were derived through a
robust community conversation and strong research
and analysis. These processes were conducted in
parallel with the findings, one informing the other.
The public process was an iterative conversation
with the community and stakeholders about the
future of Montgomery. Using real data and analysis
to inform the discussion, community members were
asked to consider the best way forward. At the same
time, the planning team conducted its own research
into the city’s conditions and trends. This research,
coupled with the input from the community, revealed
areas for further study. A second analysis phase,
called the strategic analysis, allowed the team to dig
deeper into the data and articulate a series of central
challenges and opportunities among 11 topic areas.
These were documented in the strategic analysis
memos and available in the document appendix.
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The action recommendations are organized into six
thematic chapters. These represent resonant areas
of discussion through the process and introduced
on the next page. Every chapter is guided by a goal
and includes a collection of closely related action
recommendations. Each of these recommendations
is responding to a central challenge or opportunity
identified through the research or community
conversation. The background narrative helps
pull this all together and provides more tactical
details on the idea. The actions vary significantly in
terms of scale, timing, responsibility and cost. They
range from small ideas to help carry forward the
existing community momentum to transformational
projects that will require significant resources
and collaboration. Importantly, every one of the
100+ action proposals has been linked to an
implementation strategy. The Realizing our Vision
chapter is a matrix of all the action proposals linked
with their corresponding implementation strategy.

COMMUNITY
DIRECTION

CHAPTERS

CHAPTER GOAL
OBJECTIVES

A
A

A
A

OBJECTIVES

A
A

GOAL

A

ACTIONS

Organizing the Plan:
What are the Chapter Themes?
The Envision process included hundreds of hours of
conversation and debate. The data and analysis from
the technical work helped to inform this discourse.
Through this process, themes began to emerge around
resonant areas of thought. When thinking about the
future of Montgomery, the community identified
these six chapters as its most essential areas of focus.
Each of the themes includes a goal. The committee
defined these statements as a desired outcome for
Montgomery expressed simply. The chapters are
further organized by a set of objective statements.
These statements are measurable and represent key
strategies to achieve the community vision. Finally,
each of the six chapters includes its action agenda or a
collection of tailored, community-reviewed actions to
move the city forward.
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Building & Maintaining our...

PAGE 43

GREAT PLACES

CONNECTIONS

PAGE 151

GOAL

GOAL

Strong, attractive and vibrant places reflect the diversity of
our community and reveal a city that is proud and beautiful.
PLAN TOPICS

\\Land Use and Development

Investing in our ...

A smart and efficient mobility network that is based around multiple
modes of transportation, supports strong inter-city and regional
connections, and provides equitable access to opportunities.
PLAN TOPIC

\\Military

\\Mobility

\\Community Character
\\Parks and Recreation

Supporting our ...

PAGE 101

PEOPLE

A stable foundation for human growth, education and
development with the neighborhood as the building block
vof the community.
PLAN TOPICS

\\Education

\\Public Health

Capitalizing on our cultural ...

SHARED PROSPERITY

PAGE 179

GOAL

GOAL

\\Housing and Community Development

Progressing Toward our ...

ASSETS AND AMENITIES

PAGE 137

An expanding and diverse local economy that increases
opportunities for residents by investing in education, leveraging its
military partnerships, and pursuing innovative industries that spur
investment and small enterprise.
PLAN TOPIC

\\Economic Development

Supporting our ...

FOUNDATION

GOAL

GOAL

PLAN TOPICS

PLAN TOPICS

A place that embraces and protects its special history, while
investing in new amenities that keep Montgomery unique,
lively, and fun.

PAGE 197

Future-focused investments maintain infrastructure — including the
natural environment and resources — and support continued growth,
reinvestment, and progress.

\\Historic Preservation

\\Community Facilities

\\Cultural Assets

\\Infrastructure
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This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

IMAGE:
Hold for large image related to Great Places
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5

Building & Maintaining our...

GREAT PLACES
The Great Places chapter of the
Montgomery Comprehensive
plan contains the findings and
recommendations pertaining to
land use, development, community
character and parks and recreation.
Montgomery has a rich history and a
strong sense of place, but there are
unique challenges to be addressed
within the “place” set of topics. This
chapter provides a means for the
city to grow and spread great places
across the city. The goal, stated
right, is supported by a series of
objectives.

Goal

Strong, attractive and vibrant places reflect the diversity of our
community and reveal a city that is proud and beautiful.
Objectives
\\Future growth and investment will be encouraged to
occur inside the developed area

\\Industrial and military districts will remain attractive to
further investment

\\Outward growth shall occur in areas adjacent to the
city’s current development extent

\\Existing neighborhoods will be strengthened
and revitalized

\\Development and redevelopment energy
will be focused

\\Community connections will be enhanced and
help create quality places

\\Complementary land uses will be allowed to mix,
especially at key centers or nodes

\\Suburban subdivisions will allow for amenities
consistent with strong neighborhoods

\\Downtown Montgomery will focus the community’s
investment energy and continue its progress and
evolution

\\Parks and recreational amenities will enhance the
physical environment and seek to better connect the
full community through new trails and investments

\\Commercial areas will address increasing vacancies and
blight

\\The natural environment will be protected as a unique
and valuable physical asset
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the Great Places topics including
land use, development, community character and parks and recreation. These findings emerged from the
research and analysis of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and the public overall. The following
is not exhaustive, however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the
document appendix.
History, Growth and Development
More than 200 years ago, Montgomery’s history
began along a hard bend of the Alabama River in
south central Alabama. Long before it was the
capital, indeed before the founding of the country,
the area was home to indigenous peoples. Tribes
like the Creek made good use of the fertile land
and rivers and leaving behind earthen works
and mounds. In his famous travels across the
southeast, Hernando de Soto was said to have
stopped along the bend that would become
Montgomery twice. The rivers enabled travelers
like Soto access in, and in the future, would allow
agricultural products to flow out.

in just over ten days, ten times faster than flat
barges preceding her. Steam power, first on the
rivers and then on the railroads and in industry,
unlocked a new growth engine for the region and
enabled the river region quick, dependable access
to the ports of Mobile. As the city received its
charter in 1837 and elected its first mayor, growth
moved slowly outward from the river in tight,
walkable blocks.
FROM SETTLEMENT TO CAPITAL, TO CAPITAL

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria

SETTLEMENT AND EARLY HISTORY

White settlement of Montgomery was then driven
by two critical factors: rich agricultural lands,
and deep, navigable rivers with access to the sea.
In 1817, the territorial government (established
as a settling mechanism to attract enterprising
residents to move east to west) placed the lands
south of the earliest settlements for sale in
Milledgeville, Georgia. Many of the properties were
bought by General John Scott and his Alabama
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Company. In 1819, he and a rival established the
two towns of East Alabama and New Philadelphia
on opposite ends of a bend in the river, but
eventually merged that year to form Montgomery.
The evidence of this merger is most noticeable in
Court Square, where the two competing street
grids come together to form a triangle. Two years
after the merger, the steamboat Harriet made her
maiden voyage up the Alabama River from Mobile

Andrew Dexter (of Dexter Avenue fame) was among
the city’s earliest promoters as a potential site
for the state’s new capital. He even went as far
as offering a prominent portion of property, Goat
Hill, as a location for the new capital building.
His lobbying paid off in 1846 when the state
legislature collected 16 ballots in favor of the move
from Tuscaloosa. Wetumpka would finish second.
Shortly after the first legislative session, the capitol
building burned and was replaced in 1851 with the
current, Greek Revival building. It was around this
same time that the city passed 10,000 residents
and connected to the West Point Railroads. This
enabled rail access from Georgia and the eastern
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seaboard beyond. Just as these confluence factors
began to enable rapid growth, the southern
states seceded. Montgomery was chosen as the
provisional capital of the Confederate States of
America, and for a brief period of three months,
served as the center of operations for the southern
war effort. Union troops entered the city in 1865
and burned the arsenal, train depot, foundries,
riverboats, railway cars, but left most of the city
intact. A fate not shared by other southern cities.
STREETCAR SUBURBS & SMALL EXPANSIONS

The first electric streetcar system in the Western
Hemisphere began service in Montgomery 1886,
running two cars along its Court Street line. This
system, like in so many other American cities,
enabled a new form of outward growth
away from the core. In tight,
walkable blocks close to the line,
development could occur farther
afield as a new commuting class
had reliable and quick access
back into town. The city passed
17,000 residents in 1887 as new
amenities like brick sidewalks,
street lights, and water works were
implemented. The most visible example
being the Court Square Fountain, purchased and
installed in 1887 atop an artesian well. “Streetcar
suburbs,” like Highland Park and Cloverdale, took
advantage of the trolley lines to plat, develop
and sell new homes on the fringes of the city and
push the boundaries outward. The extension of
the Louisville and Nashville Railroads in 1900
spurred population and industrial growth, leading
to the construction of Union Station in Downtown.
Around this same time, the Bell Building topped

THE ORIGINS & EFFECTS OF SEGREGATION
The end of the war and the emancipation
had a profound effect on southern
cities. For a short period, before Jim
Crow laws were enacted, emergent
African American neighborhoods and
businesses experienced a period of swift
advancement. Despite the post-war
constitutional amendments promising
equal opportunity, progress was quickly
slowed through a combination of legal
– although unconstitutional – measures
(i.e. Jim Crow laws, zoning, etc.) and
illegal measures (intimidation tactics
and violence related to voting, housing,
etc.). The effects of these pernicious
practices would soon be seen in land
development decisions as “legal”
segregation measures divided the city
into white and black neighborhoods.
The most brazen example of this sorting
grew out of a 1930’s mapping exercise
during the New Deal. According to
the University of Richmond’s Digital
Scholarship Lab,
The Home Owners Loan Corporation
(HOLC) helped restructure the American
mortgage lending market by creating
and standardizing several of its
elements. HOLC incorporated appraisal
of home value into its lending processes,
a practice only in its infancy at the time.
HOLC supported the training of home
appraisers and employed hundreds

of appraisers throughout the 1930s,
working in concert with the nation’s
realtors to inaugurate and advance real
estate appraisal as a profession. HOLC’s
department of Research and Statistics
drew upon its network of realtors,
developers, lenders, and appraisers to
create a neighborhood-by-neighborhood
assessment of more than 200 cities
in the country. These assessments
included demographic data, economic
reports, and the color-coded Security
Maps later deemed infamous as
instruments of “redlining. Racial
segregation in housing was not formally
deemed illegal until the Fair Housing Act
of 1968. Discrimination in real estate
lending and buying, coining the term
“redlining” to illustrate the geographic
dimensions of housing discrimination.”
In the figure right, the city of
Montgomery’s HOLC lending map
indicated large areas of perceived “risk”
drawn red. This was based on factors
that included the number of African
American families in the area along the
potential for any growth. While the Fair
Housing Act abolished the use of such
brazen racial classifications in housing
decisions, the legacy of redlining has
had a long-lasting effects that included
disinvestment, blight and among others.

out at 12 stories becoming one of the tallest
building in Southern Alabama, Huntingdon College
moved its campus south of town from Tuscaloosa,
and the Wright Brothers established the world’s
first civilian flights school on the land eventually
becoming Maxwell Air Force Base. The dynamism
of this period manifested in significant population
growth, with the city passing 75,000 residents in

1940. Around this same time, the popularity and
affordability of the automobile began to seriously
affect the development style of the city. The war,
like it did everywhere, paused the growth engine
momentarily, but returning GI’s and the personal
automobile would fundamentally transform the
way Montgomery expanded for the next several
decades.
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NEW ROADS, MORE PEOPLE & AN OUTWARD EXPLOSION

Montgomery experienced a
“subdivision boom” between 1951
and 1954 with sixty new subdivisions
created in this period alone.
Cloverland Mall and Normandale Mall
were constructed in the same era as
the areas first “shopping centers”.
Zoning codes and auto-oriented
development created a development
system that consumed vast tracts of
land and in single-use districts. The
tight street grid radiating from rivers
gave way to lose, leap-frog patterns
at the city’s edge, and as the city was
completing its first comprehensive
plan in 1963, it passed 100,000
residents and encompassed more
than 35 square miles. A most extreme
enabling factor of this outward

growth began in 1955 with the start of
construction on Interstates 85 and 65
through the center of town. Despite
protests from local neighborhood
groups, the roads were routed
through, as opposed to around the
city with a confluence intersection
southwest of Downtown.
The completion of the project in
1970 marked a new era of outward
expansion, especially eastward. Major
retail and institutional investments
were announced and constructed on
the community’s periphery. Auburn
University Montgomery (AUM) campus
opened in 1967, Montgomery Mall
opened in 1970, The Zoo relocated in
1972, and construction is completed

The above shows the previous development pattern, right, and current development pattern, left, after
the construction of Interstate 85 through Montgomery.

on Eastdale Mall in 1977. Retail and
residential growth pushed outward
into the 80’s culminating in the city’s
largest ever annexation of land. During
this decade alone the city added more
than 80 square miles to its municipal
boundary, an area slightly smaller than

the city of Dothan, Alabama. After
adding an additional 40 square miles
in the decades since, the city now
extends to more than 160+ square
miles, the 50th largest city in the
country by this measure. (The city is
ranked 118th in overall population).

MODERN TRENDS IN GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT & REDEVELOPMENT

In the decades following the completion of the
Interstate and major outward expansion, retail closer
to the core began to show signs of disinvestment and
decline. The most noticeable example of this trend
was the closure of the once thriving Montgomery
Mall in 2008. This trend was noted in the area’s 2015
neighborhood plan stating “In the years following
the mall’s closure, commerce along the Southern
Boulevard began to see a much larger pattern of
disinvestment. Witnessing the decline residents
expressed great concern over the loss of retail and
service businesses in South Montgomery.”
Residential and neighborhood atrophy is another
concern in major portions of the city. This is
especially acute in older, non-historically designated
46

neighborhoods. While homeownership has
declined the city’s housing stock remains older than
state averages. Fifty-six percent of all units were
constructed before 1970, with 23 percent built before
1950. The housing stock is slightly older than the
state average with significantly fewer units built after
2000, 13 percent for the city compared to 20 percent
for the state. This varies significantly across the city.
Another emergent trend is the large number of
daily in-bound commuters to the city. In 2014 more
than 40,000 daily workers commute from areas
outside the city. This has increased significantly and
is enabled, in no small part, by the access provided
by I-65 and I-85. An increasingly large percentage of
these commuters travel more than 50 miles one-

way coming from Birmingham, Auburn, and other
parts of the state. In addition, the incorporation
of the city of Pike Road and growth of cities to the
north like Prattville, are offering new options for
residents and businesses. Montgomery’s aggressive
annexation policy staved off this type of metropolitan
competition for decades, but the national trend
toward fragmentation seems to have caught on in
the region. While Montgomery’s population has
begun to plateau, the city of Pike Road will pass
6,000 residents in the upcoming 2020 US Census and
growth in Prattville and Millbrook was near 50%, or
16,000 new residents between 2000 and 2016.
While growth and investments have slowed in other
areas of the city, downtown Montgomery has seen a
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MAP #. ANNEXATION OF MONTGOMERY OVER TIME
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dramatic resurgence. Perhaps beginning in earnest
with the completion of Riverwalk Stadium in 2004,
the city’s central neighborhood has experienced
a renewed focus. Major investments such as the
Renaissance Hotel and conference center, the Alley
entertainment district, and the National Memorial
for Peace and Justice are major highlights of the
trend. The downtown is also seeing an increase
in the number of full-time residents with major
projects like Columbus Square. At the completion
of the five- phase project, the development will
add close to 300 new affordable and market
rate apartments. In 2007 the city completed the
Downtown Master Plan which helped to articulate
the vision for downtown along with major and
minor recommendations.
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Regional Trends
Montgomery sits within a larger, dynamic
megaregion centered in Atlanta, Georgia.
Connected along the I-85 corridor this
Montgomery-Atlanta-Greenville-Charlotte
corridor has grown by millions of people and
accounts for more than a trillion dollars in
economic output. This development is predicted
to continue deep into the 21st century.
Closer at hand, the River Region links communities
along the Alabama River with population centered
around the Montgomery Metropolitan Area in
Autauga, Elmore, and Macon Counties. The cities
north of Montgomery have experienced a general
increase in population, with the largest overall
gains in Prattville (+11,000 residents, 47 percent

increase), Millbrook (+5,000, 48 percent), and
Wetumpka (+2,400, 44 percent) from 2000.
These communities are linked through the
Montgomery Metropolitan Planning Organization
which maintains a continuous, cooperative, and
comprehensive transportation planning process
that results in plans, programs, and projects that
consider all transportation modes and support
community, economic development, and social
goals. The Montgomery Metropolitan Area,
including portions of Autauga, Elmore, Lowndes,
and Montgomery Counties, grew by eight percent
from 2000, reaching an estimated population of
374,000 residents in 2016.
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Land Use and Development Character
A land use is a classification tool that assigns a
use type (residential, commercial, industrial, etc.)
to each parcel within the city. This is different
from its zoning classification which identifies the
ideal use for the parcel but might not describe
the current use. Residential parcels dominate the
developed portions of the planning area. There
are 68,869 parcels classified as a residential use
encompassing 46.5 square miles or nearly 30,000
acres. Commercial parcels concentrate along major
corridors and in Downtown. There are just over
3,900 parcels classified as commercial covering
11.3 square miles. Industrial parcels are large, and
primarily located along major waterways, freight
lines or on the city’s far south and west sides.
272 parcels totaling
PUBLICLY-OWNED
5.82 square miles are
LAND
classified as industrial.
Montgomery has several
unique uses that relate
Federal, state, local along with
to its role as a state
other quasi-public institutions
control more than 16,000 acres capital and base for
military operations. The
footprint of Maxwell and the Gunter annex account
for nearly 2,000 acres or two percent of the city’s
land area. Churches and religious institutions are
another large user with more than 1,100 total
acres, or 1.84 square miles. Agriculture and farming
dominate all land uses in the planning area. Just
over 215 square miles, or 64 percent of the land
area, are used for farming or related activities.
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DEVELOPMENT CHARACTER

Development character goes beyond standard parcelby-parcel land use classifications and describes the
look, feel, and function of the district overall. As an
example, a city’s downtown may be home to several
varying land uses, but the integration and interaction
of these uses help to create the unique character of
the district. Montgomery is a large city and its built
environment is accordingly diverse.

From the dense and urban downtown to the rural
periphery, in its 163 square miles the city includes a
full transect of densities and uses. The following is
an initial breakdown of the development character
types in Montgomery today. These types will be
greatly elaborated on through the planning process
as a means of understanding the current form of
development throughout the city and articulating
future character types that may not be present today.
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Development Character Analysis
This character analysis has identified 10 different character types,
the classification is based on the spatial attributes, street pattern,
zoning and land use. Spatial attributes include the height, sizes of
buildings and lot, also the relationship between the buildings and
street. The street pattern greatly influences the connectivity, and
major mode of transportation.

URBAN MIX

NEIGHBORHOOOD

Jurisdictions and Planning Area
The City of Montgomery and Town of Pike Road are the only two incorporated
municipalities in Montgomery County. In Alabama, the threshold between a
town and city is set at 6,000 residents, and Pike Road is expected to cross this
threshold in the 2020 decennial census.

MAP #. THE PLANNING AREA

POLICE JURISDICTION & THE PLANNING AREA

Policing Jurisdiction used to define
the planning study area. The state of
Alabama enables municipalities of 6,000
or more residents to define a policing
jurisdiction extending five miles from
their corporate boundary. In this buffer
zone, the city may collect ½ sales
tax, enforce limited zoning and code
requirements, and collect licensing fees
in exchange for the provision of city
policing, fire and ambulatory services.
This unique feature of Alabama law is
a kind of a gray area between city and
50

county, where the city can provide police
and fire service while collecting some
revenue in return. Unless otherwise
noted, the planning boundary for the
Comprehensive Plan has been set to
policing jurisdiction or three miles from
the existing corporate boundary. The
planning area includes 335 square miles,
compared to the city’s 168 square miles.
This boundary does not extend north,
east or west into neighboring counties,
nor does include the independent
jurisdiction of Pike Road.

Source: City of Montgomery
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Development Regulations and Land Planning
The City of Montgomery - like most cities - exerts control over land development through a combination of
legal regulations and elected or nominated commissions. To better visualize this process and the various
ordinances and actors involved, this section includes a detailed description of each of the tools and
commissions illustrating how they are used / utilized.
ZONING

The City of Montgomery’s latest zoning code was
completed in September 17, 1963, with the latest
amendments adopted in 1985. The ordinance then
defines 28 districts within the city and its police
jurisdiction. These are applied to a zoning map
which becomes, in effect, the legal application of
the code. The districts can be broadly divided into
residential, commercial, office, industrial categories
with variations intensity and density defined for each
as a separate district. Additional districts include
the Central Business District or the downtown area,
agricultural and recreational areas, utilities and
flood hazard zones. Within each of these districts or
zones appropriate uses and development standards
are applied. These regulate for the use of land,
the configuration of development on the parcel
(frontage, access, height) as well as other allowances
or regulations. For some non-residential uses, new
development must be preceded with a plan showing
details of the proposed project. In all cases, the
provisions of the zoning ordinance are enforced by a
zoning official who controls for standards through the
issuance of a certificate of occupancy.
SMARTCODE

The SmartCode is a model transect-based planning
and zoning document based on an analysis of the
built and natural environment. It addresses all scales
of planning, from the region to the community to the
block and building. The City of Montgomery joined

a very small list of communities nationally, when
it adopted SmartCode as an alternative to existing
Zoning ordinance. The SmartCode is an option for
development in the City and exists parallel to the
existing Zoning Ordinance. Once a Developer or
landowner makes an application for the development
of their property pursuant to the SmartCode, they
shall rezone the property to SmartCode and be bound
to the provisions of the SmartCode and prohibited
from using the Zoning Ordinance unless stated
otherwise in the SmartCode.
HISTORIC DISTRICTS

The City of Montgomery has a rich history reflected
in its myriad of historic buildings and neighborhoods.
To protect and preserve these assets, the city has
developed a number of preservation mechanisms.
These are common practices for cities like
Montgomery with similar assets. The following tools
and quasi-judicial bodies have been developed to
serve this purpose.
ADDITIONAL PARTIES & COMMISSIONS

Planning Commission. The City Planning
Commission shall consist of nine members appointed
as provided in Section 2-302 of Muni-Code.
The Board of Adjustment. Appointed body that
controls approval of requests requiring a “Permitted
on Appeal” special exceptions or formal variance; and
to determine the location of boundaries between
districts where there are conflicts or lack of clarity.

Consolidated Review Committee. To enforce the
SmartCode a Consolidate Review Committee (CRC)
has been established to review proposals which
qualify or self-select into the code.
The Historic Preservation Committee. The purpose
of the Committee is to promote the educational,
cultural, economic and general welfare of the City of
Montgomery through the preservation and protection
of buildings, sites, structures, areas and districts of
historic significance and interest
Architectural Review Board. The purpose of the
Architectural Review Board is to review all requests
for exterior changes to historic structures and surface
improvements to historic properties to ensure the
planned improvements are consistent with the
architectural and historical character of the individual
structure and the neighborhood in which it is located.
Planning Staff. The City of Montgomery Planning
Department consists of two divisions and oversight of
the public transit system management—Long Range
Planning, Transportation Planning, and the M Public
Transit System.
Code Enforcement. The City of Montgomery
Inspections Department is responsible for enforcing
the following codes: Building; Electrical; Plumbing,
Gas, & Mechanical; and Property Maintenance.
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Constraints and Conservation
Not all undeveloped land in the Planning Area
can or should be developed. Water is a defining
geographic feature of the Planning Area. Large
areas, especially in the southern portions of the
planning area, are constrained by the potential
for flooding. This breaks into several categories.
Floodway areas are subject to inundation from
even minor rain events. Running at low ground
along creeks and rivers, this swath cannot receive
development. Just over 14 percent of the planning
area, or 48 square miles are in the floodway. The
100-year floodplain is the land area subject to
inundation during a one percent storm event.
While on slightly higher ground, this area is still
highly susceptible to flooding. One third of the land
area in the planning area is either in the floodway
or the 100-year floodplain. This zone accounts for
64 square miles. Finally, the 500-year floodplain is
susceptible to flooding only during an abnormally
intense, or prolonged rain event. Thirty-one square
miles are included in the 500-year floodplain. In
total, 43 percent of the land area in the Planning
Area is in a flood prone area.
The planning area also includes large areas of
contiguous forests and woodlands. Of the 335
square miles of the planning area, more than 37
percent or 127 square miles are classified as forest
or natural areas. Of these areas the largest portion
are classified as woody wetlands, or forests within
floodplain along riparian corridors. The pervasive
stream network and related floodplains contribute
to the overall contiguity of the area’s tree cover as
many of these areas are undevelopable.
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Developable Land Analysis
The conclusions of the developable land analysis
refer to the areas within the Planning Area where
there is potential to accept future development. This
is based on a set of evaluation criteria. Developable
areas were identified by subtracting limiting criteria
(flood prone areas, public / quasi-public land,
contiguous forest) from a
DEVELOPABLE LAND
base an undeveloped land
layer established in the
2010 land use analysis. This
sq mi
overlay layer was applied to
75 square miles are potentially
the parcel layer for the full
developable in the Southeast
Planning Area. Parcels less
and West / Southwest sides of
the Planning Area.
than five acres were then

75

eliminated due to their
PERCENTAGE OF
size. The resulting layer
DEVELOPABLE LAND
and map identified 48,000
acres or 75 square miles
of potentially developable
75 sqmi equates to roughly 22%
land. These cluster in
of the entire Planning Area with
two major areas on the
development potential.
Southeast side of the
Planning Area between US
231 and I-85 and the West / Southwest sides near
the Hyundai plant and surrounding the Montgomery
Regional Airport.

22%
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Retail & Commercial Vacancy

Industrial and Military Operations

Commercial parcels concentrate along major
corridors and in Downtown. There are just over
3,900 parcels classified as commercial covering
11.3 square miles. Commercial vacancy, especially
related to “big box” retail is an emerging issue.
Major vacancies are an increasing concern,
especially as retail shifts from large format,
in-person shopping to smaller format or online
options. The most visible victim of this shift is
the Montgomery Mall which closed in 2008 just
30 years after its grand opening. Additional large
floor plate buildings have not found tenants or
are experiencing diminishing rents. This trend is
especially acute on the city’s southside. Beginning
with the Montgomery Mall in 2004, a series a retail
closures have left significant vacancies in many
parts of the city. These are made especially acute
when the vacancy applies to a large format or big
box location. Nationally, this is a trend within retail
as more and more daily shopping occurs online.
Generally, America is overCOMMERCIAL
retailed with five to ten
PROPERTIES
times more retail square
footage when compared
to Canada or the European
parcels
Union. This over building,
Roughly 3,900 parcels in
coupled with the decline
Montgomery are classified as
in demand has become an
commercial in Downtown and
along major corridors.
emergent concern in all
major metros including
Montgomery. Reuse of large format commercial
buildings is it challenge, but several the vacancies
referred to above have been reoccupied.

The city and the region have been quite successful
in recruiting industrial investments over the past
20 years. This has manifested in many large and
medium format buildings sited throughout the
planning area. The largest and most prominent
of which, the Hyundai manufacturing facility,
employees some 5,000 people and produces
thousands of cars each year. The city has also
been proactive in preparing new land for industrial
investment through initiatives like the Montgomery
Industrial Park located off Interstate 85 in the far
eastern portion of the planning area.

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria
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Modern manufacturing is heavily dependent on just
in time logistics, and transportation, shipping and
access are increasingly critical factors for factory
siting. Montgomery has three distinct advantages
in this area: its location along the Alabama River,
connection into Regional Rail Networks, and its
access to Interstate 65 and 85. The Interstate 85
corridor, running from Montgomery to Charlotte
North Carolina, includes some 20 million people
and more economic output than South Korea.
Access to this market and of the Gulf of Mexico
by way of Mobile, have been critical factors in the
Region's recent past industrial success.
Maxwell AFB‐Gunter Annex is located in
Montgomery County in south‐central Alabama.
Maxwell AFB and Gunter Annex are two
geographically separate facilities. Maxwell AFB
is located in the northwest portion of the City
of Montgomery and is bordered to the north‐
northeast by the Alabama River. Gunter Annex is
approximately five miles east‐northeast of Maxwell
AFB in the city.
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MAXWELL AFB

Maxwell AFB encompasses 2,239 acres of land and
is located in a relatively urban area in south‐central
Alabama. Air University is the primary mission
of Maxwell AFB–Gunter Annex. Air University
supports education for planners and leaders in air
and space power for the Air Force, other branches
of the U.S. armed forces, federal government
civilians and many international organizations.

DRAFT

MAP #. JLUS MAPMILITARY OPERATIONS IN MONTGOMERY

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

The 42d Air Base Wing is the host unit for Maxwell
AFB. Their primary mission is to provide support
to Air University and ensure that airmen are ready
to deploy in support of U.S. military operations
worldwide. In addition to the host unit, Maxwell
AFB has five other major tenant units that
accomplish different and varied missions.
Mission activities conducted on and around
Maxwell AFB and Gunter Annex can generate
potential impacts on surrounding communities’
areas if incompatible land uses develop. Examples
of potential mission impacts on surrounding
communities include noise and vibration from
overhead flights and the risk of an aircraft accident.
Conversely, the military mission is susceptible to
hazards and other incompatibilities created by
certain types of civilian development or activities,
such as obstructions to airspace and frequency
interference or location of noise sensitive uses in
high noise zones.
GUNTER ANNEX

Gunter Annex is a 378‐acre sub‐installation of
Maxwell AFB located approximately five miles east‐
northeast of Maxwell AFB.
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Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

Downtown
What is today thought of as downtown, was for
years the extent of the city of Montgomery. It was
only with the invention of the electric Streetcar that
the city was able to begin to expand to the South
and to the east. Once this expansion began, these
streetcar suburbs offered a new type of environment
in between Town and Country. The advent of the
automobile, and later the building of the interstate
significantly intensified this outward growth. As the
city grew to and beyond its future bypass, Downtown
Montgomery began to lose investment. Although
still home to most of the city’s daily workers, the
interstate enabled those workers to commute in,
and most importantly, commute out each evening.

This led to a general decline in the neighborhoods
immediately surrounding downtown and in the
supportive services in downtown itself.
But more recently, this disinvestment trend has
reversed. There has been a considerable increase
in the number and variety of downtown housing
options along with a general uptick in commercial
investment. Montgomery’s Downtown also benefits
from the city’s status as State Capital with a semiguaranteed jobs base. Commercial development in
downtown Montgomery gained momentum over
the past 15-20 years with major projects such as the
Renaissance Hotel, Riverwalk Stadium, the Alley,
and others. There has also been a considerable effort
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Major Challenges & Opportunities

to expand greenspaces, especially along the city's riverfront. These investments
and new amenities have increased demand for housing in the center of the city
with more than 1,000 units available in 2018 and more than 375 planned. The
Columbus Square, an affordable housing project, located in the far northeast of
downtown will add just under 300 units at full build out, becoming the largest
single project currently underway. According to the Montgomery Housing
Authority, the first phase of the new community will consist of 80 market-rate
and affordable apartments/town homes, serving families of all income levels. The
two phases completed so far have totaled just over $23.9 million

The research and analysis, coupled with the
intution from the community reveal a series of key
challenges and opportunities to be addressed by
the Great Places Action Agenda. These include:
\\Establish strong and consistent policies on land
development and redevelopment
\\ Understand the fiscal implications of growth versus
consolidation
\\Address commercial vacancy and land redevelopment

MAP #. DOWNTOWN PROJECTS

\\Utilize existing planning and regulatory tools to
achieve community goals
\\Address equity issues related to past land
development or investment decisions
\\Develop a new palette of development types that
enhance quality of place, secure fiscal productivity
and promote new or continued inclusive investment
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Riverfront
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This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.
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\\Expand park land in the flood prone and contiguous
forest that surround Montgomery
\\Develop parks on vacant or tax delinquent parcels
unserviced neighborhoods
\\Expand recreational services to include more youth
sports, adult, and senior physical activities
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\\Develop trails and greenways to connect
Montgomery’s parks, neighborhoods, and
destinations; including the development of rails to
trails opportunities
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OBJECTIVES
The development objectives are statements that define the community’s values related to physical development,
redevelopment or conservation. Collectively, they express when, where and how the city of Montgomery will
grow and invest in the future. The objectives were derived through careful consideration of the most pressing
conditions and trends and a discussion with the community and stakeholders. They are organized around three
themes: Develop, Revitalize and Conserve.
DEVELOP
INFILL, REDEVELOP, EXPAND STRATEGICALLY

1. Future growth and investment will
be encouraged to occur inside the
developed area. The city shall prioritize

growth and development (redevelopment)
that occurs inside its existing land area.
In so doing, the community can leverage
its past investments in infrastructure and
facilities, rejuvenate neighborhoods and
strengthen all districts across the city. Infill
and redevelopment will be directed to
strategic locations (or nodes), targeting vacant
or blighted properties. This reinvestment
will feature a mix of land uses, reflect the
character of the surrounding neighborhood
and exhibit strong design and aesthetics. These
reinvestments will expand the diversity of
housing options in Montgomery and help the
city grow its population (and tax base) without
expanding its municipal boundary.

2. Outward growth shall occur in areas
adjacent to the city’s current development
extent. The city will seek to focus growth
56

inward by incentivizing outward development
to areas that are contiguous (adjacent) to
existing development. In so doing, the city will
minimize infrastructure extensions that could
threaten fiscal sustainability of the community
long-term.
3. Development and redevelopment energy
will be focused. To achieve noticeable
progress and demonstrate positive momentum,
development and redevelopment energy should
be concentrated as much as possible. This
relates to all contexts including downtown,
neighborhoods, and commercial redevelopment
efforts. In pursuing a critical mass and finishing
the work once it’s started, projects will have
a greater visual and economic impact and
encourage adjacent activity and investment.
4. Complementary land uses will be allowed
to mix, especially at key centers or nodes.
To confront commercial vacancy and develop
vibrant new activity centers, the city will
encourage a mix of land uses (both vertically,
within a building and horizontally, along
a street) at logical cross streets or nodes.

These centers will be market-led and focus
on traditional forms of town center design
by maintaining strict oversight on building
form, design and aesthetics. These projects
will introduce a wider variety of densities to
existing neighborhoods and commercial centers
but will also respect their specific context and
neighborhood character.
5. Downtown Montgomery will focus the
community’s investment energy and
continue its progress. The reawakening of
downtown Montgomery as the community’s
central neighborhood will be supported
through projects, policies and programs that
capitalize on the district’s momentum through
encouragement of new and varied investment.
The district will reinforce a vibrant mix of uses
that provide opportunities to live, work, learn,
and play while leveraging the city’s history
and other unique assets like state government
and educational institutions. Development
will exhibit a strong and attractive urban form
that integrates contextually with surrounding
architecture and historic building patterns.
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6. Commercial areas will address
increasing vacancies and blight. The city

will combat vacancies along its commercial
corridors and create more resilient and fiscally
productive places. This process will involve
“right-sizing” the community’s commercial
footprint by integrating these spaces with
other complementary uses such as residential
and office along with pulses of contextually
appropriate mixed-use development occurring
at logical nodes. Where redevelopment is
not an option, the city will consider new land
use opportunities that address vacancy and
blight by enabling a wider range of permitted
activities.

7. Industrial and military districts for
remain attractive to further investment.
The city will continue to preserve and invest in
versatile sites for industrial or military growth.
These sites will be primed through strategic
investments in critical infrastructure and
proximity to existing industrial development
(especially in southwest Montgomery).

REVITALIZE
PRESERVE, STRENGTHEN, ENHANCE

8. Existing neighborhoods will be
strengthened and revitalized.

Montgomery’s neighborhoods are the
fundamental building blocks of its community.
By improving the condition and vitality of
each neighborhood through the expansion
of housing options, introduction of missing
amenities and encouraging private investment,

the city will enhance the overall livability. Areas
of disinvestment and population loss will be
targets for appropriate infill and redevelopment
with Historic neighborhoods having special
focus to protect the character of the district.

9. Community connections will be
enhanced and help create quality places.
The city shall improve the connection between
districts by developing context appropriate
streets that accommodate multiple modes of
movement including driving, walking, cycling,
and transit services. There will be an emphasis
on developing complete street connections
that consider safety, aesthetics and the
efficiency of movement. Streets will be scaled
appropriately through a hierarchy ranging from
local or neighborhood up to major arterials.
New investments or redevelopment will seek
to reinforce (or introduce) a grid street pattern,
that provides multiple paths and improves
walkability.

10.Suburban subdivisions will allow for
amenities consistent with strong
neighborhoods. The community draws

a distinction between a neighborhood and
residential subdivision. The latter is a drivable
environment with few non-residential uses
integrated into the pattern. To ensure these
spaces evolve into complete communities,
the city will allow for the introduction of
complementary amenities to enhance the
quality of place and the quality of life. Policies
will enable a wider range of uses while projects
will be initiated to improve walkability and
interconnectivity surrounding residential areas.

CONSERVE
MAINTAIN AND PROTECT

11. Parks and recreational amenities will
be diversified and expanded. Parks and

recreational amenities will enhance the physical
environment and seek to better connect the
community through new investments. Parks
will be integrated throughout the community
and connected through a network of trails and
greenways. The city will proactively identify
opportunities for land that can be “set aside” for
future park and trail opportunities.

12. The natural environment will be
protected as a unique and valuable
physical assets. The community will outline

policies to preserve its unique natural spaces
while simultaneously seeking opportunities
to expose these amenities through new parks,
trails and other strategic investments. Assets
like the Alabama River and its connecting
streams and floodways and forests will be a
focus for preservation policy, as they represent
unique natural assets whose presence help
define the character of Montgomery. The city
will protect the legacy of these spaces through
policy, education and improved exposure.

What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.
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PRATTVILLE

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The development strategy map illustrates the major concepts for where,
when and how the City should guide future physical development. The
concepts are visualized below and the map to the right. Each of these topics
is a visualization of one, or several of the development principles presented
earlier in the Great Places chapter. Colored areas represent broad concepts
applied generally, where as numbered circles refer to focus areas or specific
opportunities. These focus areas are elaborated upon later in the chapter.
DEVELOP

REVITALIZE

INFILL, REDEVELOP, EXPAND STRATEGICALLY

PRESERVE, STRENGTHEN, ENHANCE

Focus on developed area

Strengthen existing
neighborhoods

Promote adjacent development

Expand local amenities in
suburban subdivisions

Enable complementary land
use mix

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

CONSERVE
MAINTAIN & PROTECT

Address commercial vacancy
Continue progress in
Downtown & campus areas
Protect and Grow Military &
Industrial opportunities

Expand park and rec assets &
amenities

Blueways
Green / open spaces
Preserve the unique natural
environment
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AIRPORT
OPPORTUNITY
AREA

Trails & greenways

LEGEND
Planning Area

Highway

Other Places

Roads / Streets

County Boundaries

Railroad

Rivers and Water

MILLBROOK
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The Future Land Use and Character Map expresses the City’s intent for how
Montgomery should use its land resources in the future. This map considers
the ideal future land use for the full planning area (the city’s current land
area and its policing jurisdiction). These “future land uses” are defined as
development character areas. Each of these areas is listed below, but further
described on subsequent pages.

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.
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Potential Open Space (PO)

What's a Character Area?
Character areas are types of
places that share attributes
of urban form and function
including the size of type
of buildings and their
relationship the street; the
surrounding street and block
pattern; parking and access;
as well as land uses or types
of development.
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DOWNTOWN CORE (DC)
The Downtown Core is the historic and civic heart of
the city and state. Development includes both new and
adaptively reused historic buildings that support a mix
of employment, commercial, entertainment, civic and
residential uses. Buildings frame attractive, pedestrian
scale streets providing connectivity to shared open
spaces and historical assets. Investment should build
upon recent development within the Downtown Core
creating a vibrant epicenter for Montgomery and
Alabama.
INTENT

\\Promote adaptive reuse of historic buildings to maintain
the downtown character.
\\Encourage context appropriate infill development,
building upon initial investments made around the
riverfront and along the Commerce/Dexter corridor.
\\Highlight historic assets located throughout downtown
that serve as local, regional, state, and federal landmarks.
\\Improve pedestrian connections between recreational
uses, entertainment venues, open spaces and the adjacent
neighborhoods.
\\Emphasize state government presence through target
development opportunities and complementary uses.
PRIMARY USES

\\Vertical Mixed-Use
(Commercial or office on first
floor, residential or office
above)

SECONDARY USES

\\Attached Town
Homes

\\Office

\\"Missing Middle"
housing (i.e. Duplex,
Triplex, garden, etc.)

\\Commercial

\\Parks and Open Space

\\Civic / Institutional

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

2 - 8 stories (no height limit)

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes
attached and freestanding

Parking

Building Setback

0 - 15 feet (generally consistent within
a block. Greater setbacks for civic or
institutional uses is appropriate)

Shared parking areas located behind
businesses. Structured parking
incorporated into infill mixed use
projects, on-street parking

Open Spaces

Plazas, pocket parks, public realm
ascts as an open space. Wide
sidewalks, street trees, benches.

\\Multi-family Residential
Streets

62

Small, grid like blocks with
streetscaping designed to encourage
pedestrian activity
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REGIONAL MIXED USE (MUC)
A major activity center that integrates places to live,
work, and shop. A Mixed-Use center may include a
variety of commercial (restaurant and retail), office,
and residential uses arranged on a site in a compact,
walkable pattern. It may include vertical mixed-use
buildings where residential or office uses exist above
ground-floor retail or horizontal mixed use where
uses exist adjacent to one another. This also includes
locations for strategic redevelopment opportunity
which focus on revitalizing former regional destinations
such as the Mall at Capital Plaza and Eastdale Mall.
These activity centers may be anchored by a large
commercial use or a major office or institutional
employer with a Citywide or regional-wide reach.
INTENT

\\Promote redevelopment of existing or former activity
centers from single-use, auto-oriented developments to
walkable mixed use environments.
\\Encourage pedestrian activity through design of quality
streetscapes including sidewalks, open spaces, and
landscaping.
\\Provide connectivity to nearby uses and neighborhoods
through sidewalks, paths and streets.
\\Promote integration of various modes of transportation
(walk, bicycle, automobile, transit) to reinforce regional
influence.
\\Reduce access points for individual developments and
encourage shared access points to improve safety
PRIMARY USES

\\Vertical Mixed-Use
\\Office
\\Commercial
\\Civic / Institutional
\\Multi-family Residential

SECONDARY USES

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

2 - 6 stories

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Mix of large footprint buildings and
smaller buildings that may be occupied
by a single or multiple commercial
tenant(s)

Parking

Shared parking areas located in
off-street parking lots. Structured
parking and on-street parking may be
appropriate

Building Setback

0 - 30 feet

Open Spaces

Streets

Along primary corridors with shared
access drives connecting individual
developments

"Green Infrastructure" and landscaping
on individual sites, plazas and pocket
parks

\\Attached Town
Homes
\\"Missing Middle"
housing (i.e. Duplex,
Triplex, garden, etc.)
\\Parks and Open Space
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TOWN CENTER (TC)
Small nodes of mixed commercial development
that provide goods and services to and within
walking distance of surrounding neighborhoods.
They generally exist near prominent intersections
within a neighborhood or at its edge and may serve
as a transition between Community Commercial and
residential areas. These centers may include mixed
use, live-work, or multi-family residential uses that
are compatible in character to nearby single-family
neighborhoods. Existing neighborhood centers should
evolve to orient buildings to the street and improve
pedestrian mobility.
INTENT

\\Provide pedestrian and bicycle connectivity to
surrounding neighborhoods and nearby public uses
(schools, parks, etc.).
\\Encourage redevelopment to locate buildings near the
street with parking accommodated to the side or rear of
the buildings.
\\Promote a mixture of complementary residential and
non-residential uses that provide essential services for the
surrounding community.
\\Reduce access points for individual developments and
encourage shared access points to improve pedestrian and
vehicular safety.
BUILDING BLOCKS
PRIMARY USES

\\Small-format Retail
\\Office
\\Small-format Commercial
\\Vertical Mixed-Use
(Commercial or office on first
floor, residential or office
above)
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SECONDARY USES

\\Multi-family
Residential
\\Civic / Institutional
\\Parks and Open Space

Height Range

1 - 3 stories

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes
attached and freestanding

Parking

Building Setback

15 - 30 feet

Shared surface parking lot located to
the side or rear of buildings, on-street
parking

Streets

Small, grid like blocks with
streetscaping designed to encourage
pedestrian activity

Open Spaces

Increased landscaping and "green
infrastructure" elements, plazas, parks
and trail connections as amenities
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FLEX COMMERCIAL (FC)
The Flex Commercial classification comprises the mix of
retail, service, and other commercial development along
major streets and highway corridors. Strip centers,
“Big-box” stores, drive-thru restaurants, and similar
auto-oriented commercial uses are included. Existing
development and redevelopment in these areas is
encouraged to invigorate commercial corridors through
raising design quality; improving the character of the
streetscape; and improving mobility and accessibility
for all users and forms of transportation.
INTENT

\\Concentrate larger, more intensive commercial uses near
major thoroughfares or intersections with development
“stepping-down” when approaching residential
neighborhoods.
\\Reduce surface parking and encourage shared parking
between complementary uses.
\\Encourage new development to address the streetscape
and allow for pedestrian activity along the street frontage
with parking limited between the building and street.
\\Reduce access points for individual developments and
encourage shared access points to improve pedestrian and
vehicular safety.
PRIMARY USES

\\Commercial (small and large
format)

SECONDARY USES

\\Civic / Institutional

BUILDING BLOCKS

\\Mixed-Use

\\Multi-family
Residential

Height Range

1 - 3 stories

\\Office

\\Parks and Open Space

Building Form

Mix of large and small footprint
buildings that may be occupied by a
single or multiple tenants, attached or
freestanding

Building Setback

20 - 50 feet

Streets

Along primary corridors with shared
access drives connecting individual
developments

Transportation

Potential walking or biking, transit,
automobile

Parking

Shared parking areas located in offstreet parking lots.

Open Spaces

Increased landscaping and "green
infrastructure" elements, plazas, parks
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COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL (CC)
Smaller-scale commercial development located near
the edges of commercial corridors or as standalone
collections near major intersections and highway
interchanges. These areas have smaller commercial
footprints than those within Flex Commercial while
providing necessary services to nearby employment
centers, multi-family and single-family neighborhoods.
Community Commercial primarily includes autooriented development patterns but should allow for
various forms of connectivity to employment centers
and residential neighborhoods.
INTENT

\\Promote design for various modes of transportation
(walk, bicycle, automobile, transit) with connectivity to
neighboring employment centers and neighborhoods.
\\Emphasize strategic redevelopment opportunities for key
intersections and highway corridors.
\\Improve pedestrian and vehicular connectivity between
residential neighborhoods and non-residential areas.
\\Reduce access points for individual developments and
encourage shared access points to improve pedestrian and
vehicular safety.
BUILDING BLOCKS
PRIMARY USES

\\Small-format Commercial
\\Office
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SECONDARY USES

\\Multi-family
Residential

Height Range

1 - 2 stories

Transportation

Building Form

Small footprint buildings that may
be occupied by a single or multiple
tenants, attached or freestanding

Potential for walking and biking,
transit, automobile

Parking

Shared parking areas located in offstreet parking lots.

Building Setback

30 - 50 feet

Open Spaces

Streets

Along primary corridors with shared
access points connecting individual
developments

Increased landscaping and "green
infrastructure" elements, plazas, parks

\\Civic / Institutional
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TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD (TN)
Residential area featuring a mix of housing types
with single-family neighborhood appearance. This
category applies to established neighborhoods and new
development that encapsulate many qualities of central
neighborhoods including a walkable block pattern
and integrated amenities such as parks, schools and
neighborhood commercial. These areas include some of
Montgomery’s oldest neighborhoods such as Cloverdale
and Garden District along with new developments
like Hampstead. While predominantly single-family
residential on small lots, these neighborhoods may
include areas of larger lot single-family and attached or
multi-family dwellings.
INTENT

\\Maintain the existing neighborhood character. Allow
residential infill development that is compatible in scale
and design to neighboring homes.
\\Continue historic preservation efforts and encourage
restoration of historic properties.
\\Provide code enforcement measures to address
unmaintained homes and properties to stabilize declining
areas.
\\Continue efforts to provide resources for property and
neighborhood maintenance to neighborhood associations.
PRIMARY USES

SECONDARY USES

\\Single-family Residential
(Small-lot)

\\Small-format
Commercial

\\"Missing Middle" housing (i.e.
Duplex, Triplex, garden, etc.)

\\Civic / Institutional

\\Attached Town Homes

\\Parks and Open Space

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

1 - 2.5 stories

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes
attached and freestanding

Parking

Building Setback

10 - 30 feet (generally consistent
within a block)

On-street and private off-street
(both alley-loaded and front-loaded
driveways / garages)

Open Spaces

Streets

Small, grid like blocks with a high
degree of street connectivity

Pocket parks within neighborhoods,
connections to schools and community
parks
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RESIDENTIAL, MEDIUM DENSITY (RM)
Residential areas comprised primarily of multi-family
housing in various forms with building size and style
being consistent within a development and limited
connectivity between different building types and
uses. Single-family neighborhoods comprised of
primarily small, dense lots on larger blocks with
minimal commercial or civic uses are also included in
this classification. Future development should take a
more traditional neighborhood pattern where different
residential types are connected in a walkable pattern.
INTENT

\\Improve pedestrian and vehicular connectivity between
residential neighborhoods and non-residential areas.
\\Enhance the streetscape through design features such as
lighting, landscaping, and sidewalks.
\\Promote building design variation in single developments
to enhance neighborhood character.
\\Encourage infill development in single-family
neighborhoods that is appropriate in design and scale to
the surrounding homes.

PRIMARY USES

\\Multi-family Residential
\\Single-family Residential
(Small-lot)
\\"Missing Middle" housing (i.e.
Duplex, Triplex, garden, etc.)
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SECONDARY USES

\\Small-format
Commercial
\\Office
\\Civic / Institutional
\\Parks and Open Space

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

1 - 3 stories

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes
attached and freestanding residential

Parking

On-street and private off-street
(shared parking lots or driveways)

Building Setback

20 - 30 feet

Open Spaces

Streets

High degree of street connectivity
with short walkable blocks, shared
access drives connecting individual
developments

Private pocket parks, connections to
schools and community parks
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RESIDENTIAL, LOW DENSITY (RL)
Primarily single-family developments arranged along
curvilinear streets with few intersections connecting
outside the development. Building and lot size range in
size and density but tend to be highly consistent within
a development with limited connectivity between
the neighborhood and non-residential uses. Future
Suburban Residential areas should be focused along the
outer edge of Montgomery’s existing built environment,
avoiding creation of isolated neighborhoods.
INTENT

\\Improve pedestrian and vehicular connectivity between
residential neighborhoods and non-residential areas.
\\Limit new residential development in rural areas of the
planning boundary and focus development to areas of
existing growth.
\\Encourage a mix of residential housing types and
complementary non-residential uses in established
neighborhoods.

PRIMARY USES

\\Single-family Residential
(Large- and Small-lot)

SECONDARY USES

\\Attached Town
Homes
\\Civic / Institutional
\\Parks and Open Space

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

1 - 3 stories

Transportation

Building Form

A range of housing sizes and styles
with similar scale and appearance

Walking, biking, automobile, potential
for transit

Parking

Building Setback

20 - 30 feet (generally consistent
within a block)

On-street and private off-street (frontloaded garages and driveways)

Open Spaces

Streets

Larger, curvilinear blocks with street
connectivity between developments

Neighborhood parks, connection to
schools and community parks
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FLEX EMPLOYMENT (FE)
Includes a collection of low-impact industrial uses that
include assembly and processing, warehousing and
distribution and flex space suitable for high-tech or
research and development activities. Growth of these
areas should be focused in existing industrial areas
and around assets such as Hyundai Manufacturing,
Montgomery Regional Airport, Maxwell AFB, and
Gunter Annex. Appropriate buffering and separation
from incompatible uses may be necessary in certain
Flex Employment areas to protect the surrounding
context from industrial operations. These areas may
include commercial and residential uses but generally
at a smaller scale than other commercial or mixed use
areas.
INTENT

\\Promote continued expansion of industrial areas using
regional influence from existing business presence such as
Hyundai Manufacturing.
\\Support operation of military campuses through
complementary flex space for light industrial or research
and development requirements.
\\Encourage consolidation of low-impact industrial uses
to strategic opportunity areas with access to railway,
highway, or waterway (if applicable).
PRIMARY USES

\\Mixed-Use

\\Office

\\Multi-family
Residential

\\Commercial
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SECONDARY USES

\\Light Industrial

\\Civic / Institutional

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

1 - 3 stories

Transportation

Building Form

Large to very large footprint
structures, flexible space to
accomodate various users

Automobile, transit, potential for
walking and biking

Parking

Private off-street parking lots

Building Setback

30 - 50 feet (varies from lot to lot)

Open Spaces

Streets

Varies but should accomodate truck
and automobile traffic, easy access to
major corridors

Natural buffers between adajcent
development, "Green Infrastructure"
incorporated into site design
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CAMPUS (CA)
The Campus classification applies to the unique
array of academic and military institutions present in
Montgomery including Maxwell AFB, Gunter Annex,
Alabama State University, and Auburn University
at Montgomery among many others. It consists of
university buildings, campus housing, small-scale
commercial, green spaces, recreation areas and athletic
facilities.

INTENT

\\Support continued growth and development within
campus boundaries and around the surrounding
neighborhoods.
\\Encourage connectivity between campus amenities and
adjacent neighborhoods, where appropriate.
\\Promote universal design practices to allow for infill
development and adaptive reuse of campus infrastructure.

PRIMARY USES

\\Civic / Institutional
\\Commercial
\\Office
\\Mixed-Use

SECONDARY USES

\\Multi-family
Residential
\\Parks and Open Space

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

2 - 8 stories (varies by institution)

Transportation

Walking, biking, transit, automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes
attached and freestanding, key
buildings oriented to create visual
terminals

Parking

On-street, off-street surface lots,
potential for structured parking

Open Spaces

Parks, plazas, athletic fields, common
areas, pocket parks

Building Setback

Varies

Streets

Curvilinear street pattern with long
blocks along the edge
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GENERAL INDUSTRIAL (GI)
Large industrial sites, manufacturing and materials
processing facilities. These are primarily found in rural
areas, along the river and near railway corridors. Sites
typically include multiple large footprint buildings or
heavy operational equipment at varying heights and
scales. General Industrial sites typically involve some
outdoor component to their operation.

INTENT

\\Support heavy industrial activities in appropriate areas
away from residential neighborhoods and commercial
corridors.
\\Encourage separation of industrial uses from other uses
using man-made and natural buffers such as greenways,
railways, wooded areas, and waterways.

PRIMARY USES

SECONDARY USES

\\Heavy Industrial

\\Office

\\Light Industrial

\\Commercial
BUILDING BLOCKS
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Height Range

1 - 4 stories

Transportation

Automobile

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes

Parking

Private off-street parking lots

Building Setback

100+ feet (varies)

Open Spaces

Streets

Long blocks with minimal connections,
should accomodate truck and
automobile traffic, easy access to
major corridors

Natural buffers between adajcent
development, "Green Infrastructure"
incorporated into site design
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CAREER CENTER (CR)
Employment centers containing both large, singleuse office sites and clusters of neighborhood office
buildings in a single development with minor
integration of commercial or residential uses. These
areas are primarily active during normal weekday
business hours with minimal to no activity on the
evenings and weekends. This activity range leads these
areas to serve as transitional zones between decisively
commercial corridors and residential neighborhoods
providing connectivity where practicable. Buildings are
typically positioned to the center or rear of the site with
parking surrounding.
INTENT

\\Provide connectivity to nearby uses and neighborhoods
through sidewalks, paths and streets.
\\Encourage streetscape elements that enhance the
pedestrian realm and create vibrant employment centers.
\\Promote integration of commercial and residential uses to
create balanced, mixed use areas.
\\Reduce access points for individual developments and
encourage shared access points to improve pedestrian and
vehicular safety.

PRIMARY USES

SECONDARY USES

\\Office

\\Commercial

\\Civic / Institutional

\\Parks and Open Space

\\Mixed-Use

BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

2 - 6 stories

Building Form

Variety of building types and sizes

Building Setback

30 - 50 feet (generally consistent lot
to lot)

Streets

Larger blocks, shared access drives
connecting individual developments

Transportation

Transit, automobile, potential for
walking and biking

Parking

Shared surface parking lots

Open Spaces

Pocket parks, "Green Infrastructure"
incorporated into site design
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RURAL EDGE / CONSERVATION (RE)
Land at the edge of the City or in unincorporated areas
that is primarily undeveloped or in agricultural use.
These areas may include rural edge development that
is mostly single-family residential with some small
commercial or civic uses. Sites may also contain natural
features such as wooded areas or floodplain that are
suitable for preservation. Buildings are generally set far
back from the roadway on large lots (over five acres).
INTENT

\\Encourage preservation of natural features as open space
amenities for the community and visitors to the region.
\\Promote trail connection for conservation areas and open
spaces to create an established, connected greenway
system.
\\Support low intensity development in designated areas
that integrate into the natural landscape.

PRIMARY USES

\\Single-family Residential
(Large-lot)
\\Agriculture
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SECONDARY USES

\\Parks and Open Space
BUILDING BLOCKS
Height Range

1 - 2 stories

Transportation

Automobile, potential for biking

Building Form

Individual residential structures and
accessory buildings

Parking

Private off-street (driveways and
garages)

Building Setback

Varies

Open Spaces

Streets

Rural roadways with minimal
connectivity

Regional natural parks and private
open spaces
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INSTITUTIONAL / CIVIC (IN)
Land and buildings occupied by municipal and other
governmental agencies for the exercise of their
functions, such as major libraries, airports, public
schools and public safety facilities. Semi-public uses
such as hospitals and other major institutions such as
large church facilities are included. These sites often
have a development pattern that is unique to each area
and may differ significantly from their surroundings.
Small-scale institutional uses may be incorporated into
the surrounding context in residential or commercial
areas.

INTENT

\\Encourage integration of institutional uses with adjacent
neighborhoods, urban areas, commercial corridors, and
open spaces.
\\Provide appropriate connectivity to nearby uses through
sidewalks, paths and streets.

The Juliette Hampton Morgan Memorial
Library by Rivers A. Langley

OPEN SPACE / RECREATION (OS)
Public and private parks, recreational open space
or undeveloped natural areas that are permanently
protected from development by the city, state, county,
or some other authority. This classification also includes
golf courses that function as open space.

INTENT

\\Conserve environmentally sensitive land.
\\Develop a connected open space system through trail
connections between natural areas and designated parks,
public or private.
\\Provide recreational amenities to neighborhoods.

POTENTIAL OPEN SPACE (PO)
Potential Open Space is undeveloped land that is
not currently preserved but should be considered for
conservation. These areas often exhibit potential for
flooding or are deemed inappropriate for development
due to significant physical or environmental limitations.
In some cases, these lands also serve as buffers to
separate areas that may have the potential to become
conflicting land uses.

INTENT

\\Conserve environmentally sensitive land.
\\Minimize development in designated areas based on
existing natural features.
\\Develop a connected open space system through trail
connections between natural areas and designated
parks, public or private.
\\Promote buffering of incompatible land uses using
natural features such as greenways, waterways, and
wooded areas.
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REGULATIONS
The Future Land Use Map and Development Character Types represent a long-term vision for the future of
Montgomery’s various districts. The transformation suggested by the plan is realized through several means.
Some of these actions are passive in nature. These include updating the zoning code, subdivision regulations
or other regulatory tools. Other actions are more active and can include development or redevelopment
activity, proactive code enforcement along with other policies. The following section highlights the regulatory
changes necessary to achieve the city's vision.
The Role of Zoning in Long-Range Planning

Achieving the Land Use Vision through Zoning and Development Codes

In its landmark case Euclid v. Ambler Realty, the US Supreme Court upheld
the constitutional legality of community zoning. This, along with a number
of subsequent cases, established the legal basis for the regulation of land
for the purposes of protecting the public welfare. The City of Montgomery’s
latest zoning code was completed in September 17, 1963, with the latest
amendments adopted in 1985. These regulations are the legal expression of the
comprehensive plan and a means through which the city can achieve its vision.
Under the current zoning code, the city is divided into a series of districts. Each
of these includes a set of permissible and conditional uses. The city’s current
zoning code presents regulations to:

Through the comprehensive plan the city has articulated a bold vision for the
future of Montgomery that will be achieved through strong neighborhoods, a
vibrant downtown, expanding industrial districts and military areas, and reimagined commercial corridors. To achieve this vision, however, the city must
employ a collection of passive and active strategies. Taken in concert, these
actions will move Montgomery incrementally forward and deliver greater quality
of life and quality of place. One critical step in this process will be a reformation
of the city’s zoning code. Whether this process happens in a comprehensive or
piecemeal process, it is a critical first step to defining the types of places that
will make-up the city in the future. This process would consider best practices
in contemporary zoning codes including the form, appearance, density and use
make-up of each district. Additional strategies are outlined below.

\\Regulate within districts in relation to the height, number of stories, and size of
buildings and other structures; the percentage of lots which may be occupied, the size
of yards and other open spaces, the density of population, and the use of buildings,
structures and land;
\\Provide for off-street vehicle parking and off-street loading and unloading of trucks
and other motor vehicles;

ACTIVE STRATEGIES

\\Zoning Code Update

\\Proactive Code Enforcement

\\Provide for methods of administration of this ordinance, and penalties for the
violation thereof;

\\Revision of Subdivision
Regulations

\\District Area / Master Planning

\\Provide for the establishment of a board of adjustment to assist in certain phases of
the administration of this ordinance, and:

\\Streamline review process
\\Various Development Incentives

\\Redevelopment Facilitation

\\Repeal existing zoning ordinances and conflicting laws.
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PASSIVE STRATEGIES

\\Land Acquistion
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Actions Pertaining to Regulations
Several actions within the Great Places Action Agenda pertain to the regulatory environment for
development. These have been pulled out and presented below. You can read more about each action in the
Action Agenda starting on page #.

gp 1.3

gp 1.5

gp 1.7

The foundation of ‘pink’ zoning or ‘mixtape’
zoning is the simplification of typical zoning
regulations and review procedures to encourage
development in designated areas.

The SmartCode offers an alternative approach to
traditional zoning regulations that encourages
redevelopment in a timely manner throughout
Montgomery.

Nuisance regulations are the legal method for
enforcing property neglect, decay, and blight
throughout the community.

gp 1.4

gp 1.6

The designation of Mixed-Use zoning promotes
redevelopment of single-use areas to vibrant
activity centers where one can live, work, and
play.

Maxwell AFB and Gunter Annex are substantial
military assets that are integrated into the
character of Montgomery.

Examine ‘Mixtape’ Zoning

Refine SmartCode Regulations

Establish Mixed-Use Zoning
Districts

Update Nuisance Regulations for
targeted property improvement

Assist military activity through
the implementation of the Joint
Land Use Study.

Why plan for the Police Jurisdiction?
The state of Alabama enables municipalities of 6,000
or more residents to define a policing jurisdiction
extending five miles from their corporate boundary.
In this buffer zone, the city may collect ½ sales tax,
enforce limited zoning and code requirements, and
collect licensing fees in exchange for the provision of
city policing, fire and ambulatory services. This unique
feature of Alabama law is a kind of a gray area between
city and county, where the city can provide police and
fire service while collecting some revenue in return.
Unless otherwise noted, the planning boundary for
the Comprehensive Plan has been set to policing
jurisdiction or three miles from the existing corporate
boundary. The planning area includes 335 square miles,
compared to the city’s 168 square miles. This boundary
does not extend north, east or west into neighboring
counties, nor does include the independent jurisdiction
of Pike Road.

FIGURE #. PROCESS FOR UPDATING THE CODE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The following diagram illustrates the general path
amending development regulations of the city's zoning
code and its supporting regulatory tools.

Future Land
Use Map

TH E

VIS IO N
A community-derived
statement defining the ideal
future state of the city of
Montgomery

Source: City of Montgomery

Objectives for
Development

Statements defining the
community’s values related
to physical development,
redevelopment or conservation

Conceptual
Development
Strategy

A map describing
the major concepts
for where, when and
how the City should
guide future physical
development and
redevlopment

Expression of
the City’s intent
for how use its
land resources
will be used the
future

Development
Character
Types

Action
Agenda
Proposals

Pallete of
development
types based
on shared,
district-wide
characteristics

Strategies to
achieve the
Development
concept framed
as future projects,
policies or
programs

DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS UPDATE
COMPREHENSIVE CODE UPDATE
Comprehensive
Code Update

OR ...

Piecemeal
or "A la Carte"
Approach

Rewriting, testing and adopting a new
zoning code that is fully consistent
with the recommendations of the
comprehensive plan and the future land
use plan and districts. A comprehensive
update or rewrite would consider all the
connected codes and regultions during a
thorough review process and refine the
regulations in collaboration city staff,
officials and community overall.

PIECEMEAL REVISION
Adapting the exising code (including the
zoning ordinance and the SmartCode)
and tools through the refinement,
expansion or addition of districts, review
and refinement of subdivision regulations
and a general consideration of other
regulations such as parking minimums,
aesthetics and building form and other
topics.
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OPPORTUNITY FOCUS AREAS
The Conceptual Development Strategy identified several specific areas of opportunity or opportunity focus areas.
The opportunities presented by each of these districts varies significantly. The location and potential for each
area is indicated below along with several specific actions and tactics to realize the opportunity. In subsequent
updates to this plan, the city will add new focus areas based on implementation of recommendations.
A

THE POSSIBILITY NEIGHBORHOODS

Neighborhood revitalization and reinvestment
are critical areas of focus for the Comprehensive
Plan and will ensure a more vibrant, equitable
and prosperous future across Montgomery.
Rejuvenation, however, will take time and focus. A
successful strategy will be tailored to Montgomery
and include projects, policies and programs
that deal in the city’s unique context. This plan
recommends a pilot program to establish these
“right” practices through a focus reinvestment
campaign. Over a period of five years, the city and
other collaborating entities, will fund, implement
and evaluate a series of initiatives concentrated
in a single neighborhood in the city. The location
for the pilot program will be determined through
a competitive community-wide process. Over the
“testing” phase, actions and strategies will be
launched and evaluated based on their
overall efficacy. Following the
pilot stage, the Montgomery
Possibilities Neighborhood
Playbook will be adopted for
general application across
other needy neighborhoods
throughout the city.
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B

CYPRESS CREEK NATURE PRESERVE

Hidden just east of downtown Montgomery,
the Cypress Creek floodway has preserved an
area just over 250 acres. Rolling topography and
the inundated soil made it almost impossible to
develop the area, despite its proximity to the highly
urbanized downtown. The resulting condition is
an extremely unique natural amenity right in the
heart of Montgomery. The Cypress Nature Park
responds to this opportunity by improving access
to site, developing complementary facilities and
providing an educational resource for visitors. The
park proposal recognizes the significant diversity
in wildlife at the site which includes more than 118
species of birds, 60 species of trees, 42 flowering
plants, 30 butterflies and moths species, 19 species
of Dragon and Damselflies and so on. The park
asset, when fully realized, will be a one-of-a-kind
amenity for the city of Montgomery and central
educational and tourism asset.

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria

C

HYUNDAI & DANELLY REGIONAL AIRPORT ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY AREAS

The developable land analysis, completed
through the land use and development strategic
analysis, revealed significant opportunities for
expansion around the Hyundai and Airport sites.
Each site is well served by utilities and multimodal transportation infrastructure and has
experienced significant, recent investment. The
parcel configuration and access to each zone define
a large buildable area that could be exploited for
large-scale industrial or manufacturing activity.
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D

CATOMA CREEK TRAIL NETWORK

The various floodways, streams and abandoned
rail corridors that bisect Montgomery provide an
opportunity to connect the community through
multi-use trails. A prime example of this is found
along the Catoma Creek corridor, running along
the south-central portion of the planning area
west toward the Alabama River. The conceptual
development strategy highlights this and several
other opportunities to develop community trail
connections.

E

I-85 OPPORTUNITY AREA

With immediate access to I-85 corridor (with
its 20 million residents and one trillion dollars
in economic output) and freight rail, the I-85
Opportunity Area has potential for continued
investment in jobs and capital. Existing operations
in the area range from heavy manufacturing and
production to flex industrial and warehousing. The
area would benefit greatly from a consolidated
strategic plan referenced later in this plan.

F

G

RIVERFRONT

The Alabama River has always played a central role
in the history and development of Montgomery,
but until very recently, the city did not view
the waterway as an amenity. Cities across the
Southeast have revisioned their waterfronts as
a central community gathering space and tourist
attraction. Montgomery began this work with
investments like the Riverfront Park and other
infrastructure improvements. The city should
continue to build on this momentum with new
investments like trails, kayak put-ins and other
various attractions and amenities. The River also
has a link to the broader civil rights story and
should be connected to the trail of community
highlights.

H

DOWNTOWN

The positive change and momentum in downtown
is significant. Public and private investments have
spurred broader interest in the district and helped
begin to realize the city’s initial downtown master
plan (completed in 2008). The community has the
opportunity to leverage this moment and catalyze
the next round of investment. This plan describes
the Downtown 2.0 Plan as an extension of the work
to date by focusing on the various real estate, small
business and amenity investments that will the
city’s downtown take its next step.

MAP #. OPPORTUNITY FOCUS AREAS

COMMERCIAL RETAIL REDEVELOPMENT ZONES

Vacancies along maror commercial corridors
have increased significantly in Montgomery.
The community has experimented with re-use
strategies, but these have been led primarily by
the public sector and are limited to the former
Montgomery Mall (closed in 2004). Current
commercial vacancies are measured in the millions
of square feet and are ahead of nationwide trends
in retail closures. Without intervention, this
process will continue to blight the city and its
commercial corridors for decades to come. The
plan suggests a number of actions to address this
challenge and take advantage of the opportunity
presented by the vacant parcels.
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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ACTION AGENDA
In addition to the Future Land Use and Character Map, the following projects, policies and programs support
the goal of the Great Places chapter. These actions have been organized by the various principles they support.
A more detailed implementation framework has been included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of
the plan.

Development
INFILL, REDEVELOP, EXPAND STRATEGICALLY

The Development Objectives define community
values related to Montgomery's built environment,
addressing both existing conditions along with
future investment efforts. These statements focus
on the spectrum of land uses, key geographies,
and strategies for ensuring appropriate growth
throughout the city.
Objectives
\\Future growth and investment will be encouraged to
occur inside the developed area
\\Outward growth shall occur in areas adjacent to the
city’s current development extent.
\\Development and redevelopment energy will be
focused.
\\Complementary land uses will be allowed to mix,
especially at key centers or nodes.
\\Downtown Montgomery will focus the community’s
investment energy and continue its progress.
\\Commercial areas will address increasing vacancies
and blight.
\\Industrial and military districts for remain attractive
to further investment.
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gp 1.1

Conduct a comprehensive zoning
regulation and land development
update
The City’s codes are the primary means of
implementing the recommendations illustrated
on the Future Land Use and Character Map.
Ensuring the zoning regulations and subdivision
regulations align with the recommendations of
the Future Land Use map is critical to seeing
those come to fruition. Through completing a
comprehensive update of these codes, the City can
position itself to support appropriate growth that
enhances the aesthetic value of the community
in a contextually complementary manner. The
comprehensive rewrite should amend provisions to
prescribe desired building form, identify allowable
uses, and outline site layout best practices in
addition to many of the recommendations listed
in the Great Places chapter. A comprehensive
rewrite of the city’s codes would be an extensive
undertaking, both financially and functionally, but
would reap immediate benefits of enacting the
recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan.

An alternative option is available comprised of
a piecemeal or “a-la-carte” approach where the
City could pursue one or more of the individual
recommendations listed in the Great Places
chapter. This allows Montgomery to strive towards
the regulatory updates necessary to support the
Future Land Use recommendations without the
constraints of a comprehensive code rewrite.
TACTICS

\\Collaborate on the creation of a request-forproposals to conduct a comprehensive zoning and
subdivision regulation rewrite, led by the Land Use,
Development, and Planning Divisions.
\\Define the process based on four critical stages of
the comprehensive rewrite; zoning and subdivision
assessment, draft code creation, draft code testing /
revision, and finally code adoption.
\\Identify the extent of the rewrite based on funding
and timeline such as analysis of existing zoning
districts, discrepancies in existing regulations,
modifications to SmartCode provisions, proposed
zoning districts, and many others.
\\Identify existing omitted regulations for inclusion in
the rewrite along with specialized zoning reviews
such as ‘MixTape’ zoning and Renewable Energy
provisions.
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\\Develop criteria for reviewing consultants to perform
the rewrite based on factors like familiarity with
comprehensive rewrites, previous completed work,
understanding of Alabama law, timing for completion,
and financial limitations.
\\Select a consultant that aligns with the intended
outcomes for this process and provide the necessary
support to complete the update.

gp 1.2

Modernize the Subdivision
Regulations
The subdivision regulations are the city’s
requirements pertaining to the division of land into
two or more parcels, public rights-of-way, or public
open space. Montgomery’s subdivision regulations
were adopted in 1985 and have been periodically
amended to reflect policy changes or updates to
the zoning code. However, a holistic review of the
provisions has not been conducted leaving many
regulations outdated or absent, placing the city in
a vulnerable position regarding new development
growth. Provisions such as minimum right-of-way
frontage, lot dimensions, block length, and street
connectivity either contain broad statements or
were excluded from the current regulations. This
permits new subdivisions, residential or nonresidential, to design neighborhoods with larger
block lengths, minimal street interconnectivity, and
irregular lot layouts or sizes. Although continued
outward growth is not encouraged, Montgomery
should encourage the creation of more complete
connected neighborhoods by reviewing and
amending the subdivision regulations to address
missing or vague requirements. This will ensure the
City’s future growth complements the character of

the historic central neighborhoods and emphasizes
a more cohesive community.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate the current subdivision regulations for
comparison with similar Alabama communities, led
by the Land Use Division.
\\Collaborate between the Transportation Planning and
Engineering & Environmental Services Division’s on
topics such as minimum street rights-of-way, long
range street connectivity, and street design among
others.
\\Consider amendments to the subdivision regulations
for standards such as lot shape, minimum property
frontage, dual frontage, block minimums and
maximums, intersection distances, driveway
locations, and sidewalk extensions.
\\Strive to encourage appropriate interconnectivity
between subdivisions by requiring extension of deadend or stub streets through adjacent development
along with a pedestrian network on both sides of a
street.
\\Ensure appropriate definitions or clarification
provisions are included to ensure a clear
understanding of the intent behind regulations and
professional terminology.

gp 1.3

Examine ‘Mixtape’ Zoning
The foundation of ‘pink’ zoning or ‘mixtape’ zoning
is the simplification of typical zoning regulations
and review procedures to encourage development
in designated areas. These development
regulations and procedures can oftentimes deter
developers from pursuing projects as these
factors directly impact the overall return on
investment. This newly evolving zoning strategy
would provide an opportunity to portray the

City’s support of reinvestment in Montgomery
by leveraging the regulations developer’s are
held to while still upholding the values of the
community. ‘Mixtape’ Zoning is an affordable
alternative to a complete zoning code update as
this strategy can be implemented as an overlay
to existing zoning districts while softening the
standards for development. This strategy would
allow Montgomery to activate development
opportunities quickly to address decline in specific
areas without the time constraints of amending
portions of or all of the zoning code.
TACTICS

\\Review case studies of ‘mixtape’ zoning to gain an
understanding of the intent behind this strategy
along with the typical zoning regulations that are
identified for simplification.
\\Examine pilot projects throughout the country
such as the mixtape zoning ordinance in Detroit to
see community reaction and obtain research from
the Congress for New Urbanism (CNU) to support
potential implementation.
\\Discuss with city leadership suitability of
implementing 'mixtape' zoning and relay key findings
that support the zoning initiative.

MixTape Zoning
Detroit’s ‘MixTape’ zoning ordinance seeks to relieve
the typically restrictive “red-tape” regulations such
as primary land use, building design, and parking
requirements. While still present, these regulations are
loosened to encourage redevelopment while providing
for a mix of uses, improved site layout, and enhanced
architectural character.
https://detroitmi.gov/departments/planning-anddevelopment-department/zoning-innovation-andhistoric-preservation/mix-tape-zoning
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MAP #. MONTGOMERY'S 'MIXTAPE' ZONING AREAS

leadership, and the residents are receiving the
desired redevelopment pattern and developers are
provided with a simplified process for achieving
profitable development. The Future Land Use Map
has determined preliminary locations for these
districts based on a number of attributes including
location, surrounding neighborhoods, existing
activity and so on. These are referred to as Activity
Centers in the Future Land Use Map and Future
Character Types.

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

MAP
Conceptual map of areas for potential implementation of ‘pink’ or ‘mixtape’ zoning.

TACTICS

\\Review similar zoning ordinances throughout
Alabama to understand the variations in Mixed-Use
zoning designations.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

\\Establish criteria for determining potential pilot
locations in Montgomery encompassing factors such
as existing zoning, redevelopment potential, and
surrounding context among others.

gp 1.4

Establish Mixed-Use Zoning
Districts
The designation of Mixed-Use zoning promotes
redevelopment of single-use areas to vibrant
activity centers where one can live, work, and
play. Providing clear definition as to development
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intent ensure options for redevelopment that
focus on complete, walkable, active spaces.
Currently, Montgomery does not contain any form
of Mixed-Use zoning aside from using the existing
Planned Unit Development (PUD) procedures.
This process however requires the rezoning to
a PUD designation and leaves the creation of
regulations to the developer which may not result
in interests aligned with the City. SmartCode or
transect zoning is present in certain areas such as
Downtown permitting mixed-use development but
may not be suitable in other areas of Montgomery.
Establishing new districts ensures that Staff, city

Raleigh, NC Unified Development Ordinance (UDO)
Mixed Use Districts
Building type diagrams for mixed-use zoning
districts, like the one depicted above, provide a visual
representation of how zoning regulations get applied
for ease of access and intended building design.
https://library.municode.com/nc/raleigh/codes/
unified_development_ordinance?nodeId=03-RaleighMixedUse
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\\Compile versions in a report identifying appropriate
provisions that are complementary to Montgomery’s
zoning standards and neighborhood character.
\\Draft regulations, as part of a comprehensive code
rewrite or independently, based on research obtained
for adopting mixed-use zoning designations.
\\Refine these regulations based on intended
development character outlined on the Future Land
Use map and public feedback.
\\Consider specific sites or nodes throughout
Montgomery that reflect mixed-use opportunity and
could serve as trial development stimulants.
\\Seek public-private partnerships for initial rezoning
to mixed-use districts aligned with redevelopment
opportunity, showcasing the benefits of this zoning
classification.
\\Conduct a city sponsored rezoning , shoudl no
partnerships develop, of a target redevelopment
site(s) to begin establishing these districts.

gp 1.5

Refine SmartCode regulations
The SmartCode offers an alternative approach to
traditional zoning regulations that encourages
redevelopment in a timely manner throughout
Montgomery. Building types are predetermined
with a series of selective requirements that define
the building form, setbacks, open space locations,
lighting types, and various other requirements.
Developers use these outlined regulations to craft
a proposal compliant with SmartCode and may
request variation from certain requirements for
approval based on their specific design. Using
staff to administer this type of zoning regulation
can drastically reduce the overall timeframe
for approval, encouraging redevelopment more
efficiently. Developers also have minimal risk in

their investment as market conditions are less
likely to change for their project if they can begin
construction promptly.
TACTICS

\\Analyze the SmartCode provisions to identify
methods for assisting developers through the process
in an efficient manner.
\\Discuss the regulations and procedures of SmartCode
with local developers who have completed projects
under this zoning.
\\Conduct an assessment of all completed projects
to identify compliance with the provisions, timing
for review / approval, and any warrants or variances
requested during the process.
\\Outline potential amendments or discrepancies for
future modification of the SmartCode provisions for
streamlining.
\\Consider integration into a comprehensive zoning
code rewrite or standalone code amendment.

SMARTCODE
Montgomery, Alabama

ARTICLE 7: TABLE 2 – TRANSECT

T1 NATURAL
T1 Natural Zone consists of lands
approximating or reverting to a
wilderness condition, including lands
unsuitable for settlement due to
topography, hydrology or vegetation.

General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:

Natural l
n/a
n/a
n/a
Parks, g
Rural roa

T2 RURAL
T2 Rural Zone consists of sparsely
settled lands in open or cultivated states.
These include woodland, agricultural
land, grassland, and irrigable desert.
Typical buildings are farmhouses,
agricultural buildings, cabins and villas.

General Character:

Primarily
buildings
Variable
n/a
1-2 story
Parks, g
Roads, b

T3 SUB-URBAN
T3 Sub-Urban Zone consists of low
density residential areas, adjacent to
higher zones that have some mixed use.
Home occupations and outbuildings are
permitted. Planting is naturalistic and
setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks may
be large and roads irregular.
T4 GENERAL URBAN
T4 General Urban Zone consists of a
mixed use but primarily residential urban
fabric. It may have a wide range of
building types: single, sideyard &
rowhouse. Setbacks and landscaping
vary. Street with curbs and sidewalks
define medium-sized streets.
T5 URBAN CENTER
T5 Urban Center Zone consists of higher
density mixed use buildings that
accommodate retail, offices, rowhouses
and apartments. It has a tight network of
streets, with wide sidewalks, steady
street tree planting and buildings set
close to the sidewalks.
T6 URBAN CORE
T6 Urban Core Zone consists of the
highest density and height, with the
greatest variety of uses and civic
buildings of regional importance. May
have larger blocks, street trees, buildings
set close to the wide sidewalks. Usually
only large cities have urban core.

Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:
General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:
General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:
General Character:

Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:
General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Civic Space Types:
Thoroughfare Types:

Landsca
pedestria
Deep an
Porches
1-2 story
Parks, g
Roads, s

Mix of
buildings
between
Shallow
Porches
2-3 story
Squares
Streets,

Shops w
larger
predomi
ROW, su
Shallow
Stoops,
2-5 stori
Plazas, s
Commer
Medium
and cult
streetwa
Shallow
Stoops,
4+ storie
Plazas, s
Street, c

The SmartCode model for Montgomery is based on six different
30
transect zones, from Natural areas to the Urban Core, as shown
above.
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Assist military activity through the
implementation of the Joint Land
Use Study
Maxwell AFB and Gunter Annex are substantial
military assets that are integrated into the
character of Montgomery. These institutions
provide unique workforce opportunities and
a diverse community of military personnel
throughout the region. The continued operation,
support and growth of these military institutions
will directly impact the adjacent neighborhoods
that interact with the network activity originating
from these installations. Planning efforts have been
pursued to ensure these facilities contain necessary
MAP #. JLUS MAPMILITARY OPERATIONS IN MONTGOMERY

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

DRAFT

growth potential, appropriate development
character, and sufficient connectivity both within
the respective campuses and throughout the area.
The community should continue to support both
institutions based on the Joint Land Use Study
(JLUS) and Maxwell Boulevard Neighborhood Plan,
assisting in growth where practicable.
TACTICS

\\Review the JLUS and Maxwell Boulevard
Neighborhood Plan for recommendations or
objectives that align with City initiatives, policies, or
programs.
\\Identify any areas where the city can aid
implementation of the recommendations either
through policy adoption or supporting land use
amendments surrounding Maxwell AFB and Gunter
Annex.

\\Continue to actively work alongside representatives
of each institution serving as liaison to the
community regarding potential alterations to any
surrounding neighborhoods.
\\Conduct community conversations between the City,
military personnel, and residents for any substantial
recommendations of the JLUS or neighborhood plan
to better inform the community of the intent behind
the planning effort and benefits of implementation.

Primary Recomendations for the JLUS
The Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) was a collaborative
planning effort between the City and Maxwell AFB to
identify compatible land uses and growth management
guidelines within jurisdictions adjacent to active
military installations. The JLUS defined a strategic
plan to reduce or eliminate any compatibility issues
that may impact both the mission of the AFB and the
overall community. The study was completed in 2018
comprised of a detailed action plan with accountable
entities to achieve or assist in implementing that
action item. This action strategy focused on a Military
Compatibility Area (MCA) where local municipal
activities and military operations intersect. The MCA
was designated to accomplish five key objectives,
which are:

\\Promote an orderly transition between
community and military land uses so that land
uses remain compatible.
\\ Protect public health, safety, and welfare.
\\ Maintain operational capabilities of military
installations and areas.
\\ Promote an awareness of the size and scope of
military areas to protect areas separate from the
actual military installation (e.g. critical air space)
used for training purposes.
\\ Establish compatibility requirements within the
designated area, such as requirements for sound
attenuation and avigation easements.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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MAP #. JLUS VERTICAL OBSTRUCTION AWARENESS AREA
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gp 1.7

(ROI) and success of strategic development
opportunities. Attention focused at Activity
Centers, identified on the Future Land Use Map,
is pivotal to the success of redevelopment energy
as these areas represent intersections between
investment potential and risk minimization.
Identification of initial redevelopment projects will
reduce the risk of private and public investment
while creating nodes of development growth that
can reverberate to surrounding areas.

Update Nuisance Regulations
for targeted property
improvement
Nuisance regulations are the legal method
for enforcing property neglect, decay, and
blight throughout the community. These
regulations encompass a wide range of
provisions including high grass / weeds,
structural condition / appearance,
and pollution of noise, smoke, odor
or similar. Ensuring strict regulations
are outlined with proper enforcement
measures will protect the residents of
the community from property neglect and
preserve their neighborhood character.
TACTICS

\\Review complaints filed regarding property nuisance
to determine a report of common topics, led by the
Inspection Department.
\\Conduct a neighborhood survey of the community
identifying additional issues that can be crossreferenced with the initial report.
\\Analyze collected data and the nuisance regulations
for weaknesses in the code.
\\Begin drafting appropriate amendments to rectify
identified conflicts within the existing code.
\\Consider enforcement measures allowing for tiered
enforcement procedures that grant property owners
time to resolve citations while addressing the
concerns promptly.
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TACTICS

\\Analyze redevelopment nodes throughout the
region taking into consideration property ownership,
surrounding context, existing zoning, transportation
connections and local partnerships among others.
Decaying or blighted properties are not
uncommon to cities such as Montgomery and
requiring sensitive and strategic abatement.

gp 1.8

Select Development Opportunity
Sites for Long-term Growth
Montgomery is currently faced with numerous
commercial properties and corridors that are
predominantly vacant or in decline. At the time of
the plan’s development, communities across the
Southeast and nation were dealing with similar
increases in commercial vacancy as consumers
shifted to online retailing and fulfilment. These
extensive areas spread throughout the community
make redevelopment success challenging for
potential investors and even more difficult to
initiate. Revitalization should avoid sporadic
investment to improve the return on investment

\\Form a Community Redevelopment Committee to
handle the analysis comprised of business leaders
and local external professionals who understand
Montgomery’s opportunities and weaknesses.
\\Identify assets to promote redevelopment for
marketing to the property owner(s) and developers
including financial incentives, partnerships, expedited
review procedures, and similar topics.
\\Focus investment to stimulate corridor
redevelopment around activity centers with regional
support such as the Mall at Capital Plaza and
Eastdale Mall

gp 1.9

Adopt Renewable Energy
Regulations
Renewable energy is an emergin industry and
growing asset that requires careful planning
and coordination to implement. Certain types of
renewable energy are appropriate for communities
but without regulation of these facilities
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communities are at risk for integrating these
into the existing character. Montgomery was
recently approached by a solar energy company
for potential development of a solar farm in the
region. Given the growing demand, placing codified
regulations that designate suitable areas for
installing these facilities and for integrating these
into the community will protect the residents
while offering a financial and sustainable perk to
all. Undevelopable land such as floodplain areas
are suitable locations for installing these facilities
as they require minimal site impact, preserving
these areas while offering an alternative use for
otherwise vacant land. This provides Montgomery
the unique opportuntiy to protect desireable
land for key investment opportunities while
benefitting from undevelopable land. Consideration
should also be given to the financial benefits to
Montogmery for operating solar farms such as
lease agreements for City-owned property and
sales tax from the purchase of solar equipment.
Renewable energy could also lead to industry
growth in the region by tapping into a market that
is currently underutilized.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate and identify suitable types of renewable
energy that Montgomery could support starting with
solar.
\\Discuss with state and local government officials
to understand legislative hindrances along with key
stakeholders in the community who may promote the
use of renewable energy.
\\Explore the potential use of floodplain sites for
installation of renewable equipment that minimize
site disturbance and retain developable land
throughout the City.

MAP #. RENEWABLE ENERGY SUITABILITY

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

MAP
Appropriate areas for renewable energy (floodplain land).

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

Renewable Energy in Alabama
Alabama has a growing renewable energy portfolio with
10% of electricity generated in 2018 supplied by renewable
energy. Nearly three-fourths of the renewable electricity
generation comes from hydroelectric facilities with the
remainder coming from biomass facilities. These biomass
facilities also provide feedstock to the state’s five wood pellet
plants which produce roughly 5 percent of the nations annual
production capacity.
Beginning in 2016, solar generation has been on a steady
incline with multiple large-scale solar farms opening around
the state over the past few years. In 2018, Alabama had
the eighth largest growth rate for solar power generation
of any state with an increase of approximately 111 percent.
Companies throughout the state are installing smaller solar

facilities to assist in their operations making it clear that
this renewable energy can be sustained in Alabama. While
currently there is minimal to no wind generation, there are a
few areas along the Gulf costline and along stretches of the
Appalachian mountaintops in the northeast with modest
wind resources capable of harnessing this energy.
The state currently has no renewable portfolio standard
or voluntary energy goal but has substantial potential to
increase its renewable energy output in the coming years
Communities should ensure proper regulations and policies
are in place to support the growing market.
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Alabama
State Profile and Energy Estimates
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\\Draft regulations for public review based on model
examples in Alabama or the southern states focusing
on design, location, permitting procedures, and other
applicable regulations.
\\Consider short- and long-term financial opportunities
such as sales tax gains for purchasing solar
equipment or multi-year lease agreements for using
City-owned property, providing a continuous source
of revenue.

DRAFT

MAP #. MONTGOMERY PLANNING JURISDICTION SHIFT

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

\\Adopt these regulations through a code amendment
or policy for future implementation throughout
Montgomery.
\\Continue discussions regarding the pilot project
for solar energy should be discussed in detail
with careful consideration given to suitability,
implementation strategy and site selection.

MAP
Montgomery Planning Jurisdiction shift based on Pike Road 2020 census projections.

gp 1.10

Establish a Strategic Annexation
Policy with surrounding
communities
The City of Montgomery expanded substantially
in the late 20th century resulting in the majority
of the 161 square miles of land area today. This
annexation decision was not driven by strategic
direction and has produced a challenging
expenditure for the City to maintain. During this
outward growth, smaller communities like Pike
Road began to form and expand quickly creating
a border municipality with Montgomery. To
ensure regional success and coordinated growth,
a strategic annexation discussion should occur,
both internally and externally with Pike Road,
with a subsequent agreement being established
to guide future decisions. This annexation policy
would cover currently unincorporated property
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Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

that is directly adjacent to Montgomery’s municipal
boundary and is deemed an appropriate area to
expand city limits or areas of limited annexation
intent to prevent unnecessary expansion.
As of the 2020 Census, Pike Road will pass the
state of Alabama’s “City” designation threshold
of 10,000 residents. With this new designation,
the policing jurisdiction for the community
will extend three miles, or double, beyond its
current boundary. In the areas where the city
of Montgomery and town of Pike Road share an

overlap in policing jurisdictions, the communities
split tax revenue. As a city, Pike Road’s extended
policing jurisdiction (three miles compared to one
½ miles) will have a fiscal impact on Montgomery
based on its larger collection catchment
area. Through an annexation agreement, the
two communities can work together to craft
collaborative policy around their shared extrajurisdictional territory and their future plans for
growth.
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TACTICS

intent will promote beneficial investment for both
communities while limiting conflicting ideals. This
process will align both communities to a regional
objective of improving the economic vitality of the
county and enhancing provided services.

\\Evaluate annexation growth over the past few
decades and the resulting implications those
annexations brought to city management.
\\Analyze existing development areas along the
fringe to determine appropriate continuations of
incorporated development.
\\Hold discussions between staff, city leadership, and
the community to review these results and determine
the suitability of annexation for these areas based
on factors such as utility service limitations, land use
direction, and long-term envisioning for the region.
\\Outline areas of limited annexation compatibility
during public discussions along with criteria for
evaluating requested annexations.
\\Discuss strategy with neighboring communities such
as Pike Road, as warranted.
\\Adopt a policy outlining areas of unincorporated land
that are suitable for annexation into Montgomery and
those that are limited based on the data collected.
\\Encourage similar legislation for neighboring
communities to show a united understanding of how
municipal growth is projected and evaluated.

gp 1.11

Initiate discussion with Pike Road
on boundary development
As Pike Road is a newly founded community,
compared to Montgomery, regional collaboration
will encourage stability for long-term growth.
While Montgomery will focus efforts inward to
revitalize existing neighborhoods, Pike Road will
likely continue to expand outward along the shared
boundary. This outward expansion and growth will
cause long-term implications for Montgomery that
should be prepared for early. In these instances,
ensuring collaborative guidance on development

TACTICS

Pike Road Town Hall by Rivers A. Langley

Multi-jurisdictional Planning Policies
Joint Planning Agreement - A land use planning
agreement between two jurisdictions on how
development in a specific area will grow and
how review of the growth will be conducted. This
agreement would include a map defining the boundary
of the joint planning area along with the terms of the
agreement between the jurisdictions such as joint
development review, exclusive service areas and
aligned development strategy.
Boundary Land Use Study - A strategic long range
policy guide on where future development characters
would occur along a shared boundary between
jurisdictions. This document would outline areas for
future growth such as residential, commercial, mixeduse, or agricultural based on factors like zoning district,
utility service, and transportation infrastructure for
formal adoption by both jurisdictions. Character types
would be defined to clearly delineate intent including
density, form, and primary uses to assist future
development decisions.
Intergovernmental Agreement - An agreement that
involves or is made between two or more governments
in cooperation to solve problems of a mutual concern.
Topics included in this agreement can range from
annexation areas to urban growth boundaries to
revenue sharing. This type of agreement can also
establish development review, share resources, employ
a joint planning commission or align cooperative
planning efforts among many others.

\\Initiate a series of discussions with Pike Road to
discuss development intent in the southeast area
and specifically along the boundary between the two
municipalities.
\\Collaborate an agreement on development
opportunities available in the southeast region.
\\Adopt policies to encourage continued
communication between the communities with
supplemental studies, plans, or guidelines outlining
the results of the discussions.
\\Ensure focus areas for the discussions should
include land use, annexation growth, transportation
infrastructure, and floodplain management among
others.

gp 1.12

Update the Downtown Master Plan
The Downtown Master Plan has been a pivotal
strategy to guiding the recent development
interest and public / private investment.
Representing the heart of Montgomery and head
of the Alabama state government, the master
plan should market Downtown as a focal point
for continuous investment. Given the recent
development activity, reviewing the plan for
potential amendments would position Downtown
for continuous improvement in the coming
decades. The "Downtown 2.0" plan will provide
the necessary marketing strategy to ensure
continued investment interest while marketing
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the essential characteristics of this focus area. In
conjunction with evaluating the recommendations,
developing a key marketing strategy for Downtown
will provide the community with an asset that
showcases why external organizations should look
towards Montgomery for advancement.
TACTICS

\\ Review the goals, analysis,
and recommendations of
the Downtown Master Plan
for potential amendments
based on current
conditions.
\\
Evaluate recent
development proposals and
public / private investment
that built Montgomery into a
vibrant community.
\\Develop a business plan for "Downtown 2.0" with a
subsequent marketing strategy, as outlined in the
Prosperity Chapter.
\\Explore opportunities for leveraging cultural
and historical assets in marketing downtown’s
attraction with other studies being sought to support
downtown growth.
\\Engage stakeholders such as residents, developers,
property owners, business leaders, and government
officials throughout the process to align intended
outcomes with policies, programs, and projects.

DRAFT

gp 1.13

Create a Downtown Business
Improvement District (BID)
The Alabama Improvement District Act offers
a unique funding tool to aid in redevelopment
of targeted areas such as Downtown. An
Improvement District is an area where property
owners within the boundary pay a special
assessment that fund improvements in that
designated area. These improvements can range
from utility infrastructure upgrades to park /
landscaping updates to property acquisition. The
Improvement District is operated by a membership
board that oversees the use of the assessment
funds throughout the designated area. The creation
of this organization would provide an additional
revenue source to continue redevelopment
investment outside of existing private and public
entities.
TATICS

\\Review the Alabama Improvement District Act to
understand the implications and benefits of creating
an improvement district for Downtown.
\\Contact Downtown property owners and the
Chamber of Commerce to discuss support of the
initiative, identify an implementation manager and
outline a strategy for establishing the district.
\\Discuss the potential area(s) that are suitable for
this financial asset and will progress redevelopment
growth.
\\Assist the adoption of any improvement district(s)
where possible and support the property owners
included in the district, once established.

90

Business Improvement District (BID)
Business Improvement Districts (BID), or “Self-help
Business Improvement Districts” in Alabama, are
designated districts which can include a special
tax assessment (above the regular property tax
rate) that is levied on the property owners of real
property within the district. The revenue generated
from this assessment directly funds programs and
projects within the BID area including infrastructure
improvements, art installations, or events / festivals.
BID’s are legally permissible under Chapter 54B of the
Code of Alabama and require the support of two-thirds
of the property owners in a district to be created.
Typically, these special tax districts utilize property
taxes, however other forms of assessment such as
sales tax could be considered to fund the BID. Many
Alabama communities have begun utilizing BID’s
to fund projects and programs in downtown areas
including Birmingham and Mobile.
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gp 1.15

Financing options are available in various ways to
promote development for the benefit of private or
public organizations. However, careful analysis is
required to ensure that endorsed incentives will
support development growth without positioning
the City or community for unfavorable long-term
effects. Analyzing these incentives from various
perspectives will ensure that the most effective
options are implemented for collaborative success
in Montgomery.

A developers understanding of the return-oninvestment and initial costs are a significant
factor in determining the viability of development
proposals. Providing a wide range of incentives
for developers to use, whether they be shortterm funding or long-term gains, influences
redevelopment opportunity for a market.
Reinforcing these strategic development incentives
by policy or zoning regulations further encourages
investment while upholding the value on private
investment constraints. Montgomery’s ability to
provide a unique set of incentives will display the
City’s partnership with the corporate community
resulting in lasting investment, as outlined further
in the Shared Prosperity chapter.

Create a task force to consider
appropriate financial incentives

TACTICS

\\Establish a task force comprised of business
leaders, developers, government officials, and other
professionals to discuss development incentives
available at a local, state, or federal level for use in
stimulating development.
\\Analyze the short-term benefits with long-term
implications to fully understand which assets will
have the greatest impact in Montgomery.
\\Outline supported incentive options for use by
private investment or implemented by public
institutions in preparation for strategic growth.
\\Develop a marketing strategy to investors of
supported incentive options and application process.
\\Consider incentive types such as tax increment
financing (TIF), limited property tax abatements,
development benefits (density, story height, etc.),
Community Reinvestment Areas, among others.

Establish Incentives to Prompt
Redevelopment.

Development Incentives Types for Redevelopment
Development incentives can encourage private
redevelopment investment by alleviating tax burden,
increasing return-on-investment, or providing
monetary contributions. Supported development
incentives should provide creative options for aiding
redevelopment while safeguarding the community's
character and revenue stream. Many incentives can be
tailored to align with the community’s intent based on
local implementation and state regulation. Example
incentives include, but are not limited to the following:

\\Tax-Increment Financing (TIF) Districts
\\Revolving Loan Fund (RLF)
\\Development Benefits (density bonus,
building height increase, etc.)
\\Income and Property Tax Abatements
\\Workforce Training Grant Programs
\\Energy Efficiency Loans
\\Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit
\\Veterans Employment Tax Credit
\\Small Business and Agribusiness Tax Credit

TACTICS

\\Discuss development incentives available at a
local, state, or federal level for use in stimulating
development.
\\Categorize these incentives based on implementation
method, funding benefits, short-term vs long-term
implications, and other determined factors.
\\Outline supported incentive options for use by
private investment or implemented by public
institutions in preparation for strategic growth.
\\Pursue policy changes or amendments depending
on the incentive option such as zoning code benefits
(density, building height, etc.), Tax-Increment
Financing (TIF’s), tax incentives, revolving loans, and
various others.
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MAP #. MONTGOMERY'S HISTORIC NEIGHBORHOODS

Develop robust Historic
Preservation Guidelines
Montgomery is rich in historical assets with
many central neighborhoods being registered on
the City’s National Register for Historic Places.
The City utilizes an Architectural Review Board
to review modifications to historic buildings but
there are few provisions that aid homeowners
in maintaining their property, leaving that to the
discretion of the Board. These neighborhoods and
structures present unique challenges but showcase
the City’s character that should be preserved
for future generations. Establishing guidelines
specific to historic properties would provide

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

MAP
Montgomery's historic neighborhoods highlighted.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

property owners with a tool for evaluating their
property to preserve architectural elements that
define the style. Similarly, the Board would have a
reference tool for evaluating modifications to these
registered buildings for appropriate modifications
and alterations which would be uniformly applied
throughout the City.
TACTICS
These are just a few examples of Montgomery's many historic
properties. The various architectural styles, designs, and
features represent the diverse history of the community and
the unique characteristics of each neighborhood.
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\\Evaluate historic properties throughout Montgomery
to identify and categorize the historic characteristics
as a baseline for the guidelines.

\\Review the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties incorporating
similar elements into the requirements and
regulations of the historic guidelines.
\\Coordinate efforts with the Alabama Historical
Commission (AHC) including additional resources
available for property owners.
\\Identify local examples to supplement the guidelines
with emphasis on retaining the surrounding context
of the historic property.
\\Amend the zoning regulations to further require
adherence to the historic preservation guidelines.
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REVITALIZATION
PRESERVE, STRENGTHEN, ENHANCE

The Revitalization Objectives define community
values related to Montgomery's existing
neighborhoods and growing residential
communities. These statements focus on the
central historic neighborhoods, placemaking
qualities, and growing community to ensure a high
quality of life for the residents of Montgomery.
Principles
\\Existing neighborhoods will be strengthened and
revitalized.
\\Community connections will be enhanced and help
create quality places.
\\Suburban subdivisions will allow for amenities
consistent with strong neighborhoods.

gp 2.1

Require recycling or repurposing of
Building Materials
Although properties have begun to deteriorate,
repurposing portions of the structure can allow
existing properties to maintain. Many established
neighborhoods are comprised of similar style
homes built within a specific time period or may
contain appliances in working order. Some of
these historic neighborhoods are challenging to
locate building materials that match the character
and patterns of the era while being inexpensive
to purchase. In vacant and deteriorating homes,
these materials can be salvaged for use by
homeowners for general maintenance and offers
an affordable alternative to home maintenance

options. This system would not only serve to
address blight but would encourage sustainable
practices in repurposing building materials that are
commonly discarded. Establishing organizations
that obtain and resell donated materials creates
an opportunity for affordable maintenance in a
context appropriate manner.
TACTICS

\\Explore policy options or incentives for reusing and
repurposing building materials from structures slated
for demolition.
\\Consider policy provisions such as minimum
percentage recycled, tiered requirements based on
building size or type, and non-compliance regulations
for enforcement.
\\Establish a non-profit organization like the
Landmarks Foundation, focusing on historic
preservation, either by the City or private
partnerships to offer tax benefits for donating
materials while permitting affordable options for
low-income homeowners.
\\Consider using vacant buildings to establish and

locate the pilot program to determine the viability
of continuing the recycling program or need for
additional investors.

gp 2.2

Encourage integrated neighborhood
commercial to provide local services
to residents.
Many of Montgomery’s neighborhoods are
predominantly residential forcing residents to
venture outside the neighborhood to eat, play,
or shop. This development pattern has focused
commercial development along long, expansive
corridors with minimal connectivity to adjacent
neighborhoods. These areas are especially
challenging to reach without access to a personal
vehicle or public transportation. Encouraging
small-scale, complementary commercial integrated
into Montgomery’s established neighborhoods will
provide opportunity for local business growth, give
residents convenient access to local services, and
stimulate development throughout the City.
TACTICS

Reuse Warehouse - Houston, TX
The City of Houston, TX identified that more than
one-third of their waste stream was made up of
construction and demolition material. Of this waste,
a substantial amount was capable of being reused or
repurposed, which could assist local organizations
in providing valuable alternatives while minimizing
landfill contributions. This led to the creation of the
Reuse Warehouse, a city-operation founded in 2009
which receives construction and demolition materials
from local contractors and providing them to nonprofit organizations for reuse.

\\Evaluate neighborhoods throughout the City without
convenient access to commercial services.
\\Establish criteria to review neighborhoods including
accessibility (walking, biking, transit), types of
essential services, and existing zoning among others.
\\Identify appropriate areas for new neighborhood
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MAP #. SURPLUS PROPERTIES RELATIVE TO VACANCY

\\Discuss the intent behind establishing the
program and how this can evolve to incorporate
more opportunity for blight management or
redevelopment.
\\Determine if alternative uses for the properties is
feasible along with stimulating infill development in
established neighborhoods.

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

\\Consider expanding the program to include
deteriorating housing for rehabilitation opportunities
and temporary use of City-owned property for
community events.

MAP
Surplus properties overlaid on census tract vacancy.

\\Pursue zoning changes or policy amendments that
encourage small-scale commercial.

gp 2.3

Evaluate Expansion of the Surplus
Property Program
The City has been purchasing vacant, foreclosed
properties to prevent further blight while
promoting infill development. This program has
the potential to further encourage strategic infill
development in central neighborhoods aligned
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Audit the recommendations and
actions of adopted Neighborhood
Plans

with the City’s long-term plans and adopted
neighborhood plans. Further refining the program
will create more opportunities to address vacant
/ underutilized properties while marketing
redevelopment in traditional neighborhoods.
Understanding the intent of acquiring these
properties along with the benefits of marketing
their development opens up additional resources to
encourage reinvestment throughout Montgomery.

Over the years the City has undergone
substantial public engagement and data
analysis of concentrated evaluations of
neighborhood vulnerability and identified
strategic recommendations to rectify the
concerns. However, these planning efforts
have not contained external connections to
surrounding neighborhoods or the city as a whole,
instead ending at the defined boundary of each
neighborhood. Ensuring these recommendations
align with citywide objectives will lead to
successful implementation of adopted plans
within an integrated Montgomery. Prioritization
of recommendations and actions will encourage
incremental change throughout the neighborhood
plans radiating to the rest of the City.

TACTICS

TACTICS

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

development or expansion of existing development.

gp 2.4

\\Establish a committee to evaluate the existing
outcomes of the surplus property program.

\\Conduct a staff audit, led by the Community
Development Department, of the neighborhood plans
to summarize the key findings and recommended
actions.
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\\
Consolidate the
neighborhood plan recommendations
into categories based on
implementation strategy such as
policy based (i.e. redevelopment
site, maintenance program, etc.) or
regulation based (i.e. zoning code,
nuisance code, etc.) and range of
influence.
\\
Discuss the assessment with city
leadership to identify short-, mid-, and long-term
objectives for addressing the recommendations.
\\Review non-categorized recommendations, due to
specificity or similar reasonings, for viability and
incorporate as appropriate.

gp 2.5

Conduct a Commercial Property
Inventory
Commercial property exists in many different
forms in areas all throughout Montgomery from
major corridors to established neighborhoods.
Understanding the state of these commercial
area will provide a baseline to develop strategic
opportunities and minimize further decline. Due
to the shifting retail market, many properties have
become visibly vacant or are currently in decline
based on tenants and property ownership. This
exists at the surface level without sufficient data
to determine the extent of commercial vacancy
and how best to target redevelopment efforts. The
creation of a commercial property inventory would
bring clarity to the issue along with a cohesive
report to evaluate improvements over time across
Montgomery.

TACTICS

\\Engage in a citywide inventory of commercial
properties to collect and analyze the extent
of vacancy using aid from community leaders,
volunteers, city staff, or a consultant.
\\Compile items in the inventory such as operational
status (vacant, partially vacant, occupied), property
ownership, for sale vs. for lease, existing zoning,
market value, and property condition as examples.
\\Organize the data and associate with GIS mapping
to identify ‘hot spots’ of commercial vacancy and
worsening areas based on current conditions.
\\Define a redevelopment strategy through
identification of investment nodes, potential property
rezonings, financial incentives, improvement
programs and other initiatives encouraging
commercial corridor rehabilitation.

Commercial Property Inventory (Junction City, OR)
In 2010, the City of Junction City undertook a
commercial inventory to ascertain the vacancy status
of their commercial building stock. The inventory
collected information pertaining to the operational
use of the building, occupancy (full, partial, or vacant),
for-lease vs. for-sale, and square footage of commercial
space. Structural information was collected such as
fire damage, structural or roof damage, and vandalism
to better understand the existing conditions of the
commercial building stock.
The completed inventory was compared to their
recently adopted comprehensive plan to identify
potential areas for redevelopment or infill development
that the City could support. This information
provided a crucial insight into the City’s commercial
stock and allowed the community to strategically
market development along their downtown corridor.
Further refinement as to the industries operating in
commercial spaces assists the City in determining
retail or service deficiencies. This provided a guide to
build a focused campaign for attracting businesses in
an underserved market allowing for Junction City to
enhance its business opportunities.

gp 2.6

Explore Reestablishing the Retail
Incubator Program.
The Retail Incubator Program was implemented
successfully leading to new retail growth in
Downtown. The success of the initiative could
assist in the creation of neighborhood retail and
local businesses either within Downtown or
selective areas. The program encourages local
business growth which can lead to variety in
local services and redevelopment of declining
commercial properties. The initial program was
received favorably by the community and lead
to a number of businesses expanding into the
community making reestablishing this program
easier to complete for staff and the community.
TACTICS

The Community Development Department should
evaluate the milestones and missed opportunities
of the initial program to identify best practices
for the new iteration. Staff should contact private
business owners of vacant commercial areas,
identified as Town Centers in the FLUM, and begin
conversations regarding the details for operating
the retail incubator program. Sponsorship from
previous participants should be sought to further
enhance the viability of the program along with
creating a public-private partnership.
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CONSERVATION
MAINTAIN & PROTECT

TACTICS

\\Research best practices and set goals specific to
Montgomery’s needs and opportunities, led by the
Planning Division.

The Conservation Objectives define community
values related to Montgomery's passive and active
open space along with natural envrionmental
assets. These statements focus on the existing
parks and recreational amenities and the natural
environment to preserve, enhance, and support the
greenway network.

\\Develop a request for proposals (RFP) based on
research and needs.

Principles

gp 3.2

\\Parks and recreational amenities will enhance the
physical environment and seek to better connect the
full community through new trails and investments.
\\The natural environment will be protected as a
unique and valuable physical asset.

gp 3.1

Conduct a citywide parks and
recreation master plan
A parks and recreation master planning effort
would allow Montgomery to create specific goals
and actions based on the needs and opportunities
in the City. Through the process of a parks and
recreation plan Montgomery could create a
definitive road map to use parks as a catalyst for
improving the local economy, mitigating obesity
trends, improving the city’s environmental
conditions through conservation, and increasing
property values. Montgomery currently has
a large amount of parkland, but much of it is
under-appreciated, and the parks and recreation
department (and Montgomery as a whole) could
both benefit from a renewed longterm vision for
open space and recreation.
96
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\\Consider creating a strategic marketing plan that
includes updated wayfinding signage.
\\Adopt a process by which all parks and recreation
facility implementation actions are supported by the
public.

Develop greenway systems
Greenways are linear corridors of open space,
including a trail system, that often follow
abandoned railroads beds, rivers or streams, or
utility corridors. These linear parks can provide
park access to larger areas of a city than traditional
parks, and provide alternative transportation to
other parks and amenities through a community.
Greenways can increase property tax, tourism,
public health improvements, and provide flood
damage protection. The City of Montgomery is a
very large land area with large swaths of traditional
neighborhoods that are not conveniently served
by open space. One of the most effective ways
to implement service to many of these areas is
through converting underutilized corridors through
the city to provide park access and to connect
those areas to other destinations throughout the
city.
TACTICS

\\Identify locations and opportunities suitable for
greenway development within the city’s developed
area and begin developing acquisition strategies to
acquire land for greenway development.

Santa Monica Parks Master Plan
A Parks Master Plan provides a community with a
comprehensive approach for enhancing, upgrading,
and expanding the community’s park system. Santa
Monica, CA in 2018 began a process to update their
master plan which was originally adopted in 1997.
Comprised of a robust public engagement strategy,
the master plan update identified several areas of the
City's park system that the public deemed as focus
areas. This included core park activities, multi-modal
connectivity (walking, biking, rideshare, etc.), social
interaction, green infrastructure, park experience,
safety, and park system expansion. Each topical area
included specific objectives to address the overarching
themes of the public and guide decision makers on
park-related actions.
The objective statements and topical areas establish
a cohesive understanding of the park system and its
impact on the community. The master plan will further
outline the impacts of each objective based on a needs
assessment completed for the existing network. This
foundation will ensure the City of Santa Monica can
continue to support a diverse, accessible park system
embracing social interaction, safety, and educational /
recreational opportunity.

http://www.santamonicaparks.org/
samoparksmasterplan
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\\Identify potential partners with private and public
agencies to assist with funding of the development of
a greenway system.

gp 3.3

Develop a Catoma Creek preserve
Strategically protecting natural land in and around
the city will provide opportunities for all citizens
to enjoy and have access to nature; It elevates
the quality of the existing developed land and
it ensures water and floodwater protections.
The flood hazard area and contiguous forest
surrounding the Catoma Creek corridor is
the city’s largest natural asset. Efforts should
begin to preserve this resource for citizen and
environmental quality improvements.

MAP #. GREENWAY OPPORTUNITIES

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

TACTICS

\\Support the formation of a local land and water
conservation organization to create a preserve, park
and/or greenway system in the flood hazard areas
and contiguous forests along Montgomery’s Catoma
Creek.
\\Support efforts to conserve natural land through
donations, conservation easements, mitigation
banks, and land acquisition.
\\Collaborate with state and federal agencies to receive
funding assistance.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

gp 3.4

Dedicate open space in new
developments
Consider requiring developers to provide open
space, greenways, or pay a fee in lieu for new
developments in order to proactively increase
open space opportunities in the city. City parks
improve quality of life, health, and improve the
longevity of property values; Montgomery’s large
suburban residential developments are currently
the most underserved. As the city’s land continues
to develop and redevelop, the city should consider
requiring new subdivisions to dedicate a portion of
the land to public open space.

TACTICS

\\Research best practices of municipal zoning code
in both the state and the country regarding the
dedication of public land and fees-in-lieu.
\\Draft an amendment for public comment based on
best practices and local desires, to then be voted for
approval.
\\Common practice for calculating dedication of land
or fee in lieu is establishing a certain amount of
acreage of open space per 1,000 people to calculate
the specific addition of dwelling units compared to
the increased demand of open space to determine
needed dedicated space or market value price for
each proposed developments.
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gp 3.5

Evaluate and improve pedestrian
and bicycle access to each park
Parks are a great asset to the city as they provide
a higher quality of life for the neighborhoods they
serve, but in Montgomery there is currently a need
to increase the built environment’s relationships
with city parks. In order to ensure parks are
serving their highest potential, the streets around
them should promote safe walking and biking so
residents have easy, non-auto dependent access
to them. Examples of parks in Montgomery
without strong connections to their immediate
surroundings are: Oak Park’s lack of open edges
and pedestrian access points to the surrounding
neighborhoods, and Blount Cultural Park’s lack
of non-automobile entrances dedicated to the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
TACTICS

\\ Define a pedestrian and
bicycle service area around
each park in the city.

DRAFT

\\Evaluate sidewalk and bike lane conditions in these
areas and the current park entrances.

\\Use creative programming and art to tell the story of
where Montgomery came from and where it is today.

\\Develop a pedestrian/bicycle improvement plan
specific to each study area.

\\Develop wayfinding and artistic installations themes
in parks to market this effort.

\\Identify funding opportunities to fit the priorities of
the plan.
\\Direct inital focus on existing underserving parks
with higher numbers of residential units in the parks
immediate service area.

gp 3.6

Rebrand and reengage city parks
The City should establish a program that
connects and markets the connection between
parks and recreation programming and facilities
to Montgomery’s cultural assets. Through
art, interpretive signage, and other creative
programming, the city should create a stronger
connection to park spaces and the story of
Montgomery’s past and future. This initiative would
allow Montgomery to create urban trails with
art and programming that have the potential to
invigorate whole districts. This approach could also
create a stronger connection to open space and the
City’s cultural and historic sites through improved
pedestrian and bicycle networks.
TACTICS

\\Establish a list of potential parks that could most
benefit from a rebranding or reactivation.
\\Consider parks that have a connection to
Montgomery's history.
\\Create a narrative of parks and recreation’s historic
role in the Montgomery civil rights movement.
\\Identify specific locations of historic events and
historic neighborhood context themes in park
settings.
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gp 3.7

Expand parks and recreation
services and facilities into
underserved areas of the city
Consider developing parks throughout existing
residential areas of the city that are not currently
served by parks and recreation facilities. Through
this park expansion effort the City could reinvest
in communities to improve citizens access to
open space while increasing property values
and quality of life. Currently, much of the city’s
residential areas are underserved by parks and
recreation services and facilities. By identifying
the most underserved neighborhoods and
identify opportunities for single parcels within the
neighborhoods could be an approach to improving
service to these neighborhoods in need.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate existing facilities’ locations in regards to
individual neighborhoods and other amenities to fully
understand current service areas.
\\Define underserved neighborhoods using a set
proximity while focusing on Central, South, and East
Montgomery.
\\Determine service and facility needs for each
community. Identify parcels that would best fit the
community needs and determine potential funding
sources.
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gp 3.9

MAP #. AREAS UNDERSERVED BY PARKS

Seek park programming diversity
Seek opportunities to strategically develop
passive amenities in parks that only provide active
recreation programming, like ball fields. Adding
passive amenities like tree-lined walking trails
to these active facilities can expand the usability
to serve more citizens. By diversifying parks that
currently provide strictly active amenities to
include passive amenities, these parks could better
serve their surrounding neighborhoods with more
recreation options.

This map will be refined
in a subsequent version of
the plan.

TACTICS

\\Identify existing parks without passive features.
\\Consider adding activities and facilities that support
passive recreation in existing active parks to diversify
each park for multiple generations.
\\Seek opportunities to add loop trails to all park
facilities.
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

gp 3.8

Improve maintenance and prioritize
upgrades for parks and recreation
facilities through a facilities
condition index
With Montgomery’s parks and recreations
department overseeing so many facilities across
the city, it is important to consider a facility
management tool like a facility condition index
(FCI). An FCI analysis consists of the current
conditions, estimated cost of repair, and

replacement of a group of facilities. A specialized
or expanded FCI could also be considered to access
park and playground equipment. This information
could be vital when dealing with aging facilities and
when looking to expand or reinvest operations.
TACTICS

\\Conduct a facilities condition index for all parks and
recreation properties.
\\Analyze the parks and recreation master plan
index coupled with needed expansions to create a
comprehensive facilities strategy.

gp 3.10

Expand senior and special
populations opportunities for
health and wellness
Consider providing more organized activity
programs that attract seniors, youth, and other
special populations. Provide more organized
programs that allow all populations to engage in
health and wellness at both parks and community
centers. Activities like yoga classes, pickleball,
and basketball leagues for all ages are just a few
examples of organized programming that would
support all ages.
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TACTICS

\\Identify parks and facilities to conduct a pilot project
for expanded programming.
\\Conduct community outreach to let the citizens
identify the new programming.
\\Expand successful outreach and communication
tools citywide.
\\Improve and update all outreach tools and the parks
and recreation website to market updated activities.

gp 3.11

Expand park coverage through
rehabbing tax-delinquent parcels
Create a small neighborhood park initiative
to utilize vacant property for neighborhood
programming, including community gardening, and
playgrounds. This smaller-scale approach could
be an effective way to provide park services to
neighborhoods that are currently underserved, and
assist with neighborhood revitalization.
TACTICS

\\Identify strategic areas in the city affected by blight,
lack of park service, and/or food access.
\\Develop a partnership with neighborhood and
community-specific organizations.
\\Develop a city land bank authority to identify and
repurpose specific parcels.
\\Begin to acquire parcels and redevelop them with
highest and best needs and uses.

Greenville, SC Parks Programming
Greenville, South Carolina maintains an on-going, diverse park program for all stages of life. From youth camps to adult
recreation to senior classes, the community is offered a range of activities, events, and educational sessions to encourage
an active community. Programs are categorized by group, location, or specialized activity with a simplified format to display
pertinent information. Resident’s are capable of viewing and registering for upcoming programs on the City’s website allowing
for easy access of available opportunities.
Activities and programs offered by the City provide a diverse range of recreational and educational opportunities. Programs
include a variety of dance classes, yoga or similar fitness, language sessions, camps, pickleball sessions, and an active senior
program series. This diversity reaches residents of all age groups, demographics, and lifestyles ensuring that everyone is
included in available programming.
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6

Supporting our...

PEOPLE
The People chapter includes the
findings and recommendations
pertaining to housing, community
development, education and public
health. The goal, stated right, is
supported by a series of objectives
that will be realized in the action
agenda, or supporting projects,
policies and programs.

Goal

A stable foundation for human growth, education and
development with the neighborhood as the building block of the
community.
Objectives

\\ Expand the diversity of available
housing stock
\\ Enhance community connection,
identity and civic engagement.
\\ Ensure affordable and stable housing
\\ Preserve a high quality of life for
residents

\\ Secure a safe rental housing market
\\ Assist in the transformation of local
education
\\ Promote a culture of lifelong learning
\\ Ensure quality public health standards
resonate throughout the community

\\ Increase the homeownership rate
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the People topics including housing,
community character, education and public health. These findings emerged from the research and analysis
of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and the public overall. The following is not exhaustive,
however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the document appendix.
HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
Safe and affordable housing is an essential
component of a strong and resilient community.
Strong neighborhoods are the building blocks of a
strong city and contain housing types that reflect
the diversity of the community overall. This topic
includes an outline of the key conditions and
trends within the Montgomery housing market
along with a review of major neighborhood plans
and initiatives. These pertain to the full spectrum
of housing conditions from homelessness to
homeowners.

Housing Inventory
There are just over 92,000 housing units in the
City of Montgomery. These vary significantly in
size, value, location, type, and so on. Single-family
homes are by far the most common unit type with
70 percent share of the overall stock.

HOUSING AGE
Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria
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Majority of housing units were built before
1970. Fifty-six percent of units were constructed
before 1970, with 23 percent built before 1950.

FIGURE #. HOUSING STOCK YEAR BUILT
25%

Montgomery
Alabama

20%
15%
10%
5%

pre- 1940- 1950- 1960- 1970- 1980- 1990- 2000
1940 1949 1959 1969 1979 1989 1999 or later
decade built
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

percent of homes

Single-family the dominant housing type. With
70 percent of the city’s housing stock, singlefamily housing accounts for more than 64,000
units. Multi-family housing, including attached
one-unit to 20+ unit buildings account for another
28 percent. There is a much smaller percentage
of mobile housing in the city, two percent, when
compared to the state, 13 percent. Apartment
complexes are spread relatively evenly across the
Planning Area with building ages corresponding
with surrounding single-family housing stock.
Apartments, however, are typically in close
proximity to non-residential uses, especially
commercial/retail.

The housing stock is slightly older than the state
average with significantly fewer units built after
2000, 13 percent for the city compared to 20
percent for the state. Older housing is clustered,
in the core of the community and near downtown.
The street pattern within these neighborhoods
differs markedly from subdivisions built after the
advent of the automobile. Homes built after World
War II tend to be larger, farther from downtown,
and built within more homogeneous districts as it
relates to use.
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CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

A faster growth rate for housing construction
compared to overall population reveals internal
resettling / micro-migration and the impact of
smaller household size. Between 2000 and 2016,
5,400 additional housing units were added in the
city at a growth rate of six percent. Over this same
period, the population remained relatively static,
growing by less than one percent. The continued
construction of housing through this period
reveals a trend toward smaller household sizes and
preferences toward newer housing in developing
portions of city, especially in east Montgomery.
Between the measured period, the number of
households (and accordingly the number of needed
housing units) increased at a faster overall rate
than the population. While the overall population
growth was less than 150 individuals, 1,900 new
households formed. Many of these new households
are single-person households. This is consistent
with an overall growth trend toward smaller, nonfamily households and away from larger, family
households, especially those where children are
present. The city lost 20 percent, or 5,400 of its
households with school-aged children between
2000 and 2016. In conclusion, while the population
remained relatively stable from 2000, there was
a generated demand for up to 1,900 additional
housing units just from the reorganization of
household make-up.
NEW HOUSING
UNITS

EXISTING HOUSING
STOCK

Residential units were
constructed between 2000
and 2016.

Units were built before 1950
showing an aging housing
stock.

5,400

1 in 4

MAP #. SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING PERMITS FROM 2014

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

In addition to household make-up, growth patterns
and permit information indicate that new housing
construction is occurring almost exclusively in east
Montgomery. Of the 63 census tracts fully or partially
within the planning area, roughly half (33 total)
experienced some growth between 2000 and 2010.
None of these tracts is west of Norman Bridge Road.
The fastest growth areas were outside of the loop

along north and east of US 231 and east
along Interstate 85. From 2014 to
2017, just over 1,400 new singlefamily building permits were issued
for the areas mentioned above.
Only 126 were issued in all other
areas of the city.

HOME VALUES, MARKET TRENDS AND REAL ESTATE

Home values in Montgomery have trended upward
from 2000 but grew at a slower rate when compared
to the other large cities in Alabama. Between 2001
and the 2018 the median sales price for homes grew
by 39 percent from $107,000 to $149,000, averaging

356 transactions per month over that period.
Statewide the starting point in 2000 of $125,000,
was lower than Montgomery’s, but ended higher
in 2018 at $153,000, an increase of 53 percent. The
hottest market among large Alabama cities is in
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Huntsville where the median value increased more
than 85 percent to $192,000 in 2018.
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FIGURE #. SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING CONSTRUCTION PERMITS MONTGOMERY MSA

The churn in real estate is slower in Montgomery
than compared with other large Alabama cities.
From 2000 the city has averaged 356 home sales
per month. This decreased significantly during the
national recession (roughly 2008 to 2011) when the
average fell to 293. The recovery, as also reflected
in permit data below, has been incomplete with
the transaction average reaching 318 on average
between 2011 and 2018, 100 transactions lower
than the pre-recession figure of 419.
New single-family housing permits have trended
downward significantly during the national
recession but have since made a modest recovery.
After a peak month in September 2001 where
184 new permits were issued, Montgomery
experienced a general downward trend in new
housing construction. The lowest points during
this period were experienced during the national
recession where, between July 2008 and July 2011,
issued permits never rose above 60 and averaged
15 per month. This was preceded by a relatively
intense period of construction between 2001
and 2007. The city averaged 70 permits a month
over these years, totaling 5,152 new single-family
unit plans. Since the recession, the market has
recovered slowly, averaging just over 20 permits
per month from July 2011. Taking this period in
isolation, there has been very gradual increase in
construction from just under 20 on average in 2011
to just over 22 in 2018.
More than one billion dollars in residential real
estate is held by individuals or companies that do
not live or are not located in Montgomery. Just
over $1.3 billion of residential real estate or more
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than 7,400 individual parcels, are controlled by
out-of-town entities. Of these owners, just under
half, 48 percent, are in the state of Alabama. The
majority, 52 percent, in terms of total parcels and
large majority in terms of value, 71 percent, are
located outside the State. There are roughly 3,500
out-of-state residential property holders totaling
$973 million in combined land and property value.
The highest share comes from the state of Georgia
with $223 million in value ($129 million, or 57
percent of these entities are in Atlanta). California
is the second largest with $121 million split
between 660 parcels, an
OUT-OF-TOWN
average value of $183,000.
OWNERSHIP
110 of these properties
are valued at more than
$1 million, but the overall
billion
average is $186,945.

1.3

$

Out-of-town entities own
a substantial amount of
residential real estate.

Rental Market
The majority of occupied rental units are singlefamily homes. 13,600 single-family homes are
renter-occupied. This represents just under 40
percent of overall share. Apartment buildings with
five or more units account for an additional 40
percent. Duplexes and quad units make up the
smallest share of rental properties with four and
ten percent respectively.
Rental properties and complexes are spread across
the planning area and are not concentrated in
high poverty areas. Around 30 percent of rental
properties and apartment complexes are within
areas with a high poverty rate.
A 2018, moment in time review of available,
2-bedroom units found 495 available options
ranging from $425 to $1,400. Far east side units in
and around Pike Road included the highest price
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listings ranging upwards of $1,400. Units around
southern and eastern boulevards range lower, and
rarely exceed $900. The
SINGLE-FAMILY
lowest priced units were
RESIDENTIAL HOUSING
those listings inside the
belt road. These average
between $550 and $850.
Downtown Montgomery
Single-family housing
comprises just under 40% of
had very little vacancy
the entire housing stock.
at the time of the
qualitative review, but
prices were as high or higher than the far east side,
or upwards of $1,400. At the time of the review,
202 apartment listings fell below the computed
Fair Market Rent (FMR) for the Montgomery MSA
set by HUD at $822 for a two-bedroom apartment.
[1] HUD computes the Fair Market Rent through
a formula that includes the gross rent estimate,
moving estimates, national trends, state qualifying
data, and various other factors. The FMR increased
in 2018 by 4.3 percent from 2017 from $788 to
$822.

40%

HOUSING TYPES AND VARIETIES

Montgomery's planning area is large and includes a
unique breakdown of housing types. In total, the City
contains just over 92,000 housing units which vary in
size, location, value, and type among others. Singlefamily homes are by far the most common making
up roughly 70 percent of the overall stock or 64,000
housing units. On the opposite side of the housing
spectrum, multi-family units comprise only 28
percent of the available stock and can include oneunit to 20+ unit buildings throughout Montgomery.
Multi-family housing units are generally located in
central neighborhoods or along commercial corridors
while single-family housing is the dominant type
along the outer edge of the city. The breakdown of
Montgomery’s housing stock neglects a substantial
portion of ‘Missing Middle’ housing which are the
housing types that fall between detached singlefamily and large mid-rise buildings. This includes
housing such as duplexes, triplexes, courtyard

apartments, townhomes, and live / work units. The
lack of diverse housing options leaves Montgomery
vulnerable to population migration based on work
proximity, income level, lifestyle, transportation
availability, and many other factors. Inclusion of
‘Missing Middle’ housing is crucial to the long-term
success of a community as it provides alternative
housing options which residents can take advantage
of to age in place. Housing diversity also prevents
oversaturation of a single type which could
negatively impact property values in the surrounding
neighborhood and throughout the community.
Permitting various types of housing units in both
central neighborhoods and mixed-use areas can
be done through zoning and will create inclusive,
complete neighborhoods for all stages of life.

FIGURE #. SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING CONSTRUCTION PERMITS MONTGOMERY MSA
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What is the "Missing Middle"?
Many communities like Montgomery are struggling to
maintain the viability and affordability of their existing
housing stock. In order to enable home ownership
and maintain affordability, some cities see a value in
developing the "missing middle" type of housing or

9%

5%

3%

Source: City of Montgomery Open Data Portal

duplexes, quads, and patio homes. These units were
popular with post-war GI's but fell out of favor for
larger, detached single family, and tract-housing in
the 60's and 70's. As the graph indicates, Montgomery
has very little of middle type housing.
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MAP #. RESIDENTIAL VACANCY

Housing & Neighborhood Condition

LEGEND

The condition of existing housing varies from
neighborhood to neighborhood and can be
assessed a number of ways. The following section is
a review of this condition based on vacancy, blight,
and other factors.

Normal to low vacancy
Moderate to high vacancy
Hypervacancy

123

Number of vacant homes
Census Tracts

VACANCY & ABANDONMENT

Residential vacancy and hypervacancy is a growing
challenge. The 2016 American Communities Survey
estimated that approximately 12,000 vacant
residential units exist in the city. This represents
13 percent of all residential units which takes a
heavy burden on the City’s annual property tax
revenue. These vacancies have serious deleterious
effects on surrounding property values, especially
when concentrated, and have a strong correlation
with high levels of poverty. Areas experiencing
this type of abandoned and decaying structures
encompass several central neighborhoods
surrounding downtown, especially on the city’s
west side. These abandoned properties further
fiscally impact the City through required service
provisions such as fire protection, policing,
maintenance, and utilities providing further
financial constraint on the Community. Strategic
initiatives targeting these vacant or abandoned
properties will provide substantial fiscal benefits
that will echo through the community. Demolition
and enforcement on abandoned properties will
reduce the health, safety, and aesthetic risks these
properties have on the surrounding community.
City purchase of these properties will allow for
integration of neighborhood parks or combination
with existing homeowners bringing additional
property tax revenue. Consolidated purchases
also encourage infill development which will
both generate additional tax revenue while

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

MAP #. POORLY-RATED RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES
LEGEND
Rental Property
Residential Parcel
Apartment Buildings
Poorly Rated Structures
Census Tracts

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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increasing surrounding property values through
quality, complementary development. Significant
opportunities exist within the intervention of
vacant and abandoned properties issue that
Montgomery has the capability of facilitating.

Affordability and Ownership

There is a strong correlation between vacancy
rates and poverty. In areas of the city experiencing
high levels of vacancy there are accordingly high
levels of poverty. This is especially likely in areas
of hypervacancy in the central neighborhoods
surrounding downtown.

Montgomery’s rental market is confronted with
affordability constraints putting residents in a
difficult position. Between 2000 and 2016 the
median gross rent increased by $300 or 57 percent
while earnings increased at a much slower rate of
only 22 percent. Although the two are not directly
correlated, meaning a change in one does not
necessarily cause the other to change, both have
a significant impact on housing affordability. The
result of this separation is that a substantial portion
of residents are cost-burdened by housing as both
renters and homeowners. Just over 52 percent of
renters and 27 percent of homeowners pay more

A recent study into blighted properties reveals
uneven distribution of abandoned and decaying
structures across the city. Using structure ratings,
vacancy, utility shut offs, tax data, and other
information, the study revealed a concentration of
poorly rated structures or blighted properties on
the city’s west side. A primary recommendation of
this study was to elevate the blight reduction to
a top priority for the city in the future through a
number of initiatives including staffing, ordinances,
and other initiatives.
The majority of poorly rated structures are within
high poverty areas. 186 of the 263 poorly rated
structures or 70 percent, are within census tracts
with more than 30 percent of residents living in
poverty according to a 2016 study of blight in
Montgomery. These areas are more likely to see
higher levels of vacancy and hypervacany. The
same study counted more than 2,800 vacant
residential parcels within these areas.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

than 30 percent per month of their gross income
to housing costs. Any rate above 30 percent is
considered to be unaffordable and places an
inordinate amount of pressure on other costs. For
renters, this led to an overall increase in the rate of
eviction which rose from 3 evictions per day to 5.6
per day, an 85 percent increase. These effects make
housing affordability especially difficult and put a
substantial segment of the population in serious
financial risk. Addressing housing affordability will
require implementation of several policies that
protect renters / landlords while aiding where
possible. Many factors will impact the median

FIGURE #. RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME, 2016
50%

40%

What is a Cost Burdened Household?
A household paying more than 30 percent of their
gross monthly income for housing (whether as
rent or a mortgage) is considered cost burdened.
In Montgomery, a higher percentage of renters as
compared to owners qualify as cost burdened.

COST BURDEN

BLIGHT

The following section is an analysis of the occupants of housing in Montgomery. This details trends related to
affordability, household size and other related topics.

30%

20%

Montgomery
Alabama
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20 to 25%

25 to 30%

30 to 35%

More than 35%

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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Montgomery ranks 27th
nationally among large
cities for evictions

and abandoned category detracting property
values to those living in the immediate vicinity. This
out-of-town homeownership causes detrimental
effects on the surrounding community based on
the separation and lack of neighborhood interest.
Enforcement measures on rental and vacant or
abandoned properties can be especially challenging
without direct connection to the property owner
leaving these properties to further affect the
neighborhood. Stimulating resident ownership is
pivotal to supporting growth in Montgomery and
preventing further population decline. Policies and
initiatives that support financial assistance with
homeownership along with proper enforcement
measure will strive towards improving resident
investment. The inclusion of diverse housing options
will also stimulate ownership opportunity within
Montgomery by providing alternatives to traditional
detached single-family homes.

5.6

FIGURE #. RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTA
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Significantly higher
share of renters are in
cost-burdened housing
situations

52%

Birmingham

The City is challenged by a substantial portion of
out-of-town ownership or property holdings. An
estimated one billion dollars in residential real
estate is held by individuals or companies not
located in Montgomery. This includes roughly
7,400 individual parcels, of which roughly half of
the owners are located elsewhere in the state of
Alabama with the other half in various states around
the U.S. Homeownership trends further portray a
decline in resident ownership from 64 percent to
56 percent between 2000 to 2016. This poses a
significant threat to Montgomery as these property
owners have minimal to
DECREASE IN
HOME OWNERSHIP no direct correlation with
the local community. These
properties operate as rental
units which may have
Following a state trend,
limited local retention or
but still out performing
may fall within the vacant
some peer metros

AVERAGE DAILY
EVICTIONS

Huntsville

HOMEOWNERSHIP

initiatives strive to prevent
further increase will make
considerable difference to the
rental housing concern

COST BURDENED
RENTERS

Montgomery

earnings in Montgomery, but other opportunities are
present to provide support to residents experiencing
cost burdening. Ensuring programs are in place
to maintain safe housing, policies protect renters
and prevent renters from eviction, and homeless
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Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

HOUSEHOLD MAKE-UP

The number of households is increasing while the
population remains stagnant. While the population
of Montgomery has remained relatively stagnant and
showed signs of decline, the number of households
increased. Just under 2,000 new households were
added to the city from 2000 to 2016, a growth rate
of 2.4 percent. The rate was even faster in the county
where 4,200 households were added, an increase of
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five percent. Increasing households has an impact
on land use planning as each newly formed unit
corresponds with an additional required housing unit.
The size and make-up of households is shifting.
Montgomery mirrors both the national and state
trend toward smaller households. Between 2000
and 2016 family households with children under 18
decreased by 5,400 units. Over the same period,

single-person households increased by just over
3,000. Only one family household segment increased
this being single mothers with children under 18. This
group increased seven percent or by more than 600.
Overall household size remained stable from 2000.
This is unique among major Alabama cities where the
average decrease was 2.5 percent.
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EDUCATION
Education is the foundation of a prosperous community. The continuum of
education begins with school readiness and extends through adult learning.
While the City of Montgomery does not control resources or make decisions
for the public education system, higher education institutions or other entities
involved in the continuum of education, it can influence decisions and support
necessary initiatives through collaboration and by providing resources it
does control. The following section outlines the key findings pertaining to the
education system within the city.
Pre-K to 12

MAP 8.1

In 2016 there were an estimated 34,231
kindergarten to 12th-grade students in the City
of Montgomery; of those students, 83% attended
public schools while 17% attended private schools.
Enrollment at the state level the same year
was 89% public versus 11% private. The City's
education options are many and relatively diverse.
The city's Public-School System includes one
pre-kindergarten school, thirty-one elementary
schools, nine middle schools, nine high schools,
and three specialized schools. Montgomery is also
home to seventeen private schools and ten higher
education institutions.

MAP #. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

PRE-K EDUCATION AND SCHOOL READINESS

Since 2011, the State of Alabama has made a
concerted effort to increase access and quality
for public Pre-K education through a program
called First Class Pre-K. Through increased funding
and advocacy, this program has been nationally
recognized for its quality. Studies conducted
between 2012 and 2016 found that students that
participated in this state program outperformed
their peers in elementary school and were less
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS MAP
EDUCATION, CULTURAL ARTS | MAP 1.1
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likely to be chronically absent or repeat a grade.
However, access to this program is limited to only
26% of four-year-olds in Montgomery County.
The Montgomery Public School System (MPS)
partners with federal programs, the Office of
School Readiness, the Head Start Program, and the
Family Guidance Center to offer pre-K education
and support. MPS has 1 pre-K center and, of its
31 elementary schools, 10 offer either First Class
Pre-K Programs or Head Start Programs.
According to the State of Alabama Department
of Education’s 2018-19 enrollment reports, the
Montgomery Public School System has the
lowest public pre-K enrollment of Alabama’s four
largest metro areas both in terms of number
and percentage of the system’s K-12 student
population. According to the State Board of
Education, the Montgomery Public School System
currently serves 348 pre-K students. When
comparing the four largest metro area public
school system’s pre-K enrollment, Montgomery has
the lowest comparable enrollment with the next
lowest system almost double that of Montgomery’s
ratio.
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schools. MPS serves its students through both
traditional school institutions (i.e. elementary,
middle, and high schools) as well as through a
number of magnet schools. Future system plans
include charter schools as well.
According to the Alabama Department of
Education’s Enrollment Report (that offers yearly
enrollment data since the 1995-1996 school
year) the Montgomery School System's student
enrollment is declining. Between 1995 and today,
enrollment peaked in 1996-1997 with 34,491
students and, since then, as of 2018-2019 school
year, student enrollment has fallen by 5,949 to
28,542. During this period, the African American
student population increased from 67% to 78%, the
Hispanic or Latinx student population increased
from .5% to 7%. The White student population
decreased from 31% to 10%.
ENROLLMENT AND DEMOGRAPHICS

According to the Alabama Department of
Education’s Enrollment Report (that offers yearly
enrollment data since the 1995-1996 school

K-12 SYSTEMS, SCHOOLS AND POPULATIONS

Magnet Schools

The Montgomery Public School System serves
over 28,500 students with 52 schools in 7 school
districts serving both the city and county. The
system is made up of several nationally recognized
schools, but many MPS schools are failing to meet
state criteria. MPS is currently in the process
of state intervention, a process that allows the
State Department of Education to overview and
intervene in the operation of the system and its

MPS's magnet programs offer educational choices
for students at every grade level through specialized
programs focusing on the talents and abilities of
students. The goal of MPS’s magnet programs is to
offer expanded educational choices and to invite
greater opportunity for Montgomery’s youth. Unlike
traditional public schools that have district-based
admission, magnet schools use selective admission
based on academic evaluations for all students within
the whole district. 10 of Montgomery’s 52 schools are
magnet programs. About 19% of the systems 28,500
students attend one of these ten magnet school.

year) the Montgomery School System's student
enrollment is declining. Between 1995 and today,
enrollment peaked in 1996-1997 with 34,491
students and, since then, as of 2018-2019 school
year, student enrollment has fallen by 5,949 to
28,542. During this period, the African American
student population increased from 67% to 78%, the
Hispanic or Latinx student population increased
from .5% to 7%. The White student population
decreased from 31% to 10%.
Of the private schools with student populations of
200 or more, 63% of students are White. African
American students represent 22% of the private
school student body. The tables below compare
demographics between private schools and
MPS, and private schools with the population of
Montgomery.
Understanding the spatial relationship between
public school locations and Montgomery’s
changing population is important for both the
City and the School System. When comparing the
population changes between 2012-2016 at the
tract-level, we begin to see areas of Montgomery
growing and shrinking in population and how those
changes may affect public school locations and
services.
Twenty-three public schools are located in census
tracts with declining populations. Two public
school are located in census tracts that have steady
populations. Sixteen public schools are located in
districts of moderate population growth (1%- 5%).
Ten schools are located in census tracts that have
the highest levels of population growth (over 5%).
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MAP #. PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND POPULATION CHANGE

PUBLIC SCHOOL PERFORMANCE AND FUNDING

The State Board of education has graded all of
the school systems and individual schools in
the state based on student performance for the
2016-2017 school year. The grades were based on
five performance criteria: academic achievement,
academic growth, graduation rates, college and
career readiness, and chronic absenteeism. MPS's
system received a D grading, with a score of 69%.
Among the 137 school systems in the State of
Alabama, 66% received a failing grade. At the MPS
system level, 66% of the 50 reporting schools are
failing, with 34% receiving a grade of F.

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

Montgomery's current
EXPENSE PER
millage rate is ten mills.
PUPIL
Ten mills is the state's
minimum requirement
making Montgomery one of
the lowest in the state. MPS Birmingham City: $3,760
Huntsville City: $2,608
relies on this ad valorem tax
Mobile County: $2,196
for funding making MPS the
lowest funded system with a
student population exceeding 20,000.

939$

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

Understanding the spatial relationship between
public school locations and Montgomery’s
changing population is important for both the
City and the School System. When comparing the
population changes between 2012-2016 at the
tract-level, we begin to see areas of Montgomery
growing and shrinking in population and how those
changes may affect public school locations and
services.

Twenty-three public schools are located in census
tracts with declining populations. Two public
school are located in census tracts that have steady
populations. Sixteen public schools are located in
districts of moderate population growth (1%- 5%).
Ten schools are located in census tracts that have
the highest levels of population growth (over 5%).
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Higher Education
Higher education is well represented in Montgomery with nine active higher education institutions. Estimated
enrollment of all the higher education institutions in Montgomery is about 20,000. Of that total 50% of
the higher education students in Montgomery are African American, 27% are white, and 2% are Hispanic or
Latinx. The racial composition of higher education students aligns with Montgomery's overall population
composition. Montgomery’s higher education institutions seem to provide a diverse array of post-secondary
opportunity including traditional university settings, online education opportunities that provide access for
adult education, both professional and trade educations, and a wide range of certificates and degrees.
Alabama State University
ASU is a public historically
black university with a
current enrollment of over
4,500 students. ASU offers
bachelors, masters, and
doctoral degrees in six major
colleges: liberal arts and
social sciences, business
administration, education,
health science, science
mathematics and technology,
and visual and performing
arts. Students from Alabama
make up about 65% of ASU’s
student body.
Amridge University
An online-based, private
institution with a current
enrollment of over 650
students. Ambridge offers
associates, bachelors, masters,
and doctoral degrees in
four colleges: business and
leadership, general studies,
theology, and education and
human services. Students
from Alabama make up about
80% of the total student
population.
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Auburn University of
Montgomery
A public university with a
current enrollment of over
5,000 students. AUM offers
bachelors, masters, and
doctoral degrees in five major
colleges: business, liberal arts
and social sciences, education,
nursing and health sciences,
and sciences. Students from
Alabama make up about
90% of the total student
population.
Faulkner University
Faulkner University is a private
university with a current
enrollment of over 3,350
students. Faulkner offers
associates, bachelors, masters,
and doctoral degrees. Faulkner
has five major tracks of study:
arts and sciences, education,
business and executive
education, law, and theology.
Students from Alabama make
up about 75% of the total
student body.
Fortis College
A private college with a
current enrollment of over
300 students. Fortis offers
programs in medical assisting
and trade certifications.

Huntington College
A private college with a
current enrollment of over
1,000 students. Huntington’s
academic programs are broken
up into twelve departments:
business and professional
studies, biology, chemistry,
communication studies and
psychology, fine arts, history
and political science, language
and literature, mathematics,
religion, sports science and
physical education, and
teacher education. Students
from Alabama make up about
75% of the total student body.
South University
An online-based private
college with a current
enrollment of over 200
students. South University’s
Montgomery campus offers
undergraduate and graduate
degrees in programs ranging
from business administration
to nursing.

Trenholm Technical College
Trenholm Technical College
is a public community college
with a current enrollment
of over 1,000 students.
Trenholm offers associates
degrees in six programs
of study: automotive and
transportation, business and
service, computer information
systems, automotive/
advanced manufacturing,
general education, and health
services.
Troy University
Montgomery Campus
Troy University at Montgomery
is a public university with a
current enrollment of over
3,000 students. The Troy
campus in Montgomery is
focused on the “nontraditional
student” with evening,
weekend, and online classes.
It offers undergraduate
and graduate degrees in six
programs of study: arts and
science, communication and
fine arts, education, health and
human services, and business.

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria

Workforce Training
Workforce training in Montgomery is primarily
provided by the Montgomery Regional Workforce
Training Center (MRWTC) in partnership with the
statewide organization AIDT. MRWTC provides
entry-level training, existing employment training,
two-year technical college training, and a K-12
career training partnership with the Montgomery
Public Schools. The goal of its workforce training is
to ensure that the skills of Montgomery’s citizens
are compatible with the needs and trends of the
region’s industries. Currently, MRWTC provides
three areas of training: information technology,
manufacturing fundamentals, and workforce
skills training. These areas of study have been
determined as most the critical demand for
industry in the region.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
Public health can be assessed by a number of indicators and varies from
community to community. The following section outlines the key findings
pertaining to the public health of the city.
Human Health Factors Overview
In 2016, 22.6 percent of Montgomery’s
residents were living below the
poverty level impacting health factors
in several ways. These include access
to treatment, access to nutrition,
and heightened exposure to harmful
stimulus. In addition, Montgomery has
recently ranked the highest in two key
health factors as of 2016: adult obesity
and diabetes. The state of Alabama
had the third highest obesity rate in
the country with Montgomery County
maintaining a
OBESITY RATES
consistently
AMONG ADULTS
higher
percentage.
This places
. Montgomery County has Montgomery
consistently had a higher
County at one
adult obesity rate than
of the highest
the state

37%

Supermarket Proximity
S

Supermarket

F

USDA Farmers Market
Population

rates in the country and results in a
severe risk for the community at large.
Alabama also had the second highest
diabetes rate in the country with
Montgomery County staying relatively
close to the state percentage. Both
health factors have serious effects
on the community which require
immediate intervention to prevent
further rise. Program development
is crucial to preventing further rise
to health risks, especially for those
below the poverty line who are
unable to pursue typical assessments.
Partnerships and initiatives that
provide the education, access, and
resources needed to combat these
health risks will substantially improve
the overall public health.

FOOD ACCESS

Food Insecurity is another aspect of
health and the built environment,
affecting both obesity rates and
diabetes prevalence. Food insecurity
is defined as the percent of the
population who lack adequate access

LEGEND

to food. In 2016, 21% of Montgomery
County was affected by food
insecurity, compared to 19% at the
state level, and 13% at the national
level.

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

Food Deserts and Access to Healthy Foods
The map above illustrates the
Montgomerians walkable access to fresh
foods across the city. Green areas on
the map are within a 15 minute walk of
supermarkets or farmer's markets. Physical
access, financial access, and personal
choice play a daily role in what kind of
food choices a community makes. Many
parallels can be seen between the health
of a community and their access to healthy
foods. One important outlier when looking
at access to healthy food is understanding
the prevalence of the alternative, fast
food. In 2018 Alabama had the fastest
food restaurants per capita in the country,
with 6.3 restaurants per 10,000 residents.
According to a 2011 study Alabamians

spent 60% of their annual dining out
budget on fast-food.
Supermarkets are a convenient way to
access healthy foods. This map shows
the spatial relationship in the City of
Montgomery between supermarkets,
and people in poverty. The green shapes
represent areas within a one-mile walk to
a supermarket. The green dots in those
areas represent various numbers of people
in poverty that are within a one-mile walk
to a supermarket. The red dots represent
various numbers of people in poverty that
have low access to supermarkets and
presumably healthy food.
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CHRONIC DISEASE AND OTHER HEALTH INDICATORS

In 2016 Alabama had the 2nd highest diabetes rate
in the country. Montgomery County did see a decline
in 2018, but Montgomery County is consistently
higher than the national average. 13 percent of adults
suffer with diabetes compared to 14 percent at the
state level. Additionally, In 2016 Alabama had the 3rd
highest obesity rate in the country - a country that
ranked number one as the most obese country in the
world. Montgomery County has consistently had a
higher adult obesity rate than the state, thus making

Montgomery’s obesity rates among the highest in
the world at 37 percent. Physical Inactivity is the
percentage of the population ages 20 years of age
and older that report having no leisure-time physical
activity. Physical inactivity is another reporting
measure that is related to other health outcomes and
the built environment. In 2017, 27% of the population
in Montgomery County reported being physically
inactive, which was slightly lower than the state’s
28%.

Health and the Built Environment
Montgomery, like every city, is confronted with
integrating the built environment with health and
wellness of the community. This conflict creates
unique considerations for new development along
with retrofitting historic
neighborhoods and
commercial corridors. The
built environment, which
represents humanmade surroundings,
has to provide the
necessary connections
and amenities to
encourage wellness
activity in everyday life.
Montgomery is susceptible to
two major health factors and many
others around the built environment which are;
food insecurity and physical activity. Approximately
21 percent of Montgomery County was affected
by food insecurity, which is defined as the percent
of the population who lack adequate access to
food. This is the result of physical access and
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MAJOR CHALLENGES &
OPPORTUNITIES
The research and analysis, coupled with the
intuition from the community reveal a series of key
challenges and opportunities to be addressed by
the People Action Agenda. These include:
\\Housing affordability and insecurity is an increasing
challenge
\\Housing stock is generally older and will require
rehabilitation to prevent blight
\\Growing competitive markets surround Montgomery
\\Vacancy and abandonment is an issue in certain areas

financial access limitations to healthy food options
leaving a significant portion of the community in
need. Physical activity is also closely related to
this issue which Montgomery County reported
27 percent of the population had minimal to no
leisure time for physical activity. Through design
consideration with the built environment, these
health risks can be reduced providing the residents
with integrated multipurpose physical amenities.
Pedestrian walkability through connected street
networks, mixed land uses, and high density
residential strives to address many of the wellness
constraints. Connectivity allows for direct access to
both food sources such as supermarkets along with
recreational amenities such as sports complexes,
parks / open space, and trail systems. Incorporating a
mixture of land uses also allows for more integration
of food sources which are readily available to
residents. Combining these health reflections in the
built environment with wellness initiatives creates
a robust strategy for improving community health
overall.

\\Missing middle housing types contribute to the
challenge of housing affordability
\\Out-of-community residential property ownership
challenges reinvestment
\\Overall health factors trail state and national
averages and are affecting quality of life outcomes
\\Obesity rates are among the highest in the country
\\Walkable access to healthy food is challenge for
many neighborhoods in the community
\\Create a stronger support network for school
readiness
\\Support the public school system to ensure equitable
education for all of Montgomery's youth
\\Reinforce the bond between Montgomery's public
schools and Montgomery's workforce opportunities
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OBJECTIVES
The objective statements articulate the community’s values related to housing, community development,
education and public health. Collectively, they express how the city of Montgomery will invest in the future.
The objectives were derived through careful consideration of the most pressing conditions and trends and a
discussion with the community and stakeholders.
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
1. Expand the diversity of available housing
stock. To provide housing options to a diverse
population, the city will strive to incorporate
mixed-housing types into residential and
mixed-use neighborhoods. In so doing, the
city will retain long-term residents and
attract new residents by providing options
for different lifestyles, income levels, and
stages of life. This will reflect the community's
value on aging in place and complete
neighborhoods while preventing saturation of
a single housing type in the city.
2. Enhance community connection, identity,
and civic engagement. The city will seek to
encourage an active and engaged community
that takes pride in their neighborhood
character. This resident-first focus will
educate the community on essential topics
pertaining to their quality of life and ensure
their participation in making change in the
community. Civic involvement will include
ample opportunities for participation and
recognition that highlights the influence of
community collaboration.

3. Ensure affordable and stable housing.
To support its community, the city will
ensure that housing is made affordable
and available to residents of all standings
without discrimination. Support will be
provided to aid residents in homeownership
efforts and those facing temporary or
prolonged homelessness. The community
will be offered assistance to combat poverty
by striving to balance housing costs with
liveability standards to promote a safe
and healthy population. This will minimize
further property neglect due to financial or
accessibility and safeguard the residents of
this community from loss of basic amenities.
4. Preserve a high quality of life for
residents. The city will minimize further
property neglect and safety threats by
strategically intervening in deteriorating
neighborhoods. Residents will be protected
from potential hazardous or health concerns
caused by property neglect through
continuous monitoring of vacant properties.
Neighborhood opportunities will comprise

initiatives that enhance the aesthetic value
of the community and provide access to
publically accessible amenities including
park space and recreational assets. Focused
investment and interest will provide complete
neighborhoods that redefine the city's image
while supporting the diverse population.
5. Increase the homeownership rate. The
city will support the increase in local
homeownership through assistance efforts
surrounding financial and educational
programming. Residents will be provided with
opportunities that relieve financial burden
and provide the necessary knowledge to
maintain their investment. This programming
seeks to reduce the out-of-town ownership
through a carefully designed support system
built into the local community which is readily
available to the city's residents.
What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.
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6. Secure a safe rental housing market. To
safeguard the residents of this community,
the city will integrate appropriate measures
that monitor and address the rental
housing market. Liveability standards will
take precedent to protect the health and
safety of the rental community while not
impeding landlord rights. Efforts made will
support the base rights of tenants while
combating the substantial eviction rate
throughout the community to encourage
safe rental housing stock. Continuous
monitoring of the rental stock will allow
for targeted involvement to prevent rent
burdening and over-saturation of the
inventory.

EDUCATION
7. Assist in the transformation of local
education. Montgomery will play its
part in the development of the public
school system through an established
support structure. The city will collaborate
with Montgomery Public Schools to
provide a high quality of education that
guides students potential for future
generations. Transitional elements will
be in place to provide students with
career direction outside of their education
through partnership opportunities and
programming.
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8. Promote a culture of lifelong learning. To
ensure continuous education, Montgomery
will strive to develop and support higher
education growth and development.
Educational opportunities will be explored
to develop a well-rounded system that
encompasses all forms of learning for the
community. The city and Montgomery
Public Schools will encourage flexible
learning programs and initiaitves to support
Montgomery's diverse community in
bolstering the personal and community
prosperity.

PUBLIC HEALTH
9. Quality public health standards will be
upheld throughout the community. The
city will enhance essential health services
ensuring that residents have proper
access and availability to all programs and
facilities. The community will strive to
address major health concerns challenging
the population today through strategic
integration and intervention into all
aspects of daily life. Recreational amenities
and opportunities will be expanded so
as to target all demographics creating
a complete and inclusive public health
program. In so doing, the community will
substantially increase their quality of life
while protecting the basic health needs
that have been forfeit by some segments of
the population.
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ACTION AGENDA
The following projects, policies and programs support the goal of the People chapter. These actions have
been organized by the various objectives they support. A more detailed implementation framework has been
included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of the plan.

Expand the
diversity of
available housing
stock
To provide housing options
to a diverse population,
the city will strive to
incorporate mixed-housing
types into residential and
mixed-use neighborhoods.
In so doing, the city will
retain long-term residents
and attract new residents
by providing options for
different lifestyles, income
levels, and stages of life. This
will reflect the community's
value on aging in place and
complete neighborhoods
while preventing saturation
of a single housing type in
the city.

p 1.1

Evaluate existing residential housing stock (singlefamily, townhome, duplex, etc.) citywide
Montgomery, like many cities, has a need to provide a wide range of
housing options for its residents. As revealed in the Strategic Analysis, 70
percent of the housing stock is single-family homes with the remainder
including both multi-family units and mobile housing. Another factor
identified in the analysis is that over 50 percent of the housing units were
constructed before 1970 revealing a slightly older and steadily aging
housing stock. This initial evaluation only provides a snapshot of the key
issues surrounding the current housing market with a need for further,
more in-depth understanding. The City, to address this concern, should
establish a comprehensive inventory of housing stock across a number
of datasets such as type, quality, cost, neighborhood, and others. This
inventory should elaborate on the strategic analysis already completed to
guide the future housing needs of Montgomery ensuring that housing types
are provided for all segments of livability. The completion of the inventory
should establish a foundation with guidance for future housing strategies or
assessments.

TACTICS

\\Evaluate the Housing Strategic Analysis to identify
the key issues that emerged from the study such
as out-of-town ownership, lack of ‘missing middle’
housing, and housing stock condition.
\\Draft a request for proposals (RFP) to hire a
consultant to conduct the inventory, building
upon the strategic analysis, while compiling a
comprehensive report of Montgomery’s housing
market.

Detroit Inclusionary Plan & Market Study
In August 2016, the City of Detroit, MI underwent a
comprehensive inclusionary housing plan and market
study to establish a guiding document for housingrelated decisions. This study compiled various datasets
of the existing residential market including rental
properties, affordable housing, historic properties, new
construction and numerous other statistics. The study
developed specific objectives and strategies for the
City to pursue with respect to its changing residential
market along with the needs of the population. This
strategy was critical in redefining Detroit's residential
market by completing an in-depth assessment of
the, at the time, present conditions, developing
scenarios of potential outcomes, establishing
clear and measureable objectives, and finally
adopting the necesssary regulations to maintain the
recommendations of the study.
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\\Work closely with the consultant to aid and guide
the creation of the inventory including long-term
monitoring of the housing stock.
\\Identify strategic housing objectives based on the
results of the inventory that guide future projects,
programs, and policies such as pursuing a housing
needs assessment.
\\Develop a second phase around housing
implementation guided by the data provided in the
inventory.

p 1.2

Create a multidisciplinary advisory
group to guide housing policies,
initiatives, and recommendations
Housing policy, much like the housing market,
changes fluidly with interests shifting based
on numerous lifestyle factors. Often, cities are
reacting to these shifts forcing them to constantly
remain in a state of ‘catch-up’ with the latest needs
of the community. As opposed to reacting to the
changing needs of the residents, Montgomery
should establish a multi-sector committee,
including public, private, non-profit, and
philanthropic members, that maintains an action
plan for housing policies and recommendations.
This committee would allow for the City to engage
the community on guiding the future housing
needs of Montgomery by reviewing best practices
throughout the country. The recommendations
would proactively serve the residents by striving
to address existing concerns while looking
at potential future hurdles and how best to
overcome those barriers. Engaging private, public,
philanthropic, and non-profit organizations will
also provide civic investment and accountability in
enhancing housing for the community.
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TACTICS

\\Discuss the structure of the advisory group
encompassing a diverse group of key public, private,
non-profit, and philanthropic organizations, led by
the Mayor's Office, City Council, and Department
heads.
\\Invite major housing institutions such as the
Montgomery Housing Authority and Alabama
Housing Finance Authority in the make-up.
\\Ensure all appropriate stakeholders are included
in the advisory group to maximize the success of
implementing recommendations based on multitopic, multidisciplinary subject of housing.
\\Define a mission for the advisory group including
clear objectives for their role in influencing housing
policy for the Montgomery region.
\\Convene the group regularly, as determined during
its inception, and encourage an integral member on
housing research to facilitate.
\\Establish clear goals on an annual basis to ensure
continuous progress until sufficient supporting
objectives have been enacted.
\\Monitor and determine transition from advisory
group to task force to ensure implementation of all
identified opportunities, whether they be short- or
long-term recommendations.

p 1.3

Charlottesville, VA Advisory Group
The Charlottesville Housing Advisory Committee
(HAC) was established to provide City Council with
recommendations regarding housing policy and
affordable housing funding priorities. The members
are tasked with researching and discussing trends and
ideas with respect to affordable housing across the
state and nation. Their main purpose is definied by
several specific points including:
\\ Explore barriers to and incentives for the creation
of affordable housing within a market driven,
private sector context.
\\ Review the affordable housing policies of the
county and other jurisdictions in the region.
\\ Ask what changes are needed
\\ Reexamine what is in place today and whether it is
working.

Promote 'missing middle' housing
options such as duplexes, triplexes,
and other types

\\ Review funding for housing trust and recommend
to Council amounts and methods of funding
annually.

The City of Montgomery can better ensure that
appropriate housing options are available for
residents at all stages of their life. With the
recent outward growth analyzed in the strategic
analysis, one factor that requires careful attention
is the ‘missing middle’ section of residential

\\ Suggest new policies that will assist in creating
affordable units.

\\ Review sales trends to point out key issues or
concerns.

\\ Continue to refine the definition of affordable.
\\ Annually develop affordable housing goals based
on documented need / demand.
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FIGURE #. 'MISSING MIDDLE' DIAGRAM

Source: Opticos Design, Inc.

housing which falls between single-family homes
and downtown mid-rises. Single-family homes
represent 70 percent of the overall housing stock
or approximately 64,000 units leaving little room
for alternative options. This ‘missing middle’
housing stock is comprised of various types such
as duplexes, triplexes, courtyard apartments,
townhomes, and live / work units. The City should
support including these types through amending
code provisions or adopting policies that encourage
development of ‘missing middle’ housing options
in the community. Permitting these housing types
will provide a diverse range of options which will
retain existing residents looking to change lifestyle
patterns and attract new residents who are looking
at Montgomery’s opportunities.

TACTICS

\\Review the zoning code, led by the Planning Division,
to determine types of housing that are currently
omitted from the regulations.
\\Analyze appropriate housing types to include
in residential zoning districts based on analysis
collected on the housing market while reviewing
permitted residential building types.
\\Consider expanding the number of residential
housing types permitted in each residential zoning
district to promote a diverse housing stock.
\\Draft an ordinance amending the zoning code
to define new housing types and permit their
construction in the residential zoning districts.
\\Evaluate if pre-determined housing plans could be
considered to expedite building permit review and
encourage local infill development.

\\Pursue partnerships with local architects and
developers to allow for the creation of “open
blueprints” for use in a quicker review procedure for
building permits and context appropriate designs.
\\Explore blueprints that include a mix of single-family
and multi-family housing options that can integrate
seamlessly in historic neighborhoods and reduce
initial upfront costs for developers.

Enhance community
connection, identity, and civic
engagement.
The city will seek to encourage an active and
engaged community that takes pride in their
neighborhood character. This resident-first focus
will educate the community on essential topics
pertaining to their quality of life and ensure their
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participation in making change in the community.
Civic involvement will include ample opportunities
for participation and recognition that highlights the
influence of community collaboration.

p 2.1

Strengthen Neighborhood
Services influence in neighborhood
assistance
What is Neighborhood Services?
The Neighborhood Services Division is a newly formed
City service created from the merging of the Building
our Neighborhoods for Development and Success
(BONDS) group and the Montgomery Clean City
Commission (CCC). This group operates under the
Public Works / CIty Service Department to provide
resources for neighborhoods and neighborhood
organizations, either through educational material or
grant funding.
The Neighborhood Services Division offers a support
service to assist residents in maintaining their
neighborhood character. Civic engagement is a
critical component to the operation of this division,
encouraging all residents of the community to get
involved. One such example of this engagement is
the Neighborhood Leadership Institute (NLI) offered
annually, providing a training program to empower
existing and emerging neighborhood leaders. The
division also provides annual grant opportunites
for neighborhood associations, homeowners
associations, and neighborhood watches to enhance
their community through physical improvements or
community events.
The Neighborhood Services Division represents
Montgomery's commitment to supporting an active
resident culture and ensuring that the community has
the resources needed to thrive. This division will be
critical to the success of neighborhood outreach in the
community and civic engagement for Montgomery's
future.
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Montgomery has developed an asset to the
community through the merging of the Building
our Neighborhoods for Development and Success
(BONDS) group and the Montgomery Clean
City Commission (CCC) to create Neighborhood
Services. This division has already begun
establishing a number of programs for civic
engagement and neighborhood development that
benefit the residents of the community. The City
should continue to encourage implementation of
the programs offered by Neighborhood Services,
while exploring expansion of the group to
increase capacity for initiative development and
management. Many initiatives outlined in this
chapter could be managed or greatly influenced
by the Neighborhood Services group, making
this organization a pivotal connection to resident
advancement.
TACTICS

\\Assess the Neighborhood Services group against
other similar style communities throughout the
southeastern United States.
\\Consider the number of staff, types of programs,
frequency of programs / events, funding resources,
and other similar factors.

\\Evaluate the need for potential position expansion
to support capacity for new programs and initiatives
or designate specialized positions to manage current
programs.
\\Explore the use of volunteer leaders managed by
Neighborhood Services as an alternative to partor full-time staff members to support operations
without increasing expenditures.

p 2.2

Recognize examples of quality
aesthetic homeowner and
neighborhood improvements
The City currently offers a recognition program
through the Historic Preservation Commission
for a number of residential and commercial
modifications. This ceremony is offered annually
and is intended to promote historic preservation
efforts made by individual property owners of the
community. Expanding this program to include
recognition for other properties and specifically
types of improvements or maintenance efforts
encourages pride in homeownership and one’s
neighborhood. Targeted awards can encourage
local property owners to maintain and improve
their properties by recognizing their investments
made to date. Initial focus could begin with
individual homeowner recognition expanding to
larger block or neighborhood awards such as a
“Better Block” or “Great Neighborhood” award.
Local leaders could also be selected as part of the
reviewing committee enhancing civic engagement
while taking pride in Montgomery’s character.
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TACTICS

questions / topics to address, and post-graduate
involvement among others.

\\Evaluate the existing recognition program
to understand the strengths and areas
of improvment, led by the Economic and
Community Development Department.

\\Explore overall management for the program such as
Neighborhood Services based on capacity needs and
availability.

\\Coordinate with the Neighborhood Services
group, to discuss potential additions to the program
targeting specific property improvements outside of
historic districts.

\\Target active residents for the first cohort capable of
sharing their experiences and promoting the program
throughout their neighborhoods.
\\Identify post-graduate work including volunteer
opportunities assisting Neighborhood Services with
community programs, civic engagement, or providing
resources to residents in need.

\\Develop an implementation strategy
of introducing new recognition topics
incrementally.
\\Assess the program annually collecting
information such as number of applicants,
property locations, and neighborhoods
included among others.

\\Evaluate the program upon completion allowing the
City opportunity to refine sessions and discussion
topics to enhance the resident experience.
This is a caption for a photo...Loratati
onsequidis rem quo velles pa corepudae ped ut
volest pro el iumetur

\\Explore recognizing larger geographical areas
such as blocks and neighborhoods to encourage
civic engagement and neighborhood pride.

p 2.3

Establish a volunteer Community
Leadership / Neighborhood Liaison
Program
Engaged residents can benefit both local leaders
and the community by serving as connection
points for information sharing, knowledge, and
resource identification. The City should support
the active community by offering a community
leadership or neighborhood liaison program.
The intent of this program would be to provide a
series of educational sessions on the operations of
individual departments for interested, local leaders
in the community. These sessions could occur over
a set number of weeks covering information such
as the differences between certain departments,
city official contacts for topics or issues, and

available programs or resources for residents. The
program could overlap with the Neighborhood
Leadership Institute (NLI), which focuses on
neighborhood participation and activism, with an
emphasis on creating volunteer liaisons that have
the understanding of city staff in a local ‘neighbor’
connection. Graduates from the program should
remain involved, demonstrating the benefits
of obtaining this information and applying it
to neighborhoods such as becoming volunteer
members of the Neighborhood Services group,
acting as ‘in-the-field’ representatives.

Ensure affordable and stable
housing.
To support its community, the city will ensure
that housing is made affordable and available to
residents of all standings without discrimination.
Support will be provided to aid residents in
homeownership efforts and those facing temporary
or prolonged homelessness. The community will
be offered assistance to combat poverty by striving
to balance housing costs with liveability standards
to promote a safe and healthy population. This will
minimize further property neglect due to financial
or accessibility and safeguard the residents of this
community from loss of basic amenities.

TACTICS

\\Outline a volunteer community leadership program
with collaboration from the Neighborhood Services,
Mayor’s office and other department heads.
\\Discuss department pairings for sessions, timeframe
for the program, number of applicants, common
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p 3.1

Explore adopting a Housing
Discrimination Policy
Affordable housing is an essential component to
Montgomery’s future for providing diverse housing
options. The City should ensure appropriate
policies are in place to support affordable
housing and protect low-income residents
through adopting a housing discrimination
policy. Montgomery already adheres to federal
regulations such as the Fair Housing Act and HUD
guidelines, however local policies can further
define and prevent discrimination for low-income
residents. This policy prevents any property owner,
landlord, or real estate broker, among others, from
discriminating against prospective tenants based
on factors such as income level, disability, payment
method (housing vouchers) and others. The policy
can include a variety of definitions, enforcement
methods, exceptions, and fines for violating
the legislation and will show Montgomery’s
support in protecting its residents to have safe
and fair housing for all. This policy will also work
to separate the clustering of poverty that has
occurred in certain neighborhoods by encouraging
integration of affordable housing in numerous
neighborhoods.
TACTICS

\\Explore drafting and adopting a housing
discrimenation policy for the city, led by the Planning
Division.
\\Build upon the Housing and Urban Development
(HUD’s) guidelines while tailoring language specific to
Montgomery’s residents.
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\\Collaborate with the Attorney’s Office and
organizations like the Alabama Financial Housing
Authority on legislation that protects the rights of all
segments of the population.
\\Evaluate existing policies pertaining to housing
including HUD’sto identify opportunities for
additional clarification, definition, and protection
within the local policy.

p 3.2

Assemble a Homelessness Strategic
Planning Committee
Homelessness affects hundreds of people in midAlabama each night and especially throughout
Montgomery. An estimated 886 individuals are
considered homeless on any given night with
substantial numbers of families with dependent
children, victims of domestic violence, veterans,
and individuals with severe mental illness. The
Mid-Alabama Coalition for the Homeless (MACH)
serves as the Continuum of Care for Montgomery

providing homeless services and programs to the
five-county region surrounding the city. MACH’s
influence in providing funding and homeless aid
is critical to reducing the number of impacted
individuals and families in the region. To aid MACH,
the City should assemble a strategic planning
committee on homelessness to assess the extent
of the issue, develop intervention methods, and
engage the community on implementation. This
committee would be comprised of public, private,
and non-profit representatives who are related
to homelessness relief efforts and are striving to
enhance the possibilities for homeless persons. The
committee can provide recommendations on policy
and program development through the creation of
a strategic plan on homelessness guiding decisions
for future funding or personnel capacity.

Housing Discrimination Policy
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cuptamenes que quod maio te con re rectatia doluptas
ma dunt ra que repudi rehenditia volorenis mo etus denis
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TACTICS

\\Collaborate with MACH, the Montgomery Housing
Authority, the Alabama Rural Coalition for the
Homeless (ARCH), and other community leaders
/ organizations to assemble a diverse strategic
planning committee.
\\Define the intent of the committee and its overall
role in the community as managing the creation of a
strategic homelessness plan for the community.
\\Assess the existing status of homelessness in
Montgomery to support future recommendations in
the strategic plan.
\\Incorporate a public engagement plan to identify
perceptions of homelessness or facility perceptions
which can identify areas of educational programming.
\\Prepare a strategic report with clear objectives for
improving, adapting, or creating programs to assist
the homeless based on the initial report.
\\Outline milestones for the process, involved
organizations, funding potential, and definitive timing
to implement the recommendations.
\\Provide educational material on homelessness along
with initiating conversation on siting or relocating
facilities with community organizations.

p 3.3

Create a property maintenance fund
for homeowner assistance
Ensuring property maintenance is essential to
preserving community character and property
values of surrounding property. In low-income
areas, investment from the homeowner may
prove challenging due to financial constraints
on essential expenses such as mortgages, food,
and utilities. Repair related costs such as building
materials, contractor fees, and building permit fees
can quickly deter residents from maintaining their

property leaving it in a state of neglect. Through
establishing a property maintenance fund, the
City can assist homeowners with general property
repair by providing the financial support necessary
to preserve their homes aesthetics. This tool
can target deteriorating properties throughout
the community helping to stabilize central
neighborhoods while fostering a safe and valued
sense of place. Complementary updates to building
permit reviews and fees can also relieve some
of the financial burden placed on homeowners
addressing their distressed properties.

Strategic Planning Committee - Atlanta, GA
In an effort to develop a homelessness strategy,
the City of Atlanta established a strategic planning
committee to assess, evaluate, and establish goal for
addressing the homeless population. The committee
was comprised of representatives from non-profit,
public and private organizations to determine the key
factors impacting the homeless community in Atlanta
and develop methods for reducing homelessness
through four guiding principles:
\\ Disrupt the system
\\ Create right-size solutions by population
\\ Realign and leverage resources
\\ Create a performance driven system
These four principles are supported by an analysis
of existing conditions, needs of the communities
identified in the plan, and intervention strategies
with specific measureable outcomes. The committee
played a pivatol role in establishing the intervention
strategies as responsiblity for enacting many of the
recommendations would fall to those serving.

TACTICS

\\Review available funding opportunities to evaluate
the support of a property maintenance fund for home
repairs.
\\Compare a loan versus grant approach early in the
process to understand the financial implications of
each program type.
\\Establish specific criteria for how the funding may
be used as well as the application requirements for
residents of the community.
\\Review common code enforcement violations or
complaints to narrow the programs applicability
allowing for strategic intervention on property
maintenance.
\\Determine if the intent behind the funding will focus
on community aesthetics or overall livability.
\\Collaborate with Neighborhood Services to allow for
resident feedback prior to the launch of the program
to ensure support is provided around the appropriate
topics.
\\Consult with local contractors and use building
permit information from the Inspections Department
to determine the monetary range for the program.
\\Focus the initial implementation to display the visible
impact the funding has assisted such as within the
pilot neighborhood defined previously.
\\Conduct a building permit analysis and modification
by the Inspections Department to bolster city
support.
\\Explore the potential reduction of residential
permit fees under a certain threshold to lessen the
application requirements for obtaining the permit.

http://www.gatewayctr.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/20170607Partners-for-HOMEStrategic-Plan-Brochure_FINAL.pdf
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Preserve a high quality of life
for residents.

p 3.4

Evaluate the adoption of impact
fees for new development
Continued development growth and outward
expansion results in additional services
such as police and fire access, transportation
infrastructure, and parks operations. In certain,
disconnected areas, this can pose a concern
for municipalities as long-term maintenance
for these services draws focus from potential
community investments. While initial expansion
of infrastructure is typically covered by the
developer, long-term upkeep can become a
significant burden on a city. Adopting impact fees
is a potential mechanism that can minimize the
financial burden by requiring new development to
assist in funding these essential services. Impact
fees would be established depending on the type
of development, gross floor area or unit count, and
funding area to encourage development growth
while promoting long-term financial stability.
Growth occurring in currently undeveloped areas
further expands the public responsibility network
which takes funding opportunities away from more
centralized locations. The potential implementation
of impact fees should consider balancing the
financial implications of expanding services with
the development costs of private investment to not
discourage future growth. Similarly, consideration
should be given for determining the future cost of
maintenance for these extensions to ensure the
impact fee is appropriate for the development.
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The city will minimize further property neglect
and safety threats by strategically intervening
in deteriorating neighborhoods. Residents will
be protected from potential hazardous or health
concerns caused by property neglect through
continuous monitoring of vacant properties.
Neighborhood opportunities will comprise
initiatives that enhance the aesthetic value of
the community and provide access to publically
accessible amenities including park space and
recreational assets. Focused investment and
interest will provide complete neighborhoods that
redefine the city's image while supporting the
diverse population.

TACTICS

\\Establish a working group to evaluate the
implementation of impact fees on new development
for specific services.
\\Include Departments such as Parks & Recreation,
Fire/Rescue, Police, Attorney’s Office, Sanitation, and
other similar development-oriented groups in the
discussion.
\\Encourage each department to evaluate their existing
service areas and capacities to understand limitations
or constraints new development will incur.
\\Identify financial implications for long-term
maintenance of facilities and services to guide
discussion on determining impact fees.
\\Assess similar communities implementation of
impact fees in Alabama and other southern states
while considering the potential implications placed
on developers.

p 4.1

Complete and monitor a citywide
vacant property database
The number of vacant residential structures in
Montgomery has increased substantially with an
estimated 12,000 vacant structures identified in
the strategic analysis. As a consequence, several
neighborhoods in the city can be classified as
high to hyper-vacant districts, which is vacancy
greater than 20 percent. This increase in the
number of vacant properties negatively affects
adjacent property values, resident’s quality of
place and quality of life. Declining rates of homeownership coupled with increasing numbers of
out-of-town property owners limits the incentive
and/or ability for neighborhoods to affect change.
The city has taken strong steps to address the
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issue such as the surplus property program, which
allows the City to begin acquiring properties for
resale, and most recently the implementation of
the Building Blocks software. The Building Blocks
software allows for the creation of a database of
vacant properties through evaluation of exterior
inspections of the property. Expanding upon this
software through integrating data from multiple
sources will establish a comprehensive inventory
of vacant properties. This database can then
reinforce strategies for maintenance intervention,
policy reform, and strategic actions while also
displaying the impact of initiatives and programs
implemented to target vacant properties.

MAP #. RESIDENTIAL VACANCY
LEGEND
Normal to low vacancy
Moderate to high vacancy
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Hypervacancy
Number of vacant homes
Census Tracts

TACTICS

\\Continue to support the implementation of
the Building Blocks software to monitor vacant
properties.
\\Assist the Public Safety department in identifying and
categorizing vacancies to ensure a comprehensive
inventory is established.
\\Explore partnerships with other agencies such
as utility companies to aid early identification of
forthcoming vacancies along with long standing
vacancies.
\\Evaluate expansion of the information obtained using
the Building Blocks software to allow for strategic
policy or program implementation surrounding this
issue.
\\Assess potential intervention methods, using this
information to target segments of the vacant listings
such as prolonged vacancies lasting numerous years.
\\Monitor and review procedures to maintain an active
and relevant database to help guide future policy and
programming decisions.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

p 4.2

Launch, identify and evaluate
Montgomery’s ‘Possibilities
Neighborhood’ program
Many programs, policies, and projects have
the potential to address the widespread blight,
disinvestment and stagnation in Montgomery’s
neighborhoods. Ensuring the success of these
initiatives requires trial review and refinement,
safeguarding the financial investments of public
and private organizations with appropriate
guides for implementation. The City should

select a neighborhood to focus redevelopment
/ revitalization energy that will provide
visible, tangible, and replicable initiatives for
future implementation citywide. The selected
neighborhood would undergo numerous
policy, program, and project implementations
in a controlled setting to truly understand the
capabilities and limitations of each effort. The
existing conditions of the neighborhood should
be evaluated carefully to monitor progress and so
the City can analyze the procedures necessary to
ensure the success of all the piloted initiatives for
application across the city. Through this process,
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the City will determine the “right” practices for
Montgomery that have achievable intervention
methodologies and can lead to global policy.

DRAFT

FIGURE #. 'POSSIBILITIES NEIGHBORHOOD'

TACTICS

\\Evaluate the capacity of the Neighborhood Services
group to determine if existing staff or a new position
will handle the operation of this program.
\\Establish a working group to begin designing a
contest or competition for selecting the ‘Possibilities
Neighborhood’ from the community.

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

Figure

\\Include in the program a clear definition of a
“neighborhood”, geographic requirements, along with
selection criteria that emphasize the possibilities
Montgomery has to grow, evolve, and redefine it’s
community character.

Possibilities Neighborhood.

\\Encourage program intent around the positive
potential this neighborhood has through its
historical assets, cultural connections, or communal
perspective that can embrace Montgomery’s future.
\\Identify the programs, policies, and projects that
will be piloted in this neighborhood and establish
a timeline for implementation, data gathering, and
evaluation.
\\Segment these initiatives into phases to ensure
continuous development in addressing major issues
and, when applicable, secondary trial periods based
on first round data.
\\Form a neighborhood leadership group upon
selection of the ‘Possibilities Neighborhood’ to
provide direct feedback to staff.
\\Select residents to provide direct contact and engage
staff or other organizations on the impacts of the
pilot initiatives.
\\Continue conversations with the group serving as
field representatives providing educational resources
to the neighbors and critical data to the staff and
managing group.
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Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

\\Establish recurring work sessions to align with
the implementation strategy to evaluate existing
initiatives, identify revisions or alterations, and
prepare for forthcoming initiatives.

p 4.3

Adopt a Vacant Property
Registration Ordinance (VPRO)
The City of Montgomery has seen a steady increase
in the number of vacancies with certain areas
experiencing even greater clusters of vacancy. One
tool that can assist communities in both cataloging
and addressing vacant properties is the adoption of

a vacant property registration ordinance or VPRO.
This type of legislation establishes a definition for
when a property is considered vacant and requires
the property owner to register the property
within a specific deadline, paying an application
fee or fine should they miss the deadline. This
ordinance would ensure that Staff is capable of
monitoring all vacant properties in the city while
preventing neglected vacancy through fines placed
on the owner. The ordinance should incorporate
numerous methods for determining vacancy,
such as collaboration with private entities and
site inspections, to ensure effectiveness of the
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legislation and prevent property owners from
simply avoiding the registration. The registration
will also verify concentrated areas of vacancy
that can guide strategic intervention such as
property acquisition or code enforcement among
others. Montgomery recently reviewed a VPRO in
March of 2019 and should revisit the legislation,
drafting language that address concerns brought
forth during the review. If left unchecked, vacant
properties will continue to remain in a state
of neglect with owners completing the base
requirements for maintaining their property while
reducing property values for the neighborhood.

MAP #. POORLY-RATED STRUCTURES
LEGEND
Rental Property
Residential Parcel
Apartment Buildings
Poorly Rated Structures
Census Tracts

TATICS

\\Evaluate the recently reviewed vacant property
registration ordinance for potential amendments.
\\Promote enaction of available tools to monitor and
control vacancy early to stabilize neighborhoods and
prevent further spread.

Vacant Property Registration Ordinance Definition
A vacant property registration ordinance (VPRO) is a
legislative process intended to accompish three key
objectives; 1) ensure owners of vacant properties
are provided to the city and other interested parties,
2) ensure that property owners are aware of the
obligations of ownership in the jurisdication relevant
to applicable codes and regulations, and 3) ensure
that all property owners meet minimum standards of
maintenance to protect public health and safety.
VPRO's typically include elements such as clear
definition of which properties and parties must
register, registration requirements and procedures,
fee structure, obligations for the property owner
pertaining to property maintenance, and penalties
for failing to register by specific deadlines, after the
property has been deemed vacant.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

\\Ensure provisions are included for the registration
process, applicable fees and fines, timeframe for
registration, and various methods for determining
vacancy.
\\Explore integration of the Building Blocks software
to assist enforcement of unregistered properties and
overall monitoring of property conditions.
\\Conduct evaluations of staff capacity to enforce
vacant properties based on available funding.
\\Pursue volunteer opportunities for verifying vacancy
with the assistance of the Neighborhood Services
group and resident involvement.

p 4.4

Develop a green reuse strategy for
integrating vacant properties into
the open space network
As many properties become uninhabitable,
health and safety factors come into play forcing
the demolition of dilapidated buildings. These
lots remain vacant acting as passive open space
within neighborhoods or in some instances are
repurposed to community gardens or pocket
parks. With the number of vacant properties
reaching approximately 12,000, the City needs
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to carefully balance future infill development
potential with open space opportunities. A
reuse strategy should be established to allow
for neighborhood park creation while preserving
infill development opportunities in established
neighborhoods. Criteria should be established to
review the compatibility of converting these sites
based on factors such as proximity to existing
open space, condition of the property, ownership
status, and others. Open space options could be
predetermined, providing residents with a variety
of methods for incorporating vacant properties into
their community. Guidance could be provided for
suitable plant material, site design requirements,
stormwater or preservation benefits, and others
through these predetermined designs. This strategy
will ensure property values are protected while
enhancing neighborhood character, quality of life,
and environmental stewardship.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate the number of vacant properties, based
on the database, identifying city-owned vacant
properties, privately-owned vacant properties, and
vacant structures for potential demolition.
\\Assess these locations with available open space to
recognize opportunities for public neighborhood park
integration and development.
\\Develop criteria for converting vacant properties
to parks and open space based on collaboration
between the Parks & Recreation, Planning,
and Economic and Community Development
Departments.
\\Include example factors like proximity to existing
parks, existing property condition, surrounding
context, future land use character, and connectivity
(pedestrian, bicycle, vehicle).
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p 4.5

\\Support consolidation of vacant properties that
adhere to the criteria established by Staff to ensure
long-term development potential is retained.

Create a Demolition Assistance
Program for blighted or abandoned
properties

\\Collect a guidebook of best practice examples
for converting vacant land to open space that are
tailored to various open space types, designs, and
functions similar to Detroit Future City’s Field Guide.
\\Ensure compatibility with all neighborhoods
throughout Montgomery from historical to urban to
suburban.

Field Guide | DFC-lots.com | Basement Rain Garden

3

Basement Rain Garden
Examples of Rain Gardens

1 - Rain Garden

2 - Residential Rain Garden

Section

4’-0”
Mulch Path

6’-0”
Rain Garden Tier

10’-0”
Rain Garden Basin

6’-0”
Rain Garden Tier

4’-0”
Mulch Path

Where Do I Grow?

Detroit Future City - Working withThe
Lots
Program
Basement Rain Garden can be
implemented on a single lot and is

The Detroit Future City (DFC) is a non-profit
best suited for lots where a house
has been recently demolished.
organization charged with the implementation of
Detroit's Strategic Framework, the city's 50-year
vision. As part of this strategy, the DFC developed
a field guide designed to provide landscape
improvements
for vacant lots based on factors such as
Section
Perennials
cost, upkeep, experience, people required
(volunteer or
professional), sun / shade amenities,Rain
and
stormwater
Garden
Seed Mix
management. The field guideSection
includes
numerous lot
Grass or Optional Groundcover
designs to meet all opportunities for reusing vacant
Mulch
lots and green space along with detailed
instructions
on how to achieve the lot design. The above, Basement
Rain Garden, is one such example of a lot design and
the type of information one can expect to review when
viewing the field guide. This guide ensures careful
integration of vacant properties into the open space
network, enhacning the surrounding neighborhood.

Image Source: 1) James Steakley., “Rain_garden_(2014).JPG” 15 July 2014 via Wikimedia, CC BY-SA 4.0; 2) Moreau1., “Bioretention_cell_rain_garden_US_winter.jpg” 24 December 2007 via Wikimedia,
public Domain

Ensuring the health and safety of the community
is critical to creating a high quality of life. Certain
properties have gone neglected for years and
as a result the structures are no longer viable
for rehabilitation and reinvestment. However,
demolition costs may also prove burdensome to
property owners creating a cycle of continued
deterioration. Establishing a program for
demolition assistance options to property owners,
non-profit organizations, or private companies
alleviates the financial implications of blight
abatement while protecting the surrounding
neighborhood from further decline.
TACTICS

\\Create a demolition assistance program to evaluate
and assist in the demolition of residential properties.
\\Develop a set of criteria should be outlined for
reviewing applications such as ownership status,
property assessment, neighborhood vacancy, and
property tax status among others.
\\Focus on preserving structures with rehabilitation
potential, demolishing only those that are beyond
repair, either financially or structurally.
\\Include a number of assistance options depending
on the criteria reviewed for the application and
homeownership status (locally owned, company
owned, etc.).
\\Conduct a home inspection, either by Staff or a thirdparty consultant, upfront to determine viability of
demolition with the program.
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maintenance. Partnerships with local or regional
programs like Hardest Hit Alabama could be
included in the sessions along with notifying
residents of local, city-sponsored options. Efforts
should also be directed at marketing how local
resources and support can make a difference in
becoming a homeowner to reduce the significant
portion of out-of-town owners in Montgomery.
These continued efforts can assist in stabilizing
neighborhoods by providing a network of readily
available resources and personnel equipped to
support the resident community.

\\Seek local partnerships for aiding in demolition
services.
\\Explore property donation options with the City’s
surplus property program to preserve those in fair
condition.

Increase the homeownership
rate.
The city will support the increase in local
homeownership through assistance efforts
surrounding financial and educational
programming. Residents will be provided with
opportunities that relieve financial burden and
provide the necessary knowledge to maintain their
investment. This programming seeks to reduce
the out-of-town ownership through a carefully
designed support system built into the local
community which is readily available to the city's
residents.

TACTICS

\\Continue to support the educational sessions offered
by the Neighborhood Services group to the public
while determining topics for potential expansion.
\\Meet with local housing agencies to discuss the most
common topics brought forth by residents during the
home purchasing process.
\\Conduct a resident survey or series of open houses
to ascertain where homeowners need additional
resources or support for buying, maintaining, and
selling their home.

p 5.1

Continue to refine educational
sessions on homeownership
The Neighborhood Services group provides a
wide range of educational sessions, workshops,
and events for neighborhoods in Montgomery.
Through supporting and expanding these services
with an emphasis on homeownership, the
division can ensure residents of the community
are provided with sufficient resources to remain
successful homeowners. The City should continue
to support strategic opportunities to provide
resources to homeowners on a variety of topics
ranging from financial assistance to property

\\Develop courses responding to the common themes
and begin piloting those programs in strategic
neighborhoods.

p 5.2

Explore reviving a city-sponsored
down payment assistance program

The Neighborhood Services Division serves as the city's
primary liaison to the residents of the community, encouraging
civic engagement and volunteerism.

Homeownership demonstrates an investment
in a neighborhood and a long-term commitment
to a community. This initial investment is not
always easy to achieve and can deter people
from pursuing homeownership leaving properties
vacant. Encouraging investment in Montgomery’s
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neighborhoods will support future growth in the
city and can start with aiding residents through a
down payment assistance program. This program
has been implemented in Montgomery previously
through the use of federal programs such as
HUD funding. The City should explore leveraging
federal funding opportunities such as the HOME
Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) to
provide down payment assistance to specific
demographics. Criteria should be established
for reviewing applicants to encourage local
homeownership and revitalization in Montgomery’s
neighborhoods with additional resources provided

DRAFT

to selected candidates. The City should continue
partnering with organizations like the Alabama
Housing Finance Authority to provide financial
assistance to all existing or future homeowners.

will allow for targeted involvement to prevent rent
burdening and over-saturation of the inventory.

TACTICS

Require liscensing of rental
properties (rental unit certificate of
occupancy program)

\\Explore reviving the down-payment assistance
program previously offered by the Economic and
Community Development Department.
\\Reestablish the program to provide more
opportunities for residents to pursue homeownership
by offering a loan to assist with the initial purchase
costs.
\\Review federal funding opportunities currently used
by the City like HUD and identify additional financial
sources to ignite the program.
\\Develop specific criteria to guide the application
process to assist strategic segments of the
population and reinforce other programs being
implemented.
\\Strive to allocate funding to this program annually to
ensure continuous growth of the program beginning
with a small group of candidates and increasing only
when additional resources are available.

Orlando Down Payment Assistance
The City of Orlando, FL has been operating a down
payment assistance program for several years. The
program is focused on qualified first-time home buyers
within the City limits to assist with the down payment
or closing costs of purchasing a home. The City has
defined the program based on three income tiers
(moderate, low, and very low) which uses this range
along with the household size to determine eligible
funding amounts. This program serves to increase
the homeownership rate of Orlando by providing the
necessary funding to secure a home within the city
limits. A lien is placed on the property for the amount
funded to protect the city's investment and once the
period ends, the loan is forgiven requiring no additional
investment from the homeowner(s).
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Secure a safe rental housing
market.
To safeguard the residents of this community,
the city will integrate appropriate measures that
monitor and address the rental housing market.
Liveability standards will take precedent to protect
the health and safety of the rental community
while not impeding landlord rights. Efforts made
will support the base rights of tenants while
combating the substantial eviction rate throughout
the community to encourage safe rental housing
stock. Continuous monitoring of the rental stock

p 6.1

Rental properties provide diverse housing options
to both existing and prospective residents of a
community. These properties can blend seamlessly
into a neighborhood but can also attract negative
attention if not monitored appropriately.
Establishing a rental unit certificate of occupancy
provides Montgomery with a tool capable of not
only assessing rental property exterior conditions
but can ensure the livability of each unit meets all
applicable health and safety requirements. This
program would target units such as renter occupied
single family homes, townhomes, condominiums,
and other similar styles, not including standard
apartment complexes. This would allow the city
to maintain a database of rental units including
the roughly 13,600 single-family homes identified
in the strategic analysis that are renter occupied.
Periodic assessments of the housing condition
would be written into the registration process
ensuring that their are no code violations or
health and safety concerns for the property. The
registration can also prohibit occupancy based
on the inspection for pending violations until the
management group, agent, or property owner
resolves all identified issues. This approach will
assist in making the significant portion of out-oftown owners take an active role in managing their
properties.
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TACTICS

MAP #. RENTAL PROPERTIES IN MONTGOMERY

\\Evaluate establishing a rental unit certificate
of occupancy program through the Inspections
Department.
\\Focus the program to monitor renter-occupied singlefamily homes, townhomes, condominiums, and other
types of housing to ensure they are safe, habitable,
and compliant with applicable regulations.
\\Discuss the feasibility of this program based on
implementation requirements and available capacity
to handle registration and inspections.
\\Reference minimum maintenance requirements,
define property assessment procedures, outline
violation notification, and encompass strong
reasoning behind the need for the certificate.

This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.

MAP
Rental properties throughout the City.

\\Explore initial program implementation to allow
flexibility in certain requirements for an adjustment
period and to relieve staff of immediate capacity
demand.

p 6.2

Establish a Proactive Rental
Inspection (PRI) Program
Complementing rental unit registration,
Montgomery should establish a proactive rental
inspection (PRI) program to target rental properties
in specific neighborhoods. A PRI program builds
upon the registration of rental properties by
requiring periodic inspections to ensure the tenant
is provided a safe and habitable house meeting
all applicable city and/or county regulations. This
program can be designed to issue inspection
certificates that cover the property for a specific
number of years (2, 4, or 6 as examples) with the
next inspection being automatically scheduled.
Properties with outstanding violations will be
unable to receive the certificate until a follow-

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

up inspection is completed verifying the house
has been brought into compliance. This process
removes tenant hesitation on filing a complaint
which safeguards their privacy and places
accountability on the property owner or landlord.
The program could be integrated in phases to allow
time for adjustment as this initiative would require
significant capacity from city Staff to conduct
which may not be suitable in the first few years.
Montgomery can stabilize many neighborhoods
with integrated rental units through a combination
of registration and inspection which protects
surrounding property values and the health and
safety of residents citywide.

TACTICS

\\Establish a proactive rental inspection program
alongside the rental certificate of occupancy.
\\Define a purpose of this program as the continued
assurance of safe rental housing through proactively
scheduling inspections on registered properties.
\\Begin by identifying and registering all rental
properties throughout the City to obtain a complete
inventory.
\\Establish initial target goals for implementing the
program such as inspecting specific housing types
and allowing longer certificates of five years between
pre-scheduled inspections.
\\Conduct educational sessions during program
implementation comprised of common violations and
available resources (financial, physical, etc.).
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p 6.3

Evaluate the creation of a Renter
Protection Program
Montgomery has a substantial rental market that
has continuously grown over the past two decades.
As part of this growth, rents have seen an increase
of 57 percent since 2000 which has cost-burdened
many residents. This cost-burdening has lead to
an increase in the number of vacancies from 3
per day in 2001 to 5.6 per day in 2016, leaving
Montgomery as the highest eviction rate for the
state of Alabama. Assisting renters through a renter
protection program will ensure regulations are in
place to reduce the eviction rate while assisting the
low-income population. This protection program
can include a series of regulations such as landlord
minimum lease terms, minimum notice to vacate
requirements, notice of rent increase and relocation
assistance for evicted tenants. The regulations
can be adopted through separate ordinances
and tailored to address the unique conditions of
the rental market in Montgomery. The program
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would provide levels of protection for the rental
community by providing sufficient time to locate
housing and in some instances potential funding to
secure new housing. This would aid the community
in lowering the eviction rate by ensuring tenants
are provided with the base standards for entering
into a rental agreement within the city.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate the strategic housing analysis to determine
potential causes and deterrents for eviction.
\\Collaborate with the multidisciplinary housing
advisory committee to identify additional factors that
influence eviction and impact the rental community.
\\Encourage the Attorney’s Office to provide state and/
or federal laws that would guide the drafting of any
ordinances and programs to ensure compliance with
all applicable regulations.
\\Assess ordinances adopted throughout the country
to compare methodologies and determine which
regulations are appropriate for Montgomery.
\\Work closely with the rental community through
the Neighborhood Services group leading up to
and during ordinance drafting for regulations such

Proactive Rental Inspection (PRI) Program
PRI programs are one of many forms for monitoring the
condition of rental units to ensure minimum health standards
are upheld. Under a PRI, rental units are inspected on a
periodic basis to ensure they are safe and habitable for the
tenants. This prevents substandard housing and ensures
that property values in the surrounding neighborhood are
protected. Inspections will typically occur at designated
intervals under the program but are also capable of being
triggered by an event such as a tenant complaint on
maintenance issues. However, the benefit of PRI programs
is that inspections are not solely complaint based, ensuring
that properties will be inspected against applicable building,
health, and safety regulations.
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This program protects those tenants who are most
vulnerable, or are less likely to complain based on their
personal circumstances. Landlords are held to the standards
of the jursidication for minimum maintenance requirements
preventing owners from neglecting their property.
Additionally, PRI programs protect property values in the
neighborhood by issuing citations during the inspection and
ensuring they are addressed through periodic follow-up.
Programs can even be designed to reduce the approval period
of the initial inspection based on the existing conditions of
the home and violations identified. This method provides an
additional layer of regulation for decaying / blighted property
abatement while safeguarding pubic health and wellbeing.

as minimum lease term, relocation assistance, and
minimum notice to vacate requirements.
\\Direct tnitial focus at providing minimum standards
for pursuing eviction to begin safeguarding the
community.

Assist in the transformation of
local education
Montgomery will play its part in the development
of the public school system through an established
support structure. The city will collaborate with
Montgomery Public Schools to provide a high
quality of education that guides students potential
for future generations. Transitional elements will be
in place to provide students with career direction
outside of their education through partnership
opportunities and programming.

p 7.1

Support stronger school readiness
networks in the City
Early education or school readiness plays an
important role in the lives of children, especially
those that are exposed to economic insecurity. The
City should consider supporting more access for
school readiness and school readiness awareness
through its partnerships with the Montgomery
County School System.
TACTICS

\\Consider sponsoring an annual school readiness
meeting attended by local teachers, administrators,
state education organizations, and local education
specialists to discuss local issues and best practice
solutions for improving school readiness.
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The School Readiness Playbook: A Guide for
Community Partners, Cornell Cooperative Extension
The School Readiness Playbook serves as a complete
guide to the latest thinking and best practices of how
communities can increase school readiness. School
readiness is the layering of various factors that
students experience through their educational career
including physical health and well-being, language
and communication, social-emotional development,
cognitive development, and general knowledge to
name a few. These factors are influenced by numerous
sources of a students life requiring a collaborative,
community approach to ensuring school readiness is
properly acheived. The playbook, listed below, was
compiled from leaders in educational development
and is intended for communities to borrow, adapt, or
use as-is, all of the contents provided in an effort to
enhance school readiness across the country.
http://ccesuffolk.org/resources/the-school-readiness-

Promote a culture of lifelong
learning
To ensure continuous education, Montgomery
will strive to develop and support higher
education growth and development. Educational
opportunities will be explored to develop a wellrounded system that encompasses all forms
of learning for the community. The city and
Montgomery Public Schools will encourage flexible
learning programs and initiaitves to support
Montgomery's diverse community in bolstering the
personal and community prosperity.

p 8.1

Create a stronger link between
education and job readiness
Consider creating a process for linking local
job requirements and needs with educational
curriculum through coordinated efforts of the
Economic Development Board, the Chamber
of Commerce, and local community colleges,
universities, and the Montgomery County Public
School System. Montgomery currently participates
in a statewide job readiness program, but this
effort could be heightened if coupled by a similar,
local effort focused on equipping the citizens
of Montogmery with the skills desired by local
employers and industries.
TACTICS

\\Consider increasing local engagement with AIDT and
the Montgomery Regional Workforce Training Center
(MRWTC).
\\Consider developing an annual meeting with local
partners to discuss increasing local efforts within and
independent of AIDT’s efforts.
\\Develop phasing strategies to expand MRWTC
classes in partnering satellite locations.

Quality public health standards
will be upheld throughout the
community.
The city will enhance essential health services
ensuring that residents have proper access and
availability to all programs and facilities. The
community will strive to address major health
concerns challenging the population today through

strategic integration and intervention into all
aspects of daily life. Recreational amenities and
opportunities will be expanded so as to target all
demographics creating a complete and inclusive
public health program. In so doing, the community
will substantially increase their quality of life while
protecting the basic health needs that have been
forfeit by some segments of the population.

p 9.1

Develop a "Health in All Policies"
approach to improve citizens' health
in Montgomery.
“Health in all Policies” uses collaborative
approaches to improve the health of the
community by integrating health considerations
into broader decision-making processes in the
City of Montgomery This policy approach focuses
on the influences of “social determinates of
health” which are social, physical, and economic
environments. Health in All Policies uses both
traditional community health practitioners and
non-traditional partners who have community
influence on social determinates of health. The
Health in all Policies approach includes five key
elements: promoting health and equity, supporting
intersectoral collaboration, creating co-benefits
for multiple partners, engaging stakeholders, and
creating structural or process change. The City can
have a greater impact on improving community
health by incorporating health considerations into
all city policies and programs.
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TACTICS

TACTICS

\\Mobilize a partnership around an existing community
need, or a unique approach to embed into a process
or program in another agency that is not focused on
health.
\\Develop consensus priorities with partners,
stakeholders and organization, and focus resources
to achieve a collective impact on health throughout
the City.

\\Update the zoning code to allow a greater mix of uses
in a closer proximity such as residential areas, stores,
jobs, schools, and parks.

\\Develop streetscape improvement priorities around
community destinations focused on aesthetic
improvements.

\\Explore zoning regulations that would require
extensions of pedestrian and bicycle networks to
further improve the communities access to recreational
amenities.

\\Identify and focus on State and Federal transportation
grants for implementation on the right-of-ways.

\\Conduct a sidewalk plan to survey existing inventory
and quality to produce sidewalk improvement
strategies based on community-based destinations and
need assessments.

\\Integrate a Health in All Policies approach into all
city government departments and affected agency
policies.
\\Educate key staff across city departments on how
their work may influence community health.
\\Consider the use of Health Impact Assessments
(HIAs) to evaluate how projects, policies, and
programs affect the community’s health.

MAP #. EXISTING SIDEWALK CONNECTIVITY
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MAP 4

\\Pursue potential partnerships for Health in All
Policies approaches with: public and private direct
care services, educational organizations, public and
private employers, and local regulators.
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This map will be
refined in a subsequent
version of the plan.
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Consider health policies within
land-use direction, urban design and
planning.
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The way Montgomery has been designed, and
its past, current, and future policies impact its
citizens health and physical activity levels. To
create long-term healthier communities both
!
!
public and private, design professionals, engineers,
80
! !
developers, and public health professionals need
31
65
to work together to make physical activity like
walking and biking an easier choice to experience
331
one’s neighborhood and City. Through zoning,
!
building codes, planning, and policy Montgomery
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
can become a more walkable and bikeable
EXISTING SIDEWALKS
MOBILITY | MAP 4
community.
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Schools play a critical role in the health of children
including both physical activity and nutrition.
Though the city does not play an active role in
the county lead school system it can develop
a partnership with the public school system to
assist with the improvement of children’s health
both in and out of the schools through proactive
partnership focused on health.

Community-wide emergencies can strike at any
time and can take many forms. Within a limited
timeline such disasters can have devastating
effects on the City of Montgomery. It is important
for the City to be proactive and in a state of
readiness for large scale emergencies. Through a
partnership the City should coordinate with The
Red Cross and the Montgomery County Health
Department. The City’s role in the partnership
includes developing disaster shelter locations,
training disaster shelters, and care provided by the
shelters. Community preparedness and planning
allows a City to mitigate hazards and negative
effects after a disastrous event.

Improve children's health through
school partnerships.

TACTICS

\\Coordinate with the Montgomery County School
System when siting new schools in order to assure
the placement of the school will support physical
activity, and stronger communities.
\\Partner with the Montgomery County School System
and individual schools to create school wellness
policies.
\\Assist each school in the city in developing health
policies based on the specific needs of a school’s
population.
\\Create school travel plans for each school in the city
to ensure that students walking experience is not
hazardous and to prioritize needed improvements.

Improve public health through
emergency preparedness.

TACTICS

\\Create a network of partnerships with public and
private organizations.
\\Establish a list of all hazards the City has been
exposed to or may be exposed to in the future.
\\Create proactive plans for each scenario based on its
likelihood.
\\Evaluate and update emergency planning
periodically.
\\Conduct community outreach to inform the
community of the city’s efforts, and provide
preparedness material to subsets of the population
(older adults, children, people with disabilities, etc.).

Youth programs will provide students with the public health
knowledge to improve their quality of life.
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Capitalizing on our...

ASSETS &
AMENITIES
The Assets & Amenities chapter of
the Montgomery Comprehensive
plan contains the findings and
recommendations pertaining to
historic preservation, arts, and
cultural assets. There is enormous
potential to further capitalize on the
existing set of community assets
and amenities while also investing
in new opportunities to improve
visitor's experience and, most
importantly, resident's quality of life.
The goal, stated right, is supported
by a series of objectives.

Goal

A place that embraces and protects its special history, while
investing in new amenities that keep Montgomery unique,
lively, and fun.
Objectives

\\ Historical and cultural assets will be
remembered and celebrated

\\ Montgomery will promote a sense of
cultural community placemaking

\\ Landmark preservation will align with
government directives

\\ Community experience will encourage
local representation and attraction
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the Assets & Amenities topics
including historic preservation and cultural assets. These findings emerged from the research and analysis
of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and the public overall. The following is not exhaustive,
however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the document appendix.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Montgomery's 200 year story echos much of the
American experience. From its pre-history and
founding, the civil war and reconstruction, and
through the civil rights movement, this community
has been witness to landmark events, moments
and people. These stories are best captured in the
architecture and the built environment. Whether
you're walking along the Selma to Montgomery
trail, or past the Winter Building, the history in
Montgomery is impossible to ignore. To protect this
legacy and ensure Montgomery's story survives
for generations to come, the city has pursued
a number of efforts to preserve historic assets.
The following section highlights several of the
contributing eras to this history and the physical
artifacts and architecture they left behind.

an Social Justice Study completed by the Columbia
University's Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation in 2018.
PRE-CIVIL WAR HISTORY

The native American history of Central Alabama,
including the Montgomery Area, can be traced back
to Paleoindian period, which was more than 10,000

Highlights from Montgomery's Story
The following provides a selection of some of the
most important moments from the history of the
city of Montgomery. The city's full list of historic
moments, locations and people have been well
document by other, external studies including most
recently with the Historical Narrative, Spatial Power,

For much of the 1800’s Montgomery was a
principle slave trading center in Alabama; as slave
trade increased, Montgomery’s prominence grew.
In 1859, Montgomery had as many slave depots as
Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria
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years ago. The present-day Montgomery Area was
an important crossroads of major Native American
trade routes that merged with the river networks.
The area was occupied by several tribes, but
most notably, the Alabama tribe, the Coushattas
Tribe, and the Creek tribe. Native peoples life of
dedication to this land, the lives that they had
cultivated for thousands of years were forever
changed in 1540’s. The Montgomery area, and its
people first encountered non-native peoples as
a band of Spanish explorers lead by Hernando de
Soto passed through the area. This first encounter
is said to have lasted a week and included the
taking of slaves and the spreading of new European
diseases. By 1700 foreign settlement had begun
in the area, and was seemingly unobtrusive to
the native people, but the next 115 years included
increased settlement, war, and treaties that
would come close to forever severing the long
relationship of the Montgomery Area and it native
people.
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CIVIL WAR: CAPITAL OF THE CONFEDERACY

Montgomery played a large role in events leading
up to the start of the Civil War as the state capitol
and home to William Lowndes Yancey. Yancey
lead Alabama and the south with his advocacy for
states’ rights focused on slavery and secession.
In 1861, Yancy and representatives from around
the south convened at the State Capitol Building
in Montgomery to form the Confederate States of
America.

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria

it did banks and hotels. By the start of the civil war,
Montgomery’s slave population was larger than
Mobile, New Orleans, and Natchez, Mississippi.
During these years the slave trade dominated
downtown streets (today’s Dexter and Commerce
Streets). The slave market was held in the city’s
most prominent public space: Court Square. When
they arrived in Montgomery, most slaves were
chained and marched from the docks and train
yards down commerce street to the slave market
(or one of the city’s 6 major slave depots or pens).
Today, historic markers can be seen at some of
these prominent locations. Recently, not for profit
organizations have made large strides in telling
the story and how Montgomery played a role. One
of these is a museum that is located on the same
block that was once home to one of the largest
slave warehouses in town.

Montgomery was named the first capitol of the
Confederacy and Jefferson Davis was inaugurated
on the steps of the State Capitol. Early in the
Confederacy government, operations were
conducted at the Exchange Hotel (on the corner
of Commerce and Montgomery Street), where
Davis gave his first speech as president. The
home of Davis and his family (while Montgomery
was capital of the confederacy) is located at 644
Washington Avenue, and is known as the first
white house of the confederacy.

corner of Monroe Street and North Perry Street.
This significantly historical building partially
collapsed in 2014 and was completely demolished
in 2017.
CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN MONTGOMERY

The following section includes some of the major
events that occurred in Montgomery during the
Civil Rights Movement.
On December 1, 1955, after a day of work at
Montgomery Fair ( Montgomery’s largest
department store at the time at 29 Dexter Avenue)
as a tailor’s assistant, Parks boarded the Cleveland
Avenue bus for home at 634 Cleveland Court. As
customary, Parks entered the front of the bus to
pay for the ride, and walked back outside to the
rear door of the bus to board and find a seat in the

In 1861, Confederate Secretary of War Leroy Pope
Walker made the order to fire on Fort Sumter by
telegraph. This telegraph sparked the beginning of
the Civil War. Walker’s telegraph was sent from the
Winter Building (located on Dexter Avenue near
Court Square).
Yancey, Robert Toombs, Alexander Stephens,
and other southern leaders commonly spoke
to packed crowds to drum up support leading
up to succession. The venue that hosted these
events, and almost all other significant social and
cultural events between 1860 and 1907, was the
Montgomery Theater. This building, that would
later be known as the Webber building, was at the

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria
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“colored” section in the back half of the bus. As the
bus continued its route, the white section became
full. The bus driver stopped the bus and moved the
sign marking the row beginning the segregation
one row back. By doing so, four black passengers
were asked to give up their seats to the four white
passengers in the aisle of the bus. Three of the
black passengers complied, but Parks refused and
remained seated. According to the arrest
report, Rosa Parks was arrested
at 214 Montgomery Street “in
front of the Empire Theater”.
This act of moral defiance
sparked the Montgomery
Bus Boycott, which is
regarded as the first large
scale demonstration against
segregation in the United
States.

After Park’s arrest, the leaders of the African
American community began to organize for
a potential boycott. Under the leadership of
Edgar Nixon and Ralph Abernathy, a group of
local ministers convened to lead and sustain a
boycott. The organization would be become the
Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA). The
organization was born at an evening meeting at the
Mt. Zion Church at 657 South Holt Street.

system, and the hiring of African
American drivers. A lawsuit
was also filed to challenge the
constitutionality of the systems
segregation. On that same
night, King gave the first speech
of the Boycott to 5,000 people
at the Holt Street Baptist Church at
903 South Holt Street.

Nixon and Abernathy decided to appoint the new
minister of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
as leader. Martin Luther King Jr., a 26-year-old
minister, who had been a minister in Montgomery
for about a year, would solidify his role in changing
the world through his leadership of this prolonged
bus boycott. The boycott would officially begin on
December 5th 1955, the day of Park’s trial. The MIA
developed demands for the end of the boycott,
including the removal of the segregation of the

During the 381-day boycott, Montgomery's
population of 40,000 African Americans carpooled, walked, and used African American cab
services. On December 21, 1956, the MIA voted to
end the boycott after the Supreme Court upheld
the lower court decision that the segregation of
the Montgomery Bus System was unconstitutional.
With the success of the boycott, King became a
national figure for his leadership, and organization
of the effort.
Zelda
and F. Scott
Fitzgerald meet

FIG 1.3. MOMENTS OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN MONTGOMERY
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Both during and after the boycott, the African
American community faced coordinated efforts,
even violence, to end the boycott. Early in the
boycott, King’s home, the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church Parsonage at 309 South Jackson Street,
was bombed on January 31, 1956. The house was
repaired, but the home’s concrete front porch still
has an indention from the bomb. On the night of
January 21, 1957, Montgomery was rocked by six
bombings. That night would become known as
Montgomery’s Night of Terror. Abernathy’s home
at 1321 Harris Way was bombed. Minister of the
Trinity Lutheran Church, Robert Graetz’s home was
bombed. The Bell Street Baptist Church, Mt. Olive
Baptist Church, and Hutchinson Baptist Church
were bombed. The First Baptist Church at 347
North Ripley Street was also bombed that night.

Work on
I-65 and I-85
Interchange
begins

Freedom
Riders arrive in
MGM
1961

Research could not ascertain the location of five of
the six structures that were bombed that night.
On March 24, 1965, thousands of people marched
into Montgomery on the 54-mile journey from
Selma’s Edmund Pettus Bridge. The march, lead by
King, was to raise awareness of African American
voter disenfranchisement. This march was the third
effort to march from Selma to Montgomery; the
first effort had ended in violent attacks by state
troopers on the peaceful marchers. The horrific
attack, called Blood Sunday, was broadcast on
national television, and impassioned thousands
of people across the country to travel to Selma to
join the march. After days of marching, thousands
of marchers reached the final campsite at the
City of Saint Jude at 2048 West Fairview Avenue.
That night, a rally and concert were held at the
camp as thousands of people continued to arrive
to participate in the last leg to the march to the
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The next day, 25,000 people are said to
have walked through the African
American neighborhoods of
Montgomery that had been
integral to the Civil Rights
Movement ten years ago
during the bus boycott. Once
downtown the marchers walked
through Court Square where, less
than one hundred years ago, was the
home of one of the most prominent slave
markets in the country. Then, up Dexter Avenue,
King lead the marchers to convene at the Capitol to
formally deliver a voting rights petition to Governor
Wallace. As state troopers barricaded the steps
of the Capitol building, King gave the speech How
Long, Not Long to the large crowd and the nation.
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Preservation Efforts Today

LOCAL PRESERVATION OPPORTUNITIES

The City of Montgomery currently has two
preservation-oriented entities operating under its
control: The Historic Preservation Commission and
the Architectural Review Board.

One of the biggest existing gaps in Montgomery’s
local preservation districts is within the Centennial
Hill neighborhood. Centennial Hill was a prosperous
African-American neighborhood in the early
twentieth century and remains predominantly
African American. This neighborhood is home to the
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church Parsonage, the home
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his family when
the attempted bombing took place. Centennial Hill
is represented in the local preservation efforts, but
it is not considered part of a district. Instead, the
Centennial Hill neighborhood is partially covered
by local preservation through individual properties
scattered throughout the neighborhood. One
important structure in the neighborhood that is
not currently protected is the Ben Moore Hotel.
This hotel was an anchor of this African-American
business district and was an important meeting

The Historic Preservation Commission’s mission
is to promote the educational, cultural, economic
and general welfare of the City of Montgomery
through the preservation and protection of
buildings, sites, structures, areas and districts
of historic significance and interest; through the
preservation and enhancement of local historic,
architectural and aesthetic heritage found in the
City of Montgomery; through the maintenance
of the distinctive character of Montgomery’s
historic areas; and through the promotion and
enhancement of the City of Montgomery’s historic
and aesthetic attraction to tourists and visitors.
The Architectural Review Board’s mission is to
review all requests for exterior changes to historic
structures and surface improvements to historic
properties to ensure the planned improvements
are consistent with the architectural and historical
character of the individual structure and the
neighborhood in which it is located. Montgomery
also provides historic preservation to independent
properties that have cultural or architectural
historic significance that are not necessarily within
the boundary of its nine official historic districts.
In all, Montgomery’s historic preservation covers
more than 2000 properties within Montgomery’s
built environment.

Montgomery is also not currently one of the twentynine Certified Local Governments in Alabama.
Certified Local Governments are cities that have
established local historic preservation commissions
that meet Alabama Historic Preservation Commission
and National Park Service standards. Benefits
to Certified Local Governments include historic
preservation grant funding. Of the ten largest cities
in Alabama, Montgomery is the only one that is not a
Certified Local Government.

MAP 1.3. CHANGE

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.
Graphic
Historic Neighborhoods and outlying properties map.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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place for black leaders throughout the Civil Rights
Movement. The once critical hotel is now in a state
of risk. Another specific structure that was important
to the Civil Rights Movement that is not currently
locally protected is the former Holt St. Baptist
Church which is currently boarded up.
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ARTS & CULTURAL ASSETS
Montgomery is one of the State’s leading cultural centers. Its artistic milieu
encompasses many disciplines, cultures, individuals, and organizations.
Montgomery has recently had great success connecting its cultural arts efforts
to its rich cultural heritage and historic reverence. Montgomery is home to one
of the south’s premiere professional theatres, the Montgomery Museum of Fine
Arts, the Montgomery Symphony and Ballet, a new performing arts center,
several historic theaters, and many cultural museums.

ARMORY LEARNING ARTS CENTER

ALABAMA SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

The City’s cultural arts efforts include the Parks
and Recreation’s operation of the Armory Learning
Arts Center. The center's mission is to provide an
opportunity for Montgomerians of all ages to discover
the joy of arts, music, and gymnastics. The center is
home to an art studio and art and music workshops.
The center is also home to the Alabama Dance
Theater and the Arts Council of Montgomery. The Arts
Council of Montgomery is a non-profit that sponsors
a number of annual programs focused on instructing
and rewarding students in visual, performing and
literary arts.

The Alabama Shakespeare Festival (ASF) is one
of the largest regional theaters in the southeast
and one of the largest Shakespeare festivals in the
world. ASF produces classic, contemporary, and
southern-focused plays and musicals year-round.
The Shakespeare festival also promotes cultural
arts activities and education. With its matinees
program, ASF preforms for 50,000 students a year.
Every year, ASF hosts a Southern Writers Festival
to nurture the art of writing in the south. Camp
Shakespeare is a camp ASF offers every summer to
teach stage acting to children of all ages. ASF also
offers acting classes to both students and adults, and
through a partnership with the Montgomery School
System, ASF actively engages schools with acting
opportunities and in classroom workshops.
MONTGOMERY MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

Cab inctur archili cidebit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo loresti
busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria

The Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) is
the oldest museum in Alabama. It features several
rotating and permanent collections in many artistic
mediums. MMFA offers an exceptional youth program
(ARTWORKS) that includes an interactive gallery

along with workshops and classes. The museum also
boasts an art reference library and a performance
facility. Annual attendance is about 160,000 visitors.
The MMFA also partners with the Montgomery Public
Schools to provide workshops, events, and afterschool programs.
MONTGOMERY SYMPHONY AND BALLET

The Montgomery Symphony is comprised of regional
volunteers whose mission is to simply offer orchestral
concerts. The Symphony offers events throughout
the year and a number of youth programs including a
full performing youth orchestra, classes, camps, and
contests.
The Montgomery Ballet is a professional ballet
company that offers performances and events for
Montgomery and the River Region. The ballet also
operates a comprehensive ballet school serving both
youth and adults at all skill levels. The annual budget
of the ballet relies on corporate sponsorships.
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PUBLIC ART PLANNING

Major Challenges & Opportunities

In 2011, the city developed a public art
task force which led to the adoption
of the Public Art Strategic Plan. The
plan’s focus was to document existing
public art and to guide future public
art installations. From this planning
effort, the City established a Public
Art Commission in 2013 to coordinate
and promote art in public places. The
commission’s primary goal was to have
a systematic, but flexible approach to
identify suitable locations for public art,
evaluate the aesthetic value of proposed
art, and make informed decisions on
maintenance needs, either by the city or
through private partnerships.

The research and analysis, coupled with the
intution from the community reveal a series of
key challenges and opportunities to be addressed
by the Assets & Amenities Action Agenda. These
include:
\\Creating a stronger connection with Montgomery's
Historical Events and its built environment.
\\Developing a deeper appreciation and protection of
Montgomery's historical resources, and the economic
opportunities that thos historic assets offer.
\\Continue to increase local preservation of Centennial
Hill, and other historic African-American districts.
\\Continue to increase Downtown's local preservation.
\\Continue to develop downtown Montgomery as a
hub of cultural arts.
\\Nurture a sense of place around Montgomery
through public art.

the
Want to find out more from
responding
research and analysis? A cor
included
memo for each of the topics is
se reports
in the document appendix. The
and
include the full set of findings
like
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visu
er
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h
wit
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conditions
maps, graphs and tables.
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OBJECTIVES
The following statements define the community’s values related to preserving and enhancing its assets and
amenities. Collectively, they express when, where and how the city of Montgomery and its partners invest in the
future. The objective statements were derived through careful consideration of the most pressing conditions
and trends and a discussion with the community and stakeholders. They are organized around two topics from
the chapter : Historic Preservation and Arts & Cultural Assets.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
1. Historical and cultural assets will be
remembered and celebrated. Montgomery is
rich with a diverse history encompassing places,
people, and events on a local and national
level. These represent unique assets to the city
that defined turning points in major civil and
cultural movements still felt today. To embrace
its legacy, the city will seek to remember the
historic and cultural people, places, and events
that have influenced change throughout the
U.S. The city will celebrate these landmarks by
highlighting their significance in the community
and correlation with major movements. In so
doing, the city will acknowledge the sensitive
significance of their impact on society while
conveying aspiration for future experiences.

What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.

ARTS & CULTURAL ASSETS
2. Landmark preservation will align with
government directive. The city will seek to
provide the necessary support and resources to
maintain, enhance, and protect Montgomery's
numerous landmarks. This will involve a balance
of regulatory measures and administrative review
that ensures appropriate preservation to historic
and cultural structures or places. The city will
actively support continued preservation efforts
while seeking alternative opportunities to build
upon Montgomery's heritage.

1. Montgomery will promote a sense of cultural
community placemaking. To encourage an
inclusive community, the city will strive to
promote and highlight its diverse cultural
background. All residents will have active roles
in the community through recognition of their
cultural characteristics that enhance the quality
of life in Montgomery. The city will ensure
representation of all resident backgrounds while
encouraging integration into various events,
activities, and experiences. An empowered
resident culture will enrich the city's public
spaces, further defining Montgomery as a hub
of cultural diversity.
2. Community experience will encourage
local representation and attraction. The
city will support local organizations and
businesses through developing community
experiences that represent Montgomery's
heritage. Residents will be provided with ample
opportunities to elevate their cultural influence
through public activities and social events.
Montgomery will strive to create a vibrant,
active community of celebratory experiences
that blend local qualities with world customs.
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ACTION AGENDA
The following projects, policies and programs support the goal of the Assets and Amenities chapter. These
actions have been organized by the various principles they support. A more detailed implementation
framework has been included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of the plan.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Principles
\\Historical and cultural assets will be remembered
and celebrated.
\\Landmark preservation will align with government
directive.

CULTURAL ASSETS
Principles
\\Montgomery will promote a sense of cultural
community placemaking.
\\Community experience will encourage local
representation and attraction.

146

Historical and cultural
assets will be remembered
and celebrated

aa 1.1

Montgomery is rich with a diverse history
encompassing places, people, and events
on a local and national level. These
represent unique assets to the city that
defined turning points in major civil and
cultural movements still felt today. To
embrace its legacy, the city will seek to
remember the historic and cultural people,
places, and events that have influenced
change throughout the U.S. The city will
celebrate these landmarks by highlighting
their significance in the community and
correlation with major movements. In
so doing, the city will acknowledge the
sensitive significance of their impact on
society while conveying aspiration for
future experiences.

Montgomery should continue to connect its
past with future opportunities through cultural
experiences. Montgomery has become a cultural
tourism designation and the City needs to nurture
that budding experienced-based economic engine
through the development of a cultural tourism
marketing plan. The purpose of a cultural tourism
marketing plan is to increase tourism and spending
in Montgomery through creating new experiences
based on Montgomery’s historical assets and
activity.

Develop a cohesive cultural tourism
marketing plan

TACTICS

\\Develop a wide range of stakeholders to provide
direction on the goals and challenges of improving
cultural tourism in Montgomery.
\\Develop a Request for Proposal, or establish a local
department to organize and create a cultural tourism
marketing plan that should establish a clear direction
for the City to continue to market itself as a cultural
destination.
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MAP 1.3. CHANGE

Initiate a City endangered places list
A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.
Graphic
Columbis studio graphic example.

Montgomery has lost a number of its historically
significant buildings and places due to demolition,
long-term deterioration or vacancy. These lost
historic assets and those that are currently
endanger of being lost are important to the overall
history of Montgomery, and the character and
identity of Montgomery. Buildings and places
around the City that are endanger of decay or
demolition should be collectively identified on
Montgomery’s most endangered places list.
Through this process these places will be honored,
advocated for, and marketed as a potential unique
investment opportunity.
TACTICS

\\The Historic Preservation Commission should initiate
the process of an endangered places list for the city,
though staff, stakeholders, public input, and the
State.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

aa 1.2

Develop a Slavery to Civil Rights Trail in Downtown Montgomery
Downtown Montgomery was an important host to
many era’s and events that need to be remembered
and reflected in a creative way. Eras like; Slavery,
Emancipation, Jim Crow Era, to the Civil Rights have
strong connections to downtown Montgomery,
but this connection is not strongly represented in

downtown’s landscape. This history needs to be
preserved through an interpretive trail that includes
public art, creative spaces, and locational historic
information. This interpretive trail could connect
the riverfront to Court Square, and to the capital by
Commerce Street and Dexter Avenue.

\\An event can be held every year to reveal the
updated list of endangered places, while honoring the
importance and successes of the City’s preservation
efforts.

TACTICS

\\Develop a partnership with adjacent property owners
and business owners along the proposed trail, and with
public and private organization across the city and
region.
\\Hold public workshops to develop opportunities and
implementation strategies along the trail. Develop a

detailed plan of the trail to garner public and private
support.
\\Apply for federal and state grants to receive funding to
implement the proposed trail.
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Landmark preservation
will align with government
directive

aa 2.1

The city will seek to provide the necessary support
and resources to maintain, enhance, and protect
Montgomery's numerous landmarks. This will
involve a balance of regulatory measures and
administrative review that ensures appropriate
preservation to historic and cultural structures
or places. The city will actively support continued
preservation efforts while seeking alternative
opportunities to build upon Montgomery's
heritage.

The City of Montgomery should strengthen
their efforts of historic preservation and the
community’s benefits associated with historic
preservation by becoming a Certified Local
Government (CLG). The Certified Local Government
status is achieved through working with the
Alabama’s State Historic Preservation Office
and the National Parks Service. The benefits of
becoming a CLG include numerous small grants
that reinforce local preservation efforts and
successes, and CLGs are provided with technical
assistance from state and federal preservation
organizations. As a CLG Montgomery will also
further legitimize historic preservation efforts
by creating a stronger connection between
preservation of assets and land use planning.

Certified Local Government Advantages
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Become a Certified Local
Government

TACTICS

\\In order to become a Certified Local Government
a City is required to adopt a historic preservation
ordinance, enact a local preservation commission,
and meet minimum standards as determined by the
Alabama Preservation Officer.
\\Montgomery should continue working with
Alabama’s Preservation Officer and complete the CLG
application process.

aa 2.2

Create a design review committee
for downtown and the surrounding
historic neighborhoods
A design review committee could provide oversight
to all new development and major property
changes for downtown Montgomery and its
surrounding neighborhoods that strongly considers
historic value, as well as modern ascetics. As
downtown and surrounding neighborhoods
redevelop, a design review committee should
not only preserve the redeveloping areas but also
foster quality traditional district assets to support
Montgomery’s historic assets.
TACTICS

\\The planning department and the planning
commission should develop and adopt a city
ordinance that allows the formation of a Montgomery
design review committee overseeing downtown and
the adjoining districts and neighborhoods that the
city and the citizens see fit to include.
\\The City should appoint local design professionals
and developers to serve on the board that is served
by Planning Department Staff.
\\The Board should regulate all substantial changes to
the area’s structures and landscapes
visible from the right of way
while providing expert
opinion and oversight
for (not in lieu)
existing zoning and
historic preservation
committees.
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Montgomery will promote a
sense of cultural community
placemaking
To encourage an inclusive community, the city will
strive to promote and highlight its diverse cultural
background. All residents will have active roles in
the community through recognition of their cultural
characteristics that enhance the quality of life in
Montgomery. The city will ensure representation
of all resident backgrounds while encouraging
integration into various events, activities, and
experiences. An empowered resident culture will
enrich the city's public spaces, further defining
Montgomery as a hub of cultural diversity.

aa 3.1

Become a City of Service.
Cities of Service is an organization of cities around
the country focused on strategies for enhancing
quality citizen engagement and action. The nonprofit organization helps mayors nurture a working
relationship between local governments and their
citizens. Specific benefits of becoming a City of
Service include: technical assistance, grant and
funding opportunities, and national partnerships.
TACTICS

\\The Mayor of Montgomery can directly join Cities
of Service by signing a declaration of service, or an
interested citizen can follow a guide provided by
cities of service to recruit the city’s mayor.

aa 3.2

aa 3.3

A race and ethnicity portal will act as a clear
indication of Montgomery’s efforts to grow with
all of its populations, and to honor and provide an
active understanding of its diversity through an
online website portal. The portal should provide
further understanding to the community and
its citizens of the community’s past while also
focusing on the current challenges and future
opportunities of all of the community’s populations
through population, economic, and health statistics
on an online portal.

Create a dedicated arts and culture staff and board
to consolidate efforts and funding aimed to make
Montgomery a destination for art, culture, and
creativity. The arts and culture board should work
closely with the artistic and cultural organizations
and efforts in the city to create new opportunities
for Montgomery to nurture and grow its unique
culture.

Develop a race and ethnicity portal.

TACTICS

\\A race and ethnicity portal can be created through
the Montgomery Planning Department, the
information department, and an online management
company.
\\The portal should be developed and published with
outreach to citizens.

Create an arts and culture staff and
board.

TACTICS

\\Develop a steering committee to advise the creation
of an arts and culture board.
\\Staffing selections should be handled by the
absorbing city department.
\\The board and staff should proactively develop new
opportunities to advance partnerships, events and
installations highlighting all of Montgomery’s cultural
communities.

Race and Ethnicity Portal
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Community
aa 4.1
experience will Create a public art initiative.
encourage local Public art and design is important to the process
representation of reinforcing cultural character and local arts.
and attraction In urban, suburban, and rural settings public art
The city will support
local organizations and
businesses through
developing community
experiences that represent
Montgomery's heritage.
Residents will be provided
with ample opportunities
to elevate their cultural
influence through public
activities and social events.
Montgomery will strive
to create a vibrant, active
community of celebratory
experiences that blend
local qualities with world
customs.

aa 4.2

Create an outdoor farmers market
downtown.

creates landmarks, encourages civic pride, induces
tourism, and creates a stronger connection to a
community and its citizens. A public art initiative
should to be explored throughout short and longterm improvements around the City.

As Montgomery’s downtown, and its surrounding
areas continues to reestablish a cultural event
should develop in the streets of Downtown. A
farmer’s market can provide many local urban and
agrarian outlets and opportunities for the residents
of the area while fostering cultural assets and
growth.

TACTICS

TACTICS

\\A public art initiative should be explored with
public and private partnerships including local art
nonprofits, local artist, and education institutions.
\\Simple policies should be written to guide murals
and installations throughout the City, and financial
support should be offered to projects who go through
a review process.

\\A downtown farmers market should be developed
by stakeholders from the existing Eastchase Farmer
Market, the Downtown Business Association, the
State Farmers Market, and EAT South.
\\The market should be a weekly pop up even on a
street in downtown Montgomery that is coordinated
with the Montgomery Police Department and the
City’s transportation department.

Public Art Initiatives
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8

Investing in our...

CONNECTIONS
The Connections chapter of the
Montgomery Comprehensive
plan includes the findings and
recommendations pertaining to
mobility. Simply stated, mobility
describes ease of movement for
people and goods throughout the
planning area. This plan includes
an evaluation of the current
transportation system as well the
various modes of travel. The goal,
stated right, is supported by a series
of objectives.

Goal

A smart and efficient mobility network that is based around
multiple modes of transportation, supports strong inter-city
and regional connections, and provides equitable access to
opportunities.
Objectives

\\ Expand the focus of transportation
planning

\\ Prioritize small-scale transportation
investments

\\ Improve community connectivity to
jobs

\\ Promote and implement street design
guidelines
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the Connections topic of mobility.
These findings emerged from the research and analysis of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and
the public overall. The following is not exhaustive, however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and
trends, please refer to the document appendix.
Roadway System Performance

TRAVEL OPTIONS

The city’s roadway system is generally considered to be a reliable way to travel,
with good connectivity throughout the city and free-flow conditions throughout
most corridors. North-South mobility is somewhat limited, with the majority
of north-south roads being local, limited-capacity roads. A number of EastWest arterials provide good mobility in this direction, along with the bypass
road which provides mobility around the perimeter of the city. According to
the current LRTP, congestion in Montgomery is limited to the region’s major
commuting corridors, including Highway 80 and I-85. A 2017 report by TRIP
indicates that Montgomery has some of the lowest congestion in the state, with
the average commuter wasting only 24 hours in congestion annually, compared
to 34 hours annually in Birmingham. Some key corridors are anticipated to
worsen by 2040, including several arterial gateways to downtown, but it is not
anticipated that congestion will be widespread.

Currently, the vast majority of workers
in Montgomery drive alone to work
(84.7%). These commute trends
are generally in line with the rest
of Alabama. Active transportation
(including walking, biking, and other
non-motorized modes) commute
rates are low for a metropolitan
region of this size, and notably the
rate of commuters driving alone to
work has increased since 1990. The
majority of Montgomery workers have
very short commutes compared to
the average American. Over 13% of
Montgomery workers drive less than
10 minutes to work and cumulatively,
over a third of workers commute
less than 15 minutes. The large
proportion of workers commuting very
short distances represents a great
opportunity to replace many daily

Though in 2015 most of Montgomery’s bridges were rated by ALDOT to be in
sufficient condition, by 2040 the vast majority of bridges will be 50 years old
or older and in need of replacement or repair. The Montgomery region is facing
significant maintenance costs as its infrastructure ages.
MILES OF ROAD IN THE
REGIONAL NETWORK

WORKERS COMMUTING
BY CAR, ALONE

The Montgomery MPO oversees
short and long-term investment and
maintenance of the system.

The River Region and Montgomery have
always been a crossroads for heavy
freight and trucking.

1,800
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84%

vehicle trips with more active modes
of transportation.
The Commute Smart program, which
originated in the Birmingham MPO,
operates a modified version of its
popular travel demand program in
Montgomery. Within the Montgomery
region, the program provides a
platform for employees to seek
carpools and vanpool matches that
meet their needs. The program also
offers a popular vanpool program for
many workers in the Birmingham area
who commute daily to Montgomery,
many for jobs in state government.
Over 66,000 workers commute into
Montgomery from outside the city
limits daily, with over 1,100 of them
coming from Birmingham.
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TRAFFIC VOLUMES

MAP #.#. AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC

Traffic counts from the Alabama Department of
Transportation provide a high-level understanding
of the relative traffic distribution throughout the
city’s network. The highest traffic volumes in 2016
were found on the stretch of I-85 between I-65
and US 231. Traffic counts in this area averaged
between 90,000 and 110,000 vehicles per day.
These numbers have mostly held steady for the
past decade.
The city’s other most heavily traveled corridors
include I-65, Atlanta Highway, and the beltway, all
of which serve as major gateways to downtown,
the local universities, and the major employment
centers.
Safety and Health
Alabama’s highway fatality rate is higher than the
national average, and has been for many years.
Many factors influence this disparity, but overall
speeding and not wearing a seatbelt are the leading
cause of fatalities.
Most of the state’s crashes (78 percent) occur
in urban areas, following the general trend of
urban areas having more lane miles and a greater
population than rural areas. In 2016, the city of
Montgomery recorded 9,332 crashes, which injured
3,351 people. The vast majority of Montgomery
county’s crashes in 2016 occurred in the urban
areas of the county.
A concerning statewide trend relates to the safety
of Alabama pedestrians. Between 2007 and 2016,
the number of pedestrians involved in crashes has
steadily risen, from 618 to 932. This reflects a larger
trend, in which pedestrians represent a growing

Source: ALDOT, 2016

percent of total traffic fatalities nationwide. As of
2016, Alabama ranked as the second-worst state
in the country for pedestrians, calculated based on
the number of pedestrian deaths compared to the
number of people walking.
Travel patterns are also affecting the health
of Montgomery residents. It has long been
established that access to active transportation
facilities and quality public transit is correlated
with increased physical activity and better overall
health. Montgomery County has a higher obesity
rate than either Alabama or the US as a whole,
higher asthma rates, and less opportunity to access

exercise opportunities than the national average.
While not the only factor, these health outcomes
are tied directly to the availability and quality of
the available transportation opportunities and
the community’s movement patterns, and have
been a recent major concern to state officials.
The State’s 2015
PEDESTRIAN INVOLVED
Community Health
ACCIDENTS
Improvement Plan
identifies a lack of
reliable transportation
as one of the major
Between 2007 and 2016, the number
of pedestrians involved in crashes has
barriers to accessing
steadily risen, from 618 to 932
healthcare.

+50%
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MAP #.#. HOUSEHOLDS WITHOUT ACCESS TO VEHICLES

Transportation Accessibility
Though opportunities for alternative travel
options are growing in the Montgomery area, the
region remains very auto-dominated to the point
that it can be difficult to get around without a
personal vehicle. Approximately seven percent of
households in the Montgomery MPO do not have
access to a vehicle, and another 36 percent share
one car between all members of the household.
These households are concentrated south and west
of downtown Montgomery.
The Walk Bike River Region report completed
an “equity analysis” to identify the areas of the
region with higher concentrations of populations
that were likely to be dependent on active
transportation or public transit for their mobility
needs, such as seniors, low-income earners,
children and certain minorities. Similar to the map
above, the analysis found higher concentrations
of these populations near the center of the region
in then neighborhoods surrounding downtown
Montgomery. It is important to understand the
distribution of these vulnerable populations to
ensure that the right mix of transportation services
is available in those critical areas.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

MAP #.#. EXISTING SIDEWALKS

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

In 2017, the Montgomery MPO completed a new
bicycle and pedestrian master plan entitled Bike
Walk River Region. The Plan builds on some of the
region’s recent success (Montgomery was recently
named an honorable mention bicycle friendly
community by the League of American Bicyclists)
and seeks to address the many challenges facing
active transportation in the region.
Source: ALDOT, 2016
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Currently, very limited dedicated bicycle facilities
exist in Montgomery. Bicycle lanes have been
striped along short stretches of Hill Street and
Brown Springs Road, and a few shared use
paths have been constructed or are slated for
construction. Efforts are currently underway to
increase bicycle parking downtown, supported
by the City and Downtown Business Association.
These incremental efforts serve to create
awareness and suggest that bicycles are welcome
and invited into the downtown area.
Many trails or shared use paths are also integrated
into the city’s park system, as shown in the map
below. However, these trails are disconnected, and
are intended to be used for recreational purposes
rather than as an element of the city’s larger
mobility system. Investments designed to connect
the city’s park system would build upon these
existing trails and provide both recreational and
transportation benefits for residents in many areas
of the city. The plan also identifies a comprehensive
network of future bicycle facilities within the city
limits that would create a connected network of
bike lanes, shared use paths, sidepaths, and shared
lane markings. The vision network would not only
connect neighborhoods to activity centers within
the city, but also to regional destinations.
The City of Montgomery maintains a
comprehensive sidewalk system with 146 miles
throughout the city. Currently, sidewalks
are found throughout downtown
and most neighborhood streets.
Significant gaps do exist in
neighborhoods to the south
and east of downtown, mainly
in the first ring of development

surrounding downtown.
Some areas surrounding
local schools and libraries
are also lacking sidewalk
facilities, and many of
The largest such network in
the existing sidewalks
the region.
have fallen into various
states of disrepair. Even
on streets with existing
sidewalk facilities, these sidewalks often end
without warning, or only exist on one side of the
street, often forcing pedestrians into the street
or onto the grass to continue walking. Prioritizing
sidewalk construction and maintenance near
schools and libraries would help improve mobility
and safety for a vulnerable population.

multiple vehicles pull
into the transfer
centers at the
same time
to allow for
transfers
between
routes.
Additionally,
while the system
does have designated
stop locations, it also
allows riders to hail a bus at any point along the
route. While this is convenient for riders, it can
create sizable delays and congestion along the
route.

Many of the city’s major retail or commercial
corridors also lack sidewalks and safe crossings,
such as Southern Boulevard and Atlanta Highway.
Because of this, these major corridors often act as
barriers, cutting off neighborhoods and residents
on one side of the road from reaching destinations
on the other side. School districts in Montgomery
participated in the Safe Routes to School programs,
which helps to fund facilities and programs that
improve pedestrian safety in the neighborhoods
surrounding schools, until 2013 when state funding
for the program was discontinued.

A single ride costs $2.00, with no mobile ticketing
or daily passes available. Discounts are available
for seniors, students, and riders with disabilities,
and through the purchase of weekly or monthly
passes. Annual ridership in 2017 was approximately
750,000 passengers, down from about 950,000
in 2013. The system is currently funded by
approximately 10% farebox revenues, 45% local
funds, and 39% federal assistance. The state
provides no funding.

TOTAL MILES OF
SIDEWALKS

146

PUBLIC TRANSIT

The Montgomery Transit System (The M) operates
14 fixed bus routes and provides paratransit service
within the Montgomery city limits. Most of these
routes operate on 60-minute headways MondayFriday, and 90-120-minute headways on Saturday.
The system operates on a “pulse” schedule, where

The system completed an updated Transit
Development Plan in 2017, which looked at the
challenges facing
the system, as well
TOTAL NUMBER OF FIXED
"M" ROUTES
as the opportunities
to provide more
efficient service
to Montgomery
The system currently serves
residents over the
roughly 1 million passengers each
year, down from 1.3 million in
next five years.

14
2009.
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Major Challenges & Opportunities

MAP #.#. WALKING DISTANCE TO TRANSIT

The research and analysis, coupled with the
intution from the community reveal a series of key
challenges and opportunities to be addressed by
the Community Connections Action Agenda. These
include:
\\Unlike many urban areas, congestion in Montgomery
is not a major concern. Maintenance and modernizing
the city’s aging network should be the major focus
when considering how to make the best use of
limited resources.
\\Active transportation facilities are extremely limited,
and what facilities do exist are disconnected from
each other. This has created unsafe biking and
walking conditions, and an environment where most
rely on cars for all trips, regardless of the distance.

Source: Montgomery Transit, ALDOT, 2016
Notes: Areas within 1/4 mile of bus routes, or roughly a five minute walk. Colors indicate the frequency of the route.

The plan included a rider survey to gauge the
demographics and habits of those who use the
service. Of those who completed the survey, 77%
used the service at least twice a week, and 71%
have been riding the M for at least a year or more.
The majority of survey participants were over the
age of 45, and most reported having an income
of below $10,000. When asked where they were
going, destinations were evenly split between
home, work, and personal business.
While most neighborhoods of Montgomery are
within easy walking distance of at least one bus
route, many of these routes only provide service
every 60 minutes or more on weekdays, making it
very difficult for residents to rely on the system for
travel to work, school, doctor’s appointments, or to
complete daily errands.
156

STREET DESIGN AND COMPLETE STREETS POLICY

The City of Montgomery adopted a Complete
Streets resolution in 2013. The resolution indicated
a desire to include multimodal facilities and
context-sensitive elements on all street design
and reconstruction projects where appropriate.
However, the League of American Bicyclists noted
the city has exhibited a low rate of compliance with
this policy in the report card it provided the city in
Spring 2018. It will be important to ensure that a
strong review and implementation policy is in place
in order to strengthen the city’s connectivity and
active transportation network.

\\Investing in low-cost, high-impact active
transportation improvements, along with education
programs, has the opportunity to result in significant
mode shift. A significant proportion of Montgomery
residents have very short commutes, representing an
opportunity to shift a large portion of the city’s trips
off the city’s streets and onto the sidewalks or bike
lanes.
\\There is currently no strong project prioritization
process in place and no transit leadership board.
A restructuring of these institutional decisionmaking process can improve the efficiency of the
city’s operations, as well as ensure an equitable and
effective use of program funding.
\\The city’s Complete Streets policy, adopted in 2013,
provides guidance toward a desire to be inclusive of
all modes and work toward a more balanced system.
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OBJECTIVES
The Connections chapter is framed around four major mobility objectives. These statements form the
framework for the recommended actions and Street Design Matrix by outlining major strategies and a longterm direction for mobility in Montgomery. All recommendations in this chapter align with one or more of the
following objectives.
1. Expand the focus of transportation
planning to identify ways to improve
upon community affordability,
equity, quality of life, and community
development through transportation
investments. For much of the 20th Century,

transportation planning has largely focused
on ways to make traffic better and move cars
more quickly. In Montgomery, as in many
places around the country, that short-sighted
view ignored the fact that mobility is relates
to many aspects of daily life, including access
to jobs, housing affordability, and the quality
of our neighborhoods. To expand the City’s
transportation mission, we need to plan for all
modes of transport and selecting transportation
investments that provide community benefits
beyond simple transportation.

2. Focus on improving community
connectivity to jobs, between Montgomery
neighborhoods, and within the Downtown
Core. Montgomery should focus on creating
and enhancing connections that benefit all
users. Today, many Montgomery residents have
limited access to jobs, healthcare, education,

or essential services because they don’t have
a vehicle or lack reliable access to one. Critical
improvements such as enhanced transit
connections between neighborhoods and major
destinations, safe sidewalks, and improved
bikeways will improve access for all residents.
3. Prioritize small-scale transportation
investments that improve local
neighborhoods, such as safety
improvements, maintenance and repair,
and traffic calming. Funding for major
transportation projects is limited. While our
needs greatly outweigh available funding, it will
be critical to prioritize transportation projects
that provide the most “bang for the buck” to
our community. Much of the time, this includes
projects that directly impact the surrounding
community, such as street resurfacing and
restriping, traffic calming and road diets, and
bicycle and pedestrian design.

4. Promote and implement street design
guidelines that improve safety for all users
and contribute to community placemaking.
For many years, roads were simply designed
to carry as many cars as possible. Today,
many cities have updated the guidelines for
street design so streets reflect the parts of
community they serve and emphasize safety
for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders
(not just motorists). In this way, new roadway
projects make positive contributions to the city,
improve safety for pedestrians, cyclists and
transit users, and reflect the street’s place in the
overall network.

What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.
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STREET DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Functional classifications are defined by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and used by policy makers,
planners, engineers, and citizens to designate the characteristics and purposes of streets. The functional classification
system categorizes streets based on travel speed, how many vehicles the street can carry, and other characteristics.
Functional classification helps identify the role each street plays in the citywide network. Because federal programs use
these traditional classifications to help determine eligibility for funding, functional classification is necessary and should
be updated often.
UPDATED FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Montgomery currently uses the following street classifications:
\\Interstate & Other Freeways
\\Principal Arterials
\\Minor Arterials
\\Major & Minor Collectors
\\Local Streets

STREET TYPE & CHARACTERISTICS

\\Controlled access, exclusive to vehicular travel
\\Multi-lane roadways for higher speeds and longer
distance travel
\\Design does not change based on surrounding land
use
\\Local jurisdictions typically have very little control
over these facilities
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These street classifications are combined with the area’s desired community character
from the future land use maps – the surrounding land use, type of development, and
overall feel of the community based on its physical characteristics - to give shape to a table
that helps decision makers decide how to balance different travel modes (cars, bicycles,
pedestrians, and transit) when there’s simply not enough room for all modes. The street
design table helps us decide how to use public right-of-way for streets. For example,
Minor Arterials in the Downtown Core should look different than a Minor Arterial in the
Conservation area. The table, maps, and graphics on the following pages show which
modes and design elements should be prioritized based on the surrounding land uses,
street classification, and context.

LOCAL EXAMPLES

I -65

Interstate & Other Freeways

CHARACTER IMAGE

Using the Street Classifications

I-85
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STREET TYPE & CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTER IMAGE

LOCAL EXAMPLES

Principal Arterials
\\Multi-lane thoroughfares that mainly serve
commuting or regional travel needs
\\Designed to connect regional destinations with
minimal travel interruption, but may respond
somewhat to the surrounding land use context
\\Any multimodal facilities along these routes should
be separated from the roadway to maintain safety
and comfort for all travelers

Minor Arterials
\\Multi-lane roadways that link local activity centers
\\Allows for faster travel than local roads, may carry
transit routes
\\Multimodal facilities along these roads may need
to provide a degree of separation based on traffic
volumnes and speeds

Major & Minor Collectors
\\Lower travel speeds and traffic volumes than arterials
\\Tend to be limited in width by the built environment
and design, and provide a high degree of access
\\Design should vary based on the surrounding land
use
\\Good candidates for multimodal facilities

Local Streets
\\Local, slow-moving streets in primarily residential
neighborhoods
\\Other than sidewalks, dedicated multimodal facilities
may not be necessary due to lower traffic volumes
and slow speeds
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FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION MAP
The City’s existing functional classification map is shown below. This plan does
not recommend changes to these classifications , because functional class is
such an important part of transportation planning and funding at the state
and federal level. It is important that the City continues to plan and maintain
a roadway classification system that is in sync with its major implementation
partners to fully leverage opportunities for funding. The Alabama Department
of Transportation Functional Classification system is shown below without
changes, except Major & Minor Collectors have been combined as a single
category to create five total categories instead of six.
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Interstate & Other Freeways
Principal Arterials
Minor Arterials
Major & Minor Collectors
Local Streets
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COMMUNITY CHARACTER ZONES
The second step in the process considers existing and future land use
characteristics. The four zones simplify the city’s future development strategy
and show how streets interact with the surrounding community. While this
map does not exactly reflect the land use character map shown in Great Places
chapter, it represents a desire to renew Montgomery’s focus on its traditional
core and look at its outlying areas in a new way.
Downtown Core: Downtown Montgomery and the
surrounding historical neighborhoods (roughly equivalent
to the Downtown Core and Traditional Neighborhoods on
the land use map).
Central Neighborhoods: Established development
inside the “loop” that represents the core of Montgomery
(remaining land within the beltline).
Suburban Realm: Newer development, often
characterized by large lots and curvilinear streets
(developed land outside the beltline).
Rural Edge: Undeveloped or sparsely developed land that
provides access to natural resources (roughly equivalent
to Conservation areas on the land use map).
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STREET DESIGN TYPOLOGY MAP
The Functional Classification and Community Character maps are the building
blocks for the Street Design Typology Map. This map displays street type
and community character together, which allows planners to look at each
street in a new way to ensure it is designed appropriately. For example, a
Principal Arterial in the Downtown Core should look different than a Principal
Arterial that passes through the Rural Edge. When designing a new street or
redesigning an existing one, the first step should be to determine the street’s
typology by consulting the Street Design Typology Map.

FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION
MAP

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Interstate & Other Freeways

CHARACTER ZONES
Downtown Core

Principal Arterials

Central Neighborhoods

Minor Arterials

Suburban Realm

Major & Minor Collectors

Rural Edge

Local Streets
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STREET DESIGN MATRIX
Once the Street Design Typology is determined, the Street Design Matrix (i.e. table) is a tool that shows baseline street
design features and priority elements. This tool shows which street design elements should be the highest priority by
when dealing with limited street space by coding all design elements as high, medium, or low priority. Items of high
importance should be prioritized some design elements may be eliminated due to space or budgetary constraints.
MAP #.#. STREET DESIGN CROSS-SECTION

CONTEXT

PEDESTRIANS

TRAVELWAY
(CARS, TRANSIT, BICYCLES, ETC.)

PEDESTRIANS

CONTEXT

Source: Planning Team Graphic

It should be noted that each situation is unique, and the matrix does not identify
the ultimate design solution for all streets. However, this tool provides a starting
point for design discussions and offers guidelines for design elements such
as lane width, target speeds, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The matrix
guides street design in each Community Character Zone. By following the
matrix, street design in Montgomery will accommodate motorists, pedestrians,
cyclists, and transit users in ways that make sense to the surrounding land use.
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TRAVELWAY (CURB TO CURB)

The travelway includes the portion of the street most commonly thought of as
the roadway. This is the area that accommodates driving and parking, as well
as bicycle infrastructure. A typical travelway might include a parking area, a
primary automobile travelway and a median, encompassing everything from one
curb to the other.
Notes: The Street Design Matrix does not include
guidance for Interstates and Other Freeways, as
these types of roadways are often outside of local
control, do not respond to surrounding land use,
and lack multimodal design elements in general.

DRAFT

South 2nd Street - Before

South 2nd Street - After
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PEDESTRIAN ZONE (CURB TO BUILDING)

The pedestrian zone involves the portion of the
street that accommodates non-vehicular activities.
These include walking as well as business and
social gathering. Pedestrian zones encompass
everything from the face of the building to the
curb and typically include a frontage area, a
primary pedestrian walkway and a roadway buffer
(area between the curb and primary pedestrian
walkway).

An informational case study will be
added here in subsequent version.

For clarity, the street design matrix has been
divided into different tables for each Community
Context. The tables indicate a high priority,
medium priority, or low priority for each design
elements, as well as providing specific guidance
for certain elements. The street design matrix is
intended to be a general reference that helps set
basic guidelines as a starting point for associated
policies.
Sharing the Road?

Roadways used to be designed solely for cars, as it was
assumed that everyone would drive between work, home,
and to complete all their errands. Today we know that
is simply not true, and that mindset is not healthy for
our bodies, our communities, or our planet. Increasingly,
cities around the country are recognizing the benefits of
designing roads that provide more safe choices for how
to travel. These may include bike lanes, wider sidewalks,
improved bus stops, and safer crosswalks. Not all streets
should be treated the same: a narrow neighborhood street
probably does not need designated bike lanes because
speeds are slow and traffic volumes are low. But an arterial
or collector corridor may need to provide more protections,
by separating cars, vehicles, and pedestrians. Many four
lane roadways have excess capacity (they are designed
to carry more vehicles than currently use the road) and

thus make excellent candidates for “road diets.” These
are relatively simple projects that convert 4-lane roads
to 2- or 3-lane roadways with bicycle accommodations
through restriping. This typically improves safety for
all users, maintains traffic operations at the same level,
and encourages walking and biking, which makes the
corridor more lively and active for local businesses. In
addition, encouraging increased walking and biking can
help decrease congestion, reduce pollution, and provide
more opportunity to those who don’t or can’t drive a car.
In Milwaukee, a resurfacing project on South 2nd Street in
the historic Walker’s Point neighborhood was leveraged
to plant additional street trees, expand the sidewalk, and
restripe the road to include bike lanes. Today, the street is
home to the City’s most popular restaurants and bars.
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PREFERRED CROSS-SECTIONS IN UNCONSTRAINED SETTINGS

DOWNTOWN / CORE

These cross-sections represent the ideal street designs for
each street design within the Downtown Core area. Space
constraints may mean that final implemented designs deviate
from those shown below, but priority should be given to
preserve those elements labeled “high priority” on the matrix.

Downtown Montgomery and the surrounding historical neighborhoods
(roughly equivalent to the Downtown Core and Traditional Neighborhoods on
the land use map).

Principal Arterial

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

2-4

2-4

2

2

11-12'

11-12'

10-12'

10-11'

Target Speed

35 MPH

25 MPH

25 MPH

25 MPH

Large Vehicle Consideration

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

On-Street Parking

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Transit Accommodation

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Access Management / Medians

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

LOW

Bicycle Accommodation

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

Preferred Bicycle Facility

PROTECTED
BICYCLE LANE*

PAINTED
BICYCLE LANE*

PAINTED
BICYCLE LANE*

SHARED LANE
MARKINGS*

TRAVELWAY
Number of Through Lanes
Lane Width

* All bicycle / pedestrian facilities should defer to the Walk Bike River Region Plan. If no specific facility
is indicated on that plan, this matrix should determine the preferred cross-section.

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

Buffer Zone

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Landscaping / Street Trees

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Pedestrian Accommodation

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Preferred Pedestrian Facility

WIDE SIDEWALK

WIDE SIDEWALK

WIDE SIDEWALK

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

Street Furniture / Amenities
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MINOR ARTERIAL

MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTOR

Principal Arterial

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

LOCAL
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PREFERRED CROSS-SECTIONS IN UNCONSTRAINED SETTINGS

CENTRAL NEIGHBORHOODS

The cross-sections, right, represent the ideal street designs
for each street design within the Central Neighborhoods area.
Space constraints may mean that final implemented designs
deviate from those shown below, but priority should be given to
preserve those elements labeled “high priority” on the matrix.

Established development inside the “loop” that represents the core of
Montgomery (remaining land within the beltline).

Principal Arterial

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

4

3-4

2-3

2

11-12'

11-12'

10-12'

10-11'

35-45 MPH

30-35 MPH

25 MPH

25 MPH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

On-Street Parking

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Transit Accommodation

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Access Management / Medians

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Bicycle Accommodation

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

Preferred Bicycle Facility

SIDEPATH*

BUFFERED OR
PAINTED LANE*

BUFFERED OR
PAINTED LANE*

SHARED LANE
MARKINGS*

TRAVELWAY
Number of Through Lanes
Lane Width
Target Speed
Large Vehicle Consideration

* All bicycle / pedestrian facilities should defer to the Walk Bike River Region Plan. If no specific facility is
indicated on that plan, this matrix should determine the preferred cross-section.

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Landscaping / Street Trees

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

Pedestrian Accommodation

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

Preferred Pedestrian Facility

SIDEPATH

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

Street Furniture / Amenities
Buffer Zone

MINOR ARTERIAL

MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTOR

Principal Arterial

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

LOCAL
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PREFERRED CROSS-SECTIONS IN UNCONSTRAINED SETTINGS

SUBURBAN REALM

The cross-sections, right, represent the ideal street designs
for each street design within the Suburban Realm area. Space
constraints may mean that final implemented designs deviate
from those shown below, but priority should be given to
preserve those elements labeled “high priority” on the matrix.

Newer development, often characterized by large lots and curvilinear streets
(developed land outside the beltline).

Principal Arterial

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

4+

3-4

2-3

2

11-12'

11-12'

10-12'

10-12'

Target Speed

45 MPH

35-45 MPH

25-35 MPH

25-35 MPH

Large Vehicle Consideration

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

On-Street Parking

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Transit Accommodation

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Access Management / Medians

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Bicycle Accommodation

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

LOW

Preferred Bicycle Facility

SIDEPATH*

SIDEPATH*

BUFFERED OR
PAINTED LANE*

SHARED LANE
MARKINGS*

TRAVELWAY
Number of Through Lanes
Lane Width

* All bicycle / pedestrian facilities should defer to the Walk Bike River Region Plan. If no specific facility is
indicated on that plan, this matrix should determine the preferred cross-section.

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Landscaping / Street Trees

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

Pedestrian Accommodation

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

Preferred Pedestrian Facility

SIDEPATH

SIDEPATH

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

STANDARD
SIDEWALK

Street Furniture / Amenities
Buffer Zone
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MINOR ARTERIAL

MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTOR

Principal Arterial

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

LOCAL
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PREFERRED CROSS-SECTIONS IN UNCONSTRAINED SETTINGS

RURAL EDGE

The cross-sections, right, represent the ideal street designs for
each street design within the Rural Edge area. Space constraints
may mean that final implemented designs deviate from those
shown below, but priority should be given to preserve those
elements labeled “high priority” on the matrix.

Undeveloped or sparsely developed land that provides access to natural
resources (roughly equivalent to Conservation areas on the land use map).

Principal Arterial

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

4

2-3

2

2

11-12'

11-12'

10-12'

10-12'

50+ MPH

35-45 MPH

25-35 MPH

50+ MPH

Large Vehicle Consideration

HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

On-Street Parking

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Transit Accommodation

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Bicycle Accommodation

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Preferred Bicycle Facility

SIDEPATH*

SIDEPATH*

PAVED
SHOULDER*

PAVED
SHOULDER*

TRAVELWAY
Number of Through Lanes
Lane Width
Target Speed

Access Management / Medians

* All bicycle / pedestrian facilities should defer to the Walk Bike River Region Plan. If no specific facility is
indicated on that plan, this matrix should determine the preferred cross-section.

Minor Arterial

Major & Minor
Collector

Local Street

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LOW

Landscaping / Street Trees

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Pedestrian Accommodation

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

Preferred Pedestrian Facility

SIDEPATH*

SIDEPATH*

PAVED
SHOULDER*

PAVED
SHOULDER*

Street Furniture / Amenities
Buffer Zone

MINOR ARTERIAL

MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTOR

Principal Arterial

PEDESTRIAN ZONE

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

LOCAL
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ACTION AGENDA
The following projects, policies and programs support the goal of the Community Connections chapter.
These actions have been organized by the various principles they support. A more detailed implementation
framework has been included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of the plan.
Principles
\\Expand the focus of transportation planning
to identify ways to improve upon community
affordability, equity, quality of life, and community
development through transportation investments.
\\Focus on improving community connectivity to jobs,
between Montgomery neighborhoods, and within the
Downtown Core.
\\Prioritize small-scale transportation investments
that improve local neighborhoods, such as safety
improvements, maintenance and repair, and traffic
calming.
\\Promote and implement street design guidelines
that improve safety for all users and contribute to
community placemaking.
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Expand the focus
of transportation
planning

c 1.1

For much of the 20th
Century, transportation
planning has largely focused
on ways to make traffic
better and move cars more
quickly. In Montgomery,
as in many places around
the country, that shortsighted view ignored the
fact that mobility is relates
to many aspects of daily
life, including access to
jobs, housing affordability,
and the quality of our
neighborhoods. To expand
the City’s transportation
mission, we need to plan
for all modes of transport
and selecting transportation
investments that provide
community benefits beyond
simple transportation.

Emphasize safe and efficient bicycle and pedestrian design. A more
bikeable and walkable community helps our economy, makes our people
healthier, and gives more people access to opportunity. However,
most people need to feel safe on the road before they will take to the
street on bike or on foot. The City should emphasize safe bicycle and
pedestrian design in future roadway projects, including protected
bicycle facilities, more sidewalks, and improved crosswalks.

Emphasize safe and efficient bicycle and
pedestrian design

TACTICS

\\Adopt a modernized Complete Streets policy that strengthens the City’s
2013 position to include design review and other implementation measures.
\\Clarify all projects within the public rightof-way, including new development,
reconstruction, routine maintenance,
and major infrastructure projects,
should take pedestrian, bicycle
and transit accommodations into
account.
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c 1.2

Work with neighborhoods and
business groups to promote
streetscape projects and corridor
improvements
Neighborhoods and business groups can be great
partners to implement lower cost improvements
that make streets feel safer, more attractive,
and improve walkability. Plantings, painted
crosswalks and intersections, street furniture, and
wayfinding traditionally are undertaken by cities,
but these improvements can also be completed
as public-private partnerships or funded through
matching grant programs. Simple improvements
in Montgomery’s key corridors are long-term
investments that improve property values, increase
community pride, and create a sense of community
identify.

c 1.3

Work to increase transit
accessibility throughout the city
Public transit traditionally is only seen as a viable
commute alternative when it is convenient, costeffective, and the travel time is similar to driving.
Key improvements include reducing headways on
key commuter routes, investing in higher quality
bus stops, and focusing on pedestrian connectivity
to bus stops.
TACTICS

\\Select the City’s highest ridership routes (Routes 10,
2 and 12) for priority improvements.
\\Eliminate the “flagger” system along these routes to
speed up service and improve bus stops to ensure
ADA accessibility, pedestrian connectivity, and route
visibility.

TACTICS

\\Identify priority corridors for streetscaping and
beautification projects. These might include
neighborhood commercial corridors, those linking to
downtown, and areas near parks and schools.

The Shared Mobility Economy

\\Work with area neighborhood and business
organizations to identify goals and small-scale
projects that can be accomplished quickly and make
a large impact.

TNC (Transportation Network Companies): Sometimes known as rideshare or ridehailing companies, these platforms allow
users to hire a ride from private individuals. Uber and Lyft are the most popular service providers.

Many new forms of “mobility” have emerged as growing trends in the past several years. Below are some of the most common
that have change the transportation landscape in American Cities.

Bikeshare: Bikesharing systems allow individuals to use a bicycle for individual trips and leave it at their destination. Systems
may be dock-based (meaning the trips must take place between two designated bike docks) or dockless, which allow for
increased flexibility and expanded coverage.
E-scooters: Electric scooter sharing systems often function similarly to dockless bikesharing. Scooters may be hired by the
minute, and are designated for travel in public roads and on bicycle lanes and trails.
Microtransit: Private microtransit service has evolved in a few pilot cities to serve commuter needs. These shuttle-like
services often are contracted by major employers to offer distinct routes and pickup locations that serve their workforce.
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Focus on improving community
connectivity to jobs, between
Montgomery neighborhoods, and
within the Downtown Core.

c 1.4

Prepare for and invite
micromobility, bikeshare, and TNC/
transit partnerships
A variety of new mobility modes have arrived in
American cities over the last few years. These
modes include ridehailing apps (such as Uber
and Lyft) and more recently dockless scooter
and bikeshare systems, and. While each mode
has special challenges associated with it, they
present unique public-private partnerships that
expand transit service and improve first-mile/
last-mile mobility. Cities around the country have
embraced these services to reduce residents’ need
for a personal vehicle, enhance the bicycle and
pedestrian system, improve parking, and make the
best use of existing transit service.

Montgomery should focus on creating and enhancing
connections that benefit all users. Today, many Montgomery
residents have limited access to jobs, healthcare, education,
or essential services because they don’t have a vehicle or
lack reliable access to one. Critical improvements such as
enhanced transit connections between neighborhoods and
major destinations, safe sidewalks, and improved bikeways
will improve access for all residents.

c 2.1
Ectae nossi optas a quibus es reium con nos ma simodipsam, quo in
excerci aspelent evellaccus aut volecto int.

Create a sidewalk repair program and
prioritize sidewalk infill within the “loop ”
Improved or new sidewalks are consistently one of the City’s
most requested improvements. Today, many sidewalks in
the city's older neighborhoods need repairs, and many other
areas lack sidewalks altogether. A city program should be
established to repair existing sidewalks within the existing
city core and prioritize new sidewalk connections to create
a connected system. Sidewalks should be a standard and
sufficient width, which requires the city’s subdivision
regulations to reflect a minimum of five feet width with wider
sidewalks in the Downtown Core.

TACTICS

\\Develop a shared mobility policy that guides any
future potential partnership with shared mobility
companies.
\\Include requirements to share ridership data with
the City, provide access to low-income and minority
neighborhoods, work in tandem with transit
providers to support increased accessibility to hardto-reach areas.

TACTICS

\\Create a list of priority sidewalk segments where repair or
construction should be a major city priority.
Ectae nossi optas a quibus es reium con nos ma simodipsam, quo in
excerci aspelent evellaccus aut volecto int.
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\\Develop Criteria for inclusion on the list that may include
proximity to schools, parks, or commercial centers, roadway
functional classification, observed traffic speed, current state of
sidewalk, and history of pedestrian crashes or accidents.
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c 2.2

Participate in the implementation
of regional bicycle and pedestrian
improvements identified in the
Walk Bike River Region
The Walk Bike River Region plan outlines priority
local and regional bicycle and pedestrian
investments. By implementing that plan,
Montgomery’s active transportation network will
provide better options for local trips (functional
and recreational) and improve connectivity
with the larger regional system. Montgomery
officials should lead efforts to partner with other
municipalities, seek out funding, and prioritize
active transportation over the coming decade.
TACTICS

\\As noted in the Walk Bike River Region plan,
interagency coordination will be key to implementing
the many projects that cross municipal lines and
improve connectivity throughout the entire region.
\\A semiannual meeting should be held to track
major roadway projects, repaving schedules,
and other projects that can be seen as
opportunities to complete bike lanes,
enhance the sidewalk network, and install
new trails.

c 2.3

Promote the implementation of
planned trails, sidewalks, and
streetscaping through future
development
A simple way to expand the city’s active
transportation network is to lean on future
development. Developers should
install sidewalks, multiuse
paths, bike lanes, and
improved streetscaping.
They also should connect
their property to the
surrounding street grid in
a logical manner. The result
will be a development project
that improves the walkability and
safety of Montgomery at minimal cost to the City.

c 2.4

Encourage Transit-Oriented
Development in connection with the
future land use strategy
Through the Envision Montgomery land use and
development strategy, high priority investment
areas were identified. Transit-ready development
focuses mixed-use growth along corridors or in
localized activity centers, creating “nodes” of
walkable development that reduce the need for
a vehicle. Growing the community in this manner
improves housing options for those who rely on
transit and increases the potential pool of transit
riders in the future.
TACTICS

\\Adopt a future land use map that is consistent with
the development strategy laid out in this plan.
\\Work together with Montgomery Transit and other
mobility providers, such as bikeshare, to provide
multimodal options to designated growth areas to
maximize transportation options in those locations.
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Prioritize small-scale
transportation investments
that improve local
neighborhoods, such as safety
improvements, maintenance
and repair, and traffic calming
Funding for major transportation projects is
limited. While our needs greatly outweigh
available funding, it will be critical to prioritize
transportation projects that provide the most
“bang for the buck” to our community. Much of the
time, this includes projects that directly impact the
surrounding community, such as street resurfacing
and restriping, traffic calming and road diets, and
bicycle and pedestrian design.
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c 3.1

Develop a project prioritization
framework
To ensure the best use of limited transportation
resources, the City should develop a data-driven
prioritization framework for transportation
projects. This process should be coordinated
with the Montgomery Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) process and should be
continually updated to reflect current planning
priorities.
TACTICS

\\Begin a dialog with ALDOT to determine how the City
can work in concert with state prioritization criteria
to promote local projects for state funding. The
more consistent the city’s prioritization framework
is with ALDOT’s framework, the better chances
Montgomery’s projects have of being pushed to the
top.

Project Prioritization Framework
There are many ways to score and prioritize
transportation projects based on what factors are
most important locally. The example below was used
in the Rocky Mount, North Carolina metro area for the
update of their 2018 long-range plan. Not all of these
factors will be relevant to Montgomery, but it provides
a starting point to begin the conversation about how to
evaluate, rank, and fund projects.
In the framework below, a project received an
individual score based on its performance in each
category. The individual categories were weighted,
based on how important the project team felt that
category was to the system’s performance, giving
each project a final “weighted score” by which it is
prioritized and funded.
\\ Congestion: Measures existing and anticipated
level of congestion
\\ Benefit-Cost: Measures the expected benefits of
the project with respect to its cost over a 10-year
period
\\ Freight: Measures improvements to key freight
routes
\\ Safety: Measures benefits to existing high
frequency and high severity crash locations
\\ Economic Competitiveness: Measures
improvements that support mobility for major
employers designated growth and revitalization
areas
\\ Public Support: Promotes projects with strong
public support
\\ Multimodal Benefit: Encourages the inclusion of
Complete Streets and connections to other modes
\\ Lane and Shoulder Width: Measures the existing
lane and shoulder width versus the ALDOT design
standard
\\ Pavement Condition: Measures the existing
pavement condition along the project
\\ Accessilibity / Connectivity: Enhances access to
jobs, schools, and social services
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c 3.2

Identify low-cost improvements
that can be completed to enhance
mobility

Low-Cost Street Improvements
High value street improvements do not have to be
major capital projects. Many cities with limited budgets
have seen major benefits through small projects that
provide great “bang for the buck.”
Road Diets: Roadways with sufficient right-of-way and
excess capacity may be restriped to gain pedestrian or
bicycle facilities. For example, a 4-lane roadway may be
changed into a three-lane road with a bike lane solely
through restriping.
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements: Painting
designated crosswalks, installing advanced signage,
and upgrading signals to give pedestrians additional
lead time can help improve pedestrian safety without
making significant infrastructure investments.
Traffic Calming: Speed humps, curb extensions,
traffic circles, and other treatments can be low-cost
ways to slow the flow of traffic through residential
neighborhoods or near schools.
Placemaking: Intersection murals, street banners, and
parklets help to increase activity in an area and alert
drivers to be on aware of pedestrian activity.

Many small projects (e.g., crossing improvements,
traffic calming, maintenance, etc.) can have a major
impact on neighborhood mobility, safety, and
placemaking. While the City is unlikely to be able
to fund many major corridor projects at once, small
projects with a good impact may include improved
cross walks, road diets through restriping,
improved boulevard plantings, and sidewalk
repair. These projects improve safety, community
pride, and increased walkability of surrounding
neighborhoods.

Public-Private Mobility
In the transit realm, emerging mobility options such
as ridehailing services Uber and Lyft, microtransit,
and shared micromobility options like bikeshare and
scooters are emerging in cities across the globe as
prominent transportation options. These on-demand
options enhance mobility for seniors and those with
physical limitations and help make critical first-and
last-mile connections between fixed-route transit
service and final destinations.
Agencies like Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) are
formally partnering with these mobility platforms to
provide more options to users and enhance overall
mobility. The agency has integrated Uber and Lyft
into its mobile transit application, and partners with
the companies to provide on-demand “microtransit”
service to supplement its transit system and transport
riders short distances. Leveraging these services
provides cost savings for DART and expanded
connectivity for riders, by offering free or subsidized
rides that begin or end at specific DART stations.

c 3.3

Seek alternative funding sources
such as grants and public-private
partnerships
A variety of alternative funding sources exist to
fill gaps as transportation needs rise faster than
available funding. Public-private partnerships can
help augment transit service, as discussed earlier
in the chapter. Development exactions and impact
fees can assist in implementing improvements as
the city grows. Many government and nonprofit
agencies provide grants for bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, which can be used to implement
fund small, incremental changes, often with the
assistance of local community organizations.

TACTICS

\\Develop a list of priority short-term, low-cost active
transportation projects. Projects of this scale are
more likely to be of interest to private funders and
feasible to be completed through those sources.
\\These may include trail connections, sidewalk infill,
or streetscaping. Community foundations and
active transportation groups are likely sources of
partnerships to implement these projects.
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Promote and implement
street design guidelines that
improve safety for all users
and contribute to community
placemaking
For many years, roads were simply designed to
carry as many cars as possible. Today, many cities
have updated the guidelines for street design so
streets reflect the parts of community they serve
and emphasize safety for pedestrians, bicyclists,
and transit riders (not just motorists). In this way,
new roadway projects make positive contributions
to the city, improve safety for pedestrians, cyclists
and transit users, and reflect the street’s place in
the overall network.

c 4.1

Endorse the use of the Street Design
Matrix to inform design of future
street improvements
The street design guidelines from Envision
Montgomery identify an ideal cross-section for all
future street projects. While this guide does not
work in all situations and it is understood not all
streets can accommodate the recommended cross
section, this guide provides a starting point for
understanding what’s important in certain contexts
on different types of streets.
TACTICS

\\Revise and adopt the city’s street design standards to
reference the matrix.
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Building the "Complete" Street

4.2

Strengthen and continue to
implement the City’s Complete
Streets guidelines
While the City of Montgomery has an adopted
Complete Streets resolution, implementation of
the guidelines should be strengthened though
the adoption of a set of modernized street design
guidelines and requiring adherence in all future
projects. Incorporating complete streets practices
in all city plan reviews, will ensure that safety,
accessibility, and mobility is at the forefront of the
transportation mission.
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Progressing toward our shared...

PROSPERITY

The Prosperity chapter of the Montgomery
Comprehensive plan contains the findings
and recommendations pertaining to economic
development. The strength, resilience and
vitality of the local economy are critical factors
to community and personal prosperity. The
city has a diverse jobs base with many large
employers, but there are also opportunities
to improve and expand its ecosystem of
small business and take better advantage of
other unique assets like the city’s history. The
goal, stated right, is supported by a series of
objectives that will be realized in the action
agenda, or supporting projects, policies and
programs.

Goal

An expanding and diverse local economy that increases
opportunities for residents by investing in education,
leveraging its military partnerships, and pursuing innovative
industries that spur investment and small enterprise.
Objectives

\\ Create / Support an Economic
Growth Engine
\\ Better Leverage Tourism

\\ Bring Workers Home
\\ Empower the local Labor Force

\\ Focus Development Energy
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the central Prosperity topic,
economic development. These findings emerged from the research and analysis of the planning team and the
input of stakeholders and the public overall. These findings are not exhaustive, however, and for a full report
on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the document appendix.
FIGURE 1.3. CHANGE IN POPULATION 1960-2010

TRENDS WITHIN INDUSTRY

-3K

The following provides a breakdown of the conditions and trends within
Montgomery’s major employment sectors. The data focus on the major
employment industries, establishment size and change over time, and a
breakdown by sector.
Industry Make-Up and Overall Labor Force
Approximately 133,000 people work in Montgomery in approximately 5,600
businesses. Maxwell Gunter Air Force Base and state government represent
18% of the city’s employment base. Total number of jobs growing with shifts
in major sectors. Since 2010 roughly 3,000 net new jobs have been added in
Montgomery. The largest growth industries were accommodation & food service
and manufacturing. This growth, however, was not consistent across all sectors,
with the finance & insurance sector losing just over 1,400 net jobs. in 2016 the
City of Montgomery had just over 133,000 jobs, with 92,000 private, 29,000
government, and 12,000 military.
FIGURE 1.3. TOP FIVE EMPLOYMENT SECTORS
SECTOR

EMPLOYMENT

% OF TOTAL

Accommodation & Food Services
Manufacturing
Administrative and Waste Services
Transportation and Warehousing
Wholesale Trade
Health Care and Social Assistance

0

+1K

133,000

+663
+624

Roughly 92,000 of total
jobs are private, 29,000
government and 12,000 are
Military

+404
+292
+276
+258

Educational Services

+97

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

+40

Utilities

+8

Mgnt. of Companies and Enterprises

-10

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas

-23

Information

-48

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

13,000

14

12,000

13

Health Care and Social Assistance

11,500

12

Administrative and Waste Services

10,400

11

Construction

Accommodation & Food Services

10,300

11

Finance and Insurance

MANUFACTURING
SHARE OF TOTAL JOBS

14%

-77

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing etc.

-103

Retail Trade

-3K

+3K

+1,231

Other Services (excluding Public Adm)

Retail Trade

+2K
+1,245

ESTIMATED TOTAL
JOBS 2016

Just under 13,000 jobs, with
a growth of 1,200+ jobs from
2000

-181
-353
-1,424

-2K

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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-1K

Professional, Scientific, and Tech

Manufacturing

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

-2K

-1K

0

+1K

+2K

+3K
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NUMBER OF
BUSINESSES

-66

Since 2010, the total number of
firms in the city has decreased
by 66 to now include 5,568
establishments

FIGURE 1.3. ESTABLISHMENTS BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Eighty percent of Montgomery’s businesses have
fewer than 20 employees. The vast majority of firms in
Montgomery employ fewer than 20 people; 65 percent
of these firms employ fewer than 10. Since 2010, the
total number of firms in the city has decreased by 66
to now include 5,568 establishments. This shrinkage
occurred as overall employment increased.

Manufacturing is the largest sector and growing. In 2016 there were just under
13,000 jobs in this sector alone. This accounts for 14 percent of the overall
employment in Montgomery. The recent location of firms like Hyundai and
MOBIS into the community have been a boon to this sector. According to Wards
Auto, the Montgomery Hyundai plant is 3 million sq.-ft. and currently builds
nearly 1,300 Sonata and Elantra sedans daily with 2,500 mostly hourly workers.
At the time, this was one of the largest single investments by a foreign firm
in the United States and at full build-out, will represent a $1.7 billion-dollar
investment by the company.
HOURS TO PRODUCE A
SINGLE CAR (HYUNDAI)

17

The plant produces 75 units per
hour with a 99.6% through rate

JOBS IN
MANUFACTURING
SECTOR

13,000
Rates of manufacturing
employment out pace the state
and nation overall

EMPLOYER

INDUSTRY

EMPLOYEES

Maxwell Gunter Air Force Base

Federal Government

12,280

State of Alabama

State Government

11,639

Montgomery Public Schools

Public School System

4,524

Baptist Health

Hospitals/Clinics

4,300

Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama

Automobile Manufacturing

3,100

Alfa Insurance Companies

Insurance Services

2,568

City of Montgomery

Local Government

2,500

MOBIS Alabama

Automobile Parts Manufacturing

1,400

Jackson Hospital & Clinic

Hospitals/Clinics

1,300

Koch Foods

Poultry Processing

1,250

Source: Montgomery Area Chamber of Commerce

One third of jobs are associated with federal
funding. Like many cities in the US public sector
employment and healthcare are major sources
of employment. The Montgomery economy is
relatively unique in its dependence upon federally
funded employment. The community's largest
employer, Maxwell Air Force Base, accounts for
just 12,000 individual jobs. Government jobs
(Federal, State, and Local) makeup an additional
29,000 jobs, and additional 11,000 private
sector jobs can be directly tied to federal
funding. Many of the remaining 92,000
jobs in the local economy have some
tangential connection to this pool of
employment. This is called a multiplier
effect and typically felt most in service
related jobs but also supports a wide
variety of other industries.

MAXWELL AFB
EMPLOYMENT, 2016

12,000+
With well over 10k employees or
service men and women, Maxwell
and Gunter AFB employeed the
most people in the region

Cab inctur archili cidecbit officit ide vellenistis et imaximo
loresti busdandae volut magnimodi re rem. Et facid et velloria
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MAP 1.3. LOCATION OF EMPLOYERS BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT

Where are the Jobs?

LEGEND
DENSITY (Jobs per square mile)

JOB CLUSTERS

5 to 1,100

1 to 7

1,100 to 4,500

8 to 100

4,500 to 10,000

101 to 550

10,000 to 18,500

551 to 1.750

18,500 to 29,000 (Maximum)

1,751 to 4,255 (Maximum)

Source: Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 2016 Dataset
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The Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics makes available several data
products that may be used to research
and characterize workforce dynamics
for specific groups. One of these set
is the location of employers and the
location of workers. The following
map shows the relative spread of
employment across the Montgomery
Planning Area. Note the above map
reflects Private employment and does
not include major public employers in
Montgomery such as Maxwell, State /
County / Local Government, or most
higher education.
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FIGURE 1.3. OCCUPATIONS OF RESIDENTS

Occupations and Wages
Office administration, sales, production and food service top occupations for
residents. The occupational distribution describes the jobs held by residents.
Not all of these jobs are within Montgomery but are held by residents of the
city. Office and administrative support services are the leading association
with nearly 16 percent of all workers. This is consistent with the national
share of these workers. Montgomery out performs the national average
when it comes to production work where just over ten percent of workers
are employed compared to 6.5 percent nationally. All other major categories
are relatively consistent with national averages.
Lower wages across most occupations. According
to a 2016 study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
on occupational employment and wages, workers
in the Montgomery Metropolitan Statistical
Area had an average (mean) hourly wage of
Montgomery's average wage
$19.55 in May 2016, about 18 percent below the
is below the national average
nationwide average of $23.86. The community has
based on a 2016 study by the
a significantly higher share of individuals employed
Bureau of Labor Statistics
in production, ten percent compared to 6.5 percent
nationally, but their wages trail the national average by 13 percent ($15.55
compared to $17.88 national average). This is true in each of the major
occupational groups except community and social service.
AVERAGE HOURLY
WAGE

19.55

$

Underemployed percentage reveals a larger labor pool. Of major
Alabama cities, Montgomery has one of the highest rates of underemployed
individuals. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development underemployment exists when a person’s employment is
inadequate in relation to specified norms of alternative employment, account
being taken of his or her occupational skills. In Montgomery, 26 percent or
one-in-four workers qualify as underemployed this compares to 25 percent
in Birmingham, 21 percent in Mobile, and 24 percent in Alabama overall.
Combining these workers with the unemployed reveals an available labor
pool of just over 50,000 within the metro area.

Other occupations
20%

Office & administrative
support 16%

Building & grounds
cleaning 3%

Sales & related 10%

Management 4%
Production 10%

Repair, installation,
maintenance 4%
Business & financial
operations 5%
Education, training
& library 5%

Food preparation &
serving 9%

Healthcare practitioners
& technical 5%

Transportation &
material moving 8%

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

FIGURE 1.3. OCCUPATIONS OF RESIDENTS

Unemployed, 4%
Underemployed

26%
Fully Employed, 70%

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

POVERTY RATE

22.6%

Between 2000 and 2016, the
overall poverty rate increased
by 27 percent

HOMES RECEIVING SOCIAL
SECURITY INCOME

31%

An increase of 5,000 households
from 2000, or 26 percent
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE
CREATIVE ECONOMY
Despite its increasing focus in economic
development there is no simple way to assess
entrepreneurship. For example – are you
measuring tech startups and the opening of
a neighborhood coffee shop, or landscaping
business? Few statistical measures exist,
particularly at the city level, to assess the amount
of activity. Therefore, proxies need to be used that
can provide indications of the amount of activity
and where.

DRAFT

FIGURE 1.3. BUSINESS STARTS PER 100 BUSINESSES

10
Montgomery
Alabama

8

6

4

Business Dynamics
Business dynamics measures the startup and
closure rates of businesses. City level data is not
available, but county and metro data does exist.
One of the dilemmas is the data lags by several
years therefore it is limited in drawing too many
conclusions about the present state of business
formation. However, when considered with several
other data sources it can help frame an overall
issue. The Montgomery MSA lags Alabama in
business formation rates by on average about .5 a
percentage point.
SBIR activity is another indicator primarily
regarding technology-driven companies or
university spin-offs. SBIR stands Small Business
Innovation Research. It is a federal program to
provide research funding to small businesses in
areas of interest for federal agencies. Since 2016
Montgomery has had no businesses receive SBIR
funding support. This suggests there are few
small businesses in Montgomery developing new
technologies requiring significant research funding.
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Where are the Jobs?
Us eius. Les repeles serunt el exceatum rero cullabore, odipsum cus debit voluptatqui andebitatur, quasper undebis aliquas
re sit aceatque net assequo ditatatum quiasi beatus platemp orrovit, sum quiscid elitas ut aciet, experrum resequi nem quunt
quiam, quo cuptati aut volenduci te ni cum ex eos estio omnisse nisi desed magnis dunti cuptaturem quis aut re laborpor mi,
iusciis tisquidenda sita velit escia int pliquis temodipsam, sit am et est, nissin eseque abo. Tem a ni cus, sim quidi nobissi mincia
dis acepreh enistius simus is nobitiu sandant.

An informational case study will be
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ipsum nobis autat maximi, tempeliquam fugiae vero eiusam est qui blam quuntisqui isque non rerferro officti ssequatenis
necabo. Sedit d et faceaquas eveles aperi dolorectur, eaquia eiciis elic tet ut ducipsu ntiorpo rporuptatem faceatius, quibust
officae ipsum nobis autat maximi, tempeliquam fugiae vero eiusam est qui blam quuntisqui isque non rerferro officti
ssequatenis necabo. Sedi
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FIGURE 1.3. BUSINESS STARTS PER 100 BUSINESSES

Small Business & Crowdfunding
Kickstarter, a crowdsourcing website,
and Etsy, an e-commerce website, are
used by local innovators, artists and
entrepreneurs. Innovation is extremely
difficult to measure as it has several
different forms. ETSY and Kickstarter
are two online platforms that give
insight into the “maker” economy,
which bridges the innovation and
creative economy, business startups
and the self-employed. ETSY is an
online marketplace that provides
the ability to track self-designated
handmade products by self-identified
communities. Kickstarter is a
crowdfunding tool. There are other
crowdfunding tools, but these are
more difficult to determine project
location and are smaller. The number
of artisans and makers these represent
is difficult to determine. However,
the relative number of products, as
well as the distribution of across
categories is a strong indicator of
the maker community and where
the interest is. In Montgomery, there
have been 111 total projects listed on
Kickstarter. The most popular project
types are Film/Video (26 listings)
and publishing (15). By comparison,
Huntsville has 303 projects,
Birmingham 509 and Mobile 239
Kickstarter projects. The e-commerce
website, Etsy, is a popular venue for
local artisans and artists to sell their
handmade goods. Currently, 5,700

“hand-made” items are for sale. By
comparison, Birmingham has 43,053
item listings and Huntsville has 20,507
listings.
One of the interesting findings from
this analysis is the categories of
significant activity in Montgomery.
Typically, jewelry is the dominant
category. Home and living constitutes
a broad category ranging from
furniture to kitchenware to home
décor. Clothing is another leading
category. These categories tend to
be among the more complex because
of the nature of the products, the
creation process, cost of goods sold
and other related issues. This may
suggest there is a pool of consumer
product makers in the Montgomery
area.

Home & Living
Clothing
Paper & Party Supplies
Jewelry
Art & Collectibles
Bath & Beauty
Accessories
Weddings

PROJECTS LISTED ON
KICKSTARTER

Books, Movies & Music

111

Bags & Purses
Craft Supplies & Tools
Toys & Games

Popular project types are
Film/Video (26 listings) and
publishing (15)

Pet Supplies
Shoes
Electronics & Accessories

0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

1,400

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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LABOR SHED & COMMUTING
PATTERNS
A labor shed is from a community draws
its employment base. Few communities
employ all its residents. One of the
important considerations is how far and
from what direction the workforce travels
for employment. This information can
help frame transportation issues, housing
and retail development opportunities
Montgomery is a regional employment
center drawing employee from a wide
area.
Commuting Patterns for Local
Workforce
Based on federal LEHD data,
Montgomery is a net importer of workers
with nearly 65,000 employees coming
into the city and sends over 21,000
workers out of the city. Approximately
50,000 residents work in the city. (Note:
Please refer to maps 1 and 2 in the map
gallery)
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FIGURE 1.3. BUSINESS STARTS PER 100 BUSINESSES

50,560

Live & Work in MGM

21,847

Live in MGM
Work outside

64,673

Live outside
Work in MGM
Source: US Census Bureau, On the Map, Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics, 2015

FIGURE 1.3. WHERE MGM WORKERS COMMUTE FROM

The research and analysis, coupled with the
intuition from the community reveal a series of key
challenges and opportunities to be addressed by
the Prosperity Action Agenda. These include:
\\Pool of total employers or firms is shrinking over
time; local labor force shrinking and aging
\\Start-up engine in Montgomery underperforms
compared to peer cities in Alabama and around the
Southeast
\\Labor shed has expanded over time with more
worker commuting in from farther away
\\Community is both cushioned and exposed by
government supported employment with private
sector growth
\\Risks for employment loss in sectors with the
growth of artificial intelligence and automation
(especially true of local manufacturing and call center
operations)
\\Cyber and tech opportunities can be built around
community investments and unique assets
\\Tourism is a key focus area based on the city’s unique
assets

Approximately 70 percent of Montgomery
residents live within ten miles of their
work. Although Montgomery is a
diversified employment center, almost
20 percent of the city residents are
employed outside of the Montgomery
area with commutes over 50 miles.
Those commutes are primarily in the
direction of Tuscaloosa and Birmingham.
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MAJOR CHALLENGES &
OPPORTUNITIES

the
Want to find out more from
responding
research and analysis? A cor
included
memo for each of the topics is
se reports
in the document appendix. The
and
include the full set of findings
als like
conditions along with other visu
maps, graphs and tables.

Source: US Census Bureau, On the Map, Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics, 2015
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OBJECTIVES
The following statements define the community’s values related to preserving and enhancing its economic
position. Collectively, they express when, where and how the city of Montgomery and its partners invest in the
future. The objective statements were derived through careful consideration of the most pressing conditions
and trends and a discussion with the community and stakeholders. They are organized around the principle
topic for the Prosperity chapter, economic development.
1. Create and support an economic growth
engine. Montgomery needs to diversify its
economy and find some additional growth
engines. Presently, the city lags behind the
state and other comparative communities in
creating new businesses and entrepreneurship.
A number of traditional indicators such as
business formation rates and non traditional
indicators such as ETSY suggest Montgomery
has more potential for growth in the
entrepreneurial sector than it has previously
demonstrated. Based on the analysis the focus
on entrepreneurial growth should be more than
tech but also include a range of industries – the
key is strong, growing businesses that scale.
Maintaining an environment that is supportive
of the launching and scaling of businesses is
critical.

What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.

2. Better leverage tourism as a core economic
driver. With the city’s financial tax base
dependent on sales taxes, finding ways to
enhance consumption that generates sales and
hotel taxes is critical to the long term fiscal
health of the city. Tourism can be an important
source of additional consumption to strengthen
the tax base. Tourism can also play an important
role in supporting an amenity base larger than
can otherwise be supported by the resident
population.
3. Focus physical development energy and
activity. Concentrating activity even at a
block level creates has several benefits. Key
among them is the psychological impact of
seeing complete physical transformation. This
impact creates the belief that it is possible to
do spurring action. It also creates a template
and proof of concept for policy makers and
community members on how to take action and
what work is actually required.

4. Bring daily workers home. Montgomery is
a regional employment center hosting over
133,000 jobs and importing 56% of its labor
force. A major employment center importing
a substantial number from surrounding
suburbs is a typical pattern throughout the
metropolitan US. In Montgomery’s case, 25%
of the workforce or 14,000 people, travel more
than 50 miles. If these workers make the
average wage of $41,000 in Montgomery, this
totals approximately $1b in income for the city.
Having these workers reside in Montgomery
will increase consumer expenditure potential
in the city, shoring up the services and
retail industries. It will also help drive the
housing market supporting rehabilitation of
neighborhoods.
5. Empower the local Labor Force. Growing
poverty and stalled earnings cause significant
pressure for families and individuals in
Montgomery. To improve these outcomes and
increase inter-generational wealth transfer, the
community must continue to invest in its labor
force while also ensuring it retains its talented
and educated individuals.
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ACTION AGENDA
The following projects, policies and programs support the goal of the Shared Prosperity chapter. These actions
have been organized by the various principles they support. A more detailed implementation framework has
been included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of the plan.

Create / Support an Economic Growth Engine
Montgomery has a history of successful corporate attraction campaigns.
Manufacturing is the largest employment sector in the city representing
14% of the job base. The city has several important stable industries such as
government employment including the military and healthcare which combined
represent approximately 1/3rd of city employment. However, looking forward at
these major sectors two key items stand out:
\\Manufacturing – particularly automotive manufacturing – maybe subject to
substantial job losses from the shift to robotics
\\Government, military and healthcare / social services spending are tied to state
and federal fiscal policy and may or may not serve as local growth engines for the
economy.

Montgomery needs to diversify its economy and find some additional growth
engines. Presently, the city lags behind the state and other comparative
communities in creating new businesses and entrepreneurship. A number of
traditional indicators such as business formation rates and non traditional
indicators such as ETSY suggest Montgomery has more potential for growth in
the entrepreneurial sector than it has previously demonstrated. Based on the
analysis the focus on entrepreneurial growth should be more than tech but also
include a range of industries – the key is strong, growing businesses that scale.
Maintaining an environment that is supportive of the launching and scaling of
businesses is critical.
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FIGURE 1.3. TOP EMPLOYERS
EMPLOYER

INDUSTRY

Maxwell Gunter Air Force Base

Federal Government

EMPLOYEES

12,280

State of Alabama

State Government

11,639

Montgomery Public Schools

Public School System

4,524

Baptist Health

Hospitals/Clinics

4,300

Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Alabama

Automobile Manufacturing

3,100

Alfa Insurance Companies

Insurance Services

2,568

City of Montgomery

Local Government

2,500

MOBIS Alabama

Automobile Parts Manufacturing

1,400

Jackson Hospital & Clinic

Hospitals/Clinics

1,300

Koch Foods

Poultry Processing

1,250

G O V T., M I L I TA R Y O R H E A LT H
CARE & SOCIAL SERVICES
Source: Montgomery Area Chamber of Commerce
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sp 1.1

sp 1.2

Montgomery has a series of programs to
support entrepreneurism through coaching,
business planning assistance, and access to
low cost workspace. What is not clear is how
much activity is focused on developing the
pipeline of entrepreneurs including helping them
launch through various contests, competitions,
accelerators, “bake-offs” or other programs that
create a sense of activity and opportunity. Similarly,
helping businesses scale to the next stage of
development should be among the “packages” the
economic development partners in Montgomery
need to consider including as part of the economic
development toolkit.

Focus on developing entrepreneurs should be
not only tech or creative companies but also
neighborhood retailers, personal services,
contractors, and food service businesses.
Increasing neighborhood business activity will help
revitalize some of the commercial corridors, create
wealth building opportunities, and neighborhood
jobs. Gaps in launching these types of businesses
should be understood and programs put in place
to close those gaps. These gaps typically include:
working capital for inventory, fit out and physical
improvements, credit capacity for building leasing,
bonding & insurance, business operations among
others. It should be noted that this effort should
be done as a partnership between businesses,
institutions, government and business groups.

Ensure programs are in place that
help generate a pipeline of business
starts and assistance in helping
businesses scale

The city and its economic development
partners should identify key gaps in the pipeline
development and business scaling efforts of
its entrepreneur ecosystem. Engagement in
understanding the “journey” of businesses that
have scaled or trying to scale in Montgomery is
critical to identifying and closing key gaps. Through
a better understanding of the assistance gaps,
economic development partners can work to apply
resources and programs to better assist small
business along the path to scale.

Include “Neighborhood” Businesses
in the Entrepreneur EcoSystem

The Importance of “Scaling”
A common term used by business start-ups and small
businesses is “Scale”. Essentially, this refers to the
process through which you take grow a business
from small to medium and from medium to large.
In a vibrant economic ecosystem, this can all be
done locally. The benefits of scaling are tremendous,
for the business owner, the local economy and the
fiscal health of the city. The larger a company can
grow the greater its local economic impact or “tent
pole.” Additionally, scaling businesses increase their
“multiplier effect”. As their able to employ more people
and increase their wages, this money finds its way into
the local economy through the personal expenditures
of employees and spending through the businesses’
operations.

sp 1.3

Broaden industry recruiting targets
Montgomery’s accessibility and investments in
hard (roads, rail, utilities, etc.) and soft (fiber optics,
etc.) infrastructure have set the table for ongoing
private, capital investment. By pursuing traditional
industrial targets, however, the city may miss out on
other, emergent sectors that stand to benefit from
the community's natural and created advantages

(accessibility, infrastructure, business environment,
cost of living, workforce, to name several). In it’s
next strategic planning cycle, economic development
partners should consider a fuller range of potential
targets, especially those in emerging and/or dynamic
sectors like aerospace, clean energy, robotics, etc.
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sp 1.4

Develop Opportunity Area Strategic Plan(s)
The conceptual development strategy and future land use map have identified
several economic focus areas. These locations were chosen based on potential
to accept and grow new (especially industrial, manufacturing and flex-industrial)
businesses and their related capital investments. Criteria for these sites were
several fold and included: Access to existing freight corridors, including rail,
road and barge; Existence of complementary businesses or activities including
manufacturing, warehousing, utilities and other industrial activities; significant
clustering of developable land area (see Great Places chapter for definition), and;
large parcels. Based on these and other minor criteria, two sites were selected as
having unique growth potential.
Hyundai and Danelly Regional Airport
Economic Opportunity Areas. developable
land analysis, completed through the land use
and development strategic analysis, revealed
significant opportunities for expansion around
the Hyundai and Airport sites. Each site is well
served by utilities and multi-modal transportation
infrastructure and has experienced significant,
recent investment. The parcel configuration and
access to each zone define a large buildable area
that could be exploited for large-scale industrial or
manufacturing activity.

An effective Economic Focus Area Strategic Plan would provide an analysis of
the conditions of the identified study area along with tailored recommendations
for maximizing its potential in the short and long-term. Successful plans will
include a detailed land analysis with references to existing transportation and
utility infrastructure, ownership patterns and parcel inventory, existing business
operations, and other pertinent findings. Recommendations would identify
industry sub-sector targets that leverage the city’s physical and non-physical
assets. Last, the plans would include a marketing, or investor-facing, slick that
articulates key assets and specifications for the sites and can be shared broadly
with potential investors.

MAP 1.3. OPPORTUNITY AREAS IN MONTGOMERY

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.

MAP
Opportunity Areas Map w/ Infrastructure layer included

I-85 Opportunity Area. With immediate access
to I-85 corridor (with its 20 million residents
and one trillion dollars in economic output) and
freight rail, the I-85 Opportunity Area has potential
for continued investment in jobs and capital.
Existing operations in the area range from heavy
manufacturing and production to flex industrial and
warehousing.
Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017
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Better Leverage Tourism as an Economic Driver
Montgomery’s tourism industry growth lagged the state (employment 1.0%
versus 4.0% statewide) between 2016 and 2017. If tourism had grown at the
same rate as the state, an additional 500 jobs and $16m in economic impact
would have occurred. With the city’s financial tax base dependent on sales
taxes, finding ways to enhance consumption that generates sales and hotel taxes
is critical to the long term fiscal health of the city. Tourism can be an important
source of additional consumption to strengthen the tax base. Tourism can also
play an important role in supporting an amenity base larger than can otherwise
be supported by the resident population
The city’s history and the preservation of key sites makes the history palpable as
a visitor. This unique aspect to Montgomery’s historic tourism base also means
the subject matter needs to be handled with sensitivity. The city should continue
to develop and expand tourism focused on three areas. Areas of emphasis
include getting better leverage out of the city’s historic assets, continue to focus
on the downtown, and extend the stay and improve wallet share.

sp 2.1

Create a Tourism Enhancement Plan
The city has an active tourism
base. However, the amount of hard
information regarding visitor levels,
types of visitors, spending levels,
activities is lacking. As an important
first step, understanding the city’s
current and potential visitor base
should be a priority to frame what
the tourism products are, who uses
them, and what are various potential
combinations and packages that
should be considered based on
crossover analysis of tourism activities
visited.
Another area the plan should consider
is expanding tourist “wallet share”
by extending the stay and creating
products and packages. Examples
of these concepts include as an
example, taking a “day tripper” and

turning them into an overnight guest.
“Wallet share” means acquiring every
potential dollar possible using events,
attractions, food, accommodations
and retail options from a visit. How
large this opportunity is requires
visitor research.
This requires the cooperation of the
various museums and historic sites,
the hospitality industry, recreational
sites, and the convention and
visitors’ bureau. From a city planning
perspective, the emphasis is to
encourage an environment through
ease of wayfinding, a variety of
mobility options, and increasingly
having “selfie” moments to create
social media promotion opportunities
based on the findings of the research.

Peace and Justice Memorial: Telling an Important Story
First of its kind in the world, the Peace and Justice Memorial in downtown Montgomery
attracted more than 100,000 visitors in its first ten weeks after opening in 2018. This
memorial is emblematic of the stories Montgomery is uniquely positioned to tell. It’s
immediate popularity and international acclaim prove the potential for this brand of
tourism. The 11,000 square foot legacy museum, also in downtown, provides a more
intellectually rigorous complement to the memorial with interactive exhibits organized to
tell the local and international story around slavery, subjegation and systemic racism. The
full inventory of historically significant sites and buildings related to the American civil
rights story is unmatched across the country. The community has only begun to tap its
potential in this area. With careful investment and tremendous respect, the city has the
potential to become a central historic site in North America.
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Update the Downtown Plan to
include perspectives of “experience”
and the future management
of the downtown based on the
“experience” findings
Because a number of the city’s tourism assets
(historic and otherwise) are near or in the
downtown, and downtown itself has become a
destination, continued focus on the downtown
environment remains critical. The last downtown
plan is over a decade old. A substantial amount of
progress has been made but there are key gaps in
development, mixed levels of street activation, and
perceptual issues about the downtown in terms
of safety and parking. While the 2007 downtown
plan focused on primarily physical redevelopment,
a new downtown plan should consider the overall
experience and management of the downtown
through the lenses of businesses, residents, and
tourists.

Extending the “Wallet Share”
Increasing the local economic impact of tourism means
extending the “Wallet Share”. The longer a tourist or
group stays in Montgomery the greater the impact
locally. While Montgomery has a number of excellent
and productive tourist attractions today, there is an
opportunity to better connect these assets, coordinate
between them and consider deficits in amenities
that might turn a day trip to a weekend. To do so
would benefit many sectors including lodging and
accommodation (especially Downtown), food service
and others.
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Focus Physical Development
Energy and Activity
The land use and housing analyses as well as
the public engagement process revealed that
Montgomery has a number of neighborhoods and
areas where reinvestment could have a significant
positive impact. In some of these neighborhoods,
there is active engagement by community
members, church groups and social service
agencies to work on supporting the community.
Concentrating activity even at a block level creates
has several benefits. Key among them is the
psychological impact of seeing complete physical
transformation. This impact creates the belief that
it is possible to do spurring action. It also creates
a template and proof of concept for policy makers
and community members on how to take action
and what work is actually required.

sp 3.1

Stabilize neighborhoods with
a focused, comprehensive and
ongoing effort
Several recommendations from other chapters
in the plan (including People and Great Places)
identify potential projects and programs that
taken together will create a comprehensive
impact if concentrated on a location and
deployed simultaneously. Principal among these
related recommendations is the Montgomery
Possibilities Neighborhood. This program would
pilot neighborhood level interventions to stop
the spread and perversity of blight, encourage
and spur reinvestment, build ownership among
residents, and generally enable an environment of
experimentation and growth.
Many programs, policies, and projects have
the potential to address the widespread blight,
disinvestment and stagnation in Montgomery’s
neighborhoods. Ensuring the success of these
initiatives requires trial review and refinement,
safeguarding the financial investments of public
and private organizations with appropriate
guides for implementation. The City should
select a neighborhood to focus redevelopment
/ revitalization energy that will provide
visible, tangible, and replicable initiatives for
future implementation citywide. The selected
neighborhood would undergo numerous
policy, program, and project implementations
in a controlled setting to truly understand the
capabilities and limitations of each effort. The
existing conditions of the neighborhood should
be evaluated carefully to monitor progress and so
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the City can analyze the procedures necessary to
ensure the success of all the piloted initiatives for
application across the city. Through this process,
the City will determine the “right” practices for
Montgomery that have achievable intervention
methodologies and can lead to global policy.
See the Supporting our People chapter for more
information on this proposal.
Additional actions supporting this action include
the following:
SUPPORTING OUR PEOPLE

\\Create a property maintenance fund for homeowner
assistance
\\Evaluate and identify Montgomery’s ‘Possibilities
Neighborhood’
\\Develop a green reuse strategy for integrating vacant
properties into the open space network
\\Create a Demolition Assistance Program for Blighted
or Abandoned Properties
CREATING GREAT PLACES

\\Examine ‘Mixtape’ Zoning Potential and
Implementation

The “Possibility” Neighborhoods
Neighborhood revitalization and reinvestment are
critical areas of focus for the comprehensive plan and
will ensure a more vibrant, equitable and prosperous
future across Montgomery. Rejuvenation, however,
will take time and focus. A successful strategy will be
tailored to Montgomery and include projects, policies
and programs that deal in the city’s unique context.
This plan recommends a pilot program to establish
these “right” practices through a focus reinvestment
campaign. Over a period of five years, the city and
other collaborating entities, will fund, implement and
evaluate a series of initiatives concentrated in a single
neighborhood in the city. The location for the pilot
program will be determined through a competitive,
community-wide process. Over the “testing” phase,
actions and strategies will be launched and evaluated
based on their overall efficacy. Following the pilot
stage, the Montgomery Possibilities Neighborhood
Playbook will be adopted for general application across
other needy neighborhoods throughout the city.

sp 3.2

Reinvest in commercial corridors
As noted in the Great Places chapter Montgomery
has several commercial corridors that have
suffered from disinvestment. Beginning with the
Montgomery Mall in 2004, a series a retail closures
have left significant vacancies in many parts of
the city. These are made especially acute when
the vacancy applies to a large format or big box
location. Nationally, this is a trend within retail
as more and more daily shopping occurs online.
Generally, America is over-retailed with five to ten
times more retail square footage when compared
to Canada or the European Union. This over
building, coupled with the decline in demand has
become an emergent concern in all major metros
including Montgomery. Reuse of large format
commercial buildings is it challenge, but several the
vacancies referred to above have been reoccupied.
The Great Places chapter identifies several
programmatic concepts to pursue.

\\Evaluate Expansion of the Surplus Property Program.

Additional actions supporting this action include
the following:

\\Encourage integrated neighborhood commercial to
provide local services to residents

CREATING GREAT PLACES

\\Expand parks and recreation services and facilities
into underserved areas of the city
\\Expand park coverage through rehabbing taxdelinquent parcels

\\Select Development Opportunity Sites for Long-term
Growth.
\\Establish Incentives to Prompt Redevelopment.
\\Encourage integrated neighborhood commercial to
provide local services to Residents
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sp 3.3

Maintain a Focus on Downtown
As noted earlier, the downtown plays several
key roles. It is an important employment center.
It is a destination for tourism. It’s vibrancy and
housing options are key asset for talent attraction
to Montgomery. However, parts of the downtown
remain unfinished and the success of the downtown
calls for planning the next step in its evolution.
Recent progress in downtown has been significant.
There has been a considerable increase in the
number and variety of downtown housing
options along with a general uptick in commercial
investment. Montgomery’s Downtown also benefits
from the city’s status as State Capital with a semiguaranteed jobs base. Commercial development in
downtown gained momentum over the past 15-20
years with major projects such as the Renaissance
Hotel, Riverwalk Stadium, the Alley, and others.
There has also been a considerable effort to expand
greenspaces, especially along the city's riverfront.
These investments and new amenities have
increased demand for housing in the center of the
city with more than 1,000 units available in 2018
and more than 375 planned. The
Columbus Square, an affordable
housing project, located in the
far northeast of downtown
will add just under 300 units
at full build out, becoming
the largest single project
currently underway. According
to the Montgomery Housing
Authority, the first phase of the new
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community will consist of 80
market-rate and affordable
apartments/townhomes,
serving families of all
income levels. The two
phases completed so far
have totaled just over $23.9
million.
“Focus” as it pertains to downtown, refers to the
concentration of future investment and pursuit
of a block-by-block strategy. The second phase of
rejuvenation for the district will include a stronger
emphasis on the overall business strategy and
district management. This might include the
exploration and implementation of a Business
Improvement District or BID for the area. These
special assessment zones are typical for a downtown
like Montgomery’s and would assess a special tax
for the purposes of improving the defined area.
Property owners could elect for a single, district
wide zone, or break the downtown into related
sub-districts to further focus the reinvestment
of the assessment increment. BID proceeds can
benefit capital improvements like streetscaping,
facade improvements, etc. or programs like district
ambassadors, litter control, etc.
CREATING GREAT PLACES

\\Update the Downtown Master Plan
\\Create a Downtown Business Improvement District
(BID)

Next Steps for Downtown
Iliatur sim quam inullupti doluptur accaesedi doluptate
sero ipideriti temquaes accuscipitam faceris dolendit
lam elessit, quo maxim ut ex etur sit atiorrum quis
solenda sit vent eum quis nempore niminus alictiustio
que quostrum aditint et molupiciis suntinc ilibusda
quo blamus ipsum si invellenisci omnihit ea necti ad
An informational case study will be
modi blaccus am quaspe preic tendebitas moluptatur
here
in subsequent
version.
ad added
mollit, non
pedipid
min ratus. Me
consequis eliam
alitate eum qui tem quasitas quiasi omniminctae
anduciusa volorrum nulpa qui nonseque cus, eicitaq
uatur?
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Bring Workers Home

Empower the local Labor Force

Montgomery is a regional employment center hosting over 133,000 jobs and
importing 56% of its labor force. A major employment center importing a
substantial number from surrounding suburbs is a typical pattern throughout
the metropolitan US. In Montgomery’s case, 25% of the workforce or 14,000
people, travel more than 50 miles. If these workers make the average wage of
$41,000 in Montgomery, this totals approximately $1b in income for the city.
Having these workers reside in Montgomery will increase consumer expenditure
potential in the city, shoring up the services and retail industries. It will also help
drive the housing market supporting rehabilitation of neighborhoods.

Growing poverty and stalled earnings cause significant pressure for families and
individuals in Montgomery. To improve these outcomes and increase intergenerational wealth transfer, the community must continue to invest in its
labor force while also ensuring it retains its talented and educated individuals.
At the time of the plan poverty rates in Montgomery had increased by nearly
30 percent from 2000, reaching 23 percent of the overall population. At the
same time, underemployment in the city (those individuals with a job that does
not pay a living wage) was among the highest of Alabama big cities. Even with
a small unemployment rate and growing jobs base, locals in Montgomery are
struggling to afford basic lifestyle expenses like housing, with the number of cost
burdened.

Bringing workers home will require a focus on enhanced livability including
a housing mix that meets a variety of needs and life stages, amenities and
activities for families, singles and older adults, as well as a continued focus on
job creation to maintain residents in the city. A number of the actions across the
housing, land use, place-making and related areas are supportive of increasing
livability.
Rather than a single action, all proposals in the plan that seek to enhance
the “livability” of Montgomery contribute this strategy. Special examples are
included below.
CREATING GREAT PLACES

\\Update the Downtown Master Plan
\\Create a Downtown Business Improvement District (BID)

POTENTIAL SALES TAX
INCOME

1b

$

Potential sales tax revneue if those
commuters traveling more than 50
miles into MGM each day for work
were to live in the city

The challenge, in the case of Montgomery, does not relate to a lack of jobs. Low
unemployment and an increasing number of out-of-town commuters indicate a
stable and growing jobs base. The city’s labor force (residents who live and work
in the city), however, earn significantly less than commuters. There is a skills gap
that prevents locals from taking full advantage of higher-wage opportunities.
Additionally, many of the non-skilled jobs in the city may be subject to
automation. This lack of skills and increasing automation could become a
double-edged sword for locals without proactive measures. The following
actions respond to these concerns. Completely addressing these challenges
will require a series of long-term investments that play out over a generation.
In the short-term, however, there are actions to be taken that will improve the
connection between existing opportunities and residents.

Defining “Livability” in Montgomery
Rather than a single measurable indicator, livability relates to a grouping of quality of life,
quality of place and quality of opportunity characteristics. In the case of Montgomery, the
city has a number of advantages. These include its strong and relatively stable jobs base, its
low cost of living along with a myriad of other factors. There are, however, also significant
challenges that negatively affect the city’s overall livability index. First among these
concerns is the availability of quality public education and how it impacts property values,
youth opportunity and overall quality of life. While the district has made significant strides
at the time of the plan, its past performance and perception has created a push factor for
families. This - along with other factors like housing diversity and quality, amenities and
greenspace, and others - must be addressed to reverse the outflow of daily commuters and
capture more spending power in Montgomery.
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Strengthen and expand local
workforce skills training program
Expanding soft skills and basic work training will
universally improve access local opportunities.
The Montgomery Regional Workforce Training
Center currently provides soft-skills training
courses and leadership skills through its Workforce
Skills Training program. The Training Center is
operated by AIDT in partnership with several
entities including the Montgomery Public Schools,
Alabama Community College System, ATN, AUM,
the Department of Education, and the Montgomery
Area Chamber of Commerce. Continued support
and expansion of this program is essential to
ensure citizens have access to necessary soft skill
training.

Workforce Training in Montgomery
Workforce training in Montgomery is primarily
provided by the Montgomery Regional Workforce
Training Center (MRWTC) in partnership with the
statewide organization AIDT. MRWTC provides entrylevel training, existing employment training, two-year
technical college training, and a K-12 career training
partnership with the Montgomery Public Schools.
The goal of its workforce training is to ensure that
the skills of Montgomery’s citizens are compatible
with the needs and trends of the region’s industries.
Currently, MRWTC provides three areas of training:
information technology, manufacturing fundamentals,
and workforce skills training. These areas of study
have been determined as most the critical demand for
industry in the region.
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sp 4.2

Collaborate with public schools
to expand existing vocational
programming
Vocational training programs are an essential tool
for lifelong learning and building direct, employable
skills. These programs should be tailored to local
opportunities or specific relevant sub-sectors
within Montgomery. Montgomery Public Schools
currently offers career technology programs in
a wide range of fields. The throughput of this
program and its connection to local employers is
less clear. Students and employers stand to benefit
from a tighter connection and local economic
development partners should strive to fulfill more
of the city’s employment needs locally. The city can
play a role in forging this connection by convening
groups.

sp 4.3

Encourage and expand internship
opportunities and connections
between local institutions and key
public and private sector employers
Montgomery is home to nine active higher
education institutions with an estimated
total enrollment of 20,000+ students. These
institutions provide a diverse array of postsecondary opportunity including traditional
university settings, online education opportunities
that provide access for adult education, both
professional and trade educations, and a wide
range of certificates and degrees. There is an
opportunity to more formally connect these
students into local opportunities through an intern
clearinghouse program where local private, public
and non-profit entities post opportunities through
a central information portal shared by local, higher
education institutions. These opportunities should
reflect the diversity of programs represented
across all nine of the schools. The goal, in the case
of this program, is to capture more talent locally.
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Supporting our...

FOUNDATION
The Foundation chapter of the
Montgomery Comprehensive
plan includes the findings and
recommendations related to
environmental quality, community
facilities and infrastructure. The
investments that are detailed
through the action agenda
are critical to maintaining the
community's unique natural
environments, expanding access
to and services of community
facilities and ensuring the long-term
viability of the city's underlying
infrastructure. The goal, stated
right, is supported by a series of
objectives.

Goal

Future-focused investments maintain infrastructure - including
the natural environment and resources - and support continued
growth, reinvestment, and progress.
Objectives

\\ Regulations ensure preservation and
resiliency of the natural environment

\\ Long-term sustainability is supported
by logical environmental policy

\\ Community health is enhanced through
access to the natural environment

\\ Community facilities and infrastructure
are strengthened and expanded
strategically
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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the Foundation topics including
environment, community facilities and infrastructure. These findings emerged from the research and analysis
of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and the public overall. The following is not exhaustive,
however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the document appendix.
Montgomery's Natural Environment, Physical Geography & Environmental Threats
Montgomery County sits southeast along the Alabama River, at the far north of the coastal Plain of the
Gulf of Mexico. Before Montgomery was formally organized, white settlers came to the site of the city of
Montgomery and set up a trading post. The surrounding area was fertile and accessible by the Alabama river,
which led to rapid development. By 1835 it was the largest city in Alabama and became the capital of the
State in 1846. It is situated in the northern part of the coastal plain, in what is called the black prairie or black
belt district, a band of rich productive soil. The five geographic subdivisions within Montgomery county range
from flood plains along the river and large streams in the north, to the rough, hilly land in the south. The city
of Montgomery sits on two of the five geographic subdivisions, flood plains and low stream terraces and red
high stream terraces. The flood plain and low stream terrace occurs North along the Alabama and Tallapoosa
rivers and can be described as level to very gently sloping. The red high stream terraces have a somewhat
broken relief but become increasingly level farther east.

Montgomery sits within the "Black Belt", a region across portions
of Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana with especially productive
soils that have enabled the region's agricultural output.

LOCAL ECOSYSTEMS

Montgomery, Alabama is in the Mobile-Tensaw River
delta, the largest river delta and wetland in Alabama.
This delta is an extremely important ecological piece
and includes a wide variety of habitats, including
Mesic flood plains, cypress-gum swamps, tidal
brackish water marshes, bottomland forests, and
submersed grass beds. Due to its broad range of flat
land which transitions into mountains at the top of
the state, Alabama has the most diverse population
of animals east of the Mississippi River. Montgomery
has 65 parks totaling over 1,600 acres of parkland.
198

Rivers benefit human health and provide habitat as
freshwater ecosystems for fish and wildlife both in
the water and along the banks. River communities
face unique challenges, however, related to flooding,
pollution management and topography. Communities
living along rivers need to be the key agents for action
to mitigate problems related to river pollution and
other ecological hazards.
Vegetation can also reduce smog, air temperatures,
and air pollutants. The City of Montgomery’s tree

canopy declined by 6% between 1986 and 2002. As of
2002, the City of Montgomery’s ecosystem services
provided 227 million cubic ft. in storm water services,
valued at $454 million and removed 3.2 million lbs.
of air pollutants, valued at $7.9 million. Continuing to
plant trees and preserve current forests is paramount
in improving the environment in Montgomery. Street
trees can also increase property values, make place,
improve pedestrian safety, clean air, reduce heat/
climate change and flooding and water pollution and
create an increased sense of pride.
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MAP X. LAND COVER PLANNING AREA
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Land Cover vs. Land Use
Unlike land use analysis, land cover does not create a summary at a parcel
level, but rather at this pixel scale. Because of this, there will always be a
discrepancy between totals from a land cover and land use summary. As an
example, a 200-acre parcel may be classified as an agricultural use, even if
more than half of that land is out of production or open space. Land cover
analysis will break the parcel into its halves and create a more accurate total.

Low-Density Developed
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION & PROTECTION

Groundwater pollution is a common threat for older
cities and is a challenge in Montgomery. Decades
ago, industrial development along the riverfront
north of the downtown spurred the construction
of warehouses and factories. With technological
advances, the Industrial Revolution introduced new
sources of air and water pollution. Groundwater
pollution occurs when pollutants (any substance
toxic to humans or animals) are released onto, or
into, the ground and making their way down into the
water table sitting below the surface. If the pollution
reaches an aquifer, the migrating edges of the body
of water give it the name of a “plume”. Montgomery
has an important area of contaminated groundwater
located beneath the western downtown area called
the Capitol City Plume.
The main effect of the plumes is that Montgomery
can’t use groundwater resources due to the
contamination. The shallow aquifer is already
compromised for municipal, industrial, and
domestic use and in the future, the deep aquifers
are susceptible to further pollution if the plumes
are not managed. This could pose problems in the
future such as loss of water supply, degraded surface
water systems, and high costs for alternative water
supplies. Montgomery is currently managing two
pollutant plumes in the downtown area. Numerous
entities, including EPA’s superfund program, have

been working together to complete the investigation
and address the Capital City Plume. The plumes do
not pose any significant problem to development
or growth in the Downtown Montgomery area.
Groundwater in this area is not currently used.
Brownfields are properties that are either
contaminated by a hazardous substance or
thought to be contaminated. They are usually idle,
underutilized or abandoned, and exist in a city's
or town's industrial section, on locations with
abandoned factories or commercial buildings, or
other previously polluting operations like steel mills,
refineries or landfills. Small brownfields also may
be found in older residential neighborhoods as well.
In Montgomery, there are currently 28 brownfield
sites, compared to Huntsville’s 20, Birmingham's 135,
and Mobile’s 45. Cleaning up the brownfield sites
have multiple benefits. such as improving safety
and aesthetics of the community, increasing local
tax base by enabling new use of the land, and takes
pressure off undeveloped, open land that contributes
to cleaner air and quality of life. Currently, the
Alabama Department of environmental management
has taken over the EPA’s remediation initiative.
This state voluntary cleanup program allows for the
assessment and remediation of contaminated sites.
BIRMINGHAM
BROWNFIELD SITES

MONTGOMERY
BROWNFIELD SITES

Birmingham has the greatest
number of brownfield sites in
the state, over four times that
of Montgomery.

While less than other major
Alabama cities, Montgomery
has a number environmentally
hazaordous sites
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CLIMATE CHANGE & RESILIENCY
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It was estimated that 250,000 people took
shelter in Alabama in 2017 due to Hurrican
Irma's projected trajectory.
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Climate change is affecting the Montgomery region
in direct and indirect ways. These effects will become
more acute with time. The city's primary risks include
decreased drinking water supplies, potential climate
refugees, urban heat island, and loss of forest and
ecosystems. In 2017 when Hurricane Irma was set
to hit Florida, an estimated 250,000 evacuees took
shelter in Alabama. After hurricane Katrina hit in
2005, thousands of families fled to Montgomery
and surrounding cities in Alabama. One year after,
it was reported that nearly 3,000 people were still
living in interim housing in Alabama. If sea level rise
does impact the thousands of residents living on
the coast, Montgomery will have to deal with the
pressures of a rapidly rising population. Every region
in Alabama will have to respond to these changes,
some being affected more heavily than others.

JAN

Regionally, Alabama risks sea level rise and loss of
coastal land. Dauphin Island is already experiencing
these effects as houses are lost and locals prepare to
lose the island completely. Alabama’s coastal tourism
economy, that generates 3 billion dollars each year,
is also at risk. Other climate change impacts on a
regional scale include extreme weather conditions,
agricultural and food changes, risks to public
health, water resources, and ecosystem loss and
damage. While these immediate effects along the
coasts may not impact Montgomery directly, there
is the potential for increasing numbers of refugees
fleeing singular climate events (such as hurricanes
and coastal storms and flooding) and long-term
effects like infrastructure collapse and flooding. The
community has already experienced rounds of these
short-term events as recently as 2018 with Hurricane
Michael. Both during the evacuation and following

FIGURE #.#. ANNUAL DAYS ABOVE TEMP (FUTURE)

the event, hotels in Montgomery were sold out with
victims of the storm.

RAINFALL AVERAGE (INCHES)

Climate change is already impacting parts of the
southeastern United States. The Earth's climate has
changed throughout history, cycling through glacial
advance and retreat until the abrupt end of the last
ice age about marking the beginning of the modern
climate era — and of human civilization. Currently,
rising temperatures are going above these normal
shifts, creating a trend referred to as global warming.
Many of the effects are unknown, but some are
predictable. This includes rising sea levels, shifts
in our water cycle, changes in flower/plant bloom
times, and much more.

>50 - 100
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Source:Climate Research Division at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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Environmental Programs & Plans
A number of groups in Montgomery focus on varying elements of environmental protection. Collectively,
these groups have succesfully implemented several effective policies or completed plans and studies. The
following highlights several of these groups and iniatives.
PLANS AND INITIATIVES

ACTIVE, ENVIRONMENTALLY-FOCUSED GROUPS

The city and various other entities have also completed plans and studies
focusing on various aspects of environmental quality. Each of these plans and
their recommendations related to the environment have been included below.

Many groups and people have come together to try to improve the human and
natural environment around the city of Montgomery. These include:

\\The Street Tree Master Plan. This
plan, created in 2007, is a “how to”
manual for street trees. It covers
proper street tree selection and
placement, depending on if you are
residential, commercial, or historic, as
well as depending on the type of street.
\\The Cypress Creek Neighborhood
Plan, adopted by the planning
commission in 2012, emphasized
that the Cypress creek and pond area
itself could have a regional impact
as a conservation area that could be
partially open to the public for both
education and recreation.
\\Greening the Selma to Montgomery
Trail: Reconnecting and Remembering
The Selma was adopted in 2013,
to Montgomery Civil Rights Trail
traverses a historically significant
African American neighborhood in
the city of Montgomery, Alabama and
has the goal of developing a vision
for a more attractive and sustainable
neighborhood that could improve the
experience for residents and visitors

alike. The project also fits into a larger,
multi-agency effort that includes a
collaboration between the National
Park Service and U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to develop the
entire trail from Selma to Montgomery
to reflect the importance of its history,
to be a destination for tourists and
visitors who come to honor the
American civil rights movement,
and to showcase best practices in
environmental protection to other
communities throughout the city and
state.
\\The Genetta Park Stream Restoration
Project is part of a larger brownfields
cleanup and community revitalization
effort along the Selma to Montgomery
National Historic Voting Rights Trail.
\\Urban and Community Forest grant
was awarded in 2001 to the city and by
2002, the Montgomery Comprehensive
Urban Forest Plan was completed.

\\Montgomery Clean City Commission
works to educate and motivate citizens
of Montgomery to act for a cleaner
environment and a more attractive city.
The commission is led by a board of
Commissioners comprised of citizens
from all of Montgomery's nine council
districts. Commissioners are appointed
and approved by the Montgomery City
Council for two-year terms.
\\Montgomery Habitat for Humanity
a nonprofit, ecumenical Christian
housing ministry incorporated in 1987
as an affiliate of Habitat for Humanity
International, builds simple and
affordable homes in partnership with
those in need of decent housing.
TREE CANOPY
STATUS, 2002

-6%

Montgomery's tree canopy
has declined by an estimated
6% between 1986 and 2002.

The Montgomery Street Tree
Master Plan (pictured right)
was compledted in 2007 and
created a "How to" manual for
improving the city's overall
tree canopy cover.
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\\Capital City Master Gardener
Association is a group of Master
Gardeners that are trained volunteers
sharing their love and knowledge of
gardening while serving a vital role to
the Alabama Cooperative Extension
System.
\\The Montgomery Tree Committee
founded in 2001, was started by a
citizen advocacy group to promote
urban forestry in Montgomery,
Alabama.
\\Alabama River Alliance also has an
active group in Montgomery. the
alliance is a statewide network of
groups working to protect and restore
all of Alabama’s water resources
through building partnerships,
empowering citizens, and advocating
for sound water policy.
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Community Facilities & Infrastructure

Green infrastructure manages wet weather run
off through passive techniques that seek to
capture more water on site, promote infiltration,
or provide a redirection for the water such as
street trees. Green infrastructure can mitigate
flood risk by slowing and reducing storm water
discharges. Lower discharge volumes translate
into reduced combined sewer overflows and lower
pollutant loads. Green infrastructure also treats
storm water that is not retained. Water collected
in rainwater harvesting systems can be used for
outdoor irrigation and some indoor uses and can
significantly reduce municipal water use. Water
infiltrated into the soil can recharge groundwater, a
very important benefit for Montgomery specifically.

Community facilities and infrastructure, affect municipal wellbeing in a number of ways. This section outlines
the critical findings pertaining to the topics and how the city is poised to handle spatial and population
shifts regarding these facilities and infrastructures and the services they provide. This analysis emphasizes
Montgomery City-County Public Libraries, the Montgomery Fire and Rescue, the Montgomery Police
Department, water and sewer infrastructure, and the cost of operating those services and utilities.

Montgomery has limited green infrastructure
initiatives. Some topical and neighborhood plans
such as the Street Tree Master plan, Cypress
Creek Neighborhood plan, and others are working
to implement stormwater redirection projects,
but overall there are limited green infrastructure
initiatives in Montgomery compared with peer
communities. Municipal street trees are a key part
of public green infrastructure in many cities. Street
trees provide benefits that promote sustainability
and help alleviate environmental problems.
The Montgomery Street Tree Master Plan is one
example of a green infrastructure related plan that
was proposed in Montgomery.

LIBRARIES

The City of Montgomery and Montgomery County
jointly operate and fund the Montgomery CityCounty Public Libraries. Ten library branches serve
both the city and the county with three libraries
outside of the city serving the Town of Pike Road
and the communities of Pintlala and Ramer. The
remaining seven branches located in the City of
Montgomery are:
\\Juliette Hampton Morgan Memorial Library
(Downtown)
\\E.L. Lowder Regional Branch Library (Bell Road)
\\Rufus A. Lewis Regional Branch Library (Mobile
Highway)

To understand the extent of the public library
system’s level of service, it's important to compare
it with the library systems of the other larger cities
in the state of Alabama. The City of Birmingham
is served by nineteen public libraries compared to
Montgomery’s seven. Birmingham also has a robust
calendar offering as many as twenty library events
a day spread throughout the City. The City of Mobile
has ten public libraries. Mobile offers several unique
library services to the state including a library that
is dedicated to history and genealogy, a bookmobile,
four branches that offer maker labs (that include 3-D
printers), and a smartphone app for its online media.

\\Coliseum Boulevard Branch Library (Coliseum
Boulevard)
\\Governors Square Branch Library (East South
Boulevard)
\\Hampstead Branch (Hampstead Neighborhood)
\\Bertha Pleasant Williams Library (Rosa Parks Avenue)

The Montgomery City-County Library system operates ten
branches throughout the county.
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COMMUNITY CENTERS

Community centers offer communal support
and recreational activities to youth, families, and
seniors. They are hubs for socialization, recreation,
and education at the neighborhood or community
level. Montgomery is served by 20 community
centers. 17 of the 20 community centers offer
basic services, like an open gymnasium, meeting
rooms available for rent, and community meetings.
Additional amenities, such as pools and ceramics
facilities, vary across the different locations. The
remaining three offer specialized services including:

DRAFT
MAP X. WALKING DISTANCE TO EXISTING COMMUNITY CENTERS

Legend
Developed Area
1 - Mile Buffer
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\\Armory Learning and Arts Center – The Armory
Learning and Arts Center is dedicated to offering art,
music, dance instructions, and gymnastics.
\\Therapeutic Recreation Center – The Therapeutic
Recreation Center’s programs and facility is dedicated
to citizens with disabilities enjoyment of recreation.
\\Crump Senior Center – The Crump Senior Center
offers programs specifically designed for senior
adults.

A majority of Montgomery’s community centers
offer after-school and summer programming for
youth and/or programming for seniors. The Parks
and Recreation Department bases individual center
programming on a determination of the needs
of the surrounding area. The community centers
that do not offer afternoon and summer youth
services are located in areas deemed not to have
enough demand to justify these services; instead,
transportation is provided to other nearby centers
that offer youth programming.
In the last decade, three community centers have
stopped service including: Bellingrath Community
center which was closed and sold to a non-profit
organization, Mckee Community Center which was
closed and absorbed by the adjacent public school,
and Smiley Court Community Center which was
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Source: ESRI, city of Montgomery

closed and demolished as part of the closure of the
Smiley Court Public Housing Community. The existing
community center distribution leaves a large portion
of the city, particularly in suburban residential
districts, without access to community centers.
To understand Montgomery’s community centers’
level of service it is important to compare it with
those of the other larger cities in the state of
Alabama. The City of Birmingham is served by
twenty-one community centers, which is comparable

to Montgomery’s twenty. Birmingham, however,
does not offer accessible public information on
its centers’ activities. The City of Huntsville has
fourteen community centers. Huntsville offers a
variety of services to all cohorts of its community
through its centers. Huntsville’s community center
programs include youth and adult basketball leagues,
wheelchair and disability-oriented sports leagues,
swimming lessons, exercise classes, pickleball
leagues, square dancing, sewing classes, and tai chi.
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POLICE, FIRE AND RESCUE

The Montgomery Police Department (MPD) is
currently made up of about 590 employees and
occupies seven facilities. The City is actively
served by two facilities: the police department
headquarters (North Ripley Street) and a police
precinct (East South Boulevard). MPD uses a
two-sector system to provide general police
protection for the City. Sector A operations is
housed in the police headquarters facility along
with administration, the city jail, and the City’s
traffic policing operation. Sector B operations are
housed in the police precinct on East Southern
Boulevard. The City also operates the River District
Office (Lee Street) and the Bicycle Police Office
(Molton Street Intermodal Bus Facility and Parking
Deck) to assist police support in the downtown
area and the Criminal
MPD OFFICERS PER
Investigations’
10,000 RESIDENTS
Facility, which
houses entities
like the Detective
Montgomery employs 25.2 officers Division, Bomb Squad,
per every 10,000 residents,
Narcotics Division,
exceeding the national average of
and Police SWAT
18.7 per 10,000.
Forces.

25.2

Montgomery Fire and Rescue employs over
550 sworn and civilian personnel and operates
sixteen fire stations, Fire Administration,
Emergency Medical Services (EMS), Training/
Administrative Support Division, Inspection
Division, Investigations Division, and a Special
Projects Division. The Department provides fire
suppression, EMS, technical rescue, hazardous
material, dive, and rehabilitation support. The
Insurance Service Office (ISO) provides cities with a
Public Protection Classification (PPC) which ranges
from one to ten, with one being the best. The City
of Montgomery became the first fire department in
the state to get a PPC of 1, the highest rating.

FIGURE 1.3. FIRE DEPARTMENT YEARLY RESPONSES
Total
EMS
Suppression
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Community Infrastructure
Community infrastructure is defined as water, sewer, electric, and natural gas network elements and the
services they provide. The following section contains a breakdown of the infrastructure networks currently in
place and opportunities for future investment.
WATER & SEWER

ELECTRIC AND NATURAL GAS

Montgomery’s water and sewer services and
infrastructure are provided by the Montgomery
Water Works & Sanitary Sewer Board (MWWSSB).
MWWSSB not only serves the City of Montgomery
but also the Town of Pike Road, a majority of the
northern half of Montgomery County, and some
of Elmore and Bullock Counties. The MWWSSB's
drinking water is erved by two water treatment
plants along with the Day Street Pump Station and
well systems. Water pollution is treated through
three control plants that use primary filters, trickling
filters, synthetic bipfilters, or activated sludge to
treat wastwater before being dispered into the
Alabama River.

Electrical and natural gas services are provided by
private utility companies with electricity provided
by Dixie Electric or Alabama Power and gas by Spire
Energy or Southeast Gas. These companies utilize
in-house systems to identify service expansion
opportunities when confronted with proposed
development in Montgomery.
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Major Challenges & Opportunities

MAP X. WATER AND SERVICE AREA

The research and analysis, coupled with the
intuition from the community reveal a series of key
challenges and opportunities to be addressed by
the Foundation Action Agenda. These include:

Legend
Developed Area
Water/Sewer Service

\\Understanding, examining and mitigating effects of
the various pollutants to soil, groundwater and air
quality.
\\Considering the implications of flooding and lack of
national dam safety programs.
\\Addressing deficit in Green Infrastructure throughout
the area.
\\Recognizing the drinking water resources in
Montgomery and the implications of a non-diverse
resource system.
\\Utilizing existing plans and public efforts to achieve
community goals.
\\Leveraging forested areas and greenways as a
community asset / resource.
\\The City has limited methods for prioritizing
upgrades to its existing community facilities.
\\Large areas of the City are not served by community
centers or senior centers.

Source: ESRI, city of Montgomery

\\Provide more community activities for all of
Montgomery's citizens.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR UTILITY EXTENSION

In Montgomery, public utilities and services can be
more financially sustainable if an emphasis is placed
on filling the gap between Montgomery’s urban
core and the 70% of Montgomery’s housing that is
single-family detached. A new approach focused on
inward investments of infrastructure upgrades can
reinvigorate underutilized areas, create stronger
economic returns on investments, and improve the
safety of the system as a whole. Low-density growth
in Montgomery could be considered subsidized in the
form of flat-rate fees, by charging the same service
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fees to low-density users even though those services
costs are considerably higher than more compact
developments. A typical home in the conventional
neighborhood could have 50 feet of street pipe per
residence, while a condominium might use 5 feet
of public infrastructure pipe. Montgomery needs
to develop a deeper understanding of its long-term
municipal services and community infrastructure
cost as they compare to broader market trends and
policy decisions.

\\Develop an improved understanding of how police
and fire departments' operations and budgets could
be updated to best address the City's recent trends
and needs.
\\Support lowering the community infrastructure cost
by allowing higher density development.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives are statements define the community’s values related to the natural environment, community
facilities and infrastructure. Collectively, they express when, where and how the city of Montgomery will
grow and invest in the future. The objectives were derived through careful consideration of the most pressing
conditions and trends and a discussion with the community and stakeholders.
ENVIRONMENT
1. Regulations ensure preservation and
resiliency of the natural environment.
To ensure protection of the city's remaining
resources, regulations will be enacted to
prevent further removal or impact to natural
features such as streams, rivers, forested
areas, and other similar amenities. Measures
for rehabilitating and enhancing these natural
features will be incorporated through policy
adoption or development regulation to aid
revitalization efforts. The built environment
and natural features will coexist through
appropriate balancing that retains existing
natural features for future generations
while encouraging continued growth in the
community.
2. Community health is enhanced
through improved access to the natural
environment. Montgomery will strive to
improve the health and safety of its residents
through environmental support that prevents
further pollution and reinvigorates the
natural assets. Efforts will be made to rectify
hazards from previous era's to position
the city as a center for environmental
stewardship and conservancy. The City will
rehabilitate its existing natural features

through sensitive and strategic programming
that seeks to return those assets to their
former status with proper protection from
further decline or impact.
3. Long-term sustainability is supported by
logical environmental policy. The City will

position itself to make conscientious decisions
regarding development growth that ensure
preservation of natural assets enjoyed by the
community. Plans will be implemented based
on sufficient data and best practices to ensure
the City is provided with all available tools
for supporting its environment for decades to
come. Efforts will be made to further support
the residents prone to natural hazards while
strategically removing potential long-term
threats influenced by these events. In so
doing, Montgomery will become a resilient
community capable of deterring or managing
natural hazard events allowing for continued
success of community growth and environmental
invigoration.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES &
INFRASTRUCTURE
4. Community facilities and infrastructure are
strengthened and expanded strategically.
Montgomery will focus its infrastructure
resources inward to allow for upgrading of
existing systems while permitting network
growth in appropriate areas. Decision-making
will be supported by financial and capacity
reasoning to prevent the City from reducing
its available funding and increasing its longterm maintenance responsibilities. In so
doing, the City will efficiently maximize its
return-on-investment through support of
the existing infrastructure network and its
associated development. Limiting unnecessary
expenditures on system expansion allows
for alternative use of available resources
that complements private investment in the
community and improves future financial
revenue for Montgomery.

What is an objective?
An objective is a desired outcome that is more specific
than a goal and is also measurable. Each chapter in the
Comprehensive Plan includes a series of objectives that
relate to specific targets for the related action agenda.
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ACTION AGENDA
The following projects, policies and programs support the goal of the Foundation chapter. These actions have
been organized by the various principles they support. A more detailed implementation framework has been
included in the Realizing the Vision chapter at the end of the plan.
ENVIRONMENT
Principles
\\Regulations ensure preservation and
resiliency of the natural environment
\\Community health is enhanced
through improved access to the natural
environment
\\Long-term sustainability is supported
by logical environmental policy

COMMUNITY FACILITIES &
INFRASTRUCTURE
Principles
\\Community facilities and infrastructure
are strengthened and expanded
strategically
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Regulations ensure
preservation and
resiliency of the natural
environment
To ensure protection of the city's
remaining resources, regulations will
be enacted to prevent further removal
or impact to natural features such as
streams, rivers, forested areas, and
other similar amenities. Measures for
rehabilitating and enhancing these
natural features will be incorporated
through policy adoption or development
regulation to aid revitalization efforts. The
built environment and natural features
will coexist through appropriate balancing
that retains existing natural features for
future generations while encouraging
continued growth in the community.

sf 1.1

Amend tree preservation and replacement
requirements for private development
The Montgomery region is comprised of a substantial tree canopy
which serves as a natural asset to the community. However, due to
development growth, a substantial amount of this canopy has been
lost with an estimated 6 percent decline between 1986 and 2002.
Currently, the City has regulations in place for tree replacement and
maintenance for public trees managed by the Urban Forestry group.
To minimize further loss of the tree canopy, the City should establish
requirements for tree preservation and tree replacement for all new
private development. Requiring tree preservation and replacement
prevents further environmental impact by regulating new development
to either preserve natural features on-site or replace removed caliper
inches on-site as part of the new project. New development would
be required to provide this information with the site permit obtained
from Urban Forestry for verification or incur penalties. Protecting and
enhancing the tree canopy has numerous benefits to the community
such as increasing property values, reducing urban heat island effect,
and improving general aesthetics. The City can also utilize the existing
tree fund to allow developers the opportunity to pay a fee-in-lieu of
tree replacement for their projects if on-site replacement is not viable.
The established fee and general tree fund could then be used to plant
new street trees or maintain the existing public canopy throughout
Montgomery.
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TACTICS

Urban Farming: A productive and green re-use strategy

\\Collaborate on the drafting of an amended tree
preservation ordinance targeting tree removal and
replacement for private development, led by the
Land Use and Urban Forestry Divisions.
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\\Consider the types of development that trigger
tree preservation such as new commercial,
institutional or mixed-use development or areas of
unique requirements such as historic districts and
Downtown, which is under SmartCode zoning.
\\Determine key details for classifying protected
trees by species or size, requiring minimum caliper
tree size for replacement, deadline for fee-in-lieu
submittal, and other similar provisions.
\\Include clear regulations for providing the
information for staff review such as a detailed
tree survey comprised of species, trunk size, and
condition (good, fair, poor, dead).
\\Explore associating the tree with expanding
the tree canopy in focused areas, completing the
Downtown Tree Master Plan and then moving
outward to central neighborhoods.

This is a caption for a photo...Loratati
onsequidis rem quo velles pa corepudae ped ut
volest pro el iumetur

\\Set objectives for utilizing the tree preservation
ordinance to promote conservation of natural
features, enhance public right-of-way, and minimize
health factors impacted by dense development.

sf 1.2

Explore adopting an Urban Farm Ordinance
The City should explore adopting an Urban
Farm Ordinance as a mechanism for combating
vacant properties and enhancing environmental
stewardship. An Urban Farm Ordinance would define
and permit specific agricultural operations such
as composting, farmers markets, and community
gardens to name a few, in residential or commercial
areas of the city. This would permit neighborhoods
to convert vacant properties into community
gardens, improving the aesthetics while providing
access to healthy foods, or sell the produce to

local organizations and the public. Larger scale
agricultural operations such as tree farms, orchards,
or greenhouses would be permitted in more
centralized areas providing additional employment
opportunities that are easily accessible through
public or alternative transit. Vertical farming could be
permitted to allow the conversion of ‘big-box’ stores
to non-profit or for-profit farms enhancing the local
economy. All of these agricultural uses would provide
environmental benefits in more urban areas along
with improving overall community aesthetics.

TACTICS

\\Coordinate with local environmental groups such
as Capital City Master Gardener Association on
the potential implementation of an urban farm
ordinance.
\\Work closely with residents of the community
through the Neighborhood Services group to
identify supported agricultural uses in residential
neighborhoods.
\\Analyze the zoning and land use implications
across the City to determine the appropriate zoning
districts in which to implement an urban farm
ordinance including primary / secondary use, siting
requirements, fencing, overall size, and other similar
regulations.
\\Determine appropriate limitations, definitions,
approval procedures, and fees and include them in
the final urban farm ordinance.
\\Reference other open space plans, policies, or
strategies such as the vacant lot green reuse strategy
to ensure the program complements other initiatives.
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Evaluate policies pertaining to
natural resource buffering (rivers,
streams, floodplains, wetlands,
etc.)
There is a robust, flourishing environment
throughout Montgomery due in large part to its
proximity to the Alabama River. Smaller blueways
such as Catoma Creek and Cypress Creek connect
the larger system to landlocked areas along the
city’s outskirts. These natural resources serve
an integral and unique part of Montgomery’s
character and proper policies should be put in
place to protect these for future generations.
The City should evaluate policy creation focusing
on development buffer requirements from
specific natural resources. Focus areas could
include the Alabama River, numerous creeks and
streams, floodplain, wetlands, and many other
environmental sites. The policy would provide
minimum distance requirements, minimal site
impact, and prohibited adjacent functions that
would hinder the continuation of these community
assets. These efforts would also minimize
environmental impact on development such as
within floodplain areas by further restricting
building within flood prone land. Careful
consideration should be given to existing state or
federal laws regarding environmental preservation.
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MAP #. NATURAL FEATURE FOCUS AREAS

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.

Graphic
Tiered focus area for natural features.

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

TACTICS

\\Evaluate adopting policies regarding buffering,
through easement or zoning, of natural resources
including streams, Alabama River, floodplain, and other
environmental assets.
\\Develop a cross-departmental collaborative effort
on analyzing the region's natural assets and making
determinations on which assets to prioritize for
preservation.
\\Evaluate tools such as riparian forest buffers for
implementation along Montgomery’s stream corridors
to protect natural amenities and aid stormwater
management.
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\\Identify potential zoning regulation amendments or
new provisions to further prevent deterioration of
natural features specific to new development.
\\Collaborate with state and federal organizations
like the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the
Environmental Protection Agency on best practice
models for implementing conservation regulations.
\\Pursue additional floodplain specific regulations, as
outlined within this chapter, to minimize further flood
damage and development within flood prone areas.
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Adopt a Green Building Policy to support green building
practices
Montgomery has seen a recent
shift in redevelopment investment
embracing the natural landscape.
Downtown has begun repurposing
historic blocks while integrating
greenways, activating the river bank,
and reestablishing the tree canopy.
The built environment should similarly
preserve the natural environment
through the encouragement and
adherence to green building practices.
Montgomery should adopt a green
building policy which outlines the
types of development and green
building practices that should be
encouraged and upheld in the
community. Topics such as stormwater

management, energy consumption,
water use, renewable energy, and
daylighting should be outlined for
consideration in new development
and redevelopment projects. The
policy will support conservation of
Montgomery’s natural resources while
establishing a standard for highquality, long-term design practices
throughout the community. Efforts
should be made to include policy on
mixed-use, commercial, residential,
and institutional projects to cohesively
improve Montgomery’s sustainable
practices, creating an environmentally
conscious city.

TACTICS

\\Establish a task force comprised
of environmental professionals,
real estate development experts,
and community activists to provide
guidance on the creation of a green
building policy.
\\Ensure that all groups are represented
from large and small-scale developers,
home builders, land use attorneys,
environmental groups, and green
building agencies to develop
appropriate approaches to instituting
green building practices.
\\Evaluate third-party agencies and
associated rating systems such
as the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED), Green

Globes, and the U.S. Green Building
Council.
\\Ensure the task force works closely
with staff on defining the intent behind
the policy and an implementation
strategy for specific development types
or locations of Montgomery such as
downtown.
\\Hold a series of educational sessions
to inform the community on the policy
intent, applicability, and impact it
may have on various segments of the
community.

Community health is enhanced
through improved access to
the natural environment
Montgomery will strive to improve the health and
safety of its residents through environmental support
that prevents further pollution and reinvigorates the natural
assets. Efforts will be made to rectify hazards from previous era's to position
the city as a center for environmental stewardship and conservancy. The City
will rehabilitate its existing natural features through sensitive and strategic
programming that seeks to return those assets to their former status with proper
protection from further decline or impact.

sf 2.1

Support and encourage the continued remediation of
brownfield areas
Montgomery currently has 28 total brownfield sites as identified in the strategic
analysis. Supporting the remediation of these sites will improve the safety and
aesthetics of the community, increase local tax base by reintroducing developable
land, and encourage economic revitalization. The City should provide assistance
and support the Alabama Department of Environmental Management in its
efforts to handle remediation throughout Montgomery. Brownfield sites should
be strategically remediated and reintroduced into the economic market based on
location, contamination, future land use, and other similar factors. The City should
strive to encourage redevelopment and revitalization of these sites by expediting
procedures, where possible, to stimulate growth while also addressing major
public safety concerns. A remediation strategy could prioritize the identified sites
based on city investments, federal funding opportunities, development interests,
and community impact among others.

\\Evaluate city departments on their
procedures or applicable regulations to
align with the green building policy.
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TACTICS

\\Establish a brownfield redevelopment program
to incentivize and assist remediation and
redevelopment of the 28 sites in Montgomery.
\\Create a task force including representatives of
city departments along with county and state
organizations involved in the remediation process.
\\The task force should evaluate the redevelopment
potential for each site based on factors such
as surrounding land use, recent development
investment, neighborhood plans, contamination
levels and impact, and available funding to remediate
and encourage redevelopment.
\\The analysis conducted by the task force should
prioritize remediation of these sites to coincide
with long-term development strategies for the City,
involving partnerships with private organizations to
stimulate redevelopment.
\\The task force should prepare an initial assessment
of the 28 brownfield sites to consolidate current
conditions allowing a comprehensive view of how to
address each site individually.
\\Upon completion of the assessment, the City should
pursue the creation of a strategic remediation plan,
prioritizing sites based on factors revealed in the
assessment and objectives for policy implementation.

Tree Planting Campaign
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Evaluate the feasibility of daylighting stream corridors
Daylighting stream corridors is the act of restoring
a covered or piped stream to a more natural state.
There are many forms of daylighting from complete
natural restoration to architectural or cultural
restoration which provides a mixture of modern
engineering with the environment. There are
numerous benefits from daylighting stream including
managing flood prone areas, increasing available
public open space, and providing recreational
opportunities in urban settings. Montgomery has
many stream corridors that connect the community

to waterways like the Alabama River, Catoma Creek,
and Cypress Creek which could be celebrated
through integration into the built environment. The
City should evaluate these corridors and identify
opportunities to pursue full or partial daylighting
along with integrating these streams into parkland
or new development / redevelopment. This process
should also enhance the open space network
providing additional connections throughout
the community and accessible open space in
underserved areas.

TACTICS

\\Identify major stream corridors throughout the region
connecting to assets like the Alabama River, Cypress
Creek, and Catoma Creek.
\\Assess the stream corridors including the enclosed
portions of streams, geographical locations,
surrounding land uses, right-of-way boundaries,
vacant properties, and floodway / floodplain along the
corridors.
\\Review examples of stream daylighting from full
natural restoration to partial redesign collecting
available information from process hurdles, funding

limitations, implementation strategy, and project costs.
\\Identify criteria for selecting a pilot project to
implement partial or full stream daylighting, preferably
in the ‘Possibilities Neighborhoods’ as outlined in the
People chapter or another centralized neighborhood.
\\Consider criteria that identifies the ideal pilot project
including existing right-of-way or need for property
acquisition, available open space, surrounding context
including land uses and connectivity, and floodplain
areas and impact among others.

sf 2.3

Develop a citywide tree planting campaign
The loss of the natural tree canopy to modern
development has left Montgomery susceptible to
environmental impacts such as heat island effect.
The City has begun developing green infrastructure
initiatives like the Montgomery Street Tree Master
Plan to rectify this growing concern and minimize

further growth. As the groundwork has been laid
identifying the major concerns, the city should focus
on developing a citywide tree planting campaign
aligned with the outcomes of the planning efforts.
This campaign should target vulnerable areas of
the community, like Downtown, with substantial
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the community along with the immediate benefits of
additional landscaping.
\\Identify areas of deficiency in street trees, green
spaces, or aesthetic landscaping as critical areas for
the tree-planting campaign.

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.

\\Evaluate funding mechanisms for the campaign
such as a single investment in tree selections or
the establishment of a recurring annual fund for
continued growth.

Map
Existing underground Stream Corridors / Culverts.
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Monitor and assess the conditions
of the Capital City and Coliseum
Boulevard Plumes

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey 2017

impervious area and minimal green space, tree
canopy, and other natural landscaping. This
campaign would define the negative impacts the
community is facing while outlining a specific
strategy for filling the void in the existing urban
tree canopy. The program would consist of
phasing the initiative with urban areas targeted
first followed by traditional neighborhoods and
moving outward through Montgomery. Resources
from a tree preservation fund or replacement
requirements could assist in stimulating the
initiative along with private local partnerships and
development investment.

TACTICS

\\Collaborate with local organizations such as
Montgomery Trees on a tree-planting campaign for
the community.
\\Determine a facilitating team to prepare and oversee
the operation of the campaign with feedback from all
associated departments.
\\Define a community goal of what the city is going
to achieve through this campaign such as a specific
number of trees planted or a ratio of trees per
neighborhood, park, or number of residents.
\\Work closely with residents to have substantial
community involvement in the program, either
focusing efforts in a single day / weekend or by the
end of the calendar year.

The Capital City Plume is an area of groundwater
located in downtown that has been contaminated
over time. This is the result of past use and disposal
of industrial wastewater from Montgomery’s early
industrial sites into the storm water systems.
The Coliseum Boulevard Plume is a similar area,
northeast of downtown, that has been identified
by the Alabama Department of Transportation for
contamination based on asphalt testing. These
plumes not only pose a threat to the existing
contaminated groundwater but also to deep
aquifers if left unchecked. The City, along with
organizations like the Alabama Department of
Environmental Management, should continue to
monitor the conditions of the Capital City Plume
and Coliseum Boulevard Plume to prevent further
pollution of the local groundwater. Periodic
assessments should be conducted to evaluate the
condition of the plume with careful monitoring of
the local water supply.

\\Determin concise and definitive timing for the
campaign to portray the impact the plantings have in
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TACTICS

\\Continue to collaborate with the Alabama
Department of Environmental Management and
the Downton Environmental Alliance (DEA) on the
monitoring of both plume sites in Montgomery.
\\Enact recommendations of the Institutional Control
Plans for long-term monitoring of the plume sites to
ensure protection of the local groundwater.
\\Conduct additional analysis, as needed, to monitor
the conditions of both sites in conjunction with the
Alabama Department of Environmental Management.
\\Seek funding for treatment from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the Alabama
Department of Public Health aligned with the control
measures agreed upon in the Institutional Control
Plans.

sf 2.5

Create a Cypress Creek Preserve
Cypress Creek represents a significant natural asset
located in the heart of Montgomery. Surrounded
by residential neighborhoods and within close
proximity to downtown, the Cypress Creek could
serve as a local and regional attraction highlighting
the city’s unique natural environment. Establishing
a preserve to protect and enhance the Cypress
Creek area will provide numerous opportunities
for recreational amenities, educational nature
programs, and environmental stewardship in
Montgomery’s more urban area. Cypress Creek
also represents a microsystem in Montgomery’s
environment containing distinctive flora and
fauna that are truly specialized deserving careful
preservation for the benefit of the community
and natural habitat. The preserve can utilize many
of the recommendations of the Cypress Creek
Neighborhood Plan to assist in the development
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and design of the natural area including pedestrian
connections to surrounding neighborhoods,
developed trail system, and cultural attractions.
Blue Heron - Atlanta, GA
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TACTICS

\\Establish a preserve for Cypress Creek either
maintained by the city, through a public-private
partnership, or through the creation of a non-profit
organization.
\\Review the recommendations of the Cypress Creek
Neighborhood Plan to determine potential actions
for developing an integrated preserve for local
accessibility and regional attraction.
\\Evaluate the existing conditions of the Cypress Creek
area alongside local partners to discern the support
necessary to ensure preservation of the microsystem.
\\Evaluate potential enhancements and funding
through public-private partnerships or donations to
improve available amenities and operations in the
Cypress Creek Preserve.
\\Analyze integration into the comprehensive open
space network to understand current limitations and
necessary infrastructure improvements to provide
trail connections, vehicular access, and public transit
connectivity.

Long-term sustainability
is supported by logical
environmental policy

The City will position itself to make conscientious
decisions regarding development growth that
ensure preservation of natural assets enjoyed
by the community. Plans will be implemented
based on sufficient data and best practices to
ensure the City is provided with all available
tools for supporting its environment for decades
to come. Efforts will be made to further support
the residents prone to natural hazards while
strategically removing potential long-term
threats influenced by these events. In so doing,
Montgomery will become a resilient community
capable of deterring or managing natural
hazard events allowing for continued success of
community growth and environmental invigoration.
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Conduct a citywide Climate
Resiliency Assessment
The City has faced many natural events in the
past and is likely to experience some, if not all,
of these in the future. Ensuring that appropriate
procedures and policies are in place to control
the aftermath of these events is critical to
protecting the community. This process begins
with the pursuit of a climate resiliency assessment
to determine and define the most significant
threats to Montgomery along with the potential
outcomes. This assessment would review historical
information, existing natural and built conditions,
and natural event modelling to identify the chief
vulnerabilities facing the community today.
Community perception along with professional
collaboration should support the assessment
process in selecting the outcome objectives.
With that data available, the City can guide policy
and project implementation that addresses the
critical factors of the assessment and positions
Montgomery for long-term resiliency. Next steps
should be clearly outlined at the conclusion of the
assessment to ensure Staff and the community has
an understanding of implementation strategies.
Future endeavors such as a Resilient Strategic
Plan could be pursued for continued development
of safeguards and initiatives for a variety of
potentially detrimental events.
TACTICS

\\Evaluate utilizing the Emergency Management
Agency or creating a Chief Resilience Officer position
to facilitate the creation of a climate resiliency
assessment for Montgomery.

Louisville, KY Climate Resiliency Assessment - Best Practices
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\\Develop a strategy for assessing the resilience of the
community using a working group to facilitate the
discussion and prepare the assessment.
\\Create a steering committee comprised of public
officials, community leaders, and organizations
representatives to further guide public participation
and plan implementation.
\\Coordinate public engagement with the plan
preparation to identify and analyze community
perception of resilience in Montgomery and how the
city can improve their efforts.
\\Base the assessment around the 100RC initiative
developed by the Rockefeller Foundation including
the four essential dimensions of urban resilience;
Leadership & Strategy, Health & Wellbeing,
Infrastructure & Environment, and Economy &
Society.
\\Define clear objectives for moving forward to create
a more resilient community either through direct
recommendation implementation or preparation of a
strategic resiliency plan.

sf 3.2

Join the National Flood Insurance
Programs (NFIP) Community Rating
System
A significant portion of the Montgomery region
falls within FEMA floodplain or is prone to
flooding during high rain events. Montgomery has
been a member of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) since 1982 to provide residents
access to flood insurance to assist in restoration
efforts. Since its inception, FEMA has provided
additional resources available to communities to
further minimize insurance costs for areas like
Montgomery such as through the Community
Rating System (CRS). The CRS is a program which
ranks a community on their floodplain program
and policy management to discount insurance
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premiums up to 45 percent in Special Flood
Hazard Areas. The ranking is on a scale from 1
to 10, increasing by 5 percent for each rank the
community moves up (with 1 being the highest
discount). This rank is determined by a list of
activities designed by FEMA to prevent or limit
construction in floodplains, provide informative
material to the public on floodplain management,
and other similar activities. Montgomery should
work with FEMA to join the community rating
system program and begin tailoring a strategy
for improving the ranking for higher discounted
premiums. This will provide residents additional
financial support for land located in flood prone
areas, allowing them faster recovery from major
rain events and an overall safer community.

TACTICS

\\Coordinate with FEMA on the application
requirements for the CRS program.
\\Work with local representatives along with
applicable city departments to provide the necessary
information to join the program.
\\Evaluate, upon acceptance, the regulations, policies,
and programs against the CRS activities to identify
current initiatives along with areas of opportunity to
improve the CRS ranking.
\\Develop an annual strategic plan and update
regularly to complete the initiatives outlined by
FEMA that will improve the overall floodplain
management services and provide a higher CRS
ranking for financial support.
\\Host additional educational sessions focused on
floodplain management and development to notify
homeowners of the potential discounts offered
through this program.

MAP #. STRUCTURES LOCATEDWITHIN FLOODPLAIN

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.

Map
Structures currently located within the floodplain.
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\\Outline department collaboration in the strategic
plan to guide implementation of numerous strategies
for improving floodplain safety on a continuous basis.

sf 3.3

Develop a long-term floodplain
management strategy
Montgomery’s floodplain areas pose a unique
challenge for the health and safety of the
community. The region contains numerous
properties and structures within Special Flood
Hazard Areas identified by FEMA. These properties
are in direct impact of major flooding events
which can lead to severe health concerns along
with substantial property damage. Protecting
the residents of the community through
proper floodplain management is critical to
the sustainability of Montgomery, both from a
development and conservation approach. The
City should develop a long-term strategy to
manage floodplain properties, structures, and
amenities to minimize safety risks and property
/ infrastructure damage. A critical component
of the strategy is evaluating four major areas for
floodplain management based on amenable to
aggressive methodology, which are: identification,
education, intervention, and extreme intervention.
A cohesive strategy for floodplain management
should analyze these four areas of involvement
to prevent continued development in the
floodplain, reduce flood damage risk, and safeguard
residents. Without a proper management strategy,
Montgomery will be left susceptible to significant
flood risk that will likely be exacerbated with
altering climate conditions.
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TACTICS

\\Create a working group comprised of departments
such as Engineering and Environmental Services,
Land Use, Neighborhood Services, and the
Emergency Management Agency to evaluate
floodplain risk.
\\Begin by identifying areas of critical concern such
as structures located in the 100-year floodplain or
floodway, in immediate risk of flood damage.
\\Coordinate efforts with the National Flood Insurance
Programs as to flood insurance participants
throughout Montgomery or new programs offered to
residents.
\\Develop an educational outreach program targeted
at property owners or residents located in floodplain
areas to inform them of both local or federal
programs along with general floodplain boundaries
and risk.
\\Consider options for intervening in vulnerable areas
such as a buyout program for properties to eventually
remove all structures from floodplain.
\\Implement in phases based on available funding
and target the most vulnerable areas first before
expanding to other regions of the community.
\\Adopt policies and zoning regulations to further
prevent or restrict new structures or building
additions in floodplain areas such as the floodway
and 100-year limits.

TACTICS

recycling. This agreement brings back an essential
environmental service to the community but
is only one of many opportunities to improve
recycling initiatives in the city. Supporting bulk
item recycling or hazardous materials is one key
opportunity that requires focus as currently there
is no program capable of handling these materials.
Additionally, as the recycling program is still new
to Montgomery, education is critical to ensuring
residents are recycling the proper materials and
excluding those RPS isn’t equipped to process.
Montgomery should support the recycling program
by continuing to refine complementary programs
focused on unique or hazardous materials and
educational resources for the community. This
two-part approach should be carefully tailored to
address existing deficiencies in the program while
encouraging recycling contributions throughout the
community.

\\Collaborate with Repower South and the Alabama
Environmental Council on the available recycling
partnerships in Montgomery.
\\Expand the city's list of partners handling unique and
hazardous products through a review of the current
programs offered in the community.
\\Explore providing a single drop-off location or
convenience center operated by the City with
partners collecting recyclable material during
designated times.
\\Define clear rules, regulations, and guidelines to
prohibit illegal dumping of non-recyclable materials
or staffing as needed to support resident drop-offs at
potential convenience centers.
\\Integrate local organizations such as Habitat for
Humanity into the collection of unique items
for reuse and repurposing, minimizing landfill
contributions.

FIGURE #. REPOWER RECYCLING MODEL

A map / diagram will be added here in
subsequent version.
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Support continued refinement of
recycling programs

Map
Repower recycling model.

The City has recently entered into a unique
agreement with Repower South (RPS) offering
recycling services to all of Montgomery. This
agreement began in 2018 with RPS handling the
collection to their central facility for use in the
creation of an alternative fuel or general material
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\\Identify alternative initiatives or
missed opportunities with the
Alabama Environmental Council
based on other communities
throughout the state.
\\Pursue a concurrent educational
engagement approach with the
aid of the Neighborhood Services
Division.
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Community facilities and infrastructure are strengthened and
expanded strategically
Montgomery will focus its infrastructure resources inward to allow for upgrading of existing systems while permitting network
growth in appropriate areas. Decision-making will be supported by financial and capacity reasoning to prevent the City from
reducing its available funding and increasing its long-term maintenance responsibilities. In so doing, the City will efficiently
maximize its return-on-investment through support of the existing infrastructure network and its associated development.
Limiting unnecessary expenditures on system expansion allows for alternative use of available resources that complements
private investment in the community and improves future financial revenue for Montgomery.

\\Develop collateral on recycling
“do’s and don'ts” for distribution
throughout the community based
on Repower South’s capabilities
with their facility.

sf 4.1
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\\Include local partnerships in the
material to notify residents of the
options available in Montgomery.

The Montgomery Water Works and Sanitary Sewer Board
(MWWSSB) is a franchise operation that is appointed by the
Montgomery City Council. Long-term system improvements,
expansions, and priorities are not reviewed by City staff. The
City should consider creating a process where planning staff
and City engineers have the opportunity to contribute to
MWWSSB’s decision making process through joint meetings.

As Montgomery’s water and sewer infrastructure continues
to age there is no system in place to pay for the large
expenditures to update the system. Montgomery should
consider encouraging the MWWSSB to analysis long term
revenue and continued maintenance cost. The City should
also encourage “frontage charges” when a new structure or
subdivision is connected to the water-sewer infrastructure.
A frontage fee would require customers to pay monthly bills
by the length of pipe needed for the parcels’ water and sewer
services as opposed to threshold usage fees. The denser a
property or development the less infrastructure is needed to
service the property, and the more appropriate cost model
reflects long-term needs for infrastructure improvements.

\\Consider a neighborhood
engagement strategy for providing
sessions to the general public
on proper recycling and other
engagement opportunities.
\\Establish an annual recycling event
to further encourage the program
while providing direct educational
benefits to the residents.
\\Ensure the information is readily
available to the public with periodic
announcements on the programs
operations, benefits, etc.

Improve collaboration involving water and
sewer infrastructure inside the City

TACTICS

\\Update and manage all City infrastructure assets and resources
on a GIS platform.
\\Consolidate public and quasi-public resources to establish a
working relationship between staffs.
\\Develop a bi-annual meeting to discuss capital improvement
projects related to infrastructure and priorities.

Consider advocating for water and sewer
frontage charges.

TACTICS

\\Encourage the MWWSSB to conduct a financial report (similar to
its annual report).
\\Encourage MWWSSB to conduct an infrastructure conditions
review of the water and sewer system to create a long term
analysis of infrastructure maintenance and revenue.
\\Consider fostering a public engagement campaign, based on the
analysis, to review other water-sewer revenue model options.
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